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Abstract 
In this thesis we study left-invariant control .:offine systems on the symmetry group of a. model of hyperbolic 
plane geometry, the matrix Lie group 50(1, 2)o. We determine that there are 10 distinct classes of such 
control systems and for typical elements of two of these classes we provide solutions of the left-invariant 
optimal wntrol problem with quauratic costs. Under the identification of the Lie <tlgebra .so(l. 2) with 
Minkowski spacetime IR1•2 , we construct a wntrollabilility criterion for i:J.ll left-invariant control affine 
systems on 50(1. 2)o which in the inhomogeneous case depends only on the presence or absence of an 
element in the image of the system's trace in 1R1•2 which is identifiable using the inner product 0 . For the 
solutions of both the optimal control problems, we provide explicit expressions in terms of J acobi elliptic 
functions for the solutions of the reduced extremal equations and determine the nonlinear stability of the 
equilibrium points. 
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Chapt er 1 
Introduction 
1.1 B ackground 
We discuss in a broad sense elements of the fields of geometric control thL'ory aud hyperbolic 
geometry. Precise definitions of the terms and concepts used from these fields are provided in 
Appendix A. 
Control theory 
Control theory is a n'latively modern field of mathematics which originated from the seminal 
work carried out in the 1950's by L.S. Pontryagin a.nd his co-workers. who developed the field in 
response to problems of theoretical engineering. An advantage of control theory is its simultane-
ously theoretical and practical nature: it has applications in engineering, robotics and biology, 
but also has the ability to give insight into problems of theoretical physics and the study of 
ordinary differential equations. It is a fast-growing and active field. 
Control theory concerns itself with the study of contr-ol systems. A control system is a 
parametrized family of vector fields on an underlying manifold, t.he state space, where the set 
of parameters are known as controls. These controls are elements of the control space. The 
trajectories of the control system are the integral curves of the vector field or concatenations of 
these curves. At any state the control parameter may be changed, and correspondingly a new 
trajectory chosen in the state space; thus the trajectories of the system are controlled by the 
choice of the control parameter. 
If the controls are changed according to a function on either the control space, the state space 
or both, the system is said to have feedback given by this feedback function. If the feedback 
function does not depend on the state space, then it is said to be detached. 
Given two states in the underlying manifold, the control system transfers one state to the 
other if the two may be joined by a trajectory of the system. If any two states in the state space 
may be joined by such a trajectory, the control system is contr·ollable. 
A given control system may produce very similar families of trajectories in the state space 
to another control system. If these similarities are great enough, we may wish to reduce to 
1 
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studying only one of the two systems with similar trajectories. This leads us to the problem of 
classifying control systems, which can be done according to several criteria. In this thesis we 
restrict ourselves to a classification under detached feedback equivalence. 
We may wish to consider properties of the trajectories of these systems; particularly, given 
two points of the state space, we could consider minimizing or maximizing a function of the 
control variable along a trajectory which transfers the one state to the other. Such a problem 
is a problem of optimal control. This concept was first developed in the 1950's by Pontryagin, 
resulting in the celebrated Pontryagin Maximum Principle which provides necessary conditions 
for optimality. 
In this thesis we discuss problems of controllability, equivalence classification and optimality 
for a :;pecific and widely applicable da:;s of control :;y:;tems, the c:untr-ol affine systems, and 
take as their state space the symmetry group of a model of hyperbolic geometry. Since hy-
perbolic metrics appear very naturally in theoretical physics, for example in the construction 
of Minkowski spacetime, we consider that the results of this study may putatively give some 
insight into physical problems of special relativity. 
Hyperbolic geometry 
Euclidean plane geometry can be considered axiomatically, where the basic structures of points, 
lines and angles are assumed and related to each other by the 5 axioms of Euclid: 
1. For every two points p, q such that p f. q, there exists a unique line f. that passes through 
p and q. 
2. For every line segment a.b and every line segment cd there exists a unique pointe such that 
e is between a and b and cd is congruent to eb (in the sense that their lengths are equal) . 
3. For all points a and b f. a, there exists a circle centered at a with radius the length ab. 
4. All right angles are congruent. 
5. For every line f. and every point p rf. f., there exists a unique line (' through p such that f.' 
is parallel to e (where parallelism is defined by fllf' <=> en l!' = 0). 
For many centuries it was hypothesised that the fifth axiom was dependent on the first four, 
and as such could be derived by a theorem assuming only statements 1 to 4. However, in the 
early 1800's the independent work of C. F. Gauss, N. Lobachevskij and J. Bolyai showed that 
there exist spaces where the first four axioms are assumed and t.he fifth is negfl.ted, to give a 
completely consistent geometry. T his geometry was hyperbolic geometry, and it grew out of the 
negation of Euclid's fifth axiom in this sense: "For every line e and every point p rf. e, there 
exists more than one line through p that is parallel to f" . 
In order to develop the concept of hyperbolic geometry, a model of this geometry was re-
quired. The first identified hyperbolic model. (inadvertently) d iscovered by the Dutch physicist 
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C. Huygens in 1639 was the pseudosphere, for which the most natural parametrization showed 
a constant Gaussian curvature K = - 1. 
When the geodesics of the pseudosphere were calculated, they were found to be extendible 
infinitely iu both dircc:tiom;, a property which was subsequently formalised as geodesic com-
pleteness. It was later discovered that all geodesically complete surfaces with constant Gaussian 
curvature -1 are models of hyperbolic geometry. 
An extention of the concept of surfaces is the notion of an abstract surface, or 2-dimensional 
manifold. In the 1860's the work of B. Riemann led to the concept of a Riemannian metric, a 
variable distance measure on the tangent bundle of an abstract surface which allows for various 
expressions of the curvature of the surface, and equips it as a geometric surface. An immersion 
of an abstract surface into 1R3 is a mapping from the surface to ~3 with an injective tangent 
map. If a Riemannian metric is assigned to an abstract surface, an immersion is isometTic if 
the metric is preserved under the immersion. A theorem of D. Hilbert states that no geodesi-
cally complete surface of constant negative curvature can be isometrically immersed in ~3 . In 
consequence, the only geodesically complete surfaces of constant negative curvature that exist 
in three dimensions cannot be discussed in a Euclidean environment. 
Since geometric surfaces are geometric objects independent of embedding in any ambient 
space, they are thus essential to the realization of hyperbolic models, which however have not 
been formalized as abstract surfaces. This thesis begins by establishing independently two hy-
perbolic models as abstract surfaces with their groups of isometries. 
1.2 Control problems on the symmetry group of a model of 
hyperbolic plane geometry 
In this thesis we will approach the problems of geometric control theory in two distinct ways. 
Firstly, by considering the state space as a symmetry group of a model of hyperbolic plane 
geometry, we may access control theoretical results by considering the structure of the space 
on which it acts. Secondly, if the action of the symmetry group is determined to be transitive, 
then by a result of Myers and Steenrod (1951), it is what is termed a Lie transfoTmation group 
(of dimension :::; 3), and so, particularly, is a Lie group. T hus on determination of transitivity 
of action of the symmetry group, we may determine its expression as a Lie group and use the 
structure of its Lie algebra to access other aspects of control theory on the group. 
In each case, the most direct approach is to start by considering a space (set) on which 
there is a metric structure. Thus, in the geometric approach, we will attempt to establish the 
symmetry groups of models of hyperbolic plane geometry, beginning with an abstract surface 
structured with a negative-curvature metric. We then endeavour to use this metric and abstract 
surface to establish the hyperbolic model as a geometeric surface, in each case contructing its 
symmetry group independently of maps to or from any other models. This approach differs 
from the usual approach (see [7], [31], [32], [25]) , which relies heavily on maps between models 
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or analogy from one to the other to establish the geodesics and symmetry groups. There are five 
models of hyperbolic: plane geometry in current nse: that. is, the Poincare disk, the Klein disk, the 
upper half-plane, the hemisphere and the hyperboloid. In this thesis we choose to work chiefly 
with this last model, due to its interelation with the rich structure of Minkowski spacetime. We 
also consider the upper half-plane model, which has the simplest metric of the five. Since the 
hyperboloid model is a surface which is not contained within a 2-dimensional plane, we do not 
work with the hemisphere, which would provide no additional geometric insights, and which we 
established shares a symmetry group with the upper half-plane. Equally, we do not wish to 
introduce the symmetry group of the Poincare disk, which is different to that of the upper half-
plane and the hyperboloid model, and the coverage of which would have made this thesis too 
broad. The metric of the Klein disk also provided unnecessary broadening of topic, due to the 
natural expression of its symmetries in terms of structures of projective geometry. Establishing 
the two symmetry groups of the models and aspects of the actions of their symmetry groups 
completely separately, particularly transitive action, we will then consider group isomorphisms 
between them so that structural aspects which are more accessible in one symmetry group might 
be mapped to structures in the other. 
On establishing transitivity, we will choose the group with the most direct representation 
and easily-accesible stuctures, establish it as a matrix Lie group and construct and discuss its 
Lie algebra. Consideration of its group-theoretical and topological properties will provide more 
insight when we consider control problems developing on the group as a smooth manifold. We 
will also construct the adjoint and co-adjoint orbits of the chosen group's Lie algebra. These 
play a role in the discussion of optimal control problems on the group. 
In order to discuss the control problem of optimality, we will consider only full-rank control 
affine systems, which we wish to group together into classes which share similar properties in 
terms of optimality and control. In order to do this, we will use the concept of local detached 
feedback equivalence [5]. This equivalence relates two control systems as equivalent if, at least 
locally, the trajectories of the fir:;t :;ystem way ht• m~tppcd :->llloothly to the trajectories of the 
second. This mapping is dependent only on the control variable. Thus, if one element of 
a class produces trajectories optimising the control problem, then for all systems within the 
class a smooth mapping of their control variables exist, which will map their trajectories to 
the optimizing trajectory. In this way, optimality results for one representative of the class are 
shared by all elements of that class. 
To determine the equivalence classification will require the use of the group of Lie algebra 
automophisms for the chosen Lie algebra (cf. [5]). 
We next wish to consider the problem of controllability of systems ([29], [2], [30]). In this 
thesis we restrict to left-invaric:mt control affine systems with piecewise-constant controls. Ap-
plying some of the known conditions for controllability of such systems ([29], [30]) on Lie groups, 
we will attempt to constuct a controllability criterion for these systems on our chosen symmetry 
group. At all times our approach considers the structure of the symmetry group brought about 
by the constant-curvature metric of t he space on which it acts. 
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Using the classification results, we will consider the optimal control problem with quadratic 
costs for representatives of certain elasscs in this classification. In order to determine the op-
timal Hamiltonians we will use the Pontryagin Maximum Principle (PMP) as stated in [13]. 
This principle provides a set of necessary conditions for a trajectory to be optimal, in the form 
of a system of differential equations. Following [13], we will work in the trivialization of the 
cotangent bundle of the state space. This trivialization expresses the cotangent bundle as a 
direct product of the group itself with the dual space of its Lie algebra. In this setting, the 
differential equations set up by the PMP become a Hamiltonian system with this direct product 
as its phase space. The solution of this Hamiltonian system is termed an extremal cuTVe. We 
will set up the reduced extremal equations (which are the projections onto the dual space of 
the Lie algebra of the Hamiltonian system generated by the PMP), and attempt to solve these 
to find the projection of the extremal curve onto the dual space. We consider the extremal 
curves as developing on the intersection of the level surfaces of their optimal Hamiltonians and 
a Casimir function, and use this approach to express the development of the projections of these 
extremal curves on the dual space of the Lie algebra and on t he group itself. We investigate the 
possibilities of expressing the solutions of the reduced extremal equtions in terms of the Jacobi 
elliptic functions. 
In analogy with the Euclidean case, we will consider a possible alternative to the expression 
of curves in 50(3) in terms of Euler angles to determine the projection of the extremal curves 
onto 50(1. 2)o . 
Finally, we will consider the (nonlinear) stability of the equlibrium points of the solutions, 
which serve as a good indication of the local behaviour of these optimal trajectories (that is, 
they give an indication of how great a fluctuation from the optimal trajectory may occur for 
the trajectory to remain at least "approximately" optimal) . To determine the nonlinear sta-
bility properties, we will use the energy-Casimir method as stated by [17], and if this provides 
indeterminate cases we will use the extended energy-Casimir method due to Ortega, Ratiu and 
Planas-Bielsa [23]. 
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1. 3 Overview 
• Chapter 2: Section 2.1. IR1•2 as an inner product space; planes r in JR1•2 and the 
restriction Jlr· Section 2.2. Constructs the geometric surface IHI1L and represents its 
symmetry group as the matrix group 50(1. 2)o. Trasitivity of 50(1 , 2)o. Decomposition 
50(1. 2)o = BK. Section 2.3. Constructs the geometric surface IHIJID and its symmetry 
group 5ym(lHIJID) . Represents the symmetry group as the matrix group PGL(2, IR). Trasitiv-
ity of 5ym(lHIJID). Section 2.4. Constructs the group isomorphisms between the symmetry 
groups of lHIL and IHIJP> and their representations as matrix groups. 
• Chapter 3: Section 3.1. 50(1, 2)o is a connected, non-compact matrix Lie group. 
Section 3.2. Constructs the Lie algebra so(1 , 2) and its commutator relations; so(1, 2) 
is simple and semisimple with trivial centre; the Killing form; adjoint operators. Section 
3.3. The Lorentz cross product O; the hat map .so(1, 2) -7 IR~2 ; interrelation of () with 
0; JR3 2 is a Lie algebra. Section 3.4. Constructs the Lie algebra automorphisms of 
.so(1, 2) and JR~2 . Section 3.5. Adjoint and co-adjoint orbits of so(l. 2) expressed in 
JR~2 . Section 3.6. Action of 50(1. 2)o on the structures of IR1•2 ; 50(1. 2)o is simple, not 
simply-connected; Iwasawa decomposition of 50(1, 2). 
• Chapter 4: Section 4.1. The classification of full-rank control affine systems on 50(1, 2)o 
under local detached feedback equivalence. This is achieved using the hat map of .so(l. 2) to 
JR~2 to send the tracer to r; properties of the restriction of the metric Jlr. Section 4.2. 
Preliminary results for controllability of left-invariant control affine systems on 50(1. 2)0 
and the image hatr = r ~ JR1•2 of the trace; the controllability criterion for all such 
systems, using the hat map. 
• Chapter 5: Section 5.1. Constructs a Casimir function and expresses the representation 
.so(1, 2) = Kb(.so(1 , 2)*). Section 5.2. Reduced extremal equations for E~2•0); explicit 
solution of extremal curve on so(l. 2) in terms of Jacobi elliptic functions; projection 
onto 50(1. 2)0 of the extremal <:urvcs as solution to a syst<;m of differential equatious; 
equilibrium points of reduced extremal equations, nonlinear stability of equilibrium points. 
Section 5.3. Reduced extremal equations for E~2'0); explicit solution of extremal curve 
on so(1 , 2) in terms of Jacobi elliptic functions; projection onto 50(1, 2)o of the extremal 
curves as solution to a system of differential equations; equilibrium points of reduced 
extremal equations, nonlinear stability of equilibrium points. 
• Chapter 6: Discusses and summarizes the results; conclusion. 
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1.4 Contributions 
To our knowledge, we present t hese original contributions: 
• lliilL as a geometric surface (PROPOSITIONS 2.2.1-2.2.3; 2.2.24; 2.2.26) . IHilP' as a geometric 
surface (PROPOSITION 2.3.2; 2.3.18). 
• Action of 50(1 , 2)o on !R1•2 (P ROPOSITIONS 3.6.6; 3.6.7); the map hat : .so(1, 2) ~ JR~2 
(DEFINITION 3.3.6); Rt'2 is a Lie algebra (PROPOSITION 3.3.5, THEOREM 3.3.7); automor-
phism group Aut (JR3 2 ) (PROPOSITIONS 3.3.9, 3.4.1-3.4.3) 
• L.d.f.e. classification of full-rank homogeneous 2-input control affine systems (LEMMA 
4.1.6; PROPOSITIONS 4.1.8-4.1.9, THEOREM 4.1.10); l.d.f.e. classification of full-rank 2-
input control affine inhomogeneous systems ( THEOREMS 4.1.12, 4.1.14, 4.1. 19, 4.1.20, 
4.1.26- 4.1.27; PROPOSITIONS 4.1.16,4.1.18, 4.1.23- 4.1.25 and COROLLARY 4.1.13); l.d.f.e. 
classification of single-input control affine sytems (PROPOSITIONS 4.1.30-4.1.34). 
• Spacelike, lightlike and timelike elements of so (l. 2) and their properties (PROPOSITIONS 
4.2.2- 4.2.5, LEMMA 4.2.6); controllability criterion for all control affine systems on 50(1, 2)0 
(PROPOSITION 4.2.1, THEOREMS 4.2.7- 4.2.9). 
• Optimal control and optimal Hamiltonian for control problem with quadratic costs on 
I:i2•0) [I:~2 ·0)] (THEOREM 5.2.1) [THEOREM 5.3.1]; projection of extremal curves onto 
.so(1, 2)* in terms of J acobi elliptic functions or trigenometric functions (THEOREM 5.2.2) 
[THEOREMS 5.3.2-5.3.3]; projection onto 50(1, 2)o of extremal curve as a solution of a 
system of differential equations (THEOREMS 5.2.3-5.2.4) [THEOREM 5.3.4]; equilibrium 
points of the system of reduced extremal equations classified nonlinear stnble/unstable 
(THEOREM 5.2.5) [THEOREM 5.3.5]. 
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Chapter 2 
Two Models of Hyperbolic Plane 
Geometry 
We choose to concentrate our study on the hyperboloid and upper half-plane models and their 
symmetry groups. In order to discuss the hyperboloid model (which can be considered as a 
submanifold of reduced Minkowskj spacetime IR1·2 equipped with the induced metric) we consider 
properties of JR1.2 as an inner product space. 
2.1 Reduced Minkowski spacetime ~1 ·2 
Minkowski spacetime refers to the 4-dimensional real space IR4 equipped with the the symmetric, 
nondegenerate bilinear product 0, called the Lorentz product, 
This structure Rl.3 = (JR4 ,C·)) is the geometric setting of special relativity: the points in IR1•3 are 
considered as physical events taking place at a point within a frame of reference { e1, e2 , e3 , e4 }, 
where the e2, e3 and e4 directions relate the events spatially and the e1-direction relates them 
in time. In this thesis we suppress one spatial dimension. 
2.1.1 D EFINITION. The reduced Minkowski spacetime JRL2 is the 3-dimensional real space IR3 
equipped with the Lorentz product, 
We hencefocth ident ify p ~ (p1 .... , p.) with the column mat,ix [;J. 
We may express the Lorentz product in the matrix form 
9 
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Particularly, if we consider the quadratic forms p T J p , then !R1•2 = (!R3, 8 ) becomes an inner 
product space as in (A.l.5). The Lorent7. prodnct is not. positive-definite, and p U p can take 
positive, negative or zero values. 
2.1.2 REMARK. By a slight abuse of notation, we associate the symmetric bilinear forms 
with 0 . Here, T plR3 is an isomorphic copy of JR3. We may express ds21p in matrix form as 
(2.1.1) 
where v and w are vectors in JR3 associated to the tangent vectors v = 1 •1 /u I P + 1·2 1/v I P + v3 ~I P 
and w = w1/uiP + W2~.lp + w3zfbiP in the fibre Tp!R3 of T!R3. Since ds21p acts on the tangent 
iJ D a a U iJ • 
vectors VI au IP + V2av IP + V3aw IP and WI au IP + W2av lp + W3&WIP to glve -V!Wl + V2W2 + V3W3 
(which is exactly the matrix product v T J w) this association is justified. 
2.1. 3 DEFINITION. An element p = (PI, P2, P3) of lR I,2 is timelike if p 0 p < 0, light like if p G p = 0 
and spacelike if p (·) p > 0. 
2.1.4 DEFINITION. The Minkowski length is the mapping 11·11: JR3xlR3 ~ IR, liP II = sgn(p )JIP (·) P I 
where sgn(p ) = 1 if p 8 p > 0, sgn(p ) = - 1 if p C p < 0, and sgn(p ) = 0 if p 0 p = 0. 
Note that this mapping is not positive-definite. 
2.1.5 DEFINITION. A timelike vector p = (pr,P2,P3) E IR1·2 is positively-oriented if PI > 0 and 
negatively-oriented if PI < 0. 
2.1. 6 PROPOSITION. Orientation of timelike vectors is an orientation relation on this subset of JRl.2. 
PROOF. We show that this relation is an equivalence relation. Note that if p is timelike, then 
p1 f:. 0, so Pl is either positive or negative. Firstly, if Pl > O[pr < OJ, then p is positively-oriented 
[negatively-oriented] and in each case p "' p. Secondly, if p "" q , then Pl > 0, ql > O[p1 < 0, qi < 
OJ, and in each case q "' p. Finally, if p "' q and q rv s , then Pl > 0, qi > 0 and qi > 0, SI > 0 
[p1 > 0, qi > 0 and qi > 0, si > OJ and in both cases it follows that p "' s. Since either p1 > 0 
or Pl < 0, there are exactly two equivalence classes. The result follows . 0 
2.1.7 PROPOSITION. {22} Given a basis {er,e2 .... ,e11} for ann-dimensional real vector space Von 
which is defined a nondegenemte symmet?'ic billinem· fmm )('8 : V x V ~ IR, )(8 ( e i, ej) = 0 for 
if:. j, then the number of basis vectors ei for which X8 (ei, ei ) = - 1 is the same for- any such 
basis. 
2.1.8 COROLLARY. Jf{e1,e2,e3} is an orthonormal basisforiR1·2, then exactly one ofei,e2 ore3 is 
timelike. 
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2.1.9 REMARK. This result is not generally true of bases which are not orthonormal; indeed, we may 
construct a timelike basis 
{(1.0,0), (2, 1, 0).(3, 2, 1)} (2.1.2) 
for IR.1•2 . 
2.1.10 PROPOSITION. A nonzero vector of IR.1·2 orthogonal to a timelike vector must be spacelike. 
PROOF . We will show that a timelike vector cannot be orthogonal to a timelike vector or a 
(nonzero) null vector. Given a timelike vector p = (p1,p2,p3) and a (nonzero) null or timelike 
vector q = (q1, q2, q3), then p \·) p = - pf + p~ + p~ < 0 and also the product q l·) q = - qr + 
q~ + q~ :::; 0. Thus ptqr > (p~ + p~) · ( q~ + qJ) ~ (p2q2 + p3q3)2, where the second inequality 
follows from the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality on (IR.2 , • ) , where • is the usual dot product. Thus 
IP1q1l > IP2q2 + p3q3 i, and particularly P1q1 -=/= 0. Thus p C:: q =/= 0. 0 
We now consider as in (A.l.14) the restriction to a hyperplane r in IR.1•2 of the inner product 
0, which we denote by p T Jp. In the next 5 statements we refer to (A.l.l)-(A.l.16) for the 
necessary results from the theory of quadratic forms on vector spaces. 
2 .1.11 PROPOSITION. The restriction Jlr of the Lorentz product to a hyperplane r in IR.1•2 acting as a 
quadratic form has signature (0, 1, 1), (0, 2, 0) or (1 , 1, 0) only. 
PROOF. Let a., band c be real. Given a hyperplane r = {a.:c +by+ cz = hi:J;, y. z E JR.} of IR.1•2, 
then firstly taking a=/= 0 , we may write x = -h- :z z +h. Thus dx = - £dy - ~dz, and ds2 
restricted to r can be expressed as 
2 ( b c ) 
2 
2 2 ( b
2 
) 2 ( c
2 
) 2 2bc ds lr = - - - dy- - dz + dy +d.; = 1 - - dy + 1 - - dz - -dydz. 
a a a2 a2 a2 
As a quadratic form, making the association of ds2 1r with Jr, then 
[ 
( 1 --be~~) ~c· 2] [Pll· P T Jlr P = [P1 P2] ( ) 
7 1- ar P2 
(a2-b2 c2) Using Mathematica (C.1), llr has eigenvalues .\1 = 1, .\2 = u - . The eigenvalue ,\1 is 
clearly always positive, while .\2 may take both positive and negative real values. Taking b-=!= 0, 
we may write y = - %x - 5z + h, and so dy = - ~dx - 5dz, and 
2 2 ( a c )2 2 ( a
2
) 2 ( c
2
) 2 2ac ds lr = - dx + - bdx - bdz + dz = - 1 + b2 dx + 1 + b2 dz + /}2dxdz. 
As a quadratic form, 
u c; l [ l b'X P1 (~ + 1) P2 . 
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Jlr has eigenvalues 
n2 + r-2 - Ja4 + (2b2 + r.-2)2 + a2 ( -4b2 + 2r·2) 
>.1 = 2b2 . 
from (C.1). The eigenvalue >.2 clearly always has a positive real part. Finally, taking c f- 0, 
then we may express z = -~x- ~y + h, and so dz = -~x- ~y, and 
( a b ) 
2 (a 2 ) ( b2 ) 2ab 
- dx2 + dy2 + -~x- ~y = c2 - 1 dx2 + 1 + c2 dy2 + ?f:dydx. 
As a quadratic form, 
ab l [ l cr P1 (%+1) P2. 
Jlr has eigenvalues 
a2 + b2 - Ja4 + 2a2 (b2 - 2c2) + (b2 + 2c2)2 
Al = 2c2 , 
from (C.1). The eigenvalue >.2 clearly always has a positive real part. Thus in each case by 
(A.l.9), these quadratic forms have signature (0. 1, 1), (0. 2, 0) or (1, l. 0) only. 0 
We make the definition 
2.1.12 DEFINITION. A hyperplane r in lR 1•2 is said to be ellip t ic if the restriction of the scalar product 
0 to r is a quadratic form with signature (0, 2, 0). r is parabolic if the restriction of 8 to r 
is a quadratic form with signature (1, 1, 0) . r is hyperbolic if the restriction of 8 to r is a 
quadratic form with signature (0, 1, 1). 
By PROPOSITION 2.1.11 , these classes partition the family of all hyperplanes of JR3 into three 
distinct classes: the elliptic, hyperbolic and parabolic classes. Particularly, the 2-dimensional 
linear subspaces are partitioned into classes of elliptic, hyperbolic and parabolic subspaces. 
2.1.13 DEFINITION. An element p = a+u~b1 + ... u?bi of a hyperplane r = a+(bl, .... be) is a timelike 
[spacelike, lightlike] vector if p 0 p < 0 [ p 0 p > 0. p 0 p = 0]. 
2.1.14 PROPOSITION. Given any two 2-dimensionallinear subspaces r1 and r 2 of IR1·2 of the same 
type {elliptic, parabolic or hyperbolic) , there exists an element of the group of inner product 
space isometries of IR1•2 which maps r l to r 2 bijectively. 
PROOF. Since Jlr1 = J lr2 , then the subspaces r1 and r2 are (inner product space) isometric, 
and so by WITT'S THEOREM (A.l.16) they lie within the same orbit (A.l.13) in JR1.2 . Thus there 
exists an inner product space isometry of lR 1•2 which maps the one to the other bijectively. D 
We now state and prove a simple result concerning the visualization of the subsets of spacelike, 
timelike and light like vectors in lR 1 •2 . 
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2.1.15 PROPOSITION. The lightlike elements of~1 •2 lie on JCL: { (x. y. z) E JR3 : -x2 + y2 + z2 = 0}, 
the cone with axis of mtation the e 1 -axis. The spacelikc elements lie on the hyperboloids of one 
sheet 1-1.; : { ( x, y , z) E ~3 : - x2 + y2 + z2 = r 2 }. The timelike elements lie on the hyperboloids 
of two sheets 1-l~ : { (x, y, z) E ~3 : x2 - y2 - z2 = r 2 } . 
PROOF. Consider the spacelike element p E 50(1, 2)o; then p 0 p = - pf + p~ + p~ = 0 and 
(Pl,P2 , P3) E JC/,· Taking p spacelike, then p O p = - pf +p~ +p~ = IIPII2 and thus p E 1-lhPII ' 
Similarly, taking q timelike, then q 0 q = - qf + q~ + qj = llqll2 < 0. Consider the vector p such 
that IIPII2 > O, IIPif = -llqll2 . Then - qr + q~ + q~ = -IIPII2 , and q E 1-l~PII. o 
2.2 The hyperboloid model 
2.2.1 The hyperboloid as a geometric surface 
Given the open subsets of ~2 , ul = ( - oo, 00) X (0, 27r) and Uz = ( -JO, 00) X ( -7r, 7r), then the 
mappings 
and 
t?: U2-* ~3, €2 (u,v) = (coshu, sinhtLCOS'U,Sinhusinv) 
are continuous and injective since each of their component functions are continuous and injec-
tive. We consider the set 1-l£ = { (x, y, z) E ~3 : x2 - y2 - z2 = 1, x > 0} equipped with the 
symmetric bilinear form (A.2.15) ds2 = - dx2 + dy2 + dz2 act ing on the tangent bundle T1-l£. 
2.2.1 PROPOSITION. 1-l£ is an abstract surface: that is, the union U i=l,2(E;, Ui) covers 1-l£, and the 
transition maps between the two patches are smooth. 
PROOF. Given (x,y,z) E U i=l ,2(t:i .Ui), then (x.y,z) = f.i(U. 1') = (coshu,sinhucos1•, sinusinv) 
and -x2 +y2+z2 = -1. Thus Ui=1,2 (Ei, Ui) ~ 1-lL. We show that the condition -PI+P~+p~ = - 1 
on p = (pl ,P2,P3) E 1-l£ defines a pair (uo,vo) such that p lies either in t he patch (q.U1) or 
(€2· U2). Consider (PI · P2 ,P3) E 1R1•2 such that -pf + p~ + P5 = - 1. Clearly, there exists some 
·uo = cosh- 1 (PI) such that Pl = cosh uo. Then PI = cosh2 ·uo and PI - p~ - P5 = 1, so thus 
2 2 . 2 . p2+p2 p2+p2 
p2 + p3 = smh 1.1.0 . Further, smce si;h(u~ ) = -1+P1 = 1, then 
P2 
= and 
P3 
= 
and so we can find a preimage v1 in (0, 27r) or ( -1r, 1r) of sinh(uo) under cos and a preimage v2 in 
(0, 27r) or ( - rr, 1r) of sinhCuo) under sin . Since 
( P2 )
2+( P3 ) 2 = 1 VPf + p~ Jpf + p~ 
then v1 = v2 = Vo in (0, 27r) or ( -1r, 1r). Thus P2 = sinh uo cosvo and P3 = sinh uo sin vo for 
some (uo.vo) in U1 or U2 such that (PI-P2 · P3) = (coshuo.sinhuocosvo. sinh·uosinvo). Then 
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Since 
[~ c~~ n _ s~n n1 [sin~:hc:s v1 = [sinh::::(~ + n )1 0 sm 11' cos1l' smh usm v smh usm(v + 11') 
then the transition maps (e1 )-1 o e2 and (e2) - 1 o e1 are smooth rotations about the origin. Thus 
by (A.2.1), the patches (el, Ut), (E2, U2) express H.C as an abstract surface. 0 
We have stated that we equip H.C with the bilinear form ds2 = -d:c2 + dy2 + dz2. As in the 
previous section, we express ds2 as 
2.2 .2 PROPOSITION. Each element of each tangent plane TpH.C is spacelike. 
PROOF. Consider an element v E TpH.C where p = ei (uo , ·vo). Then by definition v is an 
element of (e~(·u.o,vo)J~(tto , ?Jo)). But E~(uo,vo) = (sinhuo,coshuocosvo,coshuosinvo) and 
E~(u0,vo) = (0,- sinhuosinvo,sinh uocosvo). Since p = (coshuo,sinhuo cos va,sinh uosin vo), 
then 
p 0 E~(u.0 , vo) = (cosh no, sinh u.o cos vo, sinh uo sin vo) 0 (sinh uo, cosh uo cos vo , cosh uo sin vo) = 0 
and 
p G E!,Cuo, vo) = (cosh uo, sinh uo cos vo, sinh uo sin vo) G ( 0, - sinh uo sin vo. sinh uo cos vo) = 0 
and 11 = aE~ (v.o , vo) +bE~(uo, vo) is perpendicular to t he timelike vector p E H.C by the bilinearity 
of 8 . But from PROPOSITION 2.1.10, any vector perpendicular to a timelike vector must be 
spacelike. The result follows. 0 
2.2.3 PROPOSITION. 1-l.C is a geometric surface. 
PROOF. Since we showed in PROPOSITION 2.2.1 that H.C is an abstract surface, we require only 
to show that ds2 = - dx2 + dy2 + dz2 acts on the tangent spaces of H.C as a pseudo-Riemannian 
metric. Identifying the tangent vectors v, v with triplets v and w , we express ds2 in matrix form 
l-o1 o1 oo1[w211 V T J W = [v1 V2 V3] 0 0 1 W3 
1. Bilinearity follows immediately from the linearity of the matrix product. 
2. By the symmetry of the matrix J , the bilinear form v T Jw is symmetric. 
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3. By PROPOSITION 2.2.2, the vectors of each tangent plane to 1-l.C are spacelike. Thus the 
restriction of ds2 to each tangent space of H.C is positive-definik 
Then ds2 fulfils the requirements of a Riemannian metric (A.5.28) on 1-l.C. 0 
2.2.4 DEFINITION. The geometric surface 'H..C equipped with the Riemannian metric ds2 is the hy-
per boloid model !HilL= (1-l.C, ds2). 
2.2.5 THEOREM. The hyperboloid model has a constant Gaussian curvature K = - 1. 
PROOF. From (A.2.52), K is a function of E = (E!,, E!,), F = (E~" e~) and G = (E~, E!1), where in 
this case (-, ·) = -dx2 + dy2 + dz2 . Since the derivatives E~ = (sinh u, cos v cosh u, cosh u sin v) 
and E~ = (0,- sinvsinhu, cosvsinhu) fori= 1, 2, then E = 1,F = 0 and G = sinhv in each 
of the two patches. Since F = 0 in both the patches E1 and E2 , then in each case the Gaussian 
curvature is given by (A.2.53) 
1 (a ( Gu ) a ( Eu )) 
K = - 2VEQ a·u VEe + Dv VEe · 
In both patches Eu = 0, Gv = v'sinh v2 ; thus substitution into (A.2.53) of E, F and G using 
Mathematica (6) shows that in each patch 
2 cosh v2 sinh(loj2 _ 2 cosh v2 _ 2 sinh v2 
(sinh v2)3f 2 v'sinh v 2 v'sinh t •2 - 1 K = __:, _ __;_ __ ,;--===---- = 2 . h · (2 sinh u) = - 1. 2 sinh v2 sm v 0 
It is well known (see [25]) that the family g of geodesics on a surface contains the family of all 
distance-minimising curves on that surface: that is, there exists a subfamily of g of curves which 
solve the Riemannian problem (A.2.47). As described in (A.2.47), we use the Euler-Lagrange 
equations (A.2.46) to solve the Riemannian problem on IHI!L, and so establish a subfamily of 
geodesics for !HilL. 
2.2.6 PROPOSITION. The paths 'Y = {(cosht sinhtcosB.sinhtsinB) : t E JR} ar·e geodesics oflHllL. 
PROOF. From the definition in (A.2.25) , the pullback of ds2 = -dx2+dy2+dz2 by the patches E1 
and E2 is given by Edu2 + 2Fdudv + Gdv2 . From the calculation of E. F and Gin PROPOSITION 
2.2.5, this pullback is given by - du2 + sinh2 udv2 in both cases. Thus the Lagrangian for the 
Riemannian problem is .C(u, v) = - ·u2 + sinh2 u·u2 , and using the partial derivatives 
= 2coshusinhtt(ir2 ) 
= -2·u 
we determine the Euler-Lagrange equations (A.2.50) 
= 2(sinh u)2ir 
=0 
a.c - .!!:... (a .c) = 2(sinh u cosh u)v + 2u = 0 
au. dt au 
a.c _ _ d (a.c) = 
av dt av 2(sinh u)
2v = k. 
(2.2.1) 
(2.2.2) 
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which we solve in the particular case v = l From (2.2.1 ), taking v = ~. then - 2ii = 0 and so 
u = at + b for some a, b E R Thus the paths 10 = { (cosh u. sinh u , 0) : ·u E lR} are geodesics 
of lH!lL, since they are images of the maps which solve the Riemannian problem and thus are 
distance-minimising. Since from PROPOSITION 2.2.9 the Euclidean rotations about the e 1-axis 
are isometries of IHIJL, it follows from (A.2.42) that for each e, the image 
1 = {(coshu,sinhucosB, sinhusinB) : u E JR} 
of this curve under rotation is similarly a geodesic of lH!lL. 0 
2.2.7 PROPOSITION. Given any point p on 1-l£, there exists a geodesic of the form 'Y passing through 
(1, 0, 0) and p. 
PROOF. The path 'YO in 'H£ has a direction vector v in the tangent plane to 'HL at (1. 0. 0). But 
using the parametrization of 'HL in terms of patches t 1 and t 2, the tangent plane at t 1 ( u., v) = 
(1, 0, 0), which occurs at (u, v) = (0, 0) is the span of orthogonal vectors 
E~(O, 0) and E~(O, 0) , where EI1 (0, 0) = (0, 1, 0) and E:.(o, 0) = (0, 0, 1). 
Thus the plane e1 + (e2. e3) is tangent to 'HL at the point (1. 0, 0). Then under the Euclidean 
rotations about the e1-axis, the direction vector v of 'Yo is mapped to the direction vector Rev 
of 'Y· Thus there exists a geodesic of the form 1 passing through (1, 0, 0) in the direction of every 
tangent vector to 'HL at (1 , 0, 0). Stated differently, given any pin 'H£, there is a geodesic of 
the form 'Y passing through (1, 0, 0) and p. o 
2.2.2 The symmetry group of lHI1L 
In order to find the isometries of lH!lL, we consider first the inner product space isometries of JR1·2 
and then restrict these isometries to those preserving the abstract surface 'HL. We then show 
that all isometries of lH!lL are linear transformations which preserve the scalar product 0 . For 
the initial propositions 2.2.9-2.2.11 we follow a similar approach to [10]. 
For any bilinear bijections <P : JR3 4 JR3, we use the standard basis { e 1, e2. e3} to make the 
identification of <P with the 3 x 3 matrix [9ij], where the j-th column [9lj g2i g3i] = <P(ej)· 
2.2.8 REMARK. Given an inner product space isometry of JR1•2 identified with the matrix g, then 
for each standard basis element ei . ei of JR3, (gei) T 0 gei = eJ g T J gej = eJ J ej = .lij. Then 
(gei) T 8 gej = '2:~==1 9ki9ki = e{ J ej = Jij, and it follows that 
J= [
I:%=1 9k19kl I:%==1 9k19k2 I:%=1 9k19k31 
I:%=1 9k29A:l I:%=1 9k29k2 I:%=1 9k29k3 
L~=l 9k39kl Ll==l Yk3ak2 L~=l Yk39k3 
= gJgT. 
Thus all inner product space isometries of JR1•2 may be expressed as matrices in JR3X 3 satisfying 
the property g E IR3x 3, g T J g = J. 
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[ c q T l [1 0 l 2.2.9 THEOREM. gJ g T = J => g = V for Ro E 0(2) , c E JR+, q E JR2. q 1 + qqT 0 Ro 
PROOF. The condition gJ g T = J can be expressed equivalently as g T J g = J, since the diagonal 
matrix J is symmetric. For p , q E IR2, p = (Pl.P2). q = (ql,q2) and c E IR, we may express these 
conditions as 
[c pT][-1 Q][c qT]=[-1 0] q m 0 1 p mT 0 1 
respectively. Multiplying out, then 
-cp T + q T m l = [-1 01] 
-ppT +mTm 0 and [ -c2 + p T P -cq T + P T m Tl = [-1 OJ -cq+ pm -qqT +mmT 0 1 
and thus 
-c2 + q T q = 1 = -c2 + P T p (2.2.3) 
cp = qmT (2.2.4) 
cq = pm (2.2.5) 
mTm- ppT 1 = mmT- qqT (2 .2.6) 
where 2.2.6 implies that m is symmetric and positive-definite and 2.2.3 implies that lei 2: 1. 
Then m has a polar decomposition (A.5.7) m = sRo where Ro is in 0 (2), and since m is 
positive-definite, then s is symmetric positive-definite. Thus s2 = sh( sh) T = mm T = qq T + 1. 
But 
T [ qr q1q2] qq = 
qlq2 q~ 
where by (A.5.10), the characteristic polynomial of qq T is .>.2- .>.tr(qq T) +det(qq T) . But clearly 
det(qq T) = qrq~- (q1q2)2 = o, and, since 
then qq T has an eigenvalue 0 and an eigenvalue llqll = c2 - 1 which has a corresponding 
eigenvector q. Thus the matrix s2 = 1 + qq T has the eigenvalues l and c2 = llq ll + l . Thus we 
have the cases 
Case 1: c = ) 1 + ll qll2 
We have shown that s has an eigenvalue c and q T s = cs. T hen q T m = q T sR0 = cq T R0. But 
by (2.2.4), cp T = q T m. Thus q T Ro = p T, and so 
g~ [: :] ~ [: ~T~Ol o? g~ [:T ,/l:qqT] [~ ;,]· 
Case 2: c = - )1 + llqll2 
We have shown that q T s = ) 1 + llq ll2q. Then - q T s = -Jl + llqll 2q and so in this case q T s = 
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-cq T. Then q T m = q T sRo = ( -cq T)Ro. But by (2.2.4), q T m = cp T _ Thus ( -cq T)Ro = 
cp T =} ( - q T)Ro = p T, and so 
[
-c - q T l [-1 0 l9 
= - q }1 + qq T 0 Ro · 
(q T)hl [d q T l [-1 0] 
sRo =} 9 = q }1 + qq T 0 Ro 
where c' > 0. 0 
2.2 .10 REMARK. In THEOREM 2.2.9 we showed that the isometries g of JRL2 can be expressed as one 
of four matrix products of the form 
[ c q T l [±1 0 l q } 1 +qqT 0 Ro Ro E 0(2) , c E lR, c > 0 
which indicates that these isometries fall into four disjoint subsets: 
{Ro E 0(2) : det Ro < 0, 1 as upper-left entry in orthogonal matrix} 
{ Ro E 0 {2) : det Ro < 0, -1 as upper-left entry in orthogonal matrix} 
{Ro E 50(2) : det Ro > 0, 1 as upper-left entry in orthogonal matrix} 
{ Ro E 50(2) : det Ro > 0, - 1 as upper-left entry in orthogonal matrix} 
We denote {2.2.8) by 50(1 , 2)- and (2.2.9) by 50(1, 2)o. 
(2.2.7) 
(2.2.8) 
(2.2.9) 
(2.2.10) 
In DEFINITION 2.1.5, we expressed the orientation of a vector in lR1•2, which in PROPOSITION 
2.1.6 we showed is indeed an orientation on JR1•2 as defined in (A.2.31). We now prove 
2.2.11 PROPOSITION. Given an isometry g in one of {2.2. 7} to (2.2.10} such that e J.qe1 = g11 > 0, 
then g preserves the orientation of all timelike vectors in JR1•2 . Conversely, if g preserves the 
orientation of all timelike vectors in JR1·2 , then eJ ge1 = 911 > 0. 
PROOF. Express g E G as the matrix of row vectors g = (g1 , g2,93). Then particularly, taking 
91 = (gu , 912 , 913), then it follows that - g?1 + (gr2 + gr3) = - 1, since g1Jg[ = -1 by the 
property gJ g T = J. Acting with g on some timelike vector a , then the first component of ga is 
given by (a2, a3) • (912, 913) + (gua1), where by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality on (JR2, • ), 
where ai :/:-0 since a is timelike. Thus (a2,a3) • (912 , 913) has the same sign as a 1 since 9ll > 0: 
that is, a1 > 0. Thus if gu > 0, then g maps positive timelike vectors to positive timelike vectors 
and similarly negative timelike vectors to negative timelike vectors. 
Conversely, if g preserves the orientation of all timelike vectors, then particularly g preserves 
the orientation of e1 and thus gel = (gu, 921,931) is timelike and positively-oriented: that is, 
911 > 0. 0 
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2.2.12 PROPOSITION. The elements of (2.2. 1} and (2.2.9} preserve the orientation of the e1-axis; the 
elements of (2. 2. 8) and (2. 2.10) reverse the orientation of the e1 -axis. 
PROOF. Given an element gin (2.2.7) or (2.2.9), then 
Thus by PROPOSITION 2.2.11 , g preserves the orientation of all t imelike vectors and thus specif-
ically preserves the orientation of the e1-a.xis. Given an element g in (2.2.8) or (2.2.10) , then 
Thus by PROPOSITION 2.2.11, g reverses the orientation of all timelike vectors and thus specifi-
cally reverses the orientation of the e 1-axis. o 
2. 2.13 REMARK. Reversing the orientation of the e1-axis will send the subset { (;r, y , z) E JR3 x > 0} 
to the subset {(x ,y,z) E JR3 : x < 0}. Thus the elements of the sets (2.2.8) and (2.2.10) send 
1-l.C = {(x, y,z)EIR3 : x2 -y2 -z2 =1,x> 0} to {(x,y,z)EIR3 : x2 -y2 -z2 = l ,x< O} , 
while the elements (2.2.7) and (2.2.9) preserve 7-l.C. 
2.2.14 PROPOSITION. The union S0(1, 2)o U so- (1 , 2) is the set 
S0(1,2) = {g E IR3 x3 : gJgT = J, det g = 1}. 
PROOF. We proved in THEOREM 2.2.9 that all matrics g such that gJ g T = J are of the form 
[ c q T l [±1 0 l q Vl + qq T 0 Ro Re E 0 (2) , c E JR+ 
and so are elements of (2.2.7) to (2.2.10). Further, the matrices in (2.2 .7) and (2.2.10) have 
determinant -1, since from the proof of T HEOREM 2.2.9 c)l + qq T = 1 + l! q ll and so 
C q T 
det g = 
q Vl + qqT 
- 1 
0 
while those in (2.2.8) (S0-(1, 2)) and 3 (S0(1, 2)o) have determinant +1 , since 
C q T 
det g = 
q Vl +qqT 
Thus S0(1, 2) ~ S0(1, 2)o u so- (1, 2). Since any matrix g in so- (1, 2) or SO(l. 2)0 ::;at~ifies 
gJgT = J , then S0(1,2)o u so-(1, 2) ~ S0(1.2) , and the result follows. 0 
2.2.15 PROPOSITION. The set S0(1, 2)o may be written as 
S0(1 , 2)o = { g E IR3x3 : gJgT = J. eJ gel> 0, det g = 1} . 
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PROOF. Since 50(1. 2)o is subset (2.2.9), then if g E 50(1. 2)o, gJ g T = J. From PROPOSITION 
2.2.12, eJ gel > 0. From the proof of PROPOSITION 2.2.14, it follows that for the element g 
in 50(1, 2)o, then det g = 1. T hus 50(1. 2)o ~ {g E IR.3x 3 : gJg T = .1, eJ ge 1 > 0 , det g = 1}. 
But any element g of the group {g E IR.2 x 2 : gJgT = J ,det g = 1,eJ ge1 > 0} is an isometry of 
JR1·2 which by T HEOREM 2.2.9 belongs to subset (2.2.9). Thus g is an element of 50(1. 2)0 and 
{g E JR.2 X2 : gJ g T = J , e1geJ > 0, det g = 1} ~ 50(1, 2)o . The result follows. o 
2.2.16 PROPOSITION. 50(1, 2)o is a group under matrix multiplication. 
PROOF. Since for all g E 50(1, 2)o, det g = 1, then 50(1, 2)o is clearly a subset of GL(3, JR.). 
Thus in order to check that 50(1, 2)o is a group under matrix multiplication, we require only to 
show that it is a subgroup of GL(3.1R.). We use the defining properties gJ g T = J, det g = 1 and 
eJ ge1 > 0 of PROPOSITION 2.2.15. Given any two elements g, g' E 50(1, 2)0 , then 
Since eJ ge1 > 0. eJ g'e1 > 0, then by PROPOSITION 2.2.11, g and g' preserve the orientation of 
all t imelike vectors and so the orientation of the e1 axis. But then the product gg' preserves 
the orientation of the e1-axis, and it follows from 2.2.11 that eJ gg'e1 > 0. Thus gg' E 50(1, 2)0 
and it is closed under matrix multiplication. 
Further, given any element g E 50(1. 2)o , then gg- 1 = g- 1g = 1 and so immediately 
(gg-l)J(gg -1 )T = J. But (gg- l )J(gg-l )T = (g-l)gJgT(g- l)T = J, and so (g- I)T J g-1 = J , 
since gJgT = J. Similarly, det(gg-1) = 1 = l · det g-1 and thus det g-1 = 1. Assume that 
eJ g-1e 1 < 0; that is, g-1 reverses the orientation of the e1 axis. But g preserves the orientation 
of the e1-axis, and thus g-1g must reverse this orientation. But eJ g-1ge1 = 1 > 0, and so by 
PROPOSITION 2.2.11, g- 1g is orientation-preserving, a contradiction. Thus eJ g- 1e1 > 0 and 
g-1 E 50(1, 2)0 . Thus 50(1, 2)o is closed under the taking of inverses. o 
2.2.17 COROLLARY. 50(1, 2) is a group under matrix multiplication. 
PROOF. By definition, g E 50(1 , 2) =? gJg T = J and det g = 1. Thus clearly 50(1, 2) is a 
subset of GL(3, IR). But in the proof of THEOREM 2.2.16, we showed that given g such that 
gJg T = J and det g = l, then (g- 1)J (g- 1)T = J and det g-1 = 1. Similarly, given g' such that 
g' J(g') T = J and det g' = 1, then (g'g)J(g' g) T = .J and det(g' g) = 1. T hus 50(1, 2) is a subset 
of GL(3.1R) which is closed under t he matrix product and the taking of inverses, and the result 
follows. 0 
We shall now show that all symmetries of IHIIL are linear. In order to do this, we require a 
(topological) metric (A.2.44) on 1LC. 
2.2.18 PROPOSITION. The mapping d(·. ·) : IHIJL X IHIIL ~ IR., d(p, q ) = cosh- 1(p C:: q ), is a (topological) 
metric on IHIJL. 
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PROOF. Consider the curve 'YoO =(cosh(-). sinh(·), 0) parametrizing the geodesic 'Yo of PROPO-
SITION 2.2.6. For each u E IR, i'o(u)C.>y(u) = 1. Thus the parametrization of 7-l£ in PROPOSITION 
2.2.1 is in terms of arc length along the geodesics 'Yo, and so (A.2.45) d('Yo(O). 'Yo(uo)) = u.o . From 
THEOREM 2.2.27 (which does not depend on this result or any which follow from it) the isome-
tries 50(1, 2)0 act transitively on 7-l£. Thus given any p. q E 7-l£ , not necessarily lying on the 
geodesic ')'o, there exists agE 50(1. 2)o such that g(p) = (1.0,0). Then g(q ) = q' , where by 
PROPOSITION 2.2.7 there exists a geodesic of the form -y(·u) passing through (1,0, 0) and q'. 
Thus for some (} E JR., 
and 
g(p ) = 'Yo(O) = (1,0,0) and g(q) = / 'o(uo) = (coshuo.sinh ·uocosB,sinhuosinB) 
p 0 q g- 1'Yo(O) 0 g- 1'Yo(uo) 
'Yo(O) 8 'Yo(·uo) 
( 1. 0, 0) 0 (cosh u0 , sinh ~to cos(), sinh ~to sin B) 
cosh uo 
= cosh(dho(O), 'Yo(uo))) 
= cosh(d(g(p) .g(q))) 
cosh(d(p . q)), 
(2.2.11) 
where (2.2.12) follows from THEOREM 2.2.9: g*(ds2 ) = ds2 , and so J;0 g*(ds) = J~uo ds. Thus 
d(p. q) = cosh -l (p 8 q ) for each p . q E 7-l£, and we have established a (topological) metric on 
7-l£. 0 
2 .2.19 THEOREM. All isometries oflHilL are linear transformations which preserve the Lorentz product. 
PROOF. In PROPOSITION 2.2.18, we derived d(-, ·) : 7-l£ X 7-l£ -+ R For each isometry p 
of JHIJL, d(p(p) ,p(q)) = d(p, q) , since g*(ds2 ) = ds2 , and so j~10 g*(ds) = J~t0 ds. In (2.1.2) 
we constructed a basis {Eh , e2, e3} of IR1·2 consisting entirely of timelike vectors, and so by 
PROPOSITION 2.1.15 elements of 7-l£. For some isometry p of lH!lL, i = 1, 2, 3, define the linear 
map g taking ei to p(ei)· Since {e1, e2, e3} are spanning for IR1·2, then g is uniquely defined. 
We express each standard basis element e1 = (1. 0, 0). e2 = (0. 1, 0) and e3 = (0, 0, 1) in terms 
of the basis {e1,e2,e3}: ei = EJ=1ai1e1 for aiJ E Ri.j = 1.2,3. Then 
g(E~=1 a.u.:ek) 0 g(ET=l aJzez) 
= Ef,=laikP(ek) 0 Er=la1zp(ez) 
= Et1= 1 a;kaJzp(ek) 0 p(ez) 
= EL=1 a.ika.Jl cosh(d(p(ek), p( e1)) 
= EL=1aikO.Jt cosh(d((ek). (e1))) 
= EZ.t=l aikaJlek 0 e1 
'1;"3 - 0 "3 -L.Jk=l a;.kek · L.JI=l aue1 
(2.2.12) 
(2.2.13) 
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where (2.2.12) follows from the linearity of 0, and (2.2.13) follows from the definition (A.2.44) 
of a (topological) metric. Thus g is an isometry of JR1•2 , and thus the composition g-1 o pis an 
isometry of lR 1·2 , and for any p E lR 1•2 , then 
g-1 o p(p ) 0 ei = p(p ) 0 "EJ=l 0-i;ej 
= "EJ=ta.;jp(p ) 0 p(ej) 
"EJ=1 a-ij cosh( d(p(p ), p( e;))) 
"E}= 1 aij cosh( d(p , e;)) 
= p 0 EJ=1 aiJe; 
= p 0ei, 
(2.2.14) 
(2.2.15) 
where (2.2.14) follows from the fact that the isometry g is linear, and (2.2.15) follows from the 
fact that p is an isometry. Since this is true for i = 1 to 3, then it must be that g-1 o p(p ) = p 
for each p E JR1•2 . Then g-1 o p = L, the identity transformation, and it follows that p = g: that 
is, p is a linear isometry. 0 
We require the next three lemmas to prove the major result of this section. 
2.2 .20 LEMMA. The matrix has an eigenspace [
cosh(t) sinh(t)l 
sinh(t) cosh(t) 
and eigenvalues e>. and e->.. 
P ROOF. Direct computation using the the characteristic polynomial 1- 2x cosh(r) + x2, which 
has roots x1 = e" and x2 = e-A, where the eigenvector (1, 1) corresponds to x1 and the 
eigenvector (1, - 1) corresponds to x2. Thus particularly the eigenspace can be expressed as 
\ [~H-tD 0 
2.2.21 LEMMA. The matrix n = [: )! :Tqq T] has an eigenspace 
([~] ' [~] [~]) 
and eigenvalues e", e-", 1, where p E JR2 such that J p • p = 1 and p is orthogonal to q , where 
the eigenvectors form an orthonormal basis for 1R3 . 
PROOF. In the proof of THEOREM 2.2.9, we showed that q is an eigenvector of (1 + qq T) 
corresponding to the eigenvalue c2. Consider a value d E lR such that 
(2.2.16) 
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In order to solve for d, we set up the system of 2 equations 
Vl+ qqTq+dq A 
q T q + cd = >.d 
23 
(2.2.17) 
(2.2.18) 
But in the proof of THEOREM 2.2.9, we showed that )1 + qq T q = cq and c = Jllq jj 2 + 1. 
Thus substituting )1 + qq T · q = cq into (2.2.17) and c = Jllq ll 2 + 1 into (2.2.18), this system 
of equations simplifies to 
(c+ d)q = >.q 
(c2 - 1) + cd = >.d. · 
Since q =f:. 0, from (2.2.19) we have >. = c +d. Substituting this into (2.2.20), then 
c2 - 1 + cd = ( c + d) · d => d2 = c2 - 1. 
Thus, since >. = c + d, then 
=c+~ 
= c - Jc'2=1 
for 
for 
d = JC2=1 
d = - JC2=1. 
(2.2.19) 
(2.2.20) 
Since c2 ~ 1 and AI >.2 = ( c + .JC2=1') ( c- Jc'2=1) = 1, we set >. = ln AI = In( c + Jc'2=1) ~ 0, 
which then implies that - >. = In >.2. Then >-1 = e>- and >-2 = e->- . Thus the corresponding 
eigenvector of (2.2.16) is given by 
and so [tJ·[l J 
are eigenvectors. If we take p E IR2 normal and (Euclidean) orthogonal to q , then 
and we may associate to t he eigenvalue 1 the eigenvector (0, p ). Then indeed the matrix n has 
an eigenspace / [ -J2 ] , [ ~ ] , [OJ ) consisting of orthonormal vectors. 0 
\ ~ V2llqll p 
2.2.22 LEMMA. The product [ -72 ~ 
~~ 0] r~ p 72 0 ~ ~ j is a matrix [ ~ ;,] , where Ro E 50(2) 
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PROOF. By matrix multiplication, 
[ 
1 
72 
m 0] r~ p 72 0 0 ~] m 
where the matrix [~ p] has two columns that are orthonormal veetors, since by defini tion 
y'p • p = 1 and p is orthogonal to q . But in (A.5.5), we noted that this was a defining property 
of elements of 0 (2): thus [~ p J is in 0 (2) . Since I ~ p I = 1 by the fact that the vectors 
1fu and p are orthogonal and of norm 1, then it follows that [ ~ p ] E S 0 ( 2). 0 
2.2.23 THEOREM. Each element of 50(1, 2)o can be expressed as the product bk where 
0 
0 l [coshfh 
- sin 81 sinh 82 
cosB1 0 
and 
k E K = { [~ 
sinh fh 
coshB2 
0 
0 
that is, 50(1, 2)0 = BK. 
PROOF. Since from LEMMA 2.2.20, 
[
e->. 0] = [~ 
0 ), -1 e v'2 
~] [c~sh >. sinh>.] [~ ~] T 
72 smh >. cosh >. 72 v'2 
then for 81 E IR, 
~ 0] [coshB1 sinhB1 0] [~ ~ 0 sinh 01 cosh 01 0 ~ 
0 1 0 0 1 0 
Thus by LEMMA 2.2.21 , the matrix n can be expressed as the matrix product 
-
1 0] [+, +, 0] ['ooh8, o][t, 1 r [ 1 sinh fh 72 0 1 72 0 T2 72 - 1 1 0 . h (;} cosh (;11 0 -1 1 1 [~ J2]qll ~ 72 72 Sill 1 72 0 ll qll p 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
which by L EMMA 2.2.22 simplifies to 
[' 0 l [oosh8, sinh01 ~1 [' OT l smhBt cosh (;11 0 Ro2 0 0 0 Rrh 1 
- 1 ~r 72 ~ 
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for flo, E 50(2). But by THEOREM 2.2.9, g ~ n [~ 
Thus 
0 ] forgE 50(1, 2)o, where R{)3 E 50(2). Ro3 
g ~ [~ 
for Ro2 , Ro3 E 50(2). 
0 l [coshB1 
sinh(h 
Ro2 0 
sinh 81 
cosh el 
0 
0 
The transformations k(B3) E K are the Euclidean r otations of 11.£. The transformations 
b(Bl) E B are generally referred to as the Lorentz boosts. 
In the subset of Lorentz boosts of 50(1, 2)o we denote particularly 
[
cosh t sinh t 
sinh t cosh t 
0 0 
We will denote the matrix diag( -1 , -1, 1) by 92. 
2.2.24 COROLLARY. Any element of 50(1. 2) may be written as a product 
[0
1 0 l [cosh 81 
sinh el 
R(h 
0 0 
(2.2.21) 
PROOF. In PROPOSITION 2.2.14, we expressed 50(1, 2) as the union 50(1, 2)o U 50- (1, 2). But 
so- (1 ,2) is the set of all matrices 
[: Vl:TqqT] [~1 :.J 
where Ro3 E 0(2), det Ro3 = - 1. We show firstly that each element in 0(2)\50(2) is of the form 
Ro192 where det Ro1 = 1. Given Ro1 E 50(2), then det Ro1 = 1 and so det(Ro192) = 1·-1 = - 1, 
and { R-o192IB1 E IR} ~ 0(2)\ 50(2). Further, consider some element Ro; E 0(2)\50(2). Then 
det Ro; = -1 and t hus det(Ro;g2) = 1 and so Ro;g2 = Ro1 where Ro1 E 50(2). But then 
Ro; = Ro1 92 and it follows that Ro; E {Ro1 92 : 81 E IR}. Thus 0 (2)\50(2) ~ {Ro1 92 : 81 E IR}. 
Since we have both containments, it follows that 0(2)\50(2) = 01 92 : {h E IR} and thus each 
element of so- (1, 2) is a product 
[: Jl:TqqT] [~ :.J [~1 ~1 ~] 
where Ro1 E 50(2). But in THEOREM 2.2.23 we expressed 
[ c q T l [1 0 l = [1 0 l [:~:: :: :~:: :: ~1 [1 0 l [1 0 l q Vl + qq T 0 Ro1 0 Ro2 0 0 1 0 R~ 0 Ro3 . 
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where Ro3 E 50(2). Thus 
and the result follows. 
l [coshfh 0 l 92 = [1 0 sinh el Re3 0 Re2 0 sinh el cosh81 0 
HCH 
0 
2.2.25 COROLLARY. Given any two orthonormal bases {e1,e~,e3} and {e~,e~.e3} of!R1•2 positively-
oriented in time, there exists an element g E 50(1, 2)o such that ( e1), g( e2), g( e3)} = { e1 , e~. e3}. 
PROOF. Consider the standard orthonormal basis {e1, e2 , e3} oflR1·2. By the condit ions eJ ge1 > 
0, gJ g T = J, det g = 1 on g E 50(1, 2)o, as in PROPOSITION 2.2.15, each element of 50(1, 2)0 can 
be considered as a matrix g = [91 92 93] where 91·92,93 are Minkowski-orthonormal column 
vectors, and the basis is positively-oriented in time since gu > 0. Further, from PROPOSITION 
2.2.15, we see that any matrix g = [91 92 93] where g1.g2,g3 are Minkowski-orthonormal 
column vectors must fulfil the property gJgT = J, and so is an element of 0(1,2). Since the 
vectors are orthonormal, then det g = 1, and finally since the orientation of the vectors complies 
with the positive timelike orientation of JR1·2, then 91 is such that 911 > 0, and so e[ ge1 > 0: 
that is, y E 50(1, 2)o. 
Thus given any 3 vectors e1, e2 and e3 on 1-l£ which are Minkowski-orthonormal and give 
an orthonormal basis positively oriented in time, then [ e1 e2 e3] is an element 9 E 50(1, 2)o . 
But then there exists a product bk E 50(1, 2)o such that bk = g. Thus (bk)- 1g = 1, and e1 
is mapped to e1, e2 is mapped to e2 and e3 is mapped to e1. Similarly, [ e'1 e~ e3] is an 
element g' of 50(1, 2)o such that g' = l/k'. Thus (b'k')-1g' = 1, and e~ is mapped to e 1 , e~ is 
mapped to e2 and e3 is mapped to e3. Then the composition of elements (b'k')(bk)- 1 maps the 
orthonormal basis {e1, e2,e3} to the orthonormal basis {e~ , e~ ,e3}, and the result follows. o 
2.2.26 PROPOSITION. If a linear transformation oflR1•2 fixes each element of an orthonormal basis for 
IR 1•2, then it is the identity transformation. 
PROOF. Consider the linear transformation h such that for the orthonormal basis {e1 .e2 .e3}, 
then h(e1) = e1, h(ez) = ez and h(e3) = e3. Since a= a1e1 + a1e2 + a3e3, then 
by assumption. Since a was arbitrarily chosen, then h fixes each element. of JR1•2 and so must be 
the identity transformation. o 
2.2.27 PROPOSITION. 50(1, 2)o acts transitively on 1-l£. 
PROOF. Take p and q any two points in 'H.£. Then for some (um, Vm) E Ui. (un. vn) E Uj, 
p = Ei(um,vm) and q = t:1(u11 ,vn) in the patches Ei(u ,v) or t:1(u ,v). Since in the proof of 
PROPOSITION 2.2.1 the transition maps are Euclidean rotations about the e1-axis , we can 
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assume that the two points lie within the same patch {;. Thus there exists a Euclidean rotation 
k(vn- Vm) such that 
[~ 0 -sin(v:- Vm)l [ coshum l [ coshum l cos(vn- Vm) sinh Urn cos Vm = s~nh Um c~s Vn sin(vn- Vm) cos(vn - Vm) sinh Um sin Vm smhumSlllVn 
and a Lorentz boost b1 ( Un - um) such that 
lcosh(un- u,,) sinh(un- Um) ~] [ coshum l [ coshun l sinh(u~ - ·uw.) cosh( Un - 'Um) sinh 'Um COS 'Vn = s~nh 'Un c~s Vn -0 sinh 7.Lm sin 11n smh 'U.n sm Vn 
Thus the composition k( 'Un - um) o b1 ( V11 - 't'111 ) (p ) = q. 0 
2.2.28 PROPOSITION. The elements of 50(1, 2)o are orientation-preserving isometries on lHllL. 
PROOF. Since each g E 50(1, 2)o is linear, then the Jacobian matrix J9 = g. But clearly since 
g E 50(1. 2)o, then det g = 1. Thus det J9 = 1 and by (A.2.35), g is orientation-preserving. 0 
2.2.29 THEOREM. 50(1 , 2)o is the symmetry group 5ym(lHllL) . 
PROOF. From PROPOSITION 2.2.28, the elements g E 50(1 , 2)o are clearly orientation-preserving 
isometries of lHllL and so are symmetries. In PROPOSITION 2.2.19 we showed that all isometries of 
JHllL are linear. Assume that there exists some linear symmetry h of lHllL which is not an element 
of 50(1, 2)0 . Since h is a symmetry of JHllL, it sends the positively-oriented orthornormal basis 
{e1 , e2, e3} to {h(e1), h(e2) , h(e3)} = {e~, e2, e3}. But from PROPOSITION 2.2.25, there exists g 
in 50(1,2)o such that (e1) , g(e2) , g(e3)} = {e~, e2,e3} - Thus 
and so g- 1 o h is a linear t ransformation of 1R1•2 which fixes the orthonormal basis { e 1 , e2, e3}. 
But by PROPOSITION 2.2.26, then g-1 o h = 1 . T hus gg-l o h = g =? h = g and so h E 50(1, 2)0 . 
The result follows. 0 
2.3 The upper half-plane model 
2.3.1 The upper half-plane as a geometric surface 
Define the open subset 1-lP = { ( u, 7') E JR2 : 7' > 0} ~ JR2. Since 1-lP is an open subset of JR2 
parametrized by the identity map ~ : JR2 ~ JR2 , ~(x, y) = (x, y), then by (A.2.35), 1-lP is an 
abstr act surface. 
2.3.1 DEFINITION. T he abstract surface 1-lP equipped with the symmetric nondegenerate bilinear 
form ds2 = du
2 
+ dv
2 
is the upper half-plane modellHl!P = (1-lP. ds2 ). 
v 
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2.3.2 PROPOSITION. The upper half-plane IHIW is a geometric surface. 
PROOF. Since 7-lP is an abstract surface, we require only to show that the metric ds2 is a 
Riemannian metric (A.2.18). In order to show this, we express each ds2 1(uo;Fo) in matrix form 
as in (2. 1.1) where p and q are the vectors p = (Pl·P2) and q = (ql. q2) in IR2 associated to 
the tangent vectors p = Pl &kuo:uo) + P2Jvkuo.vo) and q = Ql ~l(uo,vo) + q2& 1(uo.vo) in the fibre 
T (uo,vo) 1-lP of T 7-lP . Then 
1. Bilinearity follows immediately from the linearity of the matrix product. 
2. By the symmetry of the matrix Q, the quadratic forms q T Q l(uo,vo) q are symmetric. 
3. For each (uo, vo) the matrix Q is diagonal with a double eigenvalue ~ which is positive for 
vo 
every (uo, vo) E 7-l'P. Thus by (A.l.8), the quadratic forms q T Qq are positive-definite. o 
2.3.2 The symmetry group of IHIJP 
Since (A.2.42) any isometry of an abstract surface is necessarily geodesic-preserving, we attempt 
to find the isometries of lHlW by first constructing maps of IHIIP' that map geodesics t o geodesics 
and which preserve 7-lP. 
2.3.3 PROPOSITION. The intersections with 1-lP of the lines {tt = c : u E IR} perpendicular to the u-
axis and the Euclidean circles { v2 + (u- k)2 = ~ : r E IR, r =I 0, (u , v) E IR2} centered on the 
u-axis which intersect that a:L'is perpendicularly are geodesics of lH!IP'. 
PROOF. Since E = ~ = G, F = 0, then E.,. = Gu = F and the identity map is a v-Clairaut 
v 
patch (A.2.50). Then by CLAIRAUT'S THEOREM (A.2 .51), the paths 1 = {(u(v ), 1•) : 11 E JR+}, 
where u(v) solves the equation 
du 
=-r=== 
dv ±.j~ _ r2 
r Jdu = j rdv ±.j~ -r2 (2.3.1) 
for some ·r E IR, are geodesics of lH!IP'. Taking 1· = 0, this equation reduces to d·u = 0, and so the 
equation (A.2.42) has a solution u. = c for c E JR. Taking r =I 0, then 
J du = J rdv => -11 / ~ - r 2 = ±r(u - k), ±) ;.z-/'2 v 
for k ,c E JR. Thus the curves {·u = c u E IR} and {v2 + (u- k)2 = ~ r E IR,r 1=- O,u E IR,v E JR+ } 
are geodesics of IHIIP'. o 
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2.3.4 T HEOREM. The geodesics {(u, v) E 1-lP u = 0} and { (u. v) E 1-lP ·v2 + (u- k)2 = ~· c =j:. 0} 
are exactly the geodesics of IHIJPl. 
PROOF. We have shown (PROPOSITION 2.3.3) that the intersection of these paths with 1-lP are 
geodesics of IHIJPl. In order to show that there exist no other geodesics, we will show that through 
every point p of IHIJPl and in the direction of every unit tangent vector in T P 1-lP, there exists a 
geodesic of the form {u = c : u E IR} or {(u,v) E 1-lP : 112 + (u- k)2 = ~.r =f. 0}. Then we 
have found all geodesics of IHIJPl, since from (A.2.40), a geodesic 1 is uniquely defined by a point 
p E 'Y and the unit direction vector v tangent to 'Y at p. 
The tangent plane T p 1-lP to any point p = ( uo, vo) in IHIJP> is isomorphic to 2-dimensional real 
space JR2 . Thus any unit-length tangent vector qat p has the form q =(cosO. sinO) for some 
8 E R A (Euclidean) circle C passing through p in the direction of (cos () , sin 8) is such that 
(cos 0, sin B) is perpendicular to the radius of C at its point p of intersection with C. This radius 
is a (Euclidean) line that is perpendicular to (cos B, sin B) and passes through p , with equation 
cosO ( cosO ) Y = - -:--0 x + vo + -:--0 uo sm sm 
defined for all 0 =j:. nk. This line intersects the u-axis at the point Xo = ~~~~Vo + uo, which is 
defined for all e =I I k. But then .J ( vo + ( Uo - X) ~f;:) 2 is the radial length of the (Euclidean) 
circle centered at xo that passes through p tangent to (sin B. cos B); thus this circle exists and is 
uniquely defined. 
In the case of e = Ik, then X = uo is the unique Euclidean line passing through p in the 
direction of the vector (cosO, sinO)= (0, 1), while in the case of B = nk, then (cosO , sin B) = 
(1,0), and the radius is the line {(u,v) E IR2 : u = uo}: t hus the circle with radius of length 
v0 and centre ·uo is t he unique geodesic passing through (uo . vo) in the direction of cos B. sin B). 
We have thus constructed a unique geodesic passing through p in the direction of every unit 
tangent vector (cos B, sin B) E T p tiP. o 
Using the well-known vector space isomorphism c;: IR2 --1 C, c;(u. t•) = u+iv, in the next sections 
where it will simplify calculations we are free to use the complex number z = u + iv where v > 0 
to express a point (u, v) in the upper half-plane tiP. 
Having defined in (A.3.1 ) the complex projective line CJP>1 = C U { oo} , we may identify 
tiP with the subset {Im(z) > 0 : z E ClP'1 }. Thus we can act on IHIJPl with the Mobius trans-
formations J.L(z) = { ~=!~, aw- v/3 =I 0} which from (A.3.10) map the family of Euclidean lines 
and circles to itself, and thus are possibly geodesic-preserving on IHIJPl. We use the basic Mobius 
transformations of (A.3.3) to express each J.l as a composition of simpler transformations. 
2.3.5 PROPOSITION. The basic Mobius transfor·mations 00 for· Re(a) < 0 and Tf3 for- Im(/3) < 0 do 
not preserve 1-lP. 
PROOF. Consider the dilat ion 00 : z H az where a = a1 + ia2 and Re(a) = a1 < 0. Then the 
image under 00 of i E 1-lP is Da(i) = ai = i(a1 + ia2) = -a2 + a1i which is not an element of 
tiP, since Im(o0 (i)) < 0. 
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Similarly, given any /3 E C , {3 = b1 + ib2, then for any v = u + iv E 1-lP, T,B(v) = (b1 + u) + 
·i(b2 + v), where Im(r~(v)) < 0 if b2 < -v. Since there exists at least one point in JHilP' such that 
b2 < -v for any negative b2 (consider the element (b1.b2) = (b1.1• + 1)), then it follows that r13 
does not preserve 1-lP. 0 
We note that by taking /3 E R, then all translations r13 preserve 1-lP. We introduce the 
restricted Mobius transformations 
u(z) -- az + b b d lib d d b ,_ where a. , c, E ~ an a - c =/= 0. 
cz +d 
These are compositions To 8 o <10.1 oDe o Tb oDe, where Tb : z-+ z + b (tr anslations), De : z-+ cz 
(dilations), and <10.1 : z -+ ~ (inversions), and specifically 'T and 8 are the translations 
'T(z) = ~ + z and dilations 8(z) = (be- ad)z, respectively. Note that if a < 0, then from 
PROPOSITION 2.3.5, Du.: z 1--t az does not preserve 1lP. However , 
2.3.6 PROPOSITION. If a< 0, then the conjugate 8a = az preserves 1lP. 
PROOF. Consider the transformation Ja = az where a < 0. Then for each z E 1lP, that is, 
z = u + iv where v > 0, then 8a(z) = a(1t - iv) = u- iav, where Im(8a(z)) = -av > 0. Then 
the imaginary part of the image of each element of 1lP under 8a is strictly positive, the result 
follows. 0 
2.3.7 REMARK. We will thus consider the restricted Mobius transformations which are compositions 
'To 6 o <iO.l oDe o TIJ oDe of the basic restricted Mobius transformations 
Tb: zI-t z + b, Oe: z 1--t cz (c > 0), De: zI-t cz (c < 0) 
for r(z) = ~ + z and 8(q) = (be- ad)z. 
and 1 <iO,l : Z I-t -:: 
z 
2.3.8 PROPOSITION. Each restricted Mobius transformation of (2.3.2} preserves 1lP. 
(2.3.2) 
PROOF. Consider the arbitrary element z = 1t + iv E 1lP: that is, Re(z) = 1' > 0. Then 
70(z) = (u +b) + iv and Re(rb(z)) = y > 0. Similarly, given c > 0, then Oe(z) = cu + icv, and 
Re(Oc(z)) = cv > 0, while given c < 0, then Dc(z) = cu- icv, and Re(De(z)) = -cv > 0. Finally, 
<io,1(z) = 1~~~v , and Re(O'o,I(z)) = df > 0. The result follows. o 
From (A.3.14), the (restricted) Mobius transformations are conformal. Thus they will preserve 
the property of perpendicularity to the u-axis. We prove further that 
2.3.9 PROPOSITION. The restricted Mobius transformations send geodesics to geodesics. 
PROOF. Since all Mobius transformations are conformal (A.3.14) and preserve the family of 
Euclidean lines and circles (A.3.10), thus particularly the restricted Mobius transformations 
preserve the class of Euclidean lines and circles perpendicular to the u-axis . Since they send 
real numbers to real numbers, they preserve the real axis of C and so will map Euclidean circles 
centrered on the u-axis to Euclidean circles centered on the u-axis. The result follows. 0 
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2.3.10 PROPOSITION. The composition f..L = 7 o 6 o uo.l o 8c o TIJ o 8c of basic restricted Mobius trans-
formations of {2.3.2) has the form P,(z) = ~:t~ where be- ad < 0, or f..L(z) = ~it~ where 
be- ad> 0. 
PROOF. Applying f o J o uo,l o Oc o Tb oDe to z E C, then 
_ :c ·' , ( ) be - ad a be - ad + a( ez + d) acz + be + ad - ad az + b 
T 0 V 0 UQ 1 0 Vc 0 Tb 0 Vc Z = + - = = = --
, e( ez + d) e c( ez + d) e( ez + d) cz + d · 
Since Oc appears twice in the expansion f o J o uo.1 o Oc o Tb o Oc, and conjugation is idempotent, 
then the sign of e can be neglected. Thus we will take the conjugate of z twice where be - ad < 0 
(once from uo,l and once from J) and once where be - ad> 0 (from uo,l). The result then follows 
from the idempotency of conjugation. D 
2.3.11 THEOREM. The restricted Mobius transformations f..L(z) = ~:t~, ad- be> 0 and jl(z) = ~it~, 
ad- be < 0 preserve the metric ds2 = du
2 
=t dv2 = ~ of JHilP'. 
v z 
PROOF. We express the restricted Mobius transformations f..L(z) = ~: $~ for ad- be > 0 in 
complex coordinates by f..L(z) = f..L(U + iv) = z' = U 1 + iv1• Then 
1 az + b acu2 + adu + bcu + acv2 + bd . (ad- be)v 1 . 1 z=--= +~ =u+w 
ez + d icz + dl2 icz + dl2 
where ul = acu2 + adu. + bcu t acv2 + bd and vi= (ad- bc)v. 
icz + dl lcz + dl2 
In complex variables, 
=> 
dz1 = 8(f..L(z)) . dz = (ad- bc)dz 
8z (cz + d)2 
- (ad- bc)d" 
and correspondingly dz1 = ~ (ez + d)2 
so 
dzdz icz + dl4 dzdz 
lcz + dl4 v2 = -v-2- . 
Thus f..L*(ds2 ) = ds2 , and from (A.2.26) it follows that f..L is an isometry of JH!lP'. The case of jl 
follows identical steps. D 
2.3.12 PROPOSITION. The union {J.L(z) = ~;:~ : ad- be> 0} U {ii(z) = ~;:~ : ad- be < 0} of all re-
stricted Mobius transformations, forms a group under the operation of compositon. 
PROOF. Since (A.3.13), the Mobius transformations form a group, then we require only to show 
that this set of restricted Mobius transformations is closed under composition and the taking of 
inverses. In (A.3.12) we stated that given two Mobius transformations f..L , f..L1 , where f..L = ~;~~ 
and f..L1 = ~;;~S: then their composition 1l o Jl is the Mobius transformation ~~:!:~ , where the 
complex coefficients A , B, Y , n are such that 
[: ~] [:: ~:]=[~ ~]· 
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Thus particularly where J..L = ~$~ and J..L1 = ~;$!1:, a, b. c. dE IR, t hen the composition J..L1 o J..L is 
the Mobius transformation ~~!~ where 
[
A Bl [aa' + be' ab' + bd'] 
y n = ca' + de' cb' + dd' . 
a b 
c d 
a' b' 
c' d' = 
aa' + be' ab' + bd' 
ca' + de' cb' + dd' 
then (aa' + bc')(cb' + dd')- (ab' + bd')(ca' + de') > 0, and the resticted Mobius transformation 
is of the required form. Similarly, if jl = ~~:~ and jl1 = ~:::~:, then the coefficients of jl o /j,' are 
given by aa' +be', ab' + bd'. ca' +de'. cb' + dd' E JR, and so this transformation is a restricted 
Mobius transformation. Then 
(aa' + bc')(cb' + dd') - (a//+ bd')(ca' +de')= (ad - uc)(a'd' - 1/c') > 0 
and the resticted Mobius transformation is of the required form. Finally, if J..L = ~;:j and 
jl1 = ~::~:, then the coefficients of J..L o /j,' are given by aa' +be', ab' + bd', ca' +de', cb' + dd1 in 
JR, and so this transformation is a restricted Mobius transformR.tion. Further, the coefficients 
(aa' + bc')(cb' + dd')- (ab' + bd')(ca' +de') = (ad- bc)(a'd'- b'c') < 0, and the resticted Mobius 
transformation is of the required form. We show that this set is closed under inversion. For 
any restricted Mobius transformation p. of the form J..L = ~::£, then p.- 1 has the coefficients 
A, B , n, Y where since J..L o J..L- 1 = t-, 
[ 
d - b l ad-be ad-be 
-e a 
ad- be ad-be 
where ad- be > 0. Then J..L- 1 is the transformation z 1--t .:!:!!a, which is a restricted Mobius 
transformation. Secondly, for any restricted Mobius transformation jl of the form jl = -.tfl, 
then p- 1 has the coefficients A, B , n, Y where since jl o p- 1 = t-, 
where ad- be< 0. Then p-1 is the transformation z 1--t !~+_ba' which is a restricted Mobius 
transformation of the required form. We have then shown that this set is closed under the taking 
of inverses. The result follows. 
2.3.13 COROLLARY. Any composition of basic restricted Mobius transformations is a tmnsformation 
of the form J..L : z 1--t ~::~ or jl : z 1--t ~$£. 
PROOF. Clearly, the basic restricted Mobius transformations cS'a , O'O, l and Tb are all transforma-
tions of the form J..L : z 1--t ~;:Jj, where ad- be > 0, or jl : z 1--t ~i$~, where ad- be < 0: cS'c , Tb have 
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the form fl·, while ao,1 has the form jl. But we have shown in PROPOSITION 2.3.12 that the set 
of all such transformations is closed under the taking of compositions. Thus any composition of 
basic restricuted Mobius transformations has the form J-L or jl. D 
2.3.14 CoROLLARY. The set of restricted Mobius transformations {1-L( z) = ~~t~ ad -/1c > 0} forms a 
group under the oper·ation of compositon. 
PROOF. From PROPOSITION 2.3.12, the composition of J-L(z) 
restricted Mobius transformation 
11 (aa' + bc')z + (ab' + bd') 
J-L = (ca' + dc')z + (cb' + dd') 
= az±b and u' 
cz±d ,_ 
clz+/3' 
= v' z±w' is the 
where it follows that the coefficients (aa' + bd)(cb' + dd')- (ab' + bd')(ca' +de') = (ad - bc)(a' d'-
b' c') > 0. Thus this set is closed under the taking of compositions. Similarly, for any J-L of 
the form J-L = ~$S, then we showed that J-L- 1 is the transformation J-L : z t--t !:f!u., where 
ad- be= da- cb > 0 and so this set is closed under the taking of inverses. The result follows.D 
2.3.15 THEOREM. The basic restricted Mobius transformations 6: z H az, a> 0 andrb: z H z+b are 
orientation-preserving for all elements hER, while the basic restricted Mobius transformations 
Oa : z H az, a < 0 and ao,1 : z H ~ are orientation-reversing. 
PROOF. The transformation ao.1 : z H ~ can be expressed in complex coordinates as the 
transformation ao,1 : ·u + iv t--t (u2.:u2)2 + i (u2;l,2)2 = ii +iii, which has the Jacobian matrix 
Thus by (A.2.35), the transformation O'o,l is orientation-reversing. In complex coordinates, Tb 
can be expressed as the transformation Tb: u.+i?· t--t (n+b) +iv, which has the Jacobian matrix 
and Tb is orientation-preserving. The transformation Da : z H az for a > 0 can be expressed 
in terms of complex coordinates as the transformation Du. : u + ·iv H au+ -iav, which has the 
Jacobian matrix 
.160 ~ [ ~ ~] "'} det .160 ~ a2 
which is positive for all a E R and thus the transformation Da is orientation-preserving. The 
transformation Ja : z H az for a < 0 can be expressed in terms of complex coordinates as the 
transformation Ju : u + i·u H a·u - ·iav which has the Jacobian matrix 
.lj0 ~ [ ~ ~a] '* det.lj" ~ - a' 
which is negative for all a E R and thus the transformation Ju. is orientation-reversing. D 
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2.3.16 COROLLARY. The restricted Mobius transformation f.1. : C -t C, 
are exactly the orientation-preserving isometries of IHIIP'. 
(z) _ az±b f.1. - cz±d' ad- be> 0 
PROOF. In PROPOSITION 2.3.10 we expressed J.1. as the composition J-L = r o 5o ao,l oDe o Tb oDe 
or ::;- o 5 o a 0,1 o 8c o Tb o 8c where the coefficients ad - be > 0, and Jl as the composition Jl = 
::;- o 5o a 0,1 o 8c o Tb o Oe or f o J o ao,l o 8c o 70 o 8c where the coefficients ad - be < 0. 
Firstly, consider the case of J.l.· Where c > 0 the Jacobian matrix of f.1. has determinant given 
by the product det J,.,. = det J:;. · det Js · det l or.· det lrb · det Joe which by PROPOSITION 2.3.15 
is the product of two negative and four positive determinants. Where c < 0, then the Jacobian 
mat.rix of Jl has determinant det Jfi. = det l:t · det Js · det Jsr. · det Jrb · det Jsc and so is the 
product of four negative and two positive determinants. Thus in both cases det Jf.J. > 0, and the 
transformation is orientation-preserving. 
Secondly, consider the case of Jl. Where c > 0 the Jacobian matrix of Jl has determinant 
det Jp. = det J:;. · det Js · det Joe · det Jrb · det Joe which by PROPOSITION 2.3.15 is the product 
of one negative and five positive determinants. Where c < 0, then the J acobian matrix of Jl has 
determinant det Jfi. = det J:r · det .Jc5 · det Jsr. · det .lrb ·det Jse and so is the product of two positive 
and three negative determinants. Thus in both cases det Jfi. < 0, and so the transformation is 
orientation-reversing. Since each restricted Mobius transformation is of the form J-L or jl, the 
result follows. D 
2.3.17 PROPOSITION. Let C1 and C2 be two geodesics in 'H.P and Z1 an element of C1, z2 an element of 
c2. Then there exists an isometry J.l. or Jl of IHIIP' which takes cl to c2 and Zt to Z2· 
PROOF. We will show that there exists a transformation J.l· taking the arbitrary circle C1 to V, 
the v-axis, and z1 to i. Then there exists an isometry 1l taking the arbitrary circle C2 to V and 
Z2 tO ·i, and SO the COmposition (J-L')-l 0 J-L takeS C1 to C2 and Zl to Z2. 
Assume initially that C1 is a Euclidean line through q on the u-ax.is. Then the translation 
Lq1 maps C1 to V and z1 to some point bi on V. Then the transformation 61 maps bi to i and b 
preserves V, and it followS that the COmposition J.l. = 0!. 0 T -q1 maps C1 tO V and Zl to i. b 
We then assume that C1 is a Euclidean circle which intersects the u-axis perpendicularly in 
the points a and b. But by (A.3.9), the circle inversion au.l will map C1 to a Euclidean line 
which intersects the u-axis perpendicularly. But then we have already shown that there exists 
an isometry J.1.1 which maps O'a,r(Cl) to V and O'a,r(zl) to i. The result follows. 0 
For the next proof, we set up the (topological) metric d: H.P x H.P -t IR as in (A.2.44). We do 
not explicitly express this metric. 
2.3.18 PROPOSITION. An isometry p of H.P which fixes a geodesic which is a Eucl-idean cirde will 
either preserve the interior of the fixed geodesic or· interchange it with the exterior. Similarly. 
an isometry p of 1lP which fixes a geodesic which is a Euclidean line will either preserve or 
interchange the two half-planes of the fixed geodesic. 
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PROOF. Let p be an isometry of IHIIP which fixes the Euclidean line f.. Assume that p does not 
preserve or interchange the half-planes of f.: that is, there exists at least one point p within one 
half-plane £ + of e which remains in £+ if p interchanges all other such points (if we assume 
that p interchanges one point and fixes all others, the proof follows identical steps). Consider 
the family of geodesics of IHIIP which pass through the point p. By (A.2.40), given any point on 
e there exists a unique geodesic which passes through p and that point. Consider the points on 
e such that the unique geodesic which passes through p and s is of minimal arc length within 
this family of geodesics, as defined by the (topological) metric d. Denote this minimal distance 
d(p . s) by d. Within the half-plane £ +, choose a point q such that d(p, q) = d' < d. Such a 
point always exists: consider for example p itself. Assume that the isometry p maps q to the 
half-plane c-. Since pis an isometry, then d(p, c) = d(p(p ),p(c)) = d > d' = d(p(p),p(q)). 
But since p(q ) lies inc- , then d(p(p), p(q)) > d, since dis the minimal distance from p to f., a 
contradiction. Thus p either preserves or interchanges the half-planes of e. 0 
2.3.19 PROPOSITION. Any isometry p ofiHllP which fixes the v-axis V and the geodesic C0.1 centered at 
the origin with raid us 1 pointwise is the identity transformation L. 
PROOF. For any p E tiP, by THEOREM 2.~~.4 we can define V', the unique geodesic passing 
through p and perpendicular to V, and C', the unique geodesic passing through p and perpen-
dicular to Co,1 . Let q and s be the intersections of V' with V and C' with Co,l, respectively. But 
by definition p(q ) = q and p(s) = s , so p(V') = V' and p(C') = C' as V' and C' are the unique 
geodesics passing through q and s and perpendicular to V and Co,l· Since the arbitrary point p 
is the (unique) point of intersection of V' and C', thus for each p E tiP , p(p) = p. That is, pis 
the identity transformation on tiP. o 
2.3.20 PROPOSITION. Any isometry p ofiHllP such that p(V) = V and p(Co,l) =Co, I is either the identity 
tr-ansformation, the transformation v(z) = -z, O'O,l or 0'0,1 o 1 (z) = ~1 . 
PROOF. Since p fixe~ Co,1, then by PROPOSITION 2.3.18, p may either fix or interchange Io,1 
with Eo,1 . But then either p or O'O,l o p fixes V,Co,l and the interior Io,l of the semicircle Co,1 : if 
p maps Io,l to Eo,l, then the circle inversion O'Q,1 will map the set p(Io,I) exterior to O'O,l to Io,1, 
by (A.3.7). 
F\u-ther, defining the region A = {z E tiP : Re(z) > 0} , the half plane to the right of V, 
then either p.O'Q,1 o p, v o p or v o O'O,l o p fixe.:; V,Co,l, Io,l and A: if p fixe~ V,Co,1 and Io,1, 
then by PROPOSITION 2.3.18 p may either fix or interchange A with - A. But if p interchanges 
these two half-planes, then v o p will map A to A. Similarly, if O'o,1 o p fixes V, C0,1 and I 0 ,1, 
then O'o,1 o p may either fix or interchange A with -A. But if 0'0,1 o p interchanges these two 
half-planes, then v o O'Q,l o p will map A to A. 
In any case, let p be this isometry. Then ji fixe~ each point of Co, I because there is a unique 
point of Co,1 at any given distance d > 0 from i in the region A. Similarly, ji fixes each point 
of V. Hence, pis the identity by PROPOSITION 2.3.19. Then p = L, O'Q,l o p = L, v o p = L or 
v o O'Q,l o p = L: thus p = L. p = O'O.l , p = v or p = v o O'O,l· 0 
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2.3.21 THEOREM. Every isometry of lHllP' has the form J.L or [L. 
PROOF. Let p be any isometry of lH!lP'. By PROPOSITION 2.3.17, there is an isometry p that is 
a composite of elementary isometries and which takes p(-i) to i and p(V) to V. Then, pop is 
an isometry that fixes V and ·i. As Co,1 is the unique geodesic intersecting V perpendicularly 
at i, pop fixes Co,1. But by PROPOSITION 2.3.15, then pop is one of four compositions of the 
basic transformations: p o p = t,, p o p = ao,l , p o p = 11 or p o p = 11 o ao,1, and it follows that 
p = t, o p-1 , p = a 0,1 o p-1 , p =II o p- 1 or p =II o cro.1 o p-1. Thus p is a composition of the basic 
linear fractional transformations and so from CoROLLARY 2.3.13, it has the form J.L or jj. C 
2.3.22 THEOREM. The symmetry group oflHllP' is exactly the subgroup of restricted Mobius transforma-
tions 
{ az + b } Sym(JHI!P') = J.L(z) = cz + d : a, b, c, dE JR, ad- be> 0 . 
PROOF. In PROPOSITION 2.3.21 we showed that all isometries of lH!lP' are of the form J.L : z H ~;t~, 
where ad- be> 0 or [L : z H ~it~. where ad- be < 0. Further, we proved in PROPOSITION 
2.3.16 that each transformation in this family of restricted Mobius transfor mations are exactly 
the orientation-preserving transformations of HP. Thus the transformations J.L : z H ~:t~. 
where ad - be > 0 are exactly the symmetries of lH!lP'. 
We now express the symmetry group of lH!lP' as a matrix group. 
2.3.23 THEOREM. The map 
~1 [: ~] az + b H--CZ +d 
is a continuous group homomorphism from GL(2, !R) to Sym(lH!lP') . 
0 
PROOF. Firstly, 'I/J1 is surjective, since given any J.L = ~: ~ ~ E Sym(JHI!P') , then there exists 
h = [: :] in G L ( 2, II) such that ~1 (h) = ~; t ~ . Secondly, from the proof of P ROPOS1T10N 
2.3.12 the composition of two restricted Mobius transformations z H az ++ ~ and z H a;z + ~; 
cz c z + 
in Sym(lHIJP) is a restricted Mobius t ransformation ~;:~ which has coefficients a = aa' +be', 
b = a.b' + bd', c =ca.'+ de', d = cb' + dd', where 
[~ ~] = [a bl [a' b'] cd c d c'd' and ad- be :f 0. 
Thus 
·if;1 = 'I/J1 _ _ = --- - = J.L(z) o J.L1(z) = '1/Jt ·l/;1 [ a. bl [a' b'] [a b] az + b [a bl [a' b'] c d c' d' c d cz + d c d c' d' 
and the map 'lj;1 from GL(2, JR) to Sym(JHIJP) sends the group operation of matrix multiplication 
to the group operation of composition. Thus '1/Jt is a surjective group homomorphism. 
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Finally, we note that the transformation f..J.: z H tt~z is the identity element of Sym(IHIJP>) . But 
then given any k E R k 7= 0, 1/11(kl) = ~:t~ = 1/11(1), and {kl : k E IR\ {0}} ~ ker('!j;1): t hus 
'lh is not injective. Taking h in GL(2.R) such that VJ1(h) = ~:t~ = t.:~z' then 
az +b 
-- = z {=} az + b = z ( cz + rl.) 
cz +rl (2.3.3) 
must be true for all z E tiP such that cz + d =I 0. But then particularly taking z = 0 in (2.3.3), 
it follows that b = az + b = z ( cz +d) = 0 and thus b = 0. Since ad- be > 0, then consequentially 
ad > 0. Taking z = 1 in (2.3.3), it follows that az = z(cz +d) and thus a = c +d. Similarly, 
taking z = - 1, then -a = c- d. Thus c = a-d= d - a and so c = 0. Since ad > 0, and 
by c = 0 then a = d, it follows that a2 > 0 and thus a E R\ {0}. Thus we have shown that 
if h E ker(1/;1) , then h E {kl : k E ffi!\ {0} }, and so ker(.,P!) ~ JR+\ {0}. Since we showed that 
{kl : k E ffi!\ {0} ~ ker(1/;1), then it follows that ker(.,Pl) = {kl : k E ffi!\ {0} }. 
We show that 7/11 is continuous. Consider some convergent sequence in GL(2, JR), 
Then lim at= a, lim bt = b, lim ct = c, lim dt = d, and lim 'f/J1(ht) = lim a;z+b; = az±b = 'ljJ1 (h) . t--+oo t--+oo t --+oo t--+oo t -+oo t--+oo c ztd cz+d 
Thus 'l/Jl preserves the limits of convergent sequences and so must be continuous. The result 
follows. 0 
2.3.24 COROLLARY. There exists a continuous isomorphism mappping GL(2. ffi!)/ { kl : k E R} to Sym (JHIJP>). 
PROOF. In PROPOSITION 2.3.23, we defined the group homomorphism 7/J1 : Gl(2,!R) --+ Sym (IHIJP>) 
such that ker('if;I) = {kl : k E IR}. Then Sym(JHIJP>) ~ GL(2, IR)/ {kl : k E IR} by (A.5.8) , 
and thus it follows that 1/11 is a continuous isomorphism between GL(2, IR)/ {kl : k E JR} and 
Sym(IHlJP>). 0 
GL(2, lR)/ {kl : k E IR} is the projective general linear group PGL(2. JR) . 
2.4 Symmetry group isomorphisms 
In Appendix A ,(A.4.1) - (A.4.4), we introduced the projections between the hyperbolic model 
IHllL and the projective disk model JP>j[)) as well as b etween IHIJP> and JP>][)). In this section we use 
these mappings to establish the isometries between the symmetry groups we have defined in 
SECTIONS 2.1 and 2.2. We refer to the definition (A.4.1) of the alternate Minkowski spacetime 
rn!2·1 and the hyperboloid model m used in [7] and construct the mapping ( : rn!2·1 --+ JR1•2, given 
by ( (P1 , P2, P3) = (p3 , P2 , pi) · 
2 .4.1 PROPOSITION. The map (: rn!2•1 --+ JR1.2 is continuous Riemann isometry mapping IHIJL to IH!l. 
PROOF. Firstly, note that (is a linear map: given p , q E JR2·1 , >. E IR, then for any sum (p + >.q), 
((p + .Xq) = (Pl + .Xq1. P2 + .Xq2, P3 + .Xq3) = (p3, P2· pl) + >-(q3 , Q2, Ql) = ((p ) + .X(( q ). By the 
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linearity of(, then d((p)(v) = ((v) for each v = (v1.V2,v3) E Tp(m), and it follows that 
(*(v~·)w) = ((v)O((w). But for each v. w E Tp(tl.C), v <-:0v = vrw1 + V1'W2 - 'U3W3, whereas 
[
01 01 00 1 [1wV321 (.(vow)= ((v)O((w) = [v3 v2 v1] = -ww1 + v2w2 + v3w3 = v 8 w. 
0 0 - 1 Wt 
Thus ( is a Riemann isometry mapping lHlL to lHlL by (A.2.27). Since ( is linear, then it is 
continuous. The result follows. 0 
2.4.2 PROPOSITION. The projections 1r1 : tl.C -7 PV of {A.4.3), given by 7rt(X, y. z) = ~~if= u + ·i·u, 
and 1r2: PV -7 11.P of {A.4 .4), given by 1r2(z) = :z-ij, are continuous. Similarly, their inverses 
-1( · ) ( 2u 2v l+u2+v2 ) d -1( ) z-·i t ' 1r1 u +tV = l - u2_.u2, 1_u2-v2, 1_u2-v2 an 1r2 z = z+i are con tnuotts. 
PROOF. We consider the component functions of 1r1 : 11.£ --t PV, where 1r1 (x. y , z) = ( l~z, I¥z ). 
Since each component function is a rational function, then it is a continuous map. Thus it follows 
that 1r1 is continuous. Further, the component functions of the projection 1r11 : PV --t 11.£, 
where 
( 
2u 2v 1 + ·u 2 + v2 ) 
7r1l(u,v) = l - 11.2 -v2· 1 - u2 -1~2· 1 - u.2 -1•2 
are each rational functions which are defined on PV = { ('u, ·u) E IR2 : ·u2 + ·u2 < 1} and so are 
continuous maps. Thus 71'11 is continuous, and the result follows for 1r1 . 
Similarly, since 1r2 : z H t/-~ is a rational function which is defined on PV = { z E JR2 : lzl < 1}, 
then it is a continuous map 1r2 : PV -7 1-lP, and 71'21 : <C --t <C is the rational function 
7r2 1(z) = ~+!• and so continuous. The result follows for 1r2 . 0 
We use these projections in conjunction with the map ( to prove the next theorem. 
2.4.3 THEOREM. There exists a continuous group isomorphism mapping GL (2, IR)/ {kl : k E JR+} to 
50(1, 2)o. 
PROOF. From PROPOSITION 2.4.4, the projection 1r1 of (A.4.3) is a continuous Riemann isometry 
between the geometric surface lHllL and the projective disk JP'JD). Since in PROPOSITION 2.4.1 we 
defined a continuous Riemann isometry ( taking IHIIL to lHIJL, then ( o 1r 11 : lP'lDl -7 lHIIL is a 
continuous Riemann isometry between lHIIL and JP'JD). Further, from (A.4.4), 1r2 is a Riemann 
isometry from .JP'][)l to lHI.lP'. Thus for any symmetry fJ. E 5ym(lHl.lP'), then 1r11 o 1r2 2 o fJ. o 1r2 o 1r1 is a 
symmetry of !HilL. Further, the composition ( o 1r22 o J.L o 1r2 o 1r1 o (-1 = 4'1(J.L) is a symmetry of 
lHIIL, and so by THEOREM 2.2.29 an element of 50(1. 2 )o. The map 4'2 is a group homomorphism, 
since given two elements I-Ll and f.L2 of 5ym(1HllP'), then 
( ) r - 1 - 2 1'-1 1 - 1 -2 ( - 1 ( ) ( ) ip1 J.l.10f-L2 =-,01r1 01r2 OfJ.107r2071'10'> o-,o1r1 01r2 Of.l207i207rt0 =<pt p1 ipl p 2 . 
Further, assume that fJ. E ker( 4?1) . Then 
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and so ker(cpi) ~ {L}. But clearly L ~ ker(cpt), and thus ker(cp1) = {~}. Thus 'Pl is a continuous 
group isomorphism, and Sym(IHIIP') ~ 50(1, 2)o. Since by PROPOSITION 2.4.4 rr2 and rr;- 1 are 
continuous on their domains, then as the composition of continuous functions is continuous, 
it follows that 'Pl is a continuous group isomorphism. But in THEOREM 2.3.24 we defined 
the continuous group isomorphism 1/J1 : GL(2, IR)/ {kl : k E IR} ---t Sym(IHIIP'). Thus the map 
4'2 = 1/J1 o 'Pl : GL(2, IR)/ {kl k E IR} ---t SO(l. 2)o is a continuous group isomorphism, and the 
result follows. o 
2.4.4 COROLLARY. There exists a continuous group homomorphism 'P2 mapping GL(2, IR) to SO(l. 2)0 , 
where ker(<p2) = {kl : k E IR}. 
PROOF. From THEOREM 2.4.3, the map 'Pl : Sym(lH!IP') ---t SO(l, 2)o is a continuous group 
isomorphism. But in T HEOREM 2.3.23 we defined the continuous group homomorphism 1/;1 
mapping GL(2, IR) to Sym(IHIIP') such that ker(1j;l) = {kl : k E IR}. Thus the composition of 
maps 'P2 = 'Pl o 1/J1 : GL(2, IR) ---t SO(L 2)o is a continuous group homomorphism, where the 
kernel ker(cp2) = {kl : k E IR}. o 
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Chapter 3 
The Matrix Lie Group 50(1, 2)o and 
its Lie Algebra 
3.1 The matrix Lie group SO(l, 2)o 
The matrix group 
50(1, 2)o = { g E JR3 x3 : gJ g T = J, det g = 1, eJ gel > 0} 
is by THEOREM 2.2.29 the symmetry group of the model IHIJL of hyperbolic plane geometry. We 
show that. it. is a Lie group and find its Lie algebra. for which we determine several properties. 
From these results, we may then derive further properties of 50(1, 2)o, including its lwasawa 
decomposition. Following [13], we establish a map between the Lie algebra so(1, 2) and JR1•2 
equipped with a Lie algebra structure <::', which has an interesting interrelation with the Lorentz 
product, which we discuss in detail. We then establish the adjoint and co-adjoint orbits of 
.so (1 , 2) , using its representation in JR~2 . 
3.1.1 THEOREM. 50(1, 2)o is a matrix Lie group. 
PROOF. By (A.5.3) , we require to show that 50(1, 2)o is a closed subgroup of GL(3, JR). From 
PROPOSITION 2.2.16, 50(1, 2)o is a subgroup of GL(3, JR): thus we show that 50(1. 2)0 is closed 
in GL(3, JR) . Consider a convergent sequence gL in 50(1. 2). T hen lim (gl') = g for some matrix 
t--Too 
g. We show that g ~atisfies the t hree c.lefining condition::; gJ g T = J, det g = 1 and e"[ ge1 > 0 of 
an element of 50(1, 2)o. Define the continuous function f(gt) = 9L9ij + g~i9~j + g~igk Since 
l satisfies the property (gt) T J gt = J for every t , and it follows that 
gJgT = J 
and thus f(gL) = )ij, and f(g) = lim (f(gL)) = lim (gf igL + g~i9~j ) = lim )ij = Jij, since con-
t--Too t--Too t --Too 
tinuous functions preserve the limits of convergent sequences. Since det is a continuous function, 
41 
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then lim (det gt) = det g, where lim (detl) = lim 1 = 1 = det g. Finally, eJ (lim l) e 1 = t-+oo t-+oo t-+oo t-+oo 
lim ( e[ 9'-et) = lim (gi1), where by the definition of 50(1. 2)o , 9l1 is a contiunous function t ->oo t-too 
such that for each t, gt1 = IYhl· But then it follows that particularly lim (gh) = lim lgi11 = t-too t-+oo 
I lim (gi1)1 = lgul, and 911 > 0. Then we have shown that g = lim gt fulfib the three properties 1-too 1-too 
defining an element of SO(l. 2)o and so lim (gl) E 50(1, 2)o. Thus 50(1 , 2)o contains all its 
t-+oo 
limit points and so is a closed subset of GL(3, IR). o 
3.1.2 THEOREM. 50(1, 2)o is connected. 
PROOF. From THEOREM 2.2.23, we may express any element g E 50(1, 2)o as the matrix 
product 
g = [1 0 l [:~~~:: :~:~~: ~1 [1 0 Tl [1 0 ]· 
0 Ro1 0 Ro1 0 Ro3 0 0 1 
for 01 , 02 ,83 E R Define. the curve g(-) : [0, 1] --t 50(1. 2)o where for each t E [0, 1], 
g(l) = [1 ~ l r:~:~::i:~ :::~:~:~ ~l [1 ~ l [1 0 l 
0 R9I(t) O O 1 0 R9, (t) 0 Re3 (t) 
and Oi(·): [0, 1] --t [O,Oi],i = 1, 2, 3 are continuous maps 83(1) = 01(1) = 02(1) = 0 and 
I13(0) = 83, 02(0) = 02 , 01(0) = 81. Clearly, g(1) = 1 and g(O) = g for this curve. Thus from 
(A.5.12), 50(1, 2)o is connected. 0 
3.1.3 THEOREM. 50(1, 2)o is not compact. 
PROOF. From THEOREM 3.1.1, 50(1 , 2)o is a closed subgroup of GL(3, IR), which from (A.5.16) 
is a finite-dimensional vector space equipped with the matrix norm 11911 = )tr(g T g). Thus 
50(1, 2)0 is compact if and only if it is bounded. Consider the element g of 50(1, 2)0 , 
[
cosh(t) 0 sinh(t) l 
g= 0 1 0 . 
sinh(t) 0 cosh(t) 
Then 
[
cosh
2 
t + sinh2 t 0 2 l 
tr(yg T) = tr 0 1 0 = 2(cosh2 t + sinh2 t) + 1. 
2 0 cosh2 t + sinh2 t 
Since 50(1, 2)o is a closed subgroup of GL(3, IR), then lim (g) E SO(l , 2)o. But we then see that 
t-+oo 
I! lim (g)ll = lim 11911 = oo. Thus SO(l. 2)o cannot be bounded. The result follows. 
t-too /.-too 
3.2 The Lie algebra .so(l, 2) 
3.2.1 THEOREM. The Lie algebra.so( l. 2) ofSO(L2)o is the vector space 
.so(1, 2) = {X E IR.3x3 : XT J + JX = 0} 
of 3 x 3 real matrices equipped with the matrix commutator[· ,-]. 
0 
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PROOF. From (A.5.18), we require to show that T 1S0(1.2)o ={X E JR3 x 3 : XT J + JX = 0}. 
Consider the arbitrary curve g(-) : (a, u) ---+ 50(1, 2)o such that g(O) = 1. Then for all t E (a, b), 
g(t)T Jg(t) = J, and 
ft(g T (t)(J)g(t)) lt=O = g(t)T (Jg(t)) + g(t) .Jg(t)it=O 
:::} g(O) T J + J g(O) 
d dl .J 
0. 
Since by ( A.5.14), g(O) E T1S0(1, 2)o, then clearly T1S0(1, 2) ~ {X E JR3x3 : XT J + JX = 0}. 
Define the curve g(-) : (a, u)---+ GL(3.JR), g(t) = exp(tX) where xT J + JX = 0, or equivalently 
JXT J = X. Then it follows that 
exp(tX) = exp(-tJXT J ) <=> exp (tX) 
<=> J exp(tX) 
<=> exp(tXT) J exp(tX) 
<=> (exp(tX))T J exp(tX) 
J exp( -tXT)J 
exp(-tXT)J 
= J 
J 
(3.2.1) 
(3.2.2) 
(3.2.3) 
(3.2.4) 
where (3.2.1) follows from (A.5 .30), and so g(t) = exp(tX) is a curve in 50(1, 2) . But since 
g(O) = X where g(O) = 1, then by (A.5.18), g(O) is an element of T 1S0(1, 2)0 . Thus the set 
{X E JR.3 X3 : XT J + J X = 0} ~ T1SO(l, 2). From (A.5 .15), T1SO(l, 2)o is a vector space. 
The result follows. 0 
3.2.2 REMARK. Given some 3 x 3 matrix X= [xij], the condition X J + .J XT = 0 is equivalent to the 
conditions xu = X22 = X33 = 0, xu = X33, X23 = -x32 and X12 = X21, by matrix multiplication. 
Thus each element of .so(l , 2) has the form 
F, X12 X13] 0 -~32 
X13 X32 
and we take 
[~ 0 ~l [~ 0 ~] [~ 1 ~] E1= 0 E2 = 0 and E3 = 0 1 0 0 
as the standard basis for .so(l , 2). T he set 1 · E2, E3} of basis elements has the commutator 
relations 
(3.2.5) 
We use this basis to establish the algebraic results of .so(l. 2). 
3.2.3 THEOREM. The centre J(.so(l. 2)) of .so( l. 2) is {0}. 
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PROOF. Let X= aE1 + bE2 + cE3 be an arbitrary element of 3(.so(l, 2)). Then from (A.5.52), 
[aE1 + bE2 + cE3, En] = 0 for n = 1, 2, 3, and particularly 
[aE1 + bE2 + cE3, E1] = 0 
[aE1 + bE2 + cE3, E2] = 0 
[ab'1 + bE2 + cE3, 1::,'3] = 0 
b(£:3) + c( -E2) = 0 
a(E3) + c( - RI) = 0 
a(E2) + b(Et) = 0. 
(3.2.6) 
(3.2.7) 
(3.2.8) 
Since Elt E2 and E3 are linearly independent elements, then from (3.2.6) and (3.2.8) it follows 
that b(E3 ) + c( - E2) = 0 = a(Ez) + b(Et) => b = 0, and a = c, and from (3.2.7) and (3.2.8), 
a(E3) + c( -EI) = 0 = a(Ez) + b(EI) it follows that a= 0 and b =-c. Thus a= b = c = 0, and 
so every arbitrary X E 3(.so(l , 2) is zero. Thus 3(.so(l , 2)) ~ {0}. Since clearly {0} ~ 3(.so(l , 2)), 
the result follows. 0 
3.2.4 THEOREM . .so(!, 2) is simple. 
PROOF. Assume .so(l , 2) is not simple: that is, there exists a non-trivial ideal i of .so(l, 2). Then 
there exists some nonzero X E i, X = aE1 + bEz + cE3 where for all Y E .so(l, 2), [X, Y] E i. 
Fixing any two of a,b, or c zero, then a[E1. E1] +b[Ez, E1] +c[E3, E1] E i , and by the commutator 
relations (3.2.5), Ei E i for i = 1, 2 or 3. But then [E;, EI] E i, [E.;, Ez] E i and [E ;, E3] E i, and 
considering the commutator relations of .so(l, 2) , this implies that E1, Ez and E3 in i . Thus 
(E1 , E2 , E3) = .so(l , 2) ~ i and the ideal i is trivial. Consider the case where at least two of a, b 
and c are nonzero. Then 
{ 
[X, E1] E i 
[X,Ez] E i 
[X. E3] E i 
But since i is closed under the taking of the Lie bracket, it then follows that 
{ 
[bE3 - cE2, Ed E i 
[-a.E3 - cE1,EJ] E i 
[aE2 + b£1, Ed E i { 
[bE3 - cE2. E2] E i 
[-nE3- cE1, E2] E i 
[aE2 + bE1,E2] E i 
and particularly by the commutator relations 
{ 
aE2 E i 
-nE3 E i 
(bE2 + cE3) E i { 
bE1 E i 
-bE3 E i 
aE1 - cE3 E i 
{ 
[bE3 - cE2. E3] E i 
[-aE3- cEJ, E3] E i 
[aE2 + bE1, E3] E i. 
(3.2.9) 
where at least two of a, b or c are nonzero. Then directly, if all of a, b and c are nonzero, it 
follows that E1 , Ez and E3 are in i. If one of a, b or c is zero, then by substituting into the 
equations (3.2.9) we see that two of E1, E2 or E3 are in i. But since i is closed under the taking 
of the Lie bracket, then by applying the commutator relations this implies that all of E1. E2 and 
E3 are in i. Thus in both cases (E1. E2, £3) = .so(l, 2) ~ i, and i is trivial. The result follows.D 
We use the next result to prove the nondegeneracy of the Killing form (A.5.60) on .so(l. 2). 
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3.2.5 PROPOSITION. The adjoint operators of E1 , E2 and E3 are expressible as the matrices 
[~ 0 ~H~ 0 ~] [~I - 1 ~] 0 0 and 0 - 1 0 0 
respectively. 
PROOF. To finu the matrix repre:>l'ntation of the adjoint opl'rators (A.5.35), consider the values 
given by the commutator relations: 
{ ads,E, = - E3, 
ad1.;2 E2 = 0, 
adE3 E2 = -E1. 
= 
= 
= 
Taking X = aE1 + bE2 + cE3 an arbitrary element in so(l. 2), then 
ac!E3 X = adE3 (aE1+bE2+cE3) = (-a)E2+(-b)E1 
adE2 X = adE2 (a.El + bE2 + cE3) = (c)E1 + (a)E3 
adE1 X = adE1 (aE1 + bE2 + cE3) = (-b)E3 + (c)E2. 
Thus 
and since X is arbitrarily chosen, the result follows. 
We now consider the properties of the Killing form "'on .so(l. 2). 
E2 
E1 
0. 
0 
3.2.6 PROPOSITION. The Killing form K: g X 9 --7 lR, K(A,B) = t r (adA o adB) is symmetric and 
bilinear. 
PROOF. Since ad is a Lie algebra automorphism (A.5.40), it is linear. Further, since the trace 
is linear and composition of two linear maps is bilinear, thus K is bilinear. Further, from the 
relation exp(tr(A)) = det A of (A.5.29), then 
exp(tr(adA o adB)) = det(adA o adB) = det(adB o adA) = exp(tr(adB o adA)). 
Thus tr(ac!A o ada)= tr(ad/J o adA) for all A, BE so(1 , 2) , and K is symmetric. 0 
In (A.5.61) we uefined the orthogonal complement of a sul.>::;t•t of a sernisimple Lie algebra. 
3.2.7 PROPOSITION. The orthogonal complement so(l. 2).1 of .so(1, 2) is an ideal of so(1 , 2). 
PROOF. F irstly we note that 0 E .so(1, 2).1.. , since [0, Ei] = 0 for i = 1, 2, 3. Assume that 
X E so(l. 2) .1.., X# 0. Then [X, Ei] = 0 E .so(1, 2).1.. for-i = 1, 2, 3. But then for each BE so(1 , 2) 
we express B = b1E1 + b2E2 + b3E3 and it follows that [X, B] = [X, b1El] +[X, b1E 1] +[X, b1E 1] 
is in so(1 , 2).1... Thus so(l. 2).1.. is an ideal of so(1 , 2) . o 
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3.2.8 PROPOSITION. "'is nondegenerate on so(1 , 2) . 
PROOF. From PROPOSITION 3.2.7, so(l, 2).L is an ideal of .so(1, 2). But .so(1, 2) is simple: thus 
.so(1, 2).L must be either .so(1, 2) or {0}. But using the expression of ad£2 from PROPOSITION 
3.2.5, we see that tr(ad~ o adp;2 ) = 2 =J 0. Thus E2 rf. so(1, 2).L, and .so(1, 2).L ¥= .so(L 2). It 
follows that .so(1, 2).L = {0}: that is, "'is nondegenerate on .so(l. 2). 0 
3.3 The hat map 
3.3.1 DEFINITION. The Lorentz cross product is the map ·'): JR1·2 x IR1·2 -t IR1·2 given by 
[
1 0 0 l a~b= 0 -1 0 aAb=-JaAb. 
0 0 -1 
Analagous to the case of JR3 which is equipped with both the (Euclidean) scalar and vector 
products • and A simultaneously, we consider IR~2 , the reduced Minkowski spacetime equipped 
with the Lorentz cross product. 
In PROPOSITIONS 3.3.2 - 3.3.5 we determine properties of the Lorentz cross p1:oduct () on IR32 . 
The results PROPOSITION 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 are stated by Ratcliffe [27], while the others are original 
and analogous to properties of A on R3 . 
3.3.2 PROPOSITION. Given a, b , c E R32, then a 0 (b () c)= (b 0 c)a- (a G c)b. 
PROOF. Direct computation. Consider the elements a= (a1,a2,a3), b = (b1,b2, b3) and 
c = (ct, c2, ca) E Rh2. Then 
(a G b) ([) c = ( -c2a2b1- C3a3b1 + c2a1b2 + c3a1b3 , -c1a2b1 + qa1b2- c3a3b2 
+ c3a2ba. -c1a3b1 + c2a3b2 + c1a1b3- c2a2b3) (3.3.1) 
(a C·) c)b = ( -c1a1b1 + c2a2b1 + c3a3b1 . - b2c1a1 + b2c2a2 + c3a3b2, - b3c1a1 + b3c2a2 + b3c3a3) 
(b 0 c)a = ( -c1a1b1 + c2a1b2 + c3a1ba. -a2c1b1 + c2a2b2 + a2c3b3, - a3c1b1 + a3c2b2 + c3a3b3) 
and so 
(b 0 c)a - (a G c)b = ( -c2a2b1- c3a3b1 + c2a1b2 + c3a1b3, - c1a2b1 + c1a1b2- c31.L3b2 
+ c3a2b3, -c1a3b1 + c2a3b2 + c1a1b3 - c2a2b3) 
But by (3.3.1), this is the same as (a o b ) lj c. The result follows. 
3.3.3 PROPOSITION. Given any a , b , c E !R:;2, then 
0.1 0.2 0.3 
a 0 (b 0 c) = - b1 b2 b3 
0 
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PROOF. Direct computation: 
b e e~[~ ~~ 0 l rb2C3 - C2b3] 0 b3c1 - b1C3 
- 1 b1c2 - c1b2 
and thus 
a 0 (b t..t) c) = [::] r~::: = ~:::j 
a3 c1b2 - b1c2 
= a1(b3c2 - c3b2) + a2(b1c3 - b3c1) + a3(c1b2 - b1c2) 
D 
3.3.4 PROPOSITION. Let a be a timelike vector and b a spacelike vector. Then a 0 b = c, where c is 
spacelike and Minkowski-orthogonal to a and b. 
PROOF. F irstly, we note that the timelike vector a and the spacelike vector b must be linearly-
independent: if a = ..\b, then a 0 a= ..\2b 0 b where b is spacelike and thus b 0 b is positive. 
But a is timelike and so a 8 a < 0, a contradiction. We then show that a () b is Minkowski-
orthogonal to a and to b and is nonzero: then by THEOREM 2.1.10, c = a·.) b is a nonzero 
vector Minkowski-orthogonal to the timelike vector a and so c must be spacelike. 
Firstly, assume that c is zero. Then using PROPOSITION 3.3.2, it follows that for each basis 
element ei, 
(a rD b) t;Y e.i=(a 8 e-i)b - (b G e.i)a =O ¢=> a 0 ei.b G e-i=O forall i ¢::> a=b=O, 
which contradicts that a is timelike and b is spacelike. Thus c cannot be the zero vector. 
Secondly, using PROPOSITION 3.3.3, then 
a 0 (a ({) b) = - b1 b2 b3 = 0 = - b1 b2 b3 = b 0 (a u b) 
a1 a2 a3 b1 b2 b3 
by the fact that the determinant of any singular matrix is preserved under elementary row 
reductions. Thus a (; b is Minkowski-orthogonal to a and b. D 
As in the case of JR3 equipped with /\ , JR~2 has additional structure: 
3.3.5 PROPOSITION. JR32 is a Lie algebra. 
PROOF. We show that V satisfies the properties 1-3 of A.5.17. Firstly, given p,q E JR~:2 , then 
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and G is skew-symmetric on IR22. Secondly, for At. >.2 E IR, then from the bilinearity of J, 
(>.1p + >.2q) O s = - J ((>.tp+>.2q)/\ s) = >.1(- J)(p /\ s )+>.2( - J)(q /\ s) = A1p ') s + >.2q Cys by 
the fact that IR3 equipped with 1\ is a Lie algebra. Finally, from PROPOSITION 3.3.2, the sum 
p ~ (q G s) + q ® (s® p)+s O (p -.) q) = (p 0 q)s-(p 0 s)q +(q 0 s)p - (q 0 p )s 
+(p 8 s)q + (s 0 p )q- (s 0 q)p 
= 0 
by the symmetry of 0 . The result follows. 0 
In (A.5.18), we expressed IR3 as a Lie algebra with a Lie bracket given by the cross product 
1\. The commutator relations on this Lie algebra are given by e1 1\ e2 = e3 , e2 1\ e3 = e1 
and e3 1\ e1 = e2 , which correspond to the commutator relations [EI , E2] = E3 , [E2, E3] = E1 
and [E3, E t] = E2 of so(3). The so-called hat map - : IR3 --t so(3), ~ = Ei is a Lie algebra 
isomorphism which is often used in mechanics (eg. [17], [13]) . We will follow [13] in that for us 
hat map is described by the inverse of the map which we originally stated: - : so(3) --t JR3, 
such that E;. = ei · We use analogy with this case to define a corresponding hat map on the Lie 
algebra so(1, 2). 
3.3.6 DEFINITION. The hat map is the map hat : so(1, 2) --t IR~;2 defined by 
[
0 z y l hat z 0 -x = (x,y , z). 
y X 0 
We will denote the image hatA by A wherever this convention is appropriate. 
3.3. 7 THEOREM. The hat map hat : .so(1 , 2) --t IR~?2 is a Lie algebra isomorphism . 
PROOF. Firstly, the hat map is linear: for each A , B E so(1, 2) , 
[ 
0 a3 + >.b3 a2 + >.b2 ] 
= hat 0.3 + >.b3 0 -a1 - >.b1 
0.2 + )..b2 0.1 + )..bl 0 
= (a1 + >.b1, a2 + >.b2 , u3 + >.b3) 
= (a.I. 0.2, O.J) +).. (bi, b2 , b3) 
= hat [:3 a; :~1] + >.hat [:3 ~3 
0.2 a.l 0 0.2 0.1 
Secondly, 
~ ~ --[El, E2] = e1 ·:· e2 = (-J)e1 1\ e2 = - e3 = [Ei· Ej] 
[E2 , E3] = e2 ·s e3 = ( - J)e2/\ e3 = e1 = [Ef.E}] 
~ ~ --[E3, Et] = e3 G· e1 = ( -J)e3/\ e1 = - e2 = [Ei. Ej] 
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from the commutator relations of .so(1 , 2). By the linearity of hat, then [A, B] = [A,Bjfor each 
A , B E .so(1, 2). o 
Denote the matrix 
3.3.8 PROPOSITION. Given any two elements A, B E .so(1 , 2) and their corresponding images a , b 
under the hat map, then (PAP)b =a 0 b. 
PROOF. Direct computation. Consider the elements 
l-b2a3 + a2b3] = - b1a3 + a1b3 b1a2- a1b2 
= a e:> b. 0 
3.3.9 PROPOSITION. The elements g E 50(1, 2) preserve 0 on JRL2 : that is, for each a, bE JR.b2 and 
g E 50(1. 2), then g(a O b )= (ga) 0 (gb). 
PROOF. Given two arbitrary elements a. b in IRb2 , then for any c in IR32 and any g E 50 (1.2) 
it follows from PROPOSITION 3.3.3, 
gc 0 (ga •;) gb) = - det(gc ga gb) 
= - det(g(c a b)) 
= - det g det( c a b) 
= - det(c a b ) 
= c 0 (a O b) 
= gc <·) g(a 0 b ) , (3.3.2) 
where (3.3.2) follows from the fact that g preserves 0 . Since c was arbitrarily chosen, it may 
be taken sucessively to be the bas is elements g- 1e1 . g- 1e2 and g- 1e3. Thus it follows that 
ei 0 (ga 0 gb) = ei 8 g(a v b) fori= 1, 2, 3, and so each component of the vectors (ga C· gb) 
and g( a i!Y b) is equal. Thus ga ·:.• gb = g( a C b ) for all g E 50(1. 2). 0 
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3.4 Lie algebra automorphisms 
We refer to (A.5.31) and (A.5.38)-(A.5.40) to determine the Lie algebra automorphisms of 
.so(1, 2) using its image ~62 under the hat map. 
3.4.1 PROPOSITION. The Lie algebra automorphisms of~~2 are exactly the elements of50(1, 2) acting 
on R1•2 by left matrix multiplication. 
PROOF. By PROPOSITION 3.3.9, each element g E 50(1. 2) preserves G on R32 , and so for each 
a, b E R12 , then g(a v b ) = (ga) 0' (gb). Since the left action of 50(1 2) on R~2 is linear, 
then it follows by (A.5.31) that each g E 50(1. 2) is a Lie algebra automorphism of R~2 . Thus 
50(1, 2) ~ Aut(IR~2). Consider a Lie algebra automorphism g E Aut(IR3 2). By definition, g 
is linear on IR~2 and for each basis element {e11e2,e3} of IR1·2, g(ei 0 ej) = ge.i 0 gej for 
i, j = 1, 2, 3. But then 
=> g((ei 0 ek)ei- (ei G ek)ei) = 
=> (ei 0 ek)gei- (ei 8 ek)9ei 
=> (ei 0 ek) 
(gei ::;. gei) .. ") gek 
((gei 0 gek)gei - (gei 0 gek)gei) 
(gei 8 gek)gei - (gei 0 gek)9ei 
(gei 8 gek ), (ei 0 ek) = (gei 0 gek) (3.4.1) 
where (3.4.1) follows from the linear independence of ei , ej and ek and the nondegeneracy of 
0 . Since 8i 0 ej = l ij, then from (3.4.1), 
= ge.i 0 gej => Jij -91i9lj + 92i92j + 93·i93j 
[I:~=l 9klgld I:% 9kl9k2 => gJ g T = L% 9k29kl L% 9k29k2 L~ gk39kl L:% 9kaak2 I:~ 9kl9ka1 I:% 9k29k3 I:% 9k39k3 
= J. 
1 2 Thus gb 0 gc = b 0 c for all b , c E JR._; . But by assumption gb ·.5 gc = g(b () c). Thus using 
PROPOSITION 3.3.9, 
ga0(gb Q gc) = ga 0 g(b C·c)=a 0(b O c) =- det(a b c) 
for any a E Rb2. But by PROPOSITION 3.3.3, 
ga 0 (gb <C' gc) = - det(ga gb 9c) = - det g det(a b c). 
Thus we see that - det 9 det(a b c) = - det(a b c), and so det g = 1. But then it follows 
from PROPOSITION 2.2.14 that 9 E 50(1, 2): thus Aut(IR~.2 ) ~ 50(1, 2). Since we have shown 
both containments, then Aut(IR~2) = 50(1, 2). 0 
3.4.2 PROPOSITION. The two groups 50(1, 2) and Aut(so(l. 2)) are Lie group isomorphic. Particu-
larly, for each 9 E 50(1, 2) = Aut(R~2), there exists a unique element ¢>9 E Aut(.so(1, 2)) such 
that for each a E IR22 , then 9(a) = hat¢9(a). 
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PROOF. Given g E Aut(IR~2), consider the map hat-1 o g o hat : .so(l , 2) -t .so(l, 2). Let w be 
the map w : g ~---+ hat - 1 o g o hat and ¢9 = ({I (g). Then for each basis element E.;, Ej, 
Since hat and g are both linear, the composition ¢9 is linear, and so [¢9 A, ¢9B] = <J>9 [A, B] 
for each A, B E .so(l, 2) from equation (3.4.2). Thus ¢9 is clearly an automorphism of .so(l, 2). 
Consider g E Aut(IR~2 ) such that ll1(9) = 1. Then g =hat o 1 o hat- 1 = 1 , and ker(w) = {1}. 
Thus w is injective. Given an arbitrary ¢ E Aut(.so (1. 2)), then for ei, eJ in the standard basis, 
(hat o ¢ o hat- 1e;) O (hat o ¢ o hat- 1ej) =hat ([¢(E;), ¢(Ej)J) = hato¢o[E.;, E j ] = hato¢ohat- 1(eiC·ej) 
and so by linearity of</>, (hat o </> o hat-1 a) 0 (hat o </> o hat-1 b ) = hat o </> o hat-1 (a 0 b) for all 
arbitrary a , b E IR~2 . Thus hat o ¢ o hat-1 is an automorphism g of IR~2 snch that w(9) = ¢, 
and the map is surjective. Given 91,92 E Aut(IR~/), then 
and w : Aut(IR3 2 ) -t Aut(.so(l , 2)) is a group isomorphism. From THEOREM 3.3.7 hat is a Lie 
algebra isomorphism. Thus it is linear and so a differentiable map. Then w is a composition of 
differentiable maps and it follows that it is itself differentiable. Thus from (A.5.9), w is a Lie 
group isomophism. For any arbitrary A E .so(1, 2), we note that 
<J>9 (A) = hat-1 o go hat A= hat-1(ga) ::::} (ga)hat (¢9 (A)). 0 
3.4.3 PROPOSITION. The subgroup Inn(.so(l. 2)) of Aut(.so(l, 2)) corresponds to the subgroup 50(1, 2)0 
of Aut(IR~2) under w. 
PROOF. By (A.5.40), for any matrix Lie group G, lnn(g) is the connected component of Aut(g). 
We show that the connected component of 50(1, 2) is 50(1, 2)o, and then use the home-
omorphism w between Aut(.so(l, 2)) and 50(1, 2) to show that lnn (.so(l. 2)) corresponds to 
SO(l, 2)o. From PROPOSITION 2.2.14, the group 50(1, 2) is the union of two components, 
SO(l, 2)- U 50(1, 2)o, where since 50(1, 2)- corresponds to subset (2.2.8), then each of its 
elements has the form 
[ c q T l [- l O l Re E 0(2), det Re < 0, c E JR+ q y'1 + qq T 0 Re 
and so for each element of 50(1, 2)-, gn < 0, and so g ¢ 50(1, 2)o. Thus the two components 
are disjoint. We show that the component 50(1, 2)- is not connected. By (A.5.12) , a matrix Lie 
group is connected if and only if for every g E G there exists a curve g( ·) : (a. b) -t G such that 
g(O) = g and g(l) = 1. But 1 E 50(1. 2)\50(1, 2)-, since 50(1, 2)o by PROPOSITION 2.2.16 is a 
subgroup of 50(1, 2) and so contains 1, while 50(1, 2)o and 50(1, 2)- are disjoint. T hus for any 
g E 50(1, 2)- there exists no curve g(-) : (a, b) -t 50(1, 2)- such that 9(0) = g and g(1) = 1 
which is contained in 50(1, 2)-, and so it cannot be connected. 
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But by THEOREM 3.1.2, 50(1, 2)o is connected: thus 50(1, 2)o is the connected component 
of 50(1, 2). Further, by (A.5.56) each curve in Aut(.so(l. 2)) is an image of a curve in 50(1, 2), 
'll(g(·)) : (a, b) ~ Aut(.so(1 , 2)) . Thus since Ill is continuous, lll(50(1, 2)o) is the connected 
component of Aut(.so(1 , 2)) and so lll(50(1, 2)o) = lnn (.so(1 , 2)) by (A.5.40). 0 
3.5 Adjoint and co-adjoint orbits 
3.5.1 Adjoint orbits 
In (A.5.34) we defined the adjoint action of a matri.x Lie group G on its Lie algebra g. In this 
section we construct the adjoint orbits (A.5.42) of .so(1, 2). 
3.5.1 THEOREM. The adjoint orbits 011 = {Ad9A : g E 50(1, 2)o} of .so(1, 2) are the images under 
hat-1 of the subsets in R~2 : 
{i) The upper or lower sheets of the cone !(L = { (x, y, z) E IR3 : - x2 + y 2 + z2 = 0}, 
{ii) The upper or lower sheets of the hyperboloids tiff all = { (x, y, z ) E IR3 : x2 - y2 - z2 = llall2 } 
of two sheets, 
{iii) The hyperboloids 1-l~all = { (x , y , z) E IR3 -x2 + y2 + z2 = llall2 } of one sheet, 
{iv) The point (0, 0, 0). 
PROOF. In PROPOSITIONS 3.4.2-3.4.1, we proved that for every Ad9 E Aut(so(1 , 2)) there exists 
an element g1 E 50(1 , 2)o such that for every A E so(l. 2) and its corresponding image a under 
the hat map, hat (Ad9 (A)) = g'a. Thus it follows that for each A E .so(l. 2), then under the hat 
map, A= a and ~ = {hat (Ad9 A) : g E 50(1,2)o} = {g'a : g' E 50(1, 2)o} = Oa. Since the 
Minkowski product for a in JR1.2 can be positive, negative or zero for nonzero a , we have the 
cases 
(i) If a 0 a = 0 for a nonzero element a, then by PROPOSITION 2.1.15, a lies on either the 
upper or lower sheet of the light cone JCL = { (x. y , z) E JR3 : -x2 + y2 + z2 = 0}. In PROPOSI-
TION 3.4.3, we showed that the elements Ady E Aut(.so(l. 2) correspond under Ill to the elements 
g' E 50(1, 2)o. But in PROPOSITION 3.6.6 we showed that 50(1. 2)o acting by left multiplica-
tion preserves the upper and lower sheets JCt and IC"L of t his cone and also that the action on 
these sheets is transitive. Thus if a is in IC£[1CL:J, then given any b E JCt[JC"L], there exists 
g E 50(1, 2)o such that ga = b , and so Oa = {ga : g E 50(1, 2)o} is the sheet JCI [IC£] of the 
light cone that contains a. 
(ii) If a 0 a > 0, then by PROPOSITION 2.1.15, a lies on a hyperboloid of one sheet expressed 
as the set H fiall = { (x, y , z) E IR3 : -x2 + y 2 + z2 = llall 2 }. In PROPOSITION 3.4.3, we showed 
that the elements Ad9 E Aut(so(1 , 2) correspond under Ill to the elements g' E 50(1, 2)0 . But in 
PROPOSITION 3.6.6 we showed that 50(1, 2)o acting by left multiplication preserves the hyper-
boloids of one sheet in JR L2 , and from PROPOSITION 3.6.6 that this action is transitive. Then 
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given any b E 7-lfiall' there exists g E 50(1. 2)o such that ga = b , and so Oa = {galg E 50(1. 2)o} 
is the whole of the hyperboloid of one sheet 7-l ~all · 
(iii) If a 0 a < 0, then by PROPOSITION 2.1.15, a lies either on the upper sheet 1-lu;ll or 
the lower sheet 7-l~~ll of the hyperboloid 7-lflall = { (x, y, z) E IR3 : -x2 + y2 + z2 = -II all2 }. In 
PROPOSITION 3.4.3, we showed that the elements Ad9 E Aut(so(l. 2) correspond under 11' to the 
elements g' E 50(1. 2)o. But in PROPOSITION 2.2.27 we proved that 50(1, 2)o acting by left 
multiplication preserves these sheets, and from PROPOSITION 3.6.6 that this action is t ransitive. 
Thus given a in 7-£1!;11 [7-£1!~11 ], then for any b E 7-l~~l [7-£~~11 ], there exists g E 50(1, 2)0 such that 
ga = b , and so the orbit Oa = {ga : g E 50(1, 2)o} is t he whole sheet E 7-l~~l or 7-l~~ll of the 
hyperboloid 7-liTall containing a. 
(iv) Using the decomposition 50(1, 2)o = BK (THEOREM 2.2.23), we see by matrix multi-
plication that 50(1, 2)o fixe::; (0. 0 , 0). Thus Oo = {g(O, 0, 0) : g E 50(1 , 2)0} = {0}. o 
3.5.2 Co-adjoint orbits 
We use the nondegenerate Killing form on so(1 , 2) of PROPOSITIONS 3.2.6 to 3.2.8 to construct 
a map between .so(1, 2) and its dual space so(l. 2)*. This allows us to find the co-adjoint orbits 
of so(1 , 2)* as images of the adjoint orbits under this map. 
3.5.2 PROPOSITION. The map K~: so(1, 2) -t so*(1, 2), K.~(A) =~~:(A·) is a bijection. 
PROOF. Taking arbitrary elements Y, Z E .so(1, 2), then for each X E so(1, 2), 
Y =F Z {:::} tr(ady o adx) =F tr(adx o adx) {:::} K(Y, X ) =F K(Z, X) {:::} 11:~ =F K~ 
since the identity holds for all X. Thus Kv is well-defined and injective. Further, since by 
PROPOSITION 3.5.1, K is bilinear, then Kb is linear. Thus 11:~ is an injective linear map between 
two vector spaces of dimension 3, and so is a surjection. Thus Kb : so (l. 2) ---7 .so*(l. 2) is a 
bijection. o 
3.5.3 REMARK. Thus t he Killing form identifies with each p E so(1 , 2)* a unique element P E .so(l , 2) , 
where ~~:(P, X) =p(X) for all X E so(1 , 2). 
Using the map 11:~ between .so*(1 , 2) and so(l, 2) , we define the dual of the adjoint action: 
3.5.4 DEFINITION. Given the action Ad9 : so(1, 2) ---7 so(l , 2), the co-adjoint action of 50(1, 2)0 on 
.so*(l, 2) is its dual, given by 
Ad*: so(l , 2)* ---7 so( I, 2)* . Ad;-~p(X) = p(Ad9-1X) = ,.., (P. Adv-1 (X)) 
for p E so*( l, 2), P E so(l , 2) such that K~(P) = p, and X E .so(l , 2). 
3.5.5 PROPOSITION. For any Lie algebra automomorphism ¢, then¢ o adx o ¢-1 = adct>X. 
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PROOF. By the definition (A.5.34) of adx, then for every Y E so(l. 2) , it follows that the 
composition ¢o adx o ¢-1(Y) =¢[X. q,-1(Y)J =[¢(X), YJ = adq,(X)Y. Since Y was arbitrarily 
chosen, the result follows. 0 
We use the map K.~ : so(1, 2) ~ so(1. 2)* of PROPOSITION 3.5.2 and the hat map to prove 
3.5.6 THEOREM. The co-adjoint orbits Op = {Ad;p: g E 50(1,2)o} ofso(1.2)* ar-e the images un-
der the composition K.b o hat-1 of the subsets in IR22: 
{i) The upper or- lower sheets of the cone JCL = { (x, y. z) E R3 : -x2 + y2 + z2 = 0}, 
{ii} The upper or lower sheets of the hyperboloids 1lfian = { (x, y, z) E JR3 : x2 - y 2 - z2 = llall2 } 
of 2 sheets, 
(iii} The hyperboloids 1l"all = { (x. y. z) E JR3 -x2 + y2 + :-2 = llall2 } of one sheet, 
(iv) The point (0. 0, 0). 
PROOF. From (A.5.39), Ad9 is a Lie algebra homomorphism. Thus from PROPOSITION 3.5.5, 
;;.(Ad9 A, Ad9 B) = tr((Ad9 )-1adA(Ad9 ) o (Ad9 )-1ads(Ad9 )) = tr(adA o ads) = K(A. B) and K. 
is Ad-invariant. Since Ad;-t (p)(A) = K (P, Ad9-tA) = K (Ad9P, Ad9 Ady- tA) = K. (Ad9 P, A), 
then as from PROPOSITION 3.2.8, K. is nondegenerate on so(1 , 2) , it follows that for each p in 
.so(1, 2)*, Ad~- tP = Kb(Ad9P). Since 
KI>{Ad9P: gES0(1 , 2)0}={K~(Ad9P): gES0(1,2)o}={Ad;p: gE$0(1.2)0 } , 
by the adjoint-invariance of K.b (PROPOSITION 3.5.5), it follows that K.b(Op) = (Ov), where 
p = K.b(P). Thus hat o K.b-l : so(1, 2) ~ JR~2 are the subsets 1 to 4 of THEOREI\1 3.5.1, and the 
result follows. 0 
3.6 More properties of 50(1 , 2)o 
3.6.1 THEOREM. 50(1, 2)o is simple. 
PROOF. In THEOREM 3.2.6, we showed that so(l. 2) is simple, and in THEOREM 3.1.2 that 
50(1, 2)0 is connected. Thus from (A.5.50), 50(1, 2)o is a simple Lie group. o 
In (A.5.55) we stated that given an n-fold cover ¢n of a Lie group G by G with a path a in G 
- -having initial point g, and g a point in G over g, then the path a has a unique lift ii in G, such 
that ii(O) = g and <Pn o ii =a. We use this result to prove 
3.6.2 PROPOSITION. Given <Pn : G ~ G ann-fold cover of G by G,suppose that ex and f3 are paths in 
G from g to h, and ex is homotopic to (3 with endpoints fixed. The the lift a of ex with initial 
- -point g and final point h is homotopic to the lift (3, with endpoints fixed. 
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PROOF. From (A.5.55), we note that a = ¢n(ex) and ?J = ¢n(f3) are the unique preimages of 
ex and (3 in G where g = <Pn(g) = <Pn(a(O)). Define the homotopy d: [0, 1] x [0, 1] -t G from ex 
to (3. The fact that the path a is a continuous function from [0, 1] into G allows us to divide 
[0, 1] into a finite number of closed subintervals i1 = [O,k1],i2 = [k1 .k2], ... ,·in= [kn-1: 1], where 
a(O) = g = s1, a(kl) = s2 ... a(kn-1) = sn and we restrict each ii such that a(ii) = [si_1, si] 
lies within the open neighbourhood M of Si that is mapped bijectively and bicontinuously by 
the homeomorphism ¢.,. onto some open neighbourhood ¢;,1(N) = .iJ in G. We define the 
restrictions of a to each ii and denote them by n:i. We may similarly restrict the homotopy d 
to maps di , the deformations c4 : [0, 1] x [ki-1· ki] -t G. 
We then consider the composition ¢;,1 o d: [0, 1] x [ki-l· ki] -t G which deforms each iii to 
?Ji- Since ¢n and its inverse are continuous, we note that the preimages ¢;, 1 [si-l, si] are closed 
subsets of G which have a union [s1, s2] U [s2. s3] U ... U [sn-1, sn] = [s1. sn] = [g, h]. Thus the 
concatenation of the paths iii in G is the lift a of a with initial point 9 and final point a(1) = h 
which is deformed continuously by d : [0. 1][0, k1] U [k1, k2] U .. . [kn- 1, 1] to ?J(t) such that jj(O) = 9 
and ?3(1) =h. 0 
3.6.3 THEOREM. 50(1, 2)o is not simply-connected. 
PROOF. In PROPOSITION 2.4.4 we defined the homomorphism :P2 : GL(2, JR.) -t 50(1, 2)0. Since 
tp2 was shown to be continuous, it is a local homeomorphism. Consider a path a in GL(2, JR.) 
such that ii(O) = aL ii(1) = bl for a,b E JR+, a =I (3. The image a= 'P2(ii) is a closed path in 
50(1, 2)0 , since <p2(al) = 'P2(bl) and thus a(O) = ex(1). 
Assume that 50(1, 2)o is simply-connected. Then it follows that ec(s) is homotopic to a point, 
where this homotopy keeps al fixed. By lifting this homotopy to GL(2, JR.) as in PROPOSITION 
3.6.2, it must be that the path a(s) in GL(2, JR) can be homotopically deformed to a point, 
keeping its endpoints al and bl fixed. But this is impossible, since al and bl are distinct points 
in GL(2.JR). Thus 50(1, 2)o cannot be simply-connected. 0 
3.6.4 PROPOSITION. The group 50(1, 2)o acting on JR1·2 by left multiplication preserves the upper sheet 
and lower sheets of the light cone l(L· 50(1, 2)o acting on JR1·2 by left multiplication preserves 
the hyperboloids of one sheet 1£~ = { (x, y, z) E JR3 : -x2 + y2 + z2 = ex} . 
PROOF. We show in each case that given a in one of the required subsets, then its image y(a) 
remains in that subset. Given any element a of JR1.2 which lies on the light cone KL, then 
a~+ a~ =a~, and so a 0 a = 0. But then for any g E 50(1,2)o, a 0 a = ga 8 ga = 0, and 
g(a) E KL· Thus 50(1, 2)o preserves the light cone. Any element a on the upper sheet of K1, 
lies in the space { (x, y, z) E JR3 : x > 0} and so is such that a • e1 = a1 > 0, and any element 
bon the lower sheet of K lies in the space { (x, y, z) E JR3 : x < 0} is such that b • e1 = b1 < 0. 
But by PROPOSITION 2.2.12, each g E 50(1, 2)o preserves the orientation of the e1-axis, and 
thus if a1, then ga • e1 > 0. 
Similarly, for any b such that be1 < 0, then gb • e1 < 0. Given any element c of JR1·2 
which lies on a hyperboloid of one sheet 1£~ , then -c~ + c~ + c~ = c 0 c =ex. But then for any 
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g E S0(1.2)o, c 0 c = gc0gc =a, andg(c) =E H~. Thus SO(l,2)o preserves the hyperboloids 
of one sheet H~. The result follows. 0 
3.6.5 PROPOSITION. We may parametrize the cone KL by patches (~:11 (z,O),U11 ) and (E12(z.O),U12), 
where Eli(z,O) = (z,zcos0,zsin0) and U 11 = lR X (-7r,7r), U12 = JR X (0,27r), the hyper-
boloids of one sheet H~ by the patches (<:21 (z,O),U21) and (€22 (z,O),U22), where €2i(r,O) = 
(asinhr. acoshrcosO,acoshrsinO) and U21 = lR X (-7r.7l'), U22 = IR X (0,27l'), and the hy-
perboloids of two sheets H'; by the patches (€31 (z, O),U31 ) and (E32(z,O), U32), where <:3i('r,B) = 
(sinhr, coshrcosB,coshrsinO) and U31 = IR X (-7r,7l'), U32 = IR X (0, 27l') . In each case the 
transition maps between the two patches are rotations k(7r) about the e1-axis. 
PROOF. We consider first the case of the hyperboloids of one sheet H~. In either patch it is 
clear that for (x,y,z) E Ui=l.2(E1i,Uh), then 
(x, y, z) = E1i(r, B) = (a sinh r , a cosh r cos e, a cosh r sinO) and - x2 + y2 + z2 =a. 
Thus Ui=1,2(Ei,Ui) ~ H£. We show that the condition -pf + p~ + p§ = o:2 on p = (pl,P2. P3) 
in H~ defines a pair (ro, Oo) such that p lies either in the patch (t:1,Ul) or (E2, U2). Consider 
(p1,p2,p3) E IR1·2 such that -pf +p~ +p§ = a 2. Clearly, there exists some ro = sinh-1(z;) such 
that ~ =sinh ro. Then pf = a 2 sinh2 ro and pf- p~- p§ = -a2, so thus p~ + p§ = a 2 cosh2 r0 . 
p2+p2 p2+p2 
Further , since a2 c2osh~ro = a~+T!? = 1, then 
I P3 I< 1 o:2 cosh2 ro -
and ::;o we ean find a preimage 01 in (0, 27r) or ( - 7l', 7r) of 2 P~2( ) under cos and a preimage u cos 1'0 
Bz in (0, 27r) or ( -7l', 7r) of 2 P~2 ( ) under sin. Since a cos ro 
P2 + P3 _ 1 ( )2 ( )2 aJpf + p~ aJpf + P~ -
then 01 = 02 = Bo in (0, 2?T) or ( -?T, ?T). Thus pz = a cosh ro cos Bo and P3 = a cosh r0 sin B0 for 
some (ro,Ho) inU1 orU2 such that (PI,pz,P3) = (asinhro,a coshrocosHo,acoshro sinB0). Then 
(pl,P2,P3) lies in either the patch (€11 ,Ull) or the patch (€12,U12). Thus 'H~ ~ Ui=1,2(E1i, Uli). 
Thus the patches (E11 ,U11), (~:12 , U12 ) parametrize 1-l~. 
Since 
[~ co~ 1T - s~n ?T] [a c:ss~:hc:s e] = [a cos:rs~:~~ + ?T)] 0 sin ?T cos ?T c.x cosh T sine a cosh T sin( e + ?T) 
then the transition maps (E11 ) - 1 o E12 and (fP)-1 o fy are smooth rotations about the origin. 
We then consider the case of the light cone KL. In either patch it is clear that given (x, y, z ) 
in Ui=1.2(fi,Ui), then 
(X, y, Z) = €2i ( Z . {)) = ( Z, Z COS (1. Z sin 0) and y2 + z2 = x2. 
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Thus Ui=1.2(t:2"1 , Ui) ~ 1-l.C. We show that the condition -pf+p~+p~ = 0 on p = (p1, P2· P3) E KL 
defines a pair (z0 ,(10 ) such that p lies either in the patch (t:21 ,U21 ) or (t:22 ,U22). Consider 
(p1,p2,P3) E !R1·2 such that -pf + p~ + p~ = 0. Clearly, there exists some zo =PI in R But 
p~ + p~ = pf , and thus 13- + ~ = 1. Thus we may express ~ = cosBo for Bo in (0, 2n) or 
zo zo zo 
2 ( -n, 1r) and 13- = sin Bo for Bo in ( 0, 21r) or ( - n. 1r). Then there always exists zo E lR and 
zo 
Bo E (0,2n) U (-1r,n) such that (PI , pz,p3) = (zo,zocosBo,zosinBo), and so (P1·P2 ,P3) lies in 
either the patch (t:21 .U2I) or the patch (t:22 ,U22 ). Thus KL ~ Ui=1,2(t:2i.U2i) .Thus the patches 
(t:2l,U21), (t:22, U22) parametrize KL. 
Since 
[~ c~ n - s~n nj [z c:se] = [z c~s(: + n)j 0 sm n cos 7f z sm () z sm( B + n) 
then the transition maps (€21)-1 o t:22 and (t:22)-1 o t:11 are smooth rotations about the origin. 
Finally, we consider the case of the hyperboloids of two sheets 1-l~. In either patch it is clear 
that given (x, y , z) E U i=l,2(t:3i , U3i), then 
(x. y, z) = Ei(u, v) = (a cosh r, a: sinh r cos B, a sinh r sin B) and - x2 + y2 + z2 = -a. 
Thus Ui=l ,2(t:31 . U3i) ~ 1-l~. We show that the condition - pf + p~ + p~ = -a:2 on p = (PI, P2, P3) 
in 1-l~ defines a pair ("r0 . Bo) such that p lies either in the patch (€3I, U31 ) or (E32 , U32). Consider 
(Pl>P2,P3) E JR1•2 such that -pf+p~+p~ = -a2. Clearly, thereexistssomero = cosh- 1 (~) such 
that ~ = cosh ro. Then pf = a 2 cosh2 ro and pf - p~- p~ = - a 2, so thus p~ + p~ = a 2 cosh2 r0. 
2+ 2 2+ 2 
Further, since P2 Pi} = ~ = 1 then 
ex2 sinh ro ex2 +P1 ' 
and so we can find a preimage 81 in (0, 2n) or (-n,1r) of 2 .P~2( ) under cos and a preimage ex sm ro 
82 in (0, 2n) or ( - 1r, 1r) of 2 J'~2( ) under sin. Since ex sm ro 
P2 + P3 _ 1 ( )2 ( )2 aJp~ + p~ aJp~ + p~ -
then 81 = e2 = Bo in (0,2n) or (-n,n). Thus P2 = asinhrocosBo and P3 = a:sinhrosinBo for 
some (ro,Bo) inU1 orU2 such that (Pl·P2:P3) = (acoshro.asinhrocosBo.asinhrosinBo). Then 
(p1,p2,p3) lies in either the patch (t:31.U31) or the patch (E32 ,U32 ). Thus 1-l~ ~ U i=1.2(<:3i, U3i). 
Thus the patches (E31.U31 ), (E32,U32) parametrize 1-l~. 
Since 
[~ co~ n - s~n 1r] [a s7n~;~:s e] = [a sin:rc:::(~ + 7f ) ] 0 sin n cos n a: sinh r sin() a: sinh T sin( B + 7f) 
then t he transition maps (t:31 )-I o €32 and (t:32)-1 o E31 are smooth rotations about the origin.D 
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3.6.6 PROPOSITION. The group 50(1 , 2)o acts transitively on the uppeT sheet of the light cone JCL. 
Similar-ly, 50(1, 2)o acts transitively on 1-1.~ = { (x, y, z ) E JR3 : -x2 + y2 + z 2 =a} , the hy-
peTboloids of one sheet, and 1-1.~ = {(x ,y,z) E IR3 : x2 - y2 - z2 =a}, the hyperboloids of two 
sheets. 
PROOF. In PROPOSITION 3.6.5, we determined parametrizations for JCL , 1-l!:x and 1-1.';. 
Given two points p , q E JCL, then we may assume that p and q lie in the same patch (E1i, Uli), 
since the transition maps between the two patches are rotations. Then p = E1i (Om, zm) and 
ql"i = E1i(On, Zn) on JCL, and there exists a Euclidean rotation k(On- Om) and a Lorentz boost 
b1 ( Zn - Z111 ) such that 
and 
Thus b1(z11 - Zm)k(On- Om)(p) = q for any p , q on JC£. 
Similarly, taking p', q' two points in 1-l!:x, then we may assume that p' and q' lie in the 
same patch ( E2i. U 2i)' since the transition maps between the two patches are rotations. Then 
p' = E2i(rm, Bm) and q' = E2i(r11 .Bn) on 1-1.~, and there exists a Euclidean rotation k(Bn - Bm) 
and a Lorentz boost b1(r11 - rm) such that 
Thus b1(rn- rm)k(On- Om)(p') = q' for any p'. q' on 1-1.;. 
Finally, taking p , q two points in 1-1.~, then we may assume that p and q lie in the same patch 
(t:3i ,U3i), since the transition maps between the two patches are rotations. Then p = f.3i(rm Bm) 
and q = €3i (r11 , On) on 1-1.~, and there exists a Euclidean rotation k(Bn - Bm) and a Lorentz boost 
b1(rn- rm) such that 
Thus b1(r11 - rm)k(On - Om)(p) = q for any p , q on 1-l~. 0 
3.6.7 PROPOSITION. The Lorentz boosts b1 in 50(1. 2)o preserve the hyperbolic hyperplanes rH(a) 
given by rH(a) = ae3 + (e1 ,e2) in IR1•2. The Euclidean rotations kin S0(1, 2)o preserve the 
elliptic hyperplanes rE(a:) given by rE(a:) = ae1 + (e2,e3) in JR1•2. 
PROOF. Firstly, b1e3 = (0,0.1) = e3, b1e1 = (cosht.sinht.1) and b1e2 = (sinht, cosht, 1) by 
matrix multiplication. Since the boosts b1 are linear, then it follows that 
Similarly, ke3 = (0,-sinO,cosO), ke1 = (1 ,0,0) = e1 and ke2 = (cosO,sin0t , 1), and since the 
Euclidean rotations k are linear, then 
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Finally, we refer to (A.6.1) - (A.6.8) in order to obtain an Iwasawa decomposition (A.6.7) of 
50(1, 2)o. 
3.6.8 PROPOSITION. There exists a direct sum decomposition so( l , 2) = e CD a CD n where e = (E1) 
is a compact subalgebra, a = (Ez) is an Abelian subalgebra and n = (E1 - E3) is a nilpotent 
subalgebra. 
PROOF. Firstly, £, a and n are subalgebras of so (l , 2), since for any a, b E JR, [aE1, bE1] = 0 and 
thus e is closed under the Lie bracket, [aEz , bEz] = 0 and thus a is closed under t he Lie bracket, 
and [a(Et - E3) , b(E1 - E3)] = 0 and thus n is closed under the Lie bracket. 
Secondly, any element X E so(l. 2) may be written as a sum K + A + N where K E e, A E a 
and N E n: for X E so(l, 2), X= aE1 + bEz + cE3 =(a+ c)E1 + bEz + ( - c)(E1 - E 3). 
Thirdly, we show that the subalgebras e, a and n intersect only in the zero element. Assume 
that there is a nonzero intersection en a. Then there exists some X E so(l, 2) such that 
X E e, X E a. But then X = aE1 = bEz , which implies that a = b = 0 by the fact that E 1 
and E2 are linearly independent, and thus X = 0. Similarly, consider some X E ann. Then 
X = aEz = b(Et - E3) , which implies that a = b = 0 by the fact that E1, Ez , E3 are linearly 
independent, and thus X = 0. Finally, consider some X E en n. Then X = aE1 = b(E1 - E3), 
which implies that a = b = 0 by the fact that E1 and E3 are linearly independent, and thus 
X =0. 
We have then proved t hat so(l , 2) = e EEl a EEl n is a direct sum decomposition. We then show 
that e is a compact Lie algebra. In PROPOSITIONS 3.2.6 and 3.2.8 we showed t hat the Killing 
form K,O = tr(ad(-) o ad(-)) is a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on so(l. 2). We show 
that K, is negative-definite on e. Given any K E e, then K = tE1 for some t E JR, and 
t•(adi<oMKH• m ~~ ~1 [~ ~~ m~-2t2 
which is negative for all t E R Thus by (A.2.17) , K, is negative-definite on e. Thus by (A.6.1), e 
is a compact subalgebra. Given any elements A1 and Az of a, then 
and thus by (A.6.2), a is an Abelian subalgebra. Finally, any element N of n has the form 
N = r~t ~t ~tl => N3 = r t~ 0 t 0 - t 2 
Thus by (A.6.3) , n is a nilpotent subalgebra. 
0 
0 t~ l r~t ~t ~tl 
0 - t 2 0 t 0 
=0. 
0 
Let KAN be an Iwasawa decomposition of the semisimple Lie group G. We will denote the 
diffeomorphic multiplication map K x A x N ~ KAN of (A.6.6) by ¢, and prove from (A.6.6) , 
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3.6.9 COROLLARY. Given KAN an Iwasawa decomposition of the semisimple Lie group G, then for 
any g E G, there is a unique expression g = kan fork E K, a E A and n E N. 
PROOF. Consider g E G. By the surjectivity of the map ¢ there exist k E K, a E A and n E N 
such that g = k ·a· n. Assume that g = k1 · a1 · n1 = k2 · a2 · n2. Then by the injectivity of¢, 
where K n A = AnN = K n N = {1}. Thus k1 = k2, a1 = a2 and n1 = n2, and g is uniquely 
expressible as a product k ·a· n. 0 
3.6.10 THEOREM. (!WASAWA DECOMPOSITION OF 50(1, 2)o) Given the one-parameter subgroups 
K = {exp(tE1) : t E IR}, A= {exp(tE2) : t E JR} and N = {exp(t(E1 - E 2)) : t E IR} 
of 50(1, 2)o, then 50(1, 2)o = KAN in the sense that for each g E 50(1, 2)o, then there exist 
unique elements k E K. a E A and n E N such that g = k ·a· n. 
PROOF. In PROPOSITION 3.6.11, we expressed .so(l. 2) as the direct sum of its subalgebras 
.so(l, 2) = e 97 a $ n where e is compact, a is Abelian and n is nilpotent. The one-parameter 
subgroups K, A and N as expressed in the statement of the theorem respectively have e, a and 
n as their Lie algebras. Thus by THEOREM A.6.6 the map K x A x N -+ 50(1 , 2)0 given by 
(k, a. n) H kan is a diffeomorphism onto. Thus by COROLLARY 3.6.9, for each g E 50(1, 2), 
there exists a unique k E K, a E A and n E N such that g = kan. The result follows. 
3.6.11 REMARK. We express the connected subgroups K,A and N: 
K = {exp(tE1) t E R} ~ { [ ~ ~ t - s~n} E R} (3.6.1) 
0 sm t cost 
{ [cosht 0 sinhtl 
t E R} A = {exp(tE2) : t E IR} = 0 1 0 (3.6.2) 
sinh t 0 cosh t { [! (2+ t') -t ,, l 
t E R} (3.6.3} !(2~ t') N {exp(t(E1- E3)) t E IR} = -t 1 t2 t 
- 2 
using Mathematica (C.2). 
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Chapter 4 
Left-Invariant Control Systems on 
50(1 , 2)0 
4.1 Classification under local detached feedback equivalence 
We refer to (A.8.3 ) for the definition of local detached feedback equivalence (l.d.f.e.). In this 
section we will classify all affine left-invariant control systems on 50(1, 2)0 under l.d.f.e. 
4.1.1 D EFINITION . A system 2: is a reparametrization of a system 2: if their corresponding t races 
r = {3(1,u) : u EIRe} and f = {s(1,u) : u EIRe} are equal (as sets). 
If the two systems 2: and ~ are both homogeneous [inhomogeneous] , we will say that they have 
the same homogeneity. 
4.1.2 REMARK. By (A.8.5), the two left-invariant control systems 2: and~ on G are l.d.f.e. if there 
exist open neighbourhoods N1 and N2 of 1 and a diffeomorphism <I> : N 1 --t N 2 such that for 
each u E IRe, T 1 <I> · 3 (1, u) = S((1), 1/J(u)) where 1/J is an affine map 1/J : IRe --t Re. Since clearly 
r = {3(1, u) : ·u EIRe} = {3(1, ·t/J(u)) : u EIRe}, this is equivalent to stating that two left-
invariant control systems 2: and ~ on G are l.d.f.e if 2: is a reparametrization of ~ which is local 
state-space equivalent (A.8.2) to ~: that is, 
there exists a Lie algebra automorphism </J such that ¢(r) = f. (4.1.1) 
This observation will provide our method of showing l.d.f.e. 
In t he rest of this section, we identify the traces r of systems 2: in .so(1, 2) with the affine 
subspaces r in IR32 under the hat map. We denote the image 3(1, tt) by 3u, and will use this 
simplified notation where convenient throughout this thesis . 
We will use the group of Lie algebra automorphisms of IR~2 established in PROPOSITION 4.1.4 
to determine distinct classes of l.d.f.e. systems using the method stated in (4.1.1). Note that we 
limit t his classification to systems of full rank. The systems which can be l.d.f.e. are restricted 
by 
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4.1.3 PROPOSITION. If two systems I: and I: are l.d.f.e., then their traces r and f have the same 
dimension and the same homogeneity. 
PROOF. If I: is l.d.f.e. to B, then by (4. 1.1) there exists a Lie algebra isomorphism¢ such that 
¢(r) = f . But <P is bijective and bilinear. Consider the expansion r = A + (B1 ... Be), where 
f = ¢(r) = c,/>(A) + (¢(Bt) ... c,b(Be)) and (,/>(A) = 0 {::} A = 0. Thus r and f have the same 
homogeneity. Similarly, </>(Bi) = 0 {::} Bi = 0, and since dim(r) is given by the number of 
nonzero linearly independent elements B1 . B2 ... Bn, then dim(r) = dim(<t>(r)) = dim(f) and the 
result follows. 0 
We may thus restrict our investigation of equivalent systems to systems which have the same 
homogeneity and input number. We begin with systems I: having traces r whose images r 
under the hat map are 2-dimensional linear subspaces of JR~2 . 
4.1.1 Two-input homogeneous systems 
We refer for the terminology of elliptic, hyperbolic and parabolic planes to DEFINITION 2.1.12. 
Define the hyperplanes rH(O)• rE(O) and rP(O) in IR1•2 , where rH(O) = {(x.y,z) E JRb : z = 0} 
is hyperbolic, since ds2 lrH(o) = - dx2 + dy2 is represented by a quadratic form with signature 
(1, 1, 0), r E(O) = { (x, y, z) E JR3 : X = 0} is elliptic, since ds2 1rE(O) = dy2 +dz2 is represented by 
a quadratic form with signature (0, 2,0), and rP(O) = {(x ,y,z) E JR3 : X- y = 0} is parabolic, 
since ds2 1rP(o) = dz2 is represented by a quadratic form with signature (0.1 , 1). These planes 
can be expressed as the spans r H(O) = (e1. e2), r E(o) = (e2. ea) and r P(o) = (e1 - ez, ea). From 
PROPOSITION (2.1.14), we prove 
4.1.4 LEMMA. Each 2-dimensional linear subspace of IRb2 can be mapped to one of the subspaces 
rH(Q), r E(O) orrP(O) by an element of0(1,2). 
PROOF. From PROPOSITION 2.1.11, a hyperplane of IR1•2 may be either parabolic, hyperbolic or 
elliptic, where we noted that these clasess are distinct. That is, an arbitrary linear subspace is 
a hyperplane r £, r H orr p, where the subscripts E , H and P denote an elliptic, hyperbolic or 
parabolic plane, respectively. If r is elliptic, then by COROLLARY 2.1.14 there exists an element 
of 0(1 , 2) which maps r tor H(O). Similarly, if r is hyperbolic, then by this corollary there exists 
an element of 0 (1, 2) which maps r to rH(O)• and finally if r is parabolic, then by this corollary 
there exists an element of 0(1,2) which maps r to rP(O)· The result follows. o 
4.1.5 LEMMA. The matrices 91 = diag( - 1, 1, 1) and 93 = diag( - 1, -1, - 1) are elements of 0(1, 2). 
PROOF. By definition, 0(1 , 2) = {g E JR3 x 3 : gJg T = J}. But 
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and 
TJ -92 92- I~ 1 ~ 1 ~ ] I~ 1 ~ ~] [~ 1 ~ 1 ~ ] = I~ 1 ~ ~] = J. l 0 0 -1 l 0 0 1 0 0 -1 l 0 0 1 
Thus 91.92 E 0 (1.2). 0 
4.1.6 LEMMA. Any arbitrary 2-dimensional linear subspace r of R32 can be mapped to one of the 
subspaces rH(o), r E(O) or rP(o) by an element of50(1,2). 
PROOF. From PROPOSITION 2.1.11, r must be either elliptic, hyperbolic or parabolic. From 
LEMMA 4.1.4, any arbit rary hyperbolic plane rH may be mapped to r H(O) by an element 
9 E 0 (1, 2): that is, g(rH) = rH(O)· Assuming that det 9 = 1, then 9 E 50(1, 2) and there 
is nothing to prove. Thus assume det 9 = -1. We note that 91 (r H (O)) = r H (O), since by 
the linearity of 91, 91(rH(o)) = (91(e!) ,g1(e2)) = (e1,e2). Then rH(O) = 91(rH(o)), and so 
919(rH) = rH (O)• where det(9I9) = - 1 · det 9 > 0. Thus there exists an element 9' = 919 in 
50(1,2) such that g'(rH) = rH(O)• and the result follows for hyperbolic planes. 
Similarly, by LEMMA 4.1.4 any arbitrary elliptic plane r E may be mapped to r E(O) by 
an element g E 0(1 , 2). Assume that det 9 = - 1. But rE(O) = 9l(rE(O)), since the image 
91 (rP(o)) = (91(e2) , 91(e3)) = (e2,e3) by the linearity of Y1· Thus there exists g' = 919 E 
50(1, 2) such that g' (r E) = r E(O), and the resul t follows for elliptic planes. 
Finally, by LEMMA 4.1.4 given any arbitrary parabolic plane r p , it may be mapped to 
rP(O) by an element 9 E 0(1, 2). Assume det 9 = -1. But r P(O) = (el- e2. e3) is invariant 
under 93, since 93(rP(o)) = (93(ei)- 93(e2) ,92(ea)) = (e1- e2.e3) by the linearity of 93· Then 
rP(O) = 93(rP(o)), and so 939(rp) = rP(O)> where det(939) = - 1· det 9 > 0. Thus there exists 
an element g' = 939 E 50(1,2) such that g'(rp) = rP(O)• and the result follows for parabolic 
planes. 
4.1.7 REMARK. We use the hat map to identify (e1,e2) with (E1, E2), (e2.e3) with (E2,E3) and 
(e2 + e1, e3) with (E3, E1- E2). But for any system with trace (E3, E1- E2), then 
(4. 1.2) 
Thus Lie(r) ~ (E1- E2, E3) ~ ~32. and systems with trace r = (E1- E2, E3) are not full 
rank. Consequently under all Lie algebra automorphisms ¢, the images ¢(rP(o)) = rP cannot 
be full rank: thus we do not consider the class of parabolic planes in this classification. 
4.1.8 PROPOSITION. Each full-mnk 2-input control affine left-invariant homogeneous system L: is 
l.d.f.e to a system L:~2.o) where the parametrization map 2l2'0)(1, u) = u1E2 + u2E1 or a system 
L:~2 ·0) where the parametrization map 3~2'0)(1. u) = u1E3 + u2E2. 
PROOF. Given the full-rank system L: = (50(1 , 2)o,3) with tracer= (B1, B2) E .so(1, 2), then 
under the hat map, r = (a. b ) is an arbitrary 2-dimensional linear subspace in IR2?, which by 
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(4.1.1) and (4.1.2) is either hyperbolic or elliptic. By LEMMA 4.1.6 there exists g E 50(1, 2) 
such that 
g(r) = (e2, e1) or g(r) = (e3. e2). 
Under the inverse of the hat map, hat-1(g(r)) = (E2, E1) or hat- 1(g(r )) = (E3, E2). Thus given 
the abitrary 2-input homogeneous control affine system E with trace r = (B1. B2) E so(1 , 2), it 
follows from PROPOSITION 3.4.2 that there exists a Lie algebra automorphism ¢9 = w(g) such 
that ¢9 (r) = u1E2 + u2E1 or ¢9 (r ) = u1E3. u2E2. The result follows. o 
4. 1.9 PROPOSITION. In PROPOSITION 4 .1. 8, each full-rank 2-input control affine left-invariant homo-
geous system E = (50(1 , 2)o, 2 ) is is l.d.f. e to exactly one of system Ei2'0) or system E~2•0) . 
PROOF. Assume there exists a system E = (50(1, 2)o, 2 ) which is l.d.f.e to both systems El2'0) 
and E~2·0). Then there exists a Lie algebra automorphism cP1 such that ¢1 (r ) = (E1, E2), and a 
second such automorphism <P2 such that ¢2(r ) = (E2. E3). Thus by PROPOSITION 3.4.2, there 
exists an automorphism g in 50(1. 2) such that g (r) = (e1 , e2), and an automorphism g' in 
50(1, 2) such that g' (r) = (e2 , e3). Then it follows t hat 
and so go (g')- 1 is a symmetry of IR1·2 such that go (g')- 1 ((e2,e3)) = (e 1, e2). But this is 
impossible, since the restriction of ds2 to the hyperbolic plane (e1, e2) is -dx2 + dy2 which 
corresponds to a quadrat ic form of signature (1, 1, 0), while the restriction of ds2 to the elliptic 
plane (e2, e3) is given by dy2 + dz2 which corresponds to a quadratic form of signature (0, 2, 0) , 
and t hus these two planes cannot be isometric, a contradiction. The result follows. o 
We state t he results PROPOSITION 4.1.8 and 4.1.9 together as 
4.1.10 THEOREM. Under l.d.f. e, there exist two distinct classes of full-rank 2-input control affine left-
invariant homogeous systems E = (50(1, 2)o. 2 ), represented by the systems El2'0) and E~2•0) . 
4.1.2 Two-input inhomogeneous systems 
We refer to (A.3.15)- (A.3.20) for a definition and statement of some general properties of conics. 
4. 1.11 REMARK. For the cone KL = { (x . y , z) E IR3 : x2 = y 2 + z2}, the angle 871 of (A.3.20) is ~. 
Then sin871 = "72 and (A.3.20) the eccentricity of the projective conics is e = /2sin8p where 
ep (measured in the direction of positive el from the positive e2-axis) is the angle between the 
plane containing the conic and the plane (e2, e3) of rotation of KJ,. 
In the remaining sections it will be necessary for us to make a distinction between displacement 
vectors of IR~2 , which are the vectors ;,b = (h - a1 ,b2 - a2,b3 - a.3) where (a.1, a.2,a.3) is the 
initial point of the displacement vector and (b1, b2, b3) is its final point, and the vectors a , b 
identified with the points (a1 ,a2, a3) and (b1,b2 ,b3) in !R~2 . In cases where the displacement 
vector is a unit normal vector to a given plane, we will denote it by rl a , where n gives the 
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direction as normal to the given plane and the fact that the vector is unit-length, and a gives 
the initial point of the unit normal. 
We continue to consider the images r under hat of the traces r of arbitrary systems E. 
Firstly we discuss the case where r is a parabolic plane, and then discuss the hyperbolic and 
elliptic cases together. We express some results of projective geometry in the context of IR1·2. 
4.1.12 PROPOSITION. An elliptic plane of DEFINITION 2.1.12 intersects the light cone KL in an elliptic 
conic. A parabolic plane of DEFINITION 2. 1.12 intersects the light cone KL in a parabolic conic. 
PROOF. Consider the arbitrary plane r and the intersection of the direction subspace r 0 of 
r with the plane r z = { (X , y , z) E IR3 : z = 0}. Since r 0 passes through the origin, then it 
always has a nonempty intersection with rz, which is a line f = (sinBpel + cosB11e2) where 87, is 
the angle between the plane ( e2, e3) and the plane r. Since (sin B71e1 + cos e7,e2) ~ r 0 , then the 
vector(r sin Bp, r cos Bp, 0) is an element of r 0 for all r E lR . We consider the Minkowski product 
where clearly f(Bp) = r 2 cos e~- r 2 sin B~ is a monotonic decreasing function of Bp on the interval 
Bp E [0, ~] which is zero at Bp = ~, since cos B is monotonic decreasing on this interval, and sin() 
is monotonic increasing. 
Consider first the case when r is a parabolic plane r p. Then by DEFINITION 2.1.12, the 
restriction ds2lrP = ds21ro is represented by a quadratic form with siganture (0, 1, 1): that is, p 
for all q E r~, q 0 q ~ 0. But then if r~ makes an angle of Bp E {;f, ~] with the plane (e2 , ea), 
it follows that r~ contains the vector (r sin Bp, r cos Bp, 0) , where 
(4.1.3) 
But then r~ admits a timelike vector, a contradiction of the fact that ds2lr7> is represented by 
a quadratic form with siganture (0, 1, 1). Thus it follows that rp intersects KL in an elliptic or 
parabolic conic. Assume rp intersects KL in an elliptic conic; that is, the angle 071 between r~ 
and the plane of rotation of KL is strictly less than ~- But then the angle between the plane of 
rotation (e2, e3) of KL , and the normal vector of r~ is strictly greater than ~, and so the normal 
vector is a vector (rsinBp,rcosBp,O) such that Bp E (~,~],which by (4.1.3) makes it timelike. 
But then by PROPOSITION 2.1.10, every vector of rp is spacelike, and ds2 lrf' is represented by 
a quadratic form with siganture (0. 2, 0), a contradiction. Thus the angle ()71 between r~ and 
the plane of rotation of KL is exactly~, and rp intersects KL in a parabolic conic. 
Next consider the elliptic planes r£. Since ds2lrE is represented by a quadratic form with 
siganture (0, 2, 0), then every vector of r~ is spacelike and so r~ admits two spacelike orthonor-
mal vectors s , s'. Thus by CoROLLARY 2.1.8 there exists a timelike vector t such that { s. s'. t} 
is an orthonormal basis for lR 1·2 such that t is timelike. Since this vector is normal to s and s', 
then it is normal to to r~ and may be represented by a vector ( r sin B, r cos(), 0) where 
(rsinB,rcosB ,O) 0 (rsinB.rcosB,O) = cosB2 - sinB2 < 0. 
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Thus the angle () between the plane of rotation of KL and the normal vector t of r~ is strictly 
greater than ~ and so the angle (}1, between the plane of rotation (e2 , e3) of KL and r9:; is strictly 
less than l Thus r E intersects KL in an elliptic conic. o 
4.1.13 COROLLARY. The angle ()P between the plane (e2, e3) and any spacelike vectors is always in the 
interval [0, ~)-
PROOF. We begin by noting that the angle between the spacelike vector e2 and the plane 
(e2,e3) is zero, and so lies in the interval [0, ~).But we showed in PROPOSITION 2.1.15 that all 
spacelike vectors lie on hyperboloids of one sheet 11.~, and in PROPOSITION 3.6.6 that 50{1, 2)0 
acts transitively on these hyperboloids. Thus for each b E 1/.~, there exists an element 9 
in 50{1, 2)0 such that b = ge2. Further, the elements 9 in 50{1, 2)o are isometries and so 
conformal transformations; thus the angle between b and g( (e2. e3)) is zero. But g( (e2. e3)) is 
also an elliptic plane, by PROPOSITION 2.1.14. Thus the angle between g((e2 , e3)) and (e2,e3) 
is in the interval [0, ~), and so it follows that the angle between b and (e2, e3) similary lies in 
this interval. The result follows. 0 
We use this result to prove 
4.1.14 PROPOSITION. A hyperbolic plane of DEFINITION 2.1.12 intersects the light cone KL in a hy-
perbolic conic. 
PROOF. Given the hyperbolic plane r H , the restriction ds2 lro is represented by a quadratic 
H 
form with signature {1, 1. 0). Thus rC), admits a timelike vector t. Since the normal vector Tt 0 
to r C), at the origin must be perpendicular to every vector in rC), , it follows from PROPOSITION 
2.1.10 that Tto is a spacelike vectors. But then by COROLLARY 4.1.13, the angle() between s 
and the plane (e2, e3) must lie in the interval [0, ~ ). Buts is normal to every vector in rC),: thus 
the angle between (e2 , e3 ) and every vector admitted by r~1 must be given by - () + ~ and so 
lies in the interval (%, ~]. Thus the angle Op between r~ and (e2, e3) lies in this interval, and 
so from {A.3.20), r H intersects K,L in a hyperbolic conic. 0 
Parabolic planes 
4.1.15 REMARK. From PROPOSITION 4.1.12, the parabolic planes are those planes having rulings par-
allel to one of the generators of the cone K, or alternately, the parabolic planes have normal 
vectors which are perpendicular to one of the generators of KL 
4.1.16 PROPOSITION. Each parabolic plane r p has a unique lightlike normal vector· which lies on the 
cone KL· 
PROOF. From PROPOSITION 4.1.12, the plane rp intersects KL in a nondegenerate parabolic 
conic and as we stated in the previous remark is parallel to a generator e of KL· Further, the 
axis of the parabola of intersection is a line e ~ r p parallel to the generator e, while then the 
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tangent to the parabola of intersection at its turning point p is perpendicular to f.' and is tangent 
to the parallel of the cone JCL at p. But in PROPOSITION 3.6.5, we parametrized the cone JCL 
by the patches (e:1i ,Ul.i) , i = 1,2, where e:1i(B, z) = (z , zcosB,zsinB) fori = 1, 2. Thus for all 
z E IR and some Bo E JR, we see that 
e:~(z, Bo) • e:(z , Bo) = (0, -z sin Bo, z cos Bo) • (z, z cos Bo, z sin Bo) = 0 
and the generating line Ei (z, Bo) lzER of the cone through a point ei(zo, Bo) is always perpendicular 
to the tangent of the parallel at that point. Thus the generator £" of JCL at p is perpendicular 
to the tangent line e'. The generator f!" cannot be parallel to the generator e since rotations 
preserve the orgin and all generators intersect at the origin. Thus £" is perpendicular to e and 
lies on the cone ICL. But then the unit direction vector of e" at pis the unique normal to rp 
at p and lies on the cone /C L. o 
Since the pair Crt P, p) together can be used to construct r p, and for any parabolic plane r p, 
the point p of PROPOSITION 4.1.16 uniquely identifies the pair (rtp.p) , it follows that each 
parabolic plane r p can bl~ uniquely itlentifieu with the lightlikc vector p on JCL described in 
PROPOSITION 4.1.16. 
4.1.17 PROPOSITION. The transformation 92 = diag(- 1, - 1, 1) is an element of 50(1, 2). 
PROOF. By definition, 50(1,2) = {g E JR3X3 : gJgT = J,det 9 = 1}. But 
T J -92 92-
and also expanding along the bottom row, then det 92 = 
- 1 
0 
0 (1) = 1. 
- 1 
0 
4.1.18 PROPOSITION. For any parabolic plane rp, there exists some element g E 50(1, 2) such that 
9(rp) = rP(l)• where rP(l) = {(x , y.z) E JR3 : X - y = 1}. 
PROOF. Since we have identified each parabolic planer p with the lightlike element p of PROPO-
SITION 4.1.16 which uniquely defines the pair (7tp,p) where rtp is lightlike, then we uniquely 
identify rP(l) = {(x,y,z)EIR3 : x-y = 1} with the element (!.-;1 ,0) = PI· But from 
PROPOSITION 3.6.6, 50(1 , 2) acts transitively on the two sheets of JCL. Thus if p lies on the 
upper sheet, there exists some 9 E 50(1, 2) such that 9(p) = Pl· Further, from the decomposi-
tion of PROPOSITION 2.2.15 of 50(1, 2) , then if p lies on the lower sheet, the image 92(p) lies 
on the upper sheet and there exists some g E 50(1,2)o such that g(g2(p )) = (!. -;1 ,0). Since 
g is linear, it follows that 9(rp) is a hyperplane containing g(p). But the unique lightlike unit 
normal vector rt P of r P is sent to a unit vector passing through g(p) and lying within the cone 
ICL. Since g is conformal, then g(rtp) is normal to the image hyperplane g(rp), and so 9(rp) 
is a hyperplane passing through g(p) = PI with the unique lightlike normal vector rt PI. By the 
uniquness of the parabolic plane r P(l) determined by the pair ("ft p1 • (P1)), the result follows.O 
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4.1.19 THEOREM. Each full-rank 2-input control affine left-invariant inhomogeous system I; with trace 
r such that the image r of r under the hat map is a parabolic plane in ~1 ·2 , is l.d.f.e to the 
system I::~2'1) = (50(1 , 2)o, 3~2'1)), where 3~2'1) = E1 + u1 (E1 - E2) + u2E 3. 
PROOF. Given the parabolic plane r = a+ (b1, b2} corresponding to the trace f of L then by 
PROPOSITION 4.1.18 there exists g E 50(1, 2) such that g(r) = e1 + (e3, e1 - e2}. Under the 
inverse of the hat map, hat-1(g(r)) = E1 + (E3. E1- E2}. Thus by PROPOSITION 3.4.2 there 
exists a Lie algebra automorphism ¢9 such that ¢9(r) = E1 +u1 (E1- E2) +u2E 3 = hat-1(g(r )). 
The result follows. 0 
Hyperbolic and elliptic planes 
Given a hyperbolic or an elliptic hyperplane r in ~1 ·2 , we show that we can always construct 
the unique hyperboloid to which the plane is tangent. In the next proof we use Mathematica 
(C.3) 
4.1.20 PROPOSITION. An arbitrary hyperbolic plane rH is a tangent plane to exactly one hyperboloid 
of one sheet 'H.;. An arbitrary elliptic plane is a tangent plane to exactly one hyperboloid of 2 
sheets 'H.~. 
PROOF. Denote the hyperplane {(x ,z, y) E JR3 : z = 0} by rz. We show that every arbitrary 
hyperbolic hyperplane rH is tangent to exactly one hyperboloid 1i; by showing that rH n r z 
has the same gradient as exactly one generator 1i~ n r z of an 1i~ , considered as a surface of 
rotation about the e1-axis, at a point of intersection. We use identical steps for the case of r E 
and 1i~. 
In the case that r is hyperbolic, rH = { (x, y , z) E JR3 : ax+ by+ cz = h}, then the inter-
section rH nrz = {(x , y ,z) E JR3 : ax+ by= h}, where by PROPOSITION 4.1.14, the gradient 
of r H n r z is such that the angle of inclination of r H to the y- z plane is fJ radians, ~ < 0 < 3;. 
Thus the gradient -t of r H n r z is such that tan ( i) < T < tan ( 3; ) . 
The hyperboloids 1i~ considered as surfaces of revolution have as generators the hyperbolas 
11 = 1i&nrz = { - x 2 +y2 = a 2 : (x,y) E ~2 } and axes of rotation the e1- axis. The gradients 
of these generators are given by ~ = ~ = ±J;;+x2 , which lies in the interval ( - 1, 1): the 
codomain of tan(B) where B E (:;f, 3_;). Thus we may equate the gradients of 'Yl with the 
gradients of r H n r z , 
X dy -a 
where then X -.
a2a2 a2a2 
(b2 - a2) or :c = - (b2 - a2) = dx b' 
which are both tlefinetl, ~iuce T E ( - 1. 1) and thus b > a. We choose here to consider the case 
where the intersection lies on the positive branch of the hyperbola, and so choose the solution 
x = (li~~:2 )" However, if we chose the negative square root, we could find the value a 2 which 
uniquely defines 1i"& using identical calculations. 
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We solve for y by substituting into the equation of1-£~nrz, to give y = .ja2 - (b~~:2)" Then 
we substitute back into the equation of r H n r z to give the unique value of a 2 , o-2 = +:42~~~~:2~&4 . 
Thus we have defined the unique hyperboloid 
1 3 2 2 2 a~-~ 
{ 
2J 2 b2J 2 } 
1-lu= (x,y,z)EIR : -x +y +z = +a4+ 2a2b2+b4 
at which r H has the same gradient as Hlx at a point of intersection. Then it follows that r H is 
tangent to 1-l; at that point. 
In the case that r is elliptic, r E = { ( x, y. z) E IR3 : ax + by + cz = h}, then the intersection 
r .c; n rz = { (x, y, z) E JR3 : ax+ by= h} , where by PROPOSITION 4.1.12, the gradient of r En 
rz is such that the angle of inclination of r e to they- z plane is e radians, where 0 < e < ~ 
or 3; < e < 1r. Thus the gradient T of r E n r z is such that T < tan ( i) or tan ( 3;) < T. 
The hyperboloids 1-l'?x considered as surfaces of revolution have as generators the hyperbolas 
-y2 = H~ n r z = { x2 - y2 = a 2 : ( x, y) E IR2 } and axes of rotation the e1-axis. The gradients 
of these generators are given by fft = ~ = ±..J;l_u2 , which lies in the interval (-oo, -1) U ( 1, oo), 
the codomain of tan(Ci) where e E (0, i) U (3;, 1r). Thus we may equate the gradients of 72 with 
the gradients of r E n r z, 
-X dy 
dx 
- a 
b' where then x = 
which is always defined, since -ba E (oo. - 1) U (1, oo) and thus a> b. We choose here to consider 
the case where the intersection lies on the positive branch of the generating hyperbola -y2 , and 
so choose the solution x = J (a~~;2). However, if we chose the negative square root, we could 
find the value a 2 which uniquely defines H'?x using identical calculations. 
We solve for y by substituting into the equation of1-£~nrz, to give y = J (;;::;2) - a2. Then 
we substitute back into the equation ofrenrz to give the unique value of o-2, cx2 = -~;~~~f;J~b4 . 
Thus we have defined the unique hyperboloid 
2 3 2 2 2 -a 
{ 
b2h2 2h2 } 
1-la = (x, y, z) E IR : X - y - z = - a4- 2a2b2- b4 
for which r E has the same gradient as 'H.~ at a point of intersection. Then it follows that r E is 
tangent to 1-l'?x at that point. 0 
4.1.21 REMARK. For any given hyperbolic or elliptic planer= { (x, y, z) E JR3 : ax+ by+ cz = h} in 
IR~2 , in order to find the point P a of tangency to the hyperboloids of revolution of PROPOSITION 
4.1.20, we substitute the calculated values for x andy in terms of cx into the equation of r, giving 
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one of the four points 
( (4.1.4) 
(- (4.1.5) 
( a2a2 (b2 - a2), (4.1.6) 
(- a2a2 (b2- a2) ' (4.1.7) 
in the case of the hyperbolic planes r H, or one of the four points 
( 4.1.8) 
(4.1.9) 
(4.1.10) 
( 4.1.11) 
in the case of the elliptic planes r E , where in both cases the positive and negative signs of 
the x-coefficients derive from whether the point lies on the positive or negative branch of the 
hyperbola of revolution, as in the proof of PROPOSITION 4.1.20. 
Thus particularly to each elliptic or hyperbolic plane we can uniquely associate the point of 
tangency Pa to the appropriate hyperboloid 'H.~. The point Pa uniquely determines the pair 
given by (Tt Po, Pa) where rt P o is the unit normal vector to 'H.~ at the point Pa· T his pair in 
turn uniquely identifies r, since given Cft p,, Pu) we may construct the unique plane passing 
through Pc::r with normal Tt P<> , which is the plane r. 
But this gives us a direct way to classify all systems whose traces correspond to the hyperbolic 
and elliptic planes in JR~2 . In order t.o express this elassification, we need 
4.1.22 PROPOSITION. The hyperboloids 'H.~ = { (x, y. z) E JR3 : -x2 + y2 + z2 = a 2} have tangent planes 
ae2 + ( e1 , e2) and the hyperboloids 'H.'; = { ( x , y , z) E IR3 : x 2 - y2 - z2 = a 2} have tangent 
planes ae2 + (e2. e3) for a E R 
PROOF. As in PROPOSITION 3.6.5, we may parametrize the hyperboloids of two sheets 11.; by 
the patches (t31 (z,e) ,U31) and (t32(z.e) ,U32), where t 3i(r. e) = (coshr. sinhrcose,sinhrsine) 
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and U31 =JR. X (-11',11'), U32 =JR. X (0, 271'). The tangent plane at (u.v) = (0,0) is the span of 
orthogonal vectors 
and the plane passes through c31 (0, 0) = (Q, 0, 0). Thus the plane ae1 + (e2 , e3) is tangent to 1-l~ 
at the point (a.O,O). In PROPOSITION 3.6.5, we parametrized 1-l~ by the patches (e:21 (z, O),U21 ) 
and (€22 (z, O) ,U22), where e:2i(r, B) = (a sinh r, a cosh r cos e, a cosh r sinO) and U21 = R x ( - 1, 7r), 
U22 =JR. x (0, 271'). Thus the tangent space at (u, v) = (0, 0) is spanned by the orthogonal vectors 
and the plane passes through the point ~:21 (0 , 0) = (0, a , 0). Thus the plane ae2 + (e1. e3) is 
tangent to 1-l~ at the point (0, a. 0). 0 
Denote the specific hyperbolic planes ae2 + (e1.e3) by rH(a:)• and the specific elliptic planes 
Qel + (e2,e3) by rE(a)· 
4.1.23 PROPOSITION. Any hyperbolic (elliptic} hyperplane of JR32 may be mapped by an element of 
50(1, 2) to exactly one of the planes rfl(o:) frE(o:)J where Q > 0. 
PROOF. In PROPOSITION 4.1.20 we showed that each hyperbolic [elliptic] plane is tangent to 
exactly one hyperboloid 1-l~ [1-l~], and denoted the point of tangency by Pa ( 4.1.4)-(4.1.11). 
But by the transitivity of 50(1, 2)o on 1-l~ [1-£~] by PROPOSITION 2.2.27, [PROPOSITION 3.6.6], 
there exists an element 9 of 50(1, 2)o mapping Po: to the point (a, 0, 0) [(0, Q, 0)] on this hy-
perboloid. We note that we may restrict to values Q > 0, since if 9(r) intersects 1-l~ [1-l~] in t he 
point ( -Q, 0, 0) [(0, -a, 0)] for positive Q, then the reflection .92 of PROPOSITION 4.1.17 maps 
( - Q, 0, 0) to (Q, 0, 0,) [(0, -a, 0) to (0. a, 0)], where .92.9 E 50(1, 2) is an automorphism of R~2 . 
Since 50(1, 2) is linear, then the images g(r) and .92 o 9(f) of r are hyperplanes of JR.l.2, where 
9(r) contains 9(Pa:) and 929(f) contains 929(Pa) , and either g(pa:) or 929(Po:) is the point 
(a, 0, 0) [(0, a, 0)] for positive a. Finally, by the linearity of g and 929 and the fact that they 
preserve the hyperboloid 1-l~ [1-l~], it follows that 
that is, either g(r) or g2g(r) is tangent to 1-t& [1-l~] at (Q, 0, 0) [(0. Q, 0)] for positive Q. But the 
tangent plane to 1-l~ [1-l~] at (a, 0, 0) [(0, Q, O)] is unique, and by PROPOSITION 4.1.22 it is the 
hyperplane ae1 + (e2, e3) [Qe2 + (e1, e3)]. Thus g(r) = ae1 + (e2, e3) [ g(r) = ae2 + (e1, e3)] or 
92 o g(r) = ae1 + (e2, e3) [ 92 o g(r ) = ae2 + (e1. e3)] and it follows that there exists an element 
of 50(1, 2) mapping r to one of the planes r H(a:) [r E(o:)l where Q > 0. 0 
We use this result to prove 
4.1.24 PROPOSITION. Any full-rank 2-input inhomogeneous control affine left-invariant system :E hav-
ing a trace r such that the image r of r under the hat map is a hyperbolic or an elliptic plane 
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is l.d.f.e to one of the systems of the family E~~~) = (S0(1 , 2)o.2~~;;>) where the dynamics 
::::~~~l) = aE3 + u1E2 + u2E1 , or of the family r:1~~) = (50(1 , 2)o , ::::1~~1)) where the dynamics 
::::1~~1) = aE1 + u1E3 + u2E2 for a E JR+. 
PROOF. Given the hyperbolic [elliptic] plane r = a+ (b1, b2) corresponding to f, then by 
PROPOSITION 4.1.23 there exists 9 E 50(1, 2) such that 9(r) = ae3 + (e1.e2) [ae1 + (e2, e3)]. 
Under the inverse of the hat map, hat-1(9(r)) = aE3+(E1,E2) [hat-1(g(r)) = aE1 +(E2, E3)], 
and so by PROPOSITION 3.4.2 there exists an element ¢9 = W(g) E Aut(so(1 , 2) such that 
¢9 (r) = aE3 + (E1, E2) = hat-1(9(r)) [ ¢9 (f) = aE1 + (E2, E3) = hat- 1(9(r))]. The result 
follows. 0 
4.1.25 PROPOSITION. In PROPOSITION 4.1 .27, each full-rank 2-input control affine left-invariant in-
homogeous system B = (50(1 , 2)o, 2) is is l. d.f. e to exactly one of system r:i2·1>, E~~~1) or E1~~1). 
PROOF. The representation of the restrictions ds2]rH(oJ, ds2]rE(oJ and ds2]rP(l) as quadratic 
forms have signatures (1, 1, 0), (0, 0, 2) and (0, 1, 1), respectively. Assume intially that there 
exists a system :B = (S0(1, 2)o, ::::) which is l.d.f.e to both a system Bl~~1) and E~~~). Then there 
exists a Lie algebra automorphism ¢1 such that ¢1 (r) = aE3 + (E1, E2), and a second such 
automorphism ¢2 such that ~'h(f) = cl E 1 + (E2. Es) , a. a' > 0. Then by PROPOSITION 3.4.2, 
there exist elements g, g' E S0(1, 2) such that 
Then r = 9 (ae3 + (e1 , e2)) = g' (o/e1 + (e2, e3) ), and so 9 o (g')-1 is a symmetry of JR1•2 such 
that go (g')- 1 (ae1 + (e2, e3) = a'e3 + (e1, e2). 
But this is impossible, since the restriction of ds2 to the hyperbolic plane ae3 + (e1, e2) is 
given by -dx2 + dy2 which is represented by a quadratic form of signature (1, 1, 0), while the 
restriction of ds2 to the elliptic plane o'e1 +(e2. es) is given by dy2+dz2 which is represented by a 
quadratic form of signature (0, 1, 1). Thus these two planes cannot be isometric, a contradiction. 
Th . . ("<2·1) . l d f t "(2'1) _,(2'1) . l d f t " (2'1)) c 11 'd . 1 e remammg cases L.l1 IS ... e o LJ3,a or Ll2,a IS . . .e o L~3,0 10 ow 1 enttca steps. 
Secondly assume that :B~~~1) is l.d.f.e. to :B~~~l) for a , a' E JR+, a :/; a'. Then there exists a 
g E S0(1 , 2) such that g::::~~~l) = ::::~~~:> and so g (r) = ae3 + (e1, e2) = a'e3 + (e1. e2). Then 
particularly gaes = a'es, where llae3]] = a 2 :/; (a')2 = lla'e3 ]] since a . a'> 0, a:/; a'. But this 
contradicts the fact that g i~ an i~;urnetry. Thu~ :Bl~~1) cannot be l.d.f.e. to r:i~~l) if a:/; a'. The 
case of the family r:1~~l) follows identical steps. 0 
We may then state the results of PROPOSITION 4.1.26 and PROPOSITION 4.1.25 together as 
4.1.26 THEOREM. Any full-rank 2-input inhomogeneous control affine left-invariant system E having 
a trace r such that the image r of r under the hat map is a hyperbolic or an elliptic plane is 
l.d.f.e to exactly one of the systems of the family E~~~1) = (S0(1 , 2)o , 2~~~1)) where the dynamics 
::::~~~l) = aEs+u1E2+u2E1 , or one of the systems of the family E1~~1) = (50(1,2)o , 2~~~1)) where 
the dynamics ::::~~~1 ) = aE1 + u1E3 + u2E2 for a E JR+ . 
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We collect the results of THEOREMS 4.1.19 and 4.1.26 in 
4.1.27 THEOREM. Any full-rank 2-input inhomogeneous control affine left-invariant system 'E is l.d.f.e 
to one of the systems of the family 'E~~~o) the family 'E~~~) or the system E<2·0) , for a E JR.+. 
PROOF. From PROPOSITION 2.1.11, the image f of the trace f of an arbitrn.ry full-rank 2-
input inhomogeneous control affine ::.ylitem 'E is a hyperplane of IR.1•2 not passing through the 
origin which is exactly hyperbolic, elliptic or parabolic. If r is hyperbolic or elliptic, then by 
THEOREM 4.1.26, 'E = (50(1 , 2)o , :=:) is l.d.f.e to one of the systems E~~:) or 'E~~~o) . Similarly, 
if r is parabolic, then by THEOREM 4.1.19 it follows that 'E = (50(1, 2)o. 3) is l.d.f.e to the 
system 'El2'0), where 2l2'0) = E1 +(Ea. E1 - E2}. The result follows. D 
4.1.3 Single-input inhomogeneous systems 
4.1.28 REMARK. In THEOREMS 4.1.10 and 4.1.27 we showed that all hyperplanes of1R1•2 are of the form 
9rH{a)·9r.c(a)· 9rP(l)>9rH(O) or 9r.c(o), where a> 0 and g E 50(1.2). From PROPOSITION 
2.2.24, each element of 50(1, 2) is a product bkg2 or bk, and each element of 50(1, 2)0 is a 
product bk. Consider the hyperplanes gfH(a) and gfE(a)> where a> 0. Taking g E 50(1, 2)0 , 
then 
where ag( el) lies on the upper sheet of the hyperboloid 1{~ , since by REMARK 2.2.13 the elements 
of 50(1, 2)0 preseve the sheets of these hyperboloids. Since this is true for all 9 E 50(1, 2)0 , 
then the only element of 50(1, 2) which sends 0:9(el) to the lower sheet of 11.; is the element 
92 · Thus given the plane r E(a) expressed as o:e1 + (e2. ea} where a> 0, the image 9(rE(a)) = 
o:'e1 + (e2. e3 } where a' < 0 is possible if and only if 9 = bk92 E 50(1, 2). Thus we may obtain 
all elliptic planes as images g(r E(o)) where 9 E 50(1, 2)o if and only if we allow a E JR. 
For parabolic planes, g(>.e1 + (e1 + e2,e3)) = .>.g(e2) + (g(e1 +e2),g(e3)) where>.= ±1, 9 
in 50(1, 2)0 and where 9(e1) lies on the positive branch of the hyperbola of revolution of 11.';, 
since we noted in REMARK 2.2.13 that the elements of 50(1, 2)o preseve the sheets of these 
hyperboloids. Since this is true for all g E 50(1, 2)o, then the only element of 50(1, 2) which 
sends 9(et) to the lower sheet of 'H.f is the element 92· Given rP(l) = e1 + (e1 + e2 , ea) , then the 
image g(r P(I)) = -e1 + (e1 + e2, ea) where a' < 0 is possible if and only if g = bkg2 E 50(1, 2). 
Thus we may obtain all parabolic planes as images 9(r P(I)) or 9(r P(-l)) where 9 E 50(1, 2)o. 
For the hyperbolic planes, the element k(1r) maps e2 to -e2, and so all hyperbolic planes 
are images 9(rH(a)) where g E 50(1,2)o and a> 0. 
Thus we may modify the statements of THEOREMS 4.1.10 and 4.1.27 to state that all hyperplanes 
oflR1·2 are of the form grH(a)>9rE(a)• 9rP(l) or grP(- l) where a E lR and g E 50(1 , 2)o. We 
will use this alternative classification in the proofs of this section. 
In order to begin classification of single-input systems using this classification of 2-input systems, 
we require the well-known result of Euclidean geometry, that 
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4.1.29 PROPOSITION. In .IR3 , any line f =a+ (b) can be expressed as the intersection of two hyper-
planes. 
We then use the expression as images grH(a:)·9rE{a:) ·9rP{l) or grP(- 1) where a E lR and 
g E 50(1. 2)0 of hyperplanes in .IR1•2 as in REMARK 4.1.28 to establish 
4.1.30 P ROPOSITION. Any line e in IR1•2 can be mapped by an element of 50(1, 2)o to one of the 
inteTsections 
(Case 1): rE(a:) ng(rE(.B)) 
(Case 2): rH(a:) ng(rH(.B)) 
(Case 3): ru (1.10) ng(rt:(.B)) 
for some a /3 E IR, g E 50(1, 2)o. 
(Case 4): r P(±1) n g(rH(a:)) 
(Case 5): rP{±l) n g(rE(a)) 
(Case 6): r P(±1) n g(rJ>(I)) 
PROOF. By PROPOSITION 4.1.29, each line e ~ JR~2 may be expressed as the intersection of two 
hyperplanes r 1 and r2. But as we noted in the previous remark, by PROPOSITIONS 4.1.18 and 
4.1.23 there exist elements g, g' E 50(1, 2)o such that 
r1 = g(rH(a:)), g(rE(o)) Or g (rP(±l)) and r2 = g'(r H(.B)), g'(rE(.B)) or g'(rP(±l)) 
where a,(3 E IR. Let rM denote g-1 (r1) and rN denote (g')-1 (r2 ). Thus it follows that the 
intersection f = g(rM) ng'(rN ) = g'(g'-1grM n r N). Thus there exists g" = g'-1g E 50(1 , 2) 
such that the image g'- 1(£) = g" (rM) n rN. But then since rM = rH(a:)• r E(a) or rP(±1) and 
similarly rN = rH(/3),rE({3) or rP(±l)• it follows that there exists an element g11 of 50(1, 2)o 
such that g11 (f) lies in one of the given intersections. 0 
We find explicit expressions for the lines in each of the 6 cases. 
Case 1- rH(a) ng (rH(.B)) 
From THEOREM 2.2.23 each element in 50(1, 2)o is a product bk where b is some Lorentz 
boost in a plane containing e1 and k is a Euclidean rotation about the e1-axis. Further, in 
PROPOSITION 3.6. 7 we showed that the planes r H(/3) are preserved by b1. Thus the intersection 
rH(a) n g(rH(/3)) will not vary if g = b1. Since from THEOREM 2.2.23 each Lorentz boost 
is a product k- 1b1k, we consider the case g = k only since the image of rH(a) under all 
other Lorentz boosts may be found by applying b1 and then k-1 to the images k (r H(u)) . 
The plane k (rHun) = (3(k(e3)) + (k(el) , k(e2)) can be expressed as the image given by set 
k(rH(tJ)) = { (x , y, z) E JR3 zcosB-ysinB=x} where e =I mr (fork= ± 1, then k(rH(.B)) 
is parallel to rH(a))· Thus 
0: cos() - /3 (x,y,z)Ek(rH(tJ))nrH(C\') ¢:> - ysinB=/3 -o: cosB =} y = sinO 
Thus the line r H(a) n k ( (r H(.B))) passes through the point ( 0, a ~~OO-fi , a) with direction vector 
(0,- sin B, cos 0) 1\ (0, 0, 1) = (-sin B, 0, 0). Thus the line f. = ( 0, oc~~Oo-.8 , o:) + (e1). However, 
using Mathematica (C.3) to apply a rotation k(if) to f, then 
k(B) ( £) = (t, cos B( -/3 + 0: cos B)cscB - 0: sin 'if, 0: cos 'jj + (- (3 + 0: cos B)cscB sin e) ItER· 
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In the code (C.3) we note that for each o., {3 E JR. there exists 81 E JR. such that the image under 
k(O) off is 
(t. cos 02( -/3 + o: cos 8)csc8 - o: sin 02. a: cos 02 + ( -{3 + o: cos 8)csc8 sin 02)ltEIR = te1 + c' e3ltEIR· 
Thus there always exists a 9 E 50(1, 2)o such that 9(£) = g(rH(cr) ng(rJ-J (.B))) is the line 
g(l) = ce1 + (e3), for c E R 
Case 2 - r E(cr) n g (r E(.B)) 
As in the previous case, we express each element of 50(1, 2) as bk. Since from PROPOSITION 
4.1.19 the planes r E(cr) are preserved by any Euclidean rotation k, then the intersection rE(cr) n 
g(r E(.B)) will not vary if 9 = k. Thus we consider g as a Lorentz boost only, particularly the case 
where b is the Lorentz boost b1 of DEFINITION 3.1.12, since the image of r E(.B) under all other 
Lorentz boosts can be seen from THEOREM 2.2.23 to be obtained by applyi11g fin;t a rotation k to 
r c:(tl)> then applying b1 and finally k- 1. We express b1 (rr~(.B)) = /3(b1(e l)) + (b1(e2 ),b2(e3)) as 
the set b1 (r E(.B)) = { (x, y, z) E JR3 : cosh 8x -sinh (}y = /3}, where (} =f. 0 (since if b1 = 1 and 
then bl (rE(.B) ) is parallel to r E(cr))· We express the plane r E(.B) = { (x,y,z) E JR3 : X= /3}. 
Thus it follows that 
¢:} - sinh ey + cosh e {3 = a: => /3 cosh(} - o: y = --:--:--
sinh(} 
and the line r E (a<) n b1 (r E(.B)) passes through the point (f:f, t1 c~~~OO-cr, 0) with direction vector 
(coshB,sinhB, O) 1\ (1,0, 0) = (0,0,-sinh B). Thus t = (!J, .Bc:nhhOO-Q, o) + (e3). Consider the 
image bl (e) (e) = (/3 cosh 8 + (-0: + /3 cos B)csce sinh 8, (-(\' + tJ cos (}) cosh 8csc(} + tJ sinh 8, t) ItER. 
Using Mathematica (C.3), we note that for each a:, /3 there exists either 81 E lR such that 
or 
(/3 cosh 82 + (-a:+ j3 cos 8)csc8 sinh 82 , (-a:+ f3 cos 8) cosh 82csc8 + f3 sinh 02. t) ltEIR = (e3) + r' e2 
- ~ 
and further that these angles 81 and 82 never exist simultaneously for the same combination of 
o:,/3. Thus there always exists a g' E S0(1, 2)o such that g'(.t) = r E(a) n g(rE(.B)) is the line 
ce1 + (e3), or c'e2 + (e3) for c,c! E R 
Case 3- rH(a<) ng (rE(.B)) 
In PROPOSITION 4.1.19, we showed that the planes r E(.B) are preserved by any Euclidean rotation 
k , and so the intersection r J-J (cr) n g (r E(.B)) will not vary if g = k. Thus we consider 9 only 
as the Lorentz boost b1. The image of r E(ti) under all other Lorentz boosts from THEOREM 
2.2.23 may be obtained by applying first k to r E (li), then applying b1 and finally k- 1. The plane 
b1 (rE(iJJ) = /3(b1 (et))+(bl (e2). b1 (e3)) is the set b1 (rE(p)) = { (x , y, z) E JR3 : cosh Ox- sinh By= ,3}. 
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Since rH(o) = {(x , y,z) E JR3 : z =a:}, then k(~) (rH(o)) = { (x,y,z) E 1R3 : y = a:} , 
where the corresponding intersection k (~)(rH(a)) n g(rE(tJ)) can be mapped by the element 
k (-~)of 50(1, 2) to the intersection rH(u) n k (-~) g(re(f:l)) = rll (o) n g'(rE(/3) ) for g , g1 ar-
bitrary elements of 50(1 , 2). Thus considering the intersection of g (rE(.B)) with the image set 
k(~)(r H(o)) does not change the case. Then it follows that for each point in the intersection, 
<:::? cosh ex = a: - (3 sinh e => a: - [3 sinh 8 X = ----'--.,......--,-
cosh0 
and the line ( = k ( ~) (r H(rx)) n g (r E (.B) ) passes through the point ( 0~~:~1~1 O, a:, 0) with direction 
vector (0, 1, 0) 1\ (coshB,sinh8, 0) = (O,O, cosh8). Thus the line e = e( Q'-:ass~~ho ,a:, O) + (e3). 
Consider the image 
b l (e) (e) = (cosh esec8 (a: - (3 sin B) + a: sinh e, a: cosh (f + secB (a: - (3 sin B) sinh e, t) I tEIR. 
Using Mathematica (C.3), we note that for each a:, /3 there exists either 81 E lR such that 
(cosh 81secB(a:- [3 sin B) +a: sinh e1 , a: cosh e1 + secB(o: - (3 sin B) sinh 81, t) ItER = (e3) + ee1 
- -
and further that these angles 81 and fh never exist simultaneously for the same combination of 
o:, fJ . Thus there always exists a g' E 50(1, 2)o such that g'( f) = r Il(cl) n g (r L~(tJ)) is the line 
ce1 + (e3) , or e'e2 + (e3) for c, c' E lR. 
Case 4 - r P(±l) n g (r H(o)) 
From PROPOSITION 3.6.7, the planes rH(o) are preserved by the Lorentz boost b1. Thus the 
intersection rP(l) n g (rH(tJ)) will not vary if g = b1. Since from THEOREM 2.2.23 each Lorentz 
boost is a product k - 1b1k , we consider the case g = k only, since the image of rH(ti) under 
all other Lorentz boosts may be found by applying bt and t hen k-1 to the image k (rH(a)) · 
The plane k(rH(o)) = /3k(e3 ) + (k(e1 ).k(e2)) = {(x.y,z) E JR3 : z cose - ysin8 = a} and the 
planes r P(±l) = {(x , y , z) E lR : X+ y ± 1 = 0}. Thus (x , y, z) E rP(±l) n k (r H(o) ) if and only 
if z cos 8- (x ± 1) sin 8 = a. This introduces two cases: 8 = (2n!l)7r or B =f (2n!l)1r . 
Case 4a (e = (2n!l)7r) 
Taking B = (2n;l)7r' then k(rH(o)) = {(x ,y,z) E lR3 : y =a:}, and rP(l) n k (rH(a)) passes 
through (a: + 1, 0, 0) = (e, 0, 0) with direction vector (1. 1, 0) 1\ (0.- sin ~71' . cos ~71') = (0, 0, 1). 
Similarly, r P(-1) n k (r H(o)) passes through (a:+ 1. a, 0) with direction vector (0, 0, - 1). Thus 
e = r P(±l) n k (r H(a)) is the span (o: + 1. a, 0) + (e3). Consider the image of the line f, 
VI (O)(f) = ((1 +a:) cosh (f +a sinh e, 0' cosh 8 + (1 +a:) sinh e, t) ltEIR· 
Using Mathematica (C.3), there exist B1. e2 E lR such that 
(cosh 81 secB (a - (3 sin B) + a: sinh e1 , a: cosh e1 + secB ( o: - (3 sin B) sinh 01. t) ltEIR = ( e3) + ee1 
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or 
and further these angles 01 and H2 never exist simultaneously for t he same combination of a, {3. 
Thus there always exists a g' E 50(1, 2)o such that the image g'(e) = g'(rP(±I) n k(B) (rH(a))) 
fore= (2n~l)1r is a line g'(t) = ce1 + (e3), or g'(£) = d e2 + (e3) for c, c' E R 
Case 4b (e t- (2n~l)1r ) 
Taking B E JR, B f- (2n~l)1l', then the set k(B)(r H(a )) = { (x. y, z) E JR3 : z = a cos(}+ y sin B} , 
and so f = rP(l) nk(O) (rH(a)) = {(t,1-t, o:cos8+(1 - t)sin8): t ElR}. Thus f passes 
through (1, 0, a cos B) with direction vector (0,- sin O, cos B) 1\ (1, 1, 0) = (cose , cose, sin B). Thus 
the line e = r P(l) n k(B) (r H(a) ) = (1, 0, 0: cos e) + (cos e, cos B, sin B). Using Mathematica (C.3), 
then 
[
cosh 0 0 sinh fj] [cos Bl [cos B cosh 0 + sin e sinh 0] 
o 1 o cos e = cos B 
sinh 'jj 0 cosh 0 sin B cosh 0 sin e + cos e sinh 0 
,_ ....... ....... ...... 
where there always exists a value 81 of B such that cosh B1 sin B +cos B sinh lh = 0. Taking this 
value of 0, then 
[cosh~ sinh~ ol [cos e cosh 81 +~in e sinh 811 [cos e ~sh 8?_ + (cos e_ + cos~ 81 sin e) si~h 811 sinh B cosh e 0 cos e = sin B sinh Bf +cos B cosh 01 {1 +sinh 01 ) 0 0 1 0 0 
where cos 'jj cosh 0~ + (cos B + cosh Bl sin 0) sinh 01 = sin 'jj sinh B~ + cos B cosh Bl ( 1 + sinh 01) for 
some value of 01. Correspondingly, under b1(0) and b2(01), the point a = (1, o, a cos B) is mapped 
to 
(cosh B1 (cosh B + a cos e sinh B) , (cosh 8 + a: cos e sinh B) sinh B1, a: cos e cosh e + sinh B). 
But the transformations n(t) = exp(t(E1 - E2)) in 50(1, 2)o preserve the sum e1 + e2. Thus 
the homogeneous part of the intersection is invariant under n.(B2), and a is mapped to a vector 
with e3-term 
a: cos B cosh B + sinh 0- 02 cosh B1 (cosh 0 + a: cos B sinh 0) + 02 (cosh 0 + a cos B sinh 0) sinh e1 
where there always exists a value of 82 such that this value is zero. For the e1 and e2 entries 
of this image, we may subtract the second entry from the first, to determine that a is a sum 
e01 coshB + asinhB(cosBcoshB1 - cosBsinhB1). Thus there always exists some g' E 50(1.2)0 
such that t he intersection g'(e) is the line ce1 + (e1 + e2) . The result follows. 
Case 5- rP(±l) n g (rE(a-)) 
Since from PROPOSITION 3.6.7 the planes rE(a) are preserved by any Euclidean rotation k, then 
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the intersection r P(±l) n g (r H(.B) ) will not vary if g = k. Thus we consider g as a Lorentz boost 
only, particularly the case where b is the Lorentz boost b1. The image of r E(o) under all other 
Lorentz boosts can be seen from THEOREM 2.2.23 to be obtained by applying first a rotation k 
to rE(a)• then applying b1 and finally k- 1. The plane b1 (rs(a)) = a(b1 (e1)) + (b1(ez).b1(e3)) 
is the set b1 (rE(a)) = {(x,y ,z) E ~a : coshBx - sinh By= a} and the planes r (±l ) are the 
sets rP(l) = {(x, y , z) E IR : X - y - 1 = 0} and rP(-1) = {(x, y, z) E IR X- y + 1 = 0} , re-
spectively. Thus for each point 
(x, y, z)E rP(±l)nbl(r s(o) {:} coshBx=a+sinhB(x±1) a ± sinhB X=----
cosh(l 
and the lines f = r P(±l) n b1 (r E(a)) pass through the point ( a~o~l~~ O. a, 0) with direction vector 
( - 1, 1, 0) 1\ (cosh B, sinh (;1. 0) = (0. 0, - sinh e- cosh B). T hus the lines e = ( a~o~h~ 0 , a . 0) + (e3). 
Using Mathematica (C.3), consider the image of e under the Lorentz boost b1(B) , given in that 
appendix. For each a, (3 we show in (C.3) that there exists either B1 E IR such that 
- (a ± sinh B ) - (a ± sinh B ) , b1(B) coshB ,a, O = ce1 or b1 (fJ) coshB , a,O = cez 
and further that these angles never exist simultaneously for the same combination of a , (3. The 
boosts b1(B) preserve the span (e3) in each case. Thus there always exists a g' in 50(1, 2)o 
such that g'(e) = g'(rP(±l) n g (rs(a))) is the line g'(£) = ce1 + (e3 ), or g'(t) = de2 + (e3) for 
c, c' E JR. 
Case 6- r P(±l) n g(rP(±l)) 
We note firstly that since clearly r P(l) n g(rP(-I)) = g(g- 1r P(l) n rP(-l)), then it is necessary 
only to consider the cases rP(±l) n g(rP(l)) · We will consider first the case r P(>.I) n g(rP(>.I)) 
and then the case r P( ->.1) n g(r P(>.l}) · 
Note that the Lorentz boost b1 sends the normal vector (1, 1, 0) of rP(O) = (e1- ez, e3) to the 
normal vector 
(0, 0, 1) 1\ (sinh B + coshB, sinh B + cosh B, O) = (-sinh B- cosh B, sinh B + cosh B, 0) 
and thus sends r~(l) to b1 (r~(l)) = (ez - e1. e3). Thus b1 preserves the parallelness of the 
parabolic planes r P(l} and r P(l) nb1 (r P(l)) = 0 or the whole plane r P(l). Since from THEOREM 
2.2.23 each Lorentz boost is a product k- 1b1k, we consider the case g = k only, since the image 
of r P(l) under all other Lorentz boosts may then be found by applying b1 and then k- 1 to the 
image k (r P(l)). 
The image of the planer P(>.l) under k(B) has normal vector ( - 1,- cos e,- sin B) and passes 
through the point (..\1. 0, 0). Thus the intersection f = r P(>.l) n k(B) (r P(>.l)) has normal vector 
(1, 1, 0) 1\ ( -1,- cos B.- sin B) = (-sin B, sin B, 1 - cos B) and passes through the point (>.1. 0. 0) 
common to both rP(>.l) and k(B) (rP(>. I))· Thus the line of intersection f is given by ..\e1 + 
((sin(- B), sinB, 1 - cosB)). Using Mathematica (C.3), we take the product 
[~1 0 0 ] [ - sin 'if ] [ - sin 'if l cos~ - sin_B sin f) - = - sin_e +sin~+ e) sine cos e 1 - cos e cos B - cos( B + B) 
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where there always exists some value (jl such that cos el - cos( 81 + 8) = 0 or some value of (j2 
such that -sin B2 + sin(B2 + 8) = 0. Thus we may always take either the e2 or the e3 terms 
of the direction vector to be zero. Since e1 is invariant under the transformations k(8), then it 
follows that the intercept is always e1. We then apply the transformation 
where (C.3) there exists a value 02 of e such that cosh B2(- sin 01 +sin(B1 + 8) ) - sin(8) sinh B2 = o, 
and no value for e such that - cosh e sin 8 + (- sin el +sin( el + 8)) sinh e = 0. under bl ' the image 
of the intercept is (>.cosh B2, A sinh B2, 0), and thus there always exists some g = bt (B2)k(B1 ) such 
that the intersection f is sent to g( f) = A cosh 02e1 + ( e2). 
We now consider the case of the intersection e = r P(.Xl) n k( 8) (r P( -AI)). The image of 
the plane rP(.x1) under k(8) has normal vector (-1, -cos8,-sin8) and passes through the 
point (A1,0,0). Thus (1, 1, 0) 1\ (-1, -cos8,-sin8) = (-sinB,sin8, 1- cos O) is the nor-
mal vector of the line of intersect ion £ = rP(-.\1) n k(8) (rP{.Xl))· Expressing rP(-.Xl) = 
{(x ,y ,z) E JR3 : x- y =-A} and k(8) (rP(.Xl)) = {(x,y ,z) E JR3 : x + ycosB + zsinB = A}, 
it follows that these two planes intersect in the point (v- A, y, -(y-25~1~gcosO) ) = (0, A, 0) at 
y = A. Thus the line of intersection e = (0,>., 0) + t(-sin8,sin 8, 1 - cos8)lteR· Taking the 
image 
[cosh~ sinh~ 0] [ - sin 8 ] r-cosh e sine + sine - cos 8 sinh e] sinh 8 cosh () 0 sin e = sin e 0 0 1 1 - cosH coshfJ - cosBcoshe- sin8 sinh fJ 
where (C.3) there always exists a value 01 such that - coshe1 sinO+ sinh01 - cos8sinh01 = o. 
So thus we may use an e2- preserving transformation to get the e1-entries to zero. We may then 
take the image of this vector ( o, sin 8, cosh 81 -cos e cosh 81 -sine sinh e1) under k(O), to get 
[ 
0 ] ( - 1 + cos 8) cosh el sine +sin 8( cos 8 +sine sinh 81) 
-cos 8( - 1 + cos 8) cosh 01 +sin 8(sin 8 - cos 8 sinh 01) 
and determine 02 such that ( -1 +cos e) cosh 01 sin B2 + sin 8( cos iJ2 +sin iJ2 sinh 01) = 0. Thus we 
may immediately take the direction subspace as (e3) . But the image of the intercept under k(B2) 
is given by (0, >.cosiJ2, >.sin02). Thus there always exists some g' = b2(B2)k(Ol) in 50(1, 2)0 such 
that the intersection e is sent to g'(f) = e2 + (eJ). 
We use these expressions of cases 1-6 to show 
4.1.31 PROPOSITION. Each line e oflR1·2 may be mapped by an element of 50(1.2) to one of the lines 
ce2 + (e1), ce2 + (e3), ce1 + (e3) or e2 + (e1 + e2) where c > 0. 
PROOF. In PROPOSITION 4.1.30 we stated that the arbitrary line e could be mapped by an 
element of 50(1, 2)o to one of the lines of cases 1-6, which we expressed as the lines ce2 + (el) , 
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ee2 + (e3), ee1 + (e3) and e2 + (e1 + e2), where e E R Consider now the element 92 E 50(1, 2). 
Taking c > 0, the image 
where e' < 0. Similarly, for e > 0, 
where c' < 0 and finally for e > 0, then 
where e' < 0 . Thus it follows that for any line e there exists an element g' = g2g E 50(1, 2) 
such that g'(f.) = ce2 + (e1), ce2 + (e3), ce1 + (e3) or e2 + (e1 + e2). 0 
4.1.32 REMARK. Consider the images under the inverse hat map cE2+(E1), cE2+(E3), eE1 +(E3) and 
E2 + (E1 + E2) of the lines ce2 + (e1), ce2 + (e3) , ce1 + (e3) and e2 + (e1 + e2) in PROPOSITION 
4.1.31. Then in the case cE2 + (E1), the Lie bracket of elements of the span [E2, El] = E3, and 
thus any system E with tracer= cE2 + (E1) for some cis full rank, since E 1, E2, E3 E Lie(r). 
Similarly, in the case cE2 + (E3), the Lie bracket of elements of the span [E2, E3] = E1. and 
thus any system E with trace r = cE2 + (E3) for some c is full rank, since E 1, E 2. E3 E Lie(r). 
In the case cE1 + (E3), the Lie bracket of elements of the span [E1. E3] = E2, and thus any 
system E with tracer = cE1 + (E3) for some c is full rank, since E 1. E2, E3 E Lie(r). 
Finally, in the case cE2+(E1 + E2), the Lie bracket of elements of the span [E2, E 1 +E2] = E 3, 
and thus any system E with tracer= cE2 + (E1 + E2) is full rank, since E 1, E2 , E 3 E Lie(r). 
Thus each of the lines ee2 + (e1), ee2 + (e3), ce1 + (e3) and e2 + (e1 + e2) of PROPOSITION 4.1.31 
correspond to full-rank systems under the hat map. 
4.1.33 PROPOSITION. Each full-rank single-input control affine left-invariant inhomogeneous system E 
is l.d.j.e to a system of the family Ei~/) which has parametrization map :=t~1)(1. u) = cE2+uE1 , 
a system of the family E~~~l) which has parametrization map S~~~l) (1, u) = cE2 + uE3, a system 
of the family E~~~l) which has parametrization map 2~~~1) (1, u) = cE1 + uE3 or a system E~l,l) 
which has parametrization map 2~1 ' 1)(1 , u) = E2 + u(E 1 + E2). In each case c E JR+. 
PROOF. Consider the image r of the trace r of the arbitrary single-input system E, given by 
r =a+ (b ) in JR~2 . Then by PROPOSITION 4.1.30, there exists some g E 50(1, 2)0 such that 
g(r) is in one of the cases 1-6. In PROPOSITION 4.1.31, we expressed each of these cases as 
g(r) = ce2 +(e ), g(r) = ce2 + (e3), g(r) = ce1 + (e3) and g(r) = e2 + (e1 + e2) where c E JR+ 
and g E SO(l. 2). Then by PROPOSITION 3.4.2 there exists w(g) = ¢9 E Aut(so(l. 2)) such that 
¢9 (r) is one of cE2 + uE1, cE2 + uE3. cE1 + uE3 or E2 + u(E1 + E2). The result follows. 0 
4.1.34 THEOREM. Each full-rank single-input control affine left-invariant inhomogeous system E is is 
l d f t tl f th t . th ' ·z· ~<u> ~<1. 1) "<u> "<u> .. . e o exac y one o e sys ems tn e Jamt tes "'"'l,c , "'"'2.c , "'"'J,c or "'"'4 . 
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PROOF. Consider the image r of the trace f of the arbitrariy single-input system I:. Initially, 
we let the image g(r ) be in each of the Cases 1-3 and 5b sucessively, and express ds2 i9(r) · 
Firstly, for g (r) in case 1, then 
g(r) = {(x,y , z) E IR3 (x ,y,z) = (t,c,O)} => ds2 19(r) = - dt2 
for g(r) in case 2, then 
g(r) = {(x, y, z) E IR3 (x, y , z) = (0, c, t)} => ds2 ig(r) = dt2 
for g(r) in case 3, then 
g(r) = { (x, y, z) E JR3 : (x, y, z) = (c, 0, t)} => ds2 19cn = dt2 
and finally, for g(r) an intersection of the form of case 4, then 
g(r) = { (x, y, z) E IR3 : (x, y, z) = (t, 1 + t, 0)} => ds219cr) = 0. 
Thus the lines of cases 1 and 2, 1 and 3 and 1 and 5b cannot be isometric: that is, there exists 
no element g E 50(1, 2) which maps a line in one of the cases to another. Similarly, lines of 
cases 2 and 3 cannot be isometric to 5b, which means that it is only possible for lines of cases 2 
and 3 to be isometric. But the lines of case 2 admit exactly the vectors (O,c,t), while those of 
case 3 admit exactly the vectors (c, 0, t), where fort< c, 
(c,O.t) 8 (c,O,t) = -c2 + t2 < 0 
and so the lines of case 3 admit timelike vectors. However, for every vector (0, c, t) of the lines 
of case 2, 
(0, c, t) 0 (0. c, t) = c2 + t2 > 0. 
Since no element of 50(1. 2) may map a timelike vector to a spacelike vector, thus there exists no 
bijective isometry g' E 50(1, 2) which maps a line of case 2 which admits only spacelike vectors 
to a line of case 3 which admits spacelike and timelike vectors. Thus no line r may be isometric 
to a line which is not in the same case as r , as there exists no element g' E 50(1, 2) which 
maps r to a line in another of the cases 1-3, 5b. But then corrrespondingly by PROPOSITION 
3.4.2, there exists no dement w(g') = c/Ygt E Aut(.so(l, 2)) which maps a system of one family to 
another. 
Secondly, assume for example that I:i~~l) is l.d.f.e. to L:~~)) for c, c' E JR+, c =f c'. Then there 
exists a g E 50(1, 2) such that g:=:i:~l) = 2~~)) and so g (f ) = cge2 + (ge1) = ce2 + (e1). Then 
particularly cge2 = de2 , where llce21i = c2 =/=-· (c')2 = llc'e2il since c, c' > 0, c =/=- c'. But this 
contradicts the fact that g is au isometry. Tlms I:~~/) ca.uuot be l.d.f.e. to I:i~~;) if c =f c'. The 
cases of the families I:~~~l) and I:~~/) follow identical steps. o 
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4 .1.4 T hree-input homogeneous and inhomogeneous systems 
For any arbitrary three-input control affine system E with trace r = A + (Bt , B2, B3}, the 
elements B1 , B2 and B3 are linearly independent (A.7.4) and thus we may express the drift t erm 
A (which may be zero or nonzero) as A = a1B1 + a2Bo. + a3B3. Thus in any case A is in the 
span (Bt , B2.B3}, and r = a1B1 + a2B2 + a3B3 + (B1.B2, B3) = (BJ.B2,B3). Thus we may 
consider the homogeneous and inhomogeneous cases simultaneously. We establish 
4.1.35 THEOREM. Any homogeneous or inhomogeneous three-input control CLjJine left-invariant system 
E = (50(1. 2)0 , 3) is l.d.f.e to the control system E(J,l } = (50(1. 2), 3 <3·1>) with parametrization 
map 3 (3·1)(1, ·u) = UEt + u2E2 + u3E3. 
PROOF. We have shown that any arbitrary 3-input homogeneous or inhomogeneous system E 
h~ tracer= (B1. B2, B3). But theu f = (Bt,B2,B3) = s o(1.2) = (E1,E2, E3) = r <3·1>, and 
the trace r is mapped to the trace f (J,t) by the Lie a lgebra automorphism 1 E 50(1, 2). Thus 
E is l.d.f.e. to E(J,I } . o 
4.2 A controllability criterion for systems on SO(l , 2)o 
4.2.1 Control on a connected , semisimple (matrix) Lie group 
In this section we refer to t he definitions and results (A.7.1)-(A.7.20) . Firstly we note that from 
(A.7.18) we already have a necessary and sufficient condition for controllability of homogeneous 
affine systems: 
4.2.1 PROPOSITION. All homogeneous control affine systems E = (50(1 , 2)o, 3) are controllable if and 
only if they are full rank. 
PROOF. From PROPOSITION 3.1.2, the group 50(1, 2)o is connected. From (A.7.18), a sym-
metric system on connected matrix Lie group is controllable if and only if it is full rank. Since 
each homogeneous system has a trace r = (B1, B2, B3) for at least one B.; nonzero, i = l. 2, 3, 
then r = (B 1, B2 , B3) = (- B1, - B2, - B3) = - 1 (B1, B2, B3) = - r , and from (A.7.17) each 
such system is symmetric. Thus each homogeneous system is controllable if and only if it is full 
rank. 0 
Next, we derive some properties of 50(1, 2)o from its Iwasawa decomposit ion (THEOREM 2.5.10) . 
4.2.2 PROPOSITION. Any map of the form 
t 1--7 exp (t(±o:gE1g- 1)) g E 50(1, 2)o , o: E JR+ 
is periodic. 
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PROOF. In (3.6.1) we expressed the elements of K = {exp(tEl) : t E JR.}, which allows us to 
express a trajectory of the form {exp(t ± o:E1) : t E JR.+} as a curve inK: 
k(-) : JR+ -t K, k(t) ~ [: cos(:o-t) - sin~±o-t)l for each t E JR.+ 
sin(±at) cos(±) 
which is periodic, since for any to > 0, 
[~ cos(~ato) - sin~±ato)l = k ==} [~ cos(±a~o + l:) 0 sin(±ato) cos(±ato) 0 sin(±ato + l:) - sin(±:to + l:)j = k cos(±ato + l:) 
by the periodicty of sin and cos. But then for any g E 50(1. 2)o, each point g(to) of the trajectory 
{ exp (t(gE19-1 ) : t E [0, TJ, 9 E 50(1, 2)o} is given by 
[
1 0 0 l 9 0 cos±uto -sin±uto 9- 1 =9k9- 1 
0 sin ±uto cos ±a-to [
1 0 0 l 
=> 9 0 cos(±o-to+ ~:) -sin(±o-to+ ~';.) 9- 1 =9k9- 1 , 
0 sin(±ato + ~:,) cos(±o-to + ~';,) 
and it follows that any trajectory of the form { exp(t ± agE1g-1 ) t E [0, T], g E 50(1, 2)o} is 
periodic. 0 
4.2 .3 PROPOSITION. In the Iwasawa decomposition of 50(1, 2)o, the generators in .so(1, 2) of the sub-
group K = 9Kg- 1 under exponentation have a timelike image under the hat map; those of 
A= gAg- 1 have a spacelike image under the hat map, and those of N = g Ng- 1 have a lightlike 
image under the hat map. 
PROOF. From THEOREM 3.6.10, K, A and N are subgroups intersecting only in identity. Con-
sider first the <;~e of K. For the generator E1 of K, E;. = e1 = (1, 0, 0) which is timelike in 
JR1·2 . Further, given the generator gE1g-1 of K for any g E 50(1, 2)o, then from PROPOSITION 
3.4.2 there exists an element g' of 50(1, 2)o such that hat (gE1g-1) = g'e1 = g'(L 0, 0) , which 
is timelike, since 9 E 50(1, 2) is an isometry of JR1•2 . 
Similarly for the generator E2 of A, E; = e2 = (0, 1, 0) which is spacelike in R1·2. Further, 
given the generator gE2g-1 of A for any g E 50(1. 2)o, then from PROPOSITION 3.4.2 there 
exists an element g' of 50(1, 2)o such that the image hat (g£29-1) = g'e2 = g'(O, 1, 0), which is 
spacelike, since g' E 50(1, 2) is an isometry of R1•2. 
Finally, for the generator (E1 - E3) of N, hat (E1 - E3) = (e1 - e3) = (L 0, -1) which 
is lightlike in R 1•2. Further, given the generator g(E1- E3)g-1 of N for any g E 50(1, 2)o, 
then from PROPOSITION 3.4.2 there exists an element g' of 50(1, 2)o such that the image 
hat (g(£1 - E3 )g-1) = g'(e1 - e3) = g'(L 0, -1), which is lightlike, since g' E 50(1, 2) is an 
isometry of lR 1.2 . 0 
We will henceforth refer to the elements T of so(1, 2) such that T = t for t timelike as timelike 
elements of the Lie algebra, the elements S of .so(1 , 2) such that S = s for s spacelike as spacelike 
elements, and the elements N of so(l , 2) such that N = n for n lightlike as lightlike elements. 
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4.2.4 PROPOSITION. Any spacelike elements of so(1 , 2) have the form o:gE2g-1 for some g E 50(1. 2)0 . 
Any lightlike elements of so(1, 2) have the form ±g(E1 - E3)9-1 for some g E 50(1, 2)0 , o: E R 
Finally, any timelike elements of so(1 , 2) have the form ±agE1g-1 for some g E 50(1. 2)0 , 
o: E ~+. 
PROOF. In PROPOSITION 2.1.15 we showed that all timelike elements of~L2 lie on the upper and 
lower sheets of the hyperboloids of two sheets 'H~, all spacelike elements lie on the hyperboloid 
of one sheet 'H~ and alllightlike elements lie on the upper and lower sheets of the cone K£. But 
in PROPOSITION 3.6.6 we showed that 50(1, 2)o acts transitively on the upper and lower sheets 
of 'H; and KL, and on 'H~ . 
Thus firstly given any spacelike element s E JR~2 , there exists an element g E 50(1, 2)0 such 
that g(s) = o:e2. Thus s = o:g- 1(e2), and it follows from PROPOSITIONS 3.4.2 and 3.4.1 that 
there exists some g' E 50(1 , 2)o such that under the hat map 8 = o:¢11,(E2) = o:Ad,/(E2). 
Similarly, given any timelike element t E IR~2 , then t lies on either the upper or the lower 
sheet of 'H;. If t lies in 'H; +, then there exists an element g E 50 ( 1, 2) o such that g ( t ) = a e1. 
Further, if t lies in 'H~- , then there exists an element g E 50(1,2)o such that g(t) = - o:e1. 
Thus 
and it follows from PROPOSITIONS 3.4.2 and 3.4.1 that there exists some g' E 50(1. 2)0 such 
that the image under the hat map, T = ¢.r/(EI) = aAd.c/(EI) or T = -¢.r;'(EI) = -o:Ad11,(El)· 
Finally, given any lightlike element n E JR32, then n lies on either the upper or the lower 
sheet of K£. If n lies in Kt, then there exists an element g E 50(1, 2)o such that g(n) = e1- e3. 
Further, if n lies in K:z, then there exists an element g E 50(1, 2)o such that g(n) = -(e1 - e3). 
Thus 
0 
and it follows from PROPOSITIONS 3.4.2 and 3.4.1 that there exists some g' E 50(1, 2)0 such that 
under the hat map, N = ¢11,(E1-E3) = Ad9,(E1 - E3) or T = -¢11,(EI-E3) = - Ad11,(E1 - E3). 
4.2.5 PROPOSITION. Given any inhomogeneous left-invariant affine system E = (50(1, 2)0 , 2), then 
the image r in ~~2 of the trace r admits at least one spacelike vector: that is, there exists some 
u E JRl such that s = hat (3( 1, u)) is spacelike. 
PROOF. For the 3-input case, the result is clear, since we showed in THEOREM 4.1.35 that for 
each 3-input system E the trace r has the form (B1 , B2. B3) which is clearly full rank and 
therefore the image r admits an orthonormal basis { e 1, e2 , e3} where €i, -i = 2, 3 are spacelike 
from PROPOSITION 2.1.7 and COROLLARY 2.1.8. 
Consider the 2-input [1-input] inhomogeneous systems E such that r is a plane [line] not 
parallel to the plane (e2,e3). Each such r has both [either] an e2-intercept >11e2 and [or] an 
e3-intercept >.2e3, for >.1, >.2 real scalars which cannot both be zero since E is inhomogeneous. 
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Then there exist some u, u' E IR2[R] such that Ate2 = 21~ and [or] A2e3 = 3~,. But since A1e2, 
A2e3 are spacelike (At e2 0 At e2 = Af , A2e3 (:) A2e3 = A§) , then r admits a spacelike vector. 
Consider the 2-input [1-input] inhomogeneous systems :E such that r is a plane [line] parallel 
to the plane (e2 , e3) . Then r is a plane [ruling of a plane] r o:' = cx'e1 + (e2. e3) , which intersects 
any hyperboloid of one sheet 1-lo: (a > 0) in the set 
of spacelike vectors. If r is the plane r o:, then it admits a spacelike vector' since there exists 
some u E IRe such that s = 21~ E Co:',o:· Assume that r is an arbitrary ruling of this plane, 
r = {(a', -cx3;ua', x 3 ) : x3 E IR}, where b2 + c2 =f 0. We assume here that b =f 0, but the proof 
in the case that c :f:. 0 follows identical steps. If a is zero, then this line passes through the centre 
(a', 0, 0) of Ca' ,a and so it intersects the circle Co:',tr at the spacelike point 
where cos(tan- 1 (~)) = vfb2, sin(tan-1 (~)) = bff:.b2. From the parametrization of r, there 
exists some u E R such that s = 2~ and so r admits a spacelike vector. If a :f:. 0, then the line 
r intersects Ca' ,o: in the point (a'' -cx3b-ao:' , X~) where 
x' _ - aca1 - Jb4a + b2c2a- a2b2(a')2 + b4(a')2 + b2c2(a')2 
3- b2 + c2 0 
a2(o:')2 a2~o:')22 h h' . and we choose a such that c > ~ or c < - a+ o:') so t at t IS value 1s real. But each 
element of Co:' ,a is spacelike. Thus the element s = (a', -cx;rao:', x~) in r is spacelike, and there 
exists some u E R such that s = :=:.~, Thus r admits a spacelike vector. 
4.2.6 LEMMA. No element k(B) = exp(BEI) E $0(1, 2)o fore E R can be expressed as a finite product 
of the exponentials of spacelike and lightlike elements of .so(l. 2). 
PROOF. Consider k = k(Bt) = exp(B1Et) for some B1 E R and assume that there exists a 
finite product of exponentials of spacelike and lightlike elements 91, 92, ... 9p in 50(1, 2)0 such 
that k = 9l92 .. ·9p· But by the KAN-decomposition of 50(1. 2)o, the elements 91 , 92, ... 9p can 
each be expressed as products 91 = ktarnl. 92 = k2a2n2 ... g71 = kpa11nTJ, where a.;ni :f:. 1 for any 
i = 1. 2 ... p, since we have assumed that the elements are exponentials of spacelike or lightlike 
elements. Then 
k k1a1n1 · k2a2n2 ... · kpapnp 
=> k11 · k = a1n1 · k2a2n2 ... · kpapnp 
=> k11 · k = (a1n1) · k2a2n2 .. . · kp(alnl)-1(ap1npJ, 
=> k11 · k = k~a~n~ ... · k~(ap1 np1 ), 
(4.2.1) 
(4.2.2) 
(4.2.3) 
(4.2.4) 
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where in (4.2.4) k~ = (a1n1)ki(a1n1)- 1, a~ = (a1n1 )ai(a1n1)-1. n~ = (alndni(atn1)-1 and 
from the group property of AN (A.6.8), the element a711 n7, 1 introduced in (4.2.3) such that 
(a1n1)- 1(ap1 np1 ) = apnp always exists: ap1np1 = a1n1apnp. Then similarly 
k}1 · k 
=> (k~)-lk11. k = 
(4.2.5) 
(4.2.6) 
(4.2.7) 
We continue until we obtain (k~ .. ·') - 1 · ... (k~)- 1k} 1 ·k(Bl) = aPv·npP(B2) , which exists since aini i 1 
for ·i = 1,2 ... p. But jj (k~ .. ·')-1 · ... k2k1111 ~ li(k~ .. ·')-1 jl .. · llck2)-1lliik11ll·llkll = u1·u2 ... Up, 
where Ui are the finite upper bounds of { (k;' ... ')-1(t) : t E lR}, which are compact one-parameter 
subgroups . Using Mathematica (C.3), 
[~ ( (2 +on cosh (;13 + tl~ sinh &3) - ~e030~ +sinh t/3 -('03 tl2 l ap,(B3)nv,(B2) = e0~6~ +sinh83 cosh&3 - ~O~cosh613 -~O~sinh613 - e0382 
- 82 82 1 
and so llaPv(B3)nPv(B2)i1 = J1 + e-203 + 28~ + e203 (1 + e~f Let fh , 82. B3 be continuous, mono-
tonic increasing functions of t , Bi(-) : lR --t R Then it follows from the from the equality 
(k;···')-1 · ... (k~)-1 · k}1 · k(B1) = a1,11 (B3)npv(B2) that 
lim ll(kp" ... ') - 1 · .. . k11 · k(B1(t))ll = lim lla.Pv(B3)nPvB2(t)ll => u1 · u2 ... · up = oo 
l-~oo l-too 
which is impossible, since each of u1 , u2 ... up are finite and we have assumed that pis finite. Thus 
it follows that k cannot be expressed as a finite product of exponentials of spacelike or lightlike 
elements of .so(l. 2)o. o 
4.2.2 A controllability criterion on .so(l , 2) 
We are now in a position to state and prove 
4.2.7 THEOREM. An inhomogeneous control affine system E = (50(1, 2)o ,3) is controllable if and 
only if the image r ~ IR1•2 of its tracer under the hat map admits at least one timelike vector. 
PROOF. ( =>) In order to show that the image under the hat map of the trace of any controllable 
system E admits a timelike vector, we prove the equivalent statement that if r admits no 
timelike wctor, then E cannot be controllable. A::;::;mne E is such a ::;y::;tem: that i::;, there exists 
no u0 EIRe such that t E r. t =hat (2(1, u0)) is timelike. Equivalently, every element Ai E r is 
either lightlike or spacelike. Particularly, £1 rf. r. 
In (A.7. 16), we stated that each element of the attainable set A is expre::;sibll' as a fi.nite 
product of exponentials g = exp(tnAn) ... exp(t1A1), Ai E r. But in LEMMA 4.2.6 we showed 
that the element exp(t£1) is not expressible as a finite product of exponentials of spacelike or 
lightlike elements AJ· Then since £ 1 ¢ r. it follows that for each t E JR+, k = exp(tEI) ¢ A. 
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From the Iwasawa decomposition 50(1, 2)o = KAN (THEOREM 3.6.10) , then A n K = {1}, and 
thus A~ 50(1, 2)o. Thus from (A.7.13), L: cannot be controllable on SO(l. 2)0 . 
(~)We stated in (A.7.20) that for a system L: on 50(1. 2)o to be cont rollable, the t race r must be 
full rank, and there must exist some u0 E JRe such that the trajectory { exp(t2(1 , u0 )) : t > 0} 
is periodic. We assume the image r of the tracer of L: admits a timelike vector and show how 
both of these conditions is met by the presence of a timelike vector in r. 
In PROPOSITION 4.2.5, we showed that. for each inhomogeneous syst em L: t he image r of 
the tracer admits a spacelike vectors. Since we have assumed that r admits a timelike vector 
t , then t 0 s is an element of Lie(r ) and from PROPOSITION 2.1.10 is a spacelike vector s' 
orthogonal to s . Thus { s , s', t} is an orthogonal basis of JR 1 •2 , and (s , s', t ) = IR.~2 . Then under 
the Lie algebra isomorphism hat-1, it follows that 8. 8'. Tare in Lie(r) , and (8, 8 , T) = .so(1, 2). 
Thus r is full rank. By assumption, t here exists some ·u0 E JR. f. such that t = hat (2(1 , ·u0 )) E 
r is timelike. Correspondingly, under the im·erse of the hat map, then T = 2(1, u0 ) E f, 
where by PROPOSITION 4.2.4, 2(1, u 0 ) = ±o:gE1g- 1 for some o: E JR.+, g E 50(1, 2)0 . Then 
taking u = u0 , t he trajectory { et:=:(l,uo) : t E JR.+} = { exp(t( o:gE1g- 1)) : t E JR.+ } is periodic 
by PROPOSITION 4.2.2. 0 
Thus with PROPOSITION 4.2.1 we have necessary and sufficient conditions for the controllability 
of any affine control system on 50(1. 2)o: 
4.2.8 THEOREM. A homogeneous contr"Ol affine system L: = (50(1, 2)o. 2) is controllable if and only 
if it is full rank. 
PROOF. Firstly, since f = (B1, ... , Be) = (B1, ... , Be)= (B1. .... Be)= - f , then all homogeneous 
systems are symmetric. Thus since by THEOREM 3.1.2 50(1, 2)o is connected, it follows from 
PROPOSITION 4.2.1 that these systems are controllable on 50(1, 2)o if and only if they are full 
rank. 0 
We state THEOREM 4.2.7 and Theorem 4.2.8 together as 
4.2.9 THEOREM. (A CONTROLLABILITY CRITERION ON 50(1, 2)o) An inhomogeneo·us contr·ol affine 
system L: = (50(1 , 2)o, 2) is controllable if and only if the image r ~ IR.1·2 of its trace r 
under the hat map admits at least one timelike vector. A homogeneous control affine system 
L: = (50(1. 2)o, 2) is controllable if and only if it is full rank 
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Chapter 5 
Optimal Control on 50(1 , 2)o 
5.1 Introduction 
Using the classification results of CHAPTER 4, we consider the optimal control problem with 
quadratic costs ( A. 10.6) 
g = g 3(1, u), 9 E 50(1, 2)o. (u1 , u2) E IR2 
9(0) = 90· 9(T) = 9T 
.J = ~ fT (c1u~(t) + czu~(t)) dt ---t min, c1, c2 > 0 
2 lo 
where in THEOREMS 5.2.2-5.2.5 we consider 3~2'0)(1, u) = u1E2 + u2E1 and in THEOREMS 
5.3.1-5.3.5 3~2'0) (1, u) = u1E3 + u2E2 , the two representative systems of all 2-input homoge-
neous control affine systems on 50(1. 2)o (THEOREM 4.1.10). We establish the reduced extremal 
equations (A.10.9) and their solutions the extremal pairs (g(-) , p(-), u(-)) by working in the triv-
ialization (A.5.28) T*50(1,2)o = 50(1, 2)o x .so(1, 2)* of the cotangent bundle, and express the 
projections of the extremal curves on .so(l, 2)* in terms of Jacobi elliptic functions, and the 
projection 9(-) of the extremal curve onto 50 (1, 2)o as a product of exponentials such that for 
each t E [0, T] 
9(t) = exp ((h(t)N) exp(¢z(t)Ez) exp(¢1(t)E1) 
for ¢i0 : [0, T] ---t lR continuous functions of t. This expression follows from the Iwasawa 
decomposition (3.6.8) of 50(1. 2)o. 
While expression in terms of Jacobi elliptic functions can be used analagously to give solutions 
for each of the 10 typical systems under l.d.f.e. classification, we have found that the solutions 
which arise in the inhomogeneous cases are unintuitive and unhelpful in terms of applications, 
and so we choose to concentrate only on the homogeneous cases in this thesis. 
Note that as t he PMP gives a set of necessary conditions for a trajectory to be optimal, it 
provides us with only a family of possible candidates for optimal controls and their corresponding 
optimal trajectories. However, since in both cases (THEOREMS 5.2.1, 5.3.1) the PMP gives rise 
to exactly one optimal control, for the purposes of this thesis we will assume that there always 
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exists an optimal trajectory in the family of the projections of extremals onto 50(1, 2)0 , and 
that it is the projection of the extremal curve which arises using the given control. 
5.1.1 REMARK. We identify so(1,2) with .so(1, 2)* via the pairing K-(P,X) = p(X). Particularly, 
K-D(£1) = Ei, /'i,b(E2) = E2 and K-~(E3) = E3 where {Ei, E2,E3} is the dual basis. Thus the 
projection p(-) : [0, T] -t so(1, 2)* of each extremal curve may be identified with a curve P(·) 
in so(1, 2): K-(P(·), X)= p(-)X. Expressing p(-) = PtOEi + P20E2 + p3(-)Ej, then for every 
t E [0,1'], 
K-~(p(t)) = K-b(p1(t))E1 + K-b(p2(t))E2 + /'i,p(p3(t))E3 = P1(t)E1 + P2(t)E2 + P3(t)E3 = P(t) 
where P(·) is a curve in so(1, 2). Thus in both of the remaining sections we consider the image 
P(-) in so(1, 2) of p(-) in the discussion of the solutions of the reduced extremal equations. 
Particularly, since from (A.9.7) Pi(-)= p(-)(Ei) = HE;(p(-)) , we may then use (4) in (A.9.4) to 
write {Pi. PJ} = {HE;,HEJ = H[E;,Eil · Thus the image {P1 , P2} = -P3.{P2.P3} = P1 and 
{P3 , Pl} = -P2, which we use to set up the system (A.l0.9) of reduced extremal equations. 
5.1.2 PROPOSITION. The function K: so*(l. 2) --t R , K(p) = -!Pi+!P~+!P5 is a Casimir function. 
PROOF. If for each co-adjoint orbit Op, K(Op) =canst. then for all p E so(l. 2)*, 
K( { Ad;(p) : g E 50(1, 2)o}) = const. = (Ad;(p)) : g E 50(1. 2)o} 
and so for each p E so(1, 2)*, g E 50(1 , 2)o, K(Ad;(p)) = canst. and K is a Casimir function 
(A.l0.13). Thus we require only to show that K is constant on every co-adjoint orbit. For every 
vector a E IR.~2 , 
a = a1 e1 + a.2e2 + a.3e3 {::} ( K-b) -l a = P1 Ei + P2E2 + p3Ej 
since (K-il) -l o hat is a linear map. Thus for any p E so*(1 , 2), the co-adjoint orbit Op through 
p of THEOREM 3.5.6 is given by -pi + p~ + P5 = canst. Then for any p' E Op, K(p') = ~canst. 
Thus K is constant on 0 11 , and the result follows. 0 
5.1.3 REMARK. In PROPOSITION (5.1.2) we determined the Casimir function K(p) = -!Pi+ !P~ + 
!P~· As we stated in the previous remark, in the proofs of THEOREMS 5.2.2 and 5.3.3 we 
will consider the image of K50 • under the map K-b, which for each P E so(l. 2) is given by 
K(P) = - !P[ + ~Pi+ ~P}. Clearly, this function is constant on the images under K-b of the 
co-adjoint orbits in so(l, 2)*, which by THEOREM 3.5.6 are the adjoint orbits of so(l , 2). 
5 .2 The case r = (E1, E2) 
5.2.1 THEOREM. Given the left-invariant control problem (2: , £,(go , 91' , T)) 
g = g(u1E2 + u2E1), g E 50(1, 2)o, (u1 , u2) E IR.2 
g(O) =go , g(T) = 9T 
T 
J = ~ fo (c1ui(t) + c2u~(t)) dt --t min, c1, c2 > 0 
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then the optimal controls are 
and 
and the optimal Hamiltonian is 
11. = ~ ( P? + Pf) 
2 C1 C2 
where P1 and P2 are solutions of the reduced extremal equations 
pl 1 = - -P2P3 
Cl 
p2 1 = - P1P3 C2 
p3 = _ ( C2 + C1 ) pl p2. 
C1C2 
PROOF. By (A.10.1), the control Hamiltonian of the optimal control problem is 
1 ( 2 2) 
'H = - 2 c1u1+c2u2 +p(u1E2+u2E1). 
As we have stated, we may identify Pi = p(Ei) via the Killing form; then 
1 ( 2 2) ti = - 2 C1U1 + C2u2 + U1P2 + u2P1. 
By the P M P , t he optimal Hamiltonian satisfies 
811. ~= -c1u1+P2=0 <=> 
vU1 
811. 
- = - C2'U2 + pl = Q ¢:> 8u2 
1 
ul = -P2 
Cl 
1 
'U2 =-Pl. 
C2 
Thus u1 and u2 are the optimal controls, and the optimal Hamiltonian is given by 
11. = ~ ( P? + P'f ) 
2 Cl C2 
HCH 
(5.2.1) 
(5.2.2) 
(5.2.3) 
(5.2.4) 
(5.2.5) 
(5.2.6) 
(5.2.7) 
by substitution of (5.2.6) and (5.2.7) into (5.2.5). Then from (A.10.1), the system of reduced 
extremal equations is given by 
pl = P. {P ~}+P {P ll} _1..p2p3 2 l·q 1 l• c2 q 
p2 = p2 { p2' ~} + pl { p2' ~} = ~p1p3 
p3 = P2 { P3, ~} + P1 { P3, ~} = - ( c~~'~2) plp2· 0 
5.2.1 Explicit integration of the extremal curve (p(-), g(-)) 
In PROPOSIT ION 5.1.2 we determined a Casimir function K which we have noted we may express 
in .so ( 1, 2) as K = - ~ P[ + ~ Pt + ~ P}. In the next theorem we use this function in conjunction 
with the optimal Hamlitonian 11. to determine the solutions of system (5.2.3), (5.2.2) , (5.2.4) , 
as described in the introductory section. Note that the values of K may be positive, negative 
or zero. This separation of the level surfaces of the Casimir function K appears naturally in the 
process of solving the reduced extremal equations, as we illustrl'\te in fig. C.31. 
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5.2.2 THEOREM. The reduced extremal equations can be solved in terms of Jacobi elliptic functions by 
Case 1 (K < 0} 
{ Pt (t) = AC2 Vb2 + b2 (sn (Ct. ~) )2 P2(t ) = -ACtVa2 -b2 (sn (Ct,~))2 
P3(t ) = b· sn(Ct.~) 
or 
{ Pt(t) = AC2 Vb2 + b2 (cd(Ct. ~))2 P2(t ) = -AC1 Va2 - b2 (cd (Ct.~) ) 2 
P3(t) = b ·cd(Ct.~) 
where a = AJ21ic2 + 2K, b = AV21icl - 2K, c l = J (c,?.c2)' c2 = V <cl?oc2)' c = J~C2 and 
A = ± 1, 
Case 2 (K = 0) 
{ Pt (t ) = AC2Vb2 + b2 (sn (Ct.~)) 2 P2(t) = -ACtVa2 - b2 (sn(Ct.~)) 2 
P3(t ) = b · sn (Ct. ~) 
or 
{ PI(t ) = AC2Vb2 + b2 (cd (Ct. ~) )2 P2(t) = - ACt Ja2 - b2 (-cd (Ct , ~ )) 2 
P3(t) = b ·cd (Ct . ~) 
where a = AV21ic2 + 2K, b = AJ21icl- 2K, C1 = (cl~c2 ), C2 = (c,?oc2), C = J~c2 and 
A = ± 1, or finally 
Case 3a {if K > 0 c1 +c2 P 2 < P 2 ) 
' C! 1 3 
or 
= AC2Jb2 ( nd (Ct.~)) 2 - b2 
= - AC1 a2 -b2 (nd(Ct,.Ja:- b2 ))
2 
= b · nd Ct ~) 
• a 
P1 (t ) = AC2 J a.2 ( dn (Ct.~) f- b2 
P2(l) = - ACt j a2 - a 2 ( dn ( Cl, v'a:- b2)) 2 
P3(l) = a· dn ( Cl, .Ja:-b•) 
where a = v 21ic2+2K, b = AJ2K-21icl.cl = J(CJ~C2) ' c2 = V <cl?-c2)'c =~ and 
A = ± 1, or 
Case 3b (if K > 0, ( c1~c2 Pf) > PlJ 
{ 
P1(t ) = AC2Vb2 +b2 (sn(Ct .. ~ ))2 
P2(t) = -ACtVa2 - b2 (sn(Ct..~ ))2 
P3(t) = b · sn (Ct. ~ ) 
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{ 
P1(t) = )...C2jb2 +b2 (cd(Ct,~)) 2 
P2(t) = -)...C1 ja2 -b2 (-cd(Ct,~)) 2 
P3(t) = b · cd (Ct, ~) 
HCH 
where a = )....j21-lc2 + 2K, b = ')....j21lcl - 2K, C1 = V (ct?.c2), C2 = V (ct'tcz), C = v'~c2 and 
')... = ±1. 
PROOF. From (A. 10.13), the extremal curves lie in the intersection of the level surfaces of the 
optimal Hamiltonian (5.2.1) with the level surfaces of the Casimir function K. We use this fact to 
express the variables P1 and P2 in terms of the variable P3. From the optimal Hamiltonian, then 
c1Pf = 2cl c21l - c2Pi . But Pf = Pi+ Pj - 2K from the Casimir function J( of PROPOSITION 
5.1.2 expressed in .so(1, 2). Thus cl(Pi + Pj- 2K) = 2c1c21-l- c2Pi- Solving for Pi , then 
Pi= (-c-1 - ) (2K + 21-lc2- Pt) 
C1 + C2 
(5.2.8) 
Also from the optimal Hamiltonian, c2 Pi = 2c1c21-l- c1Pf. But Pi = 2K + P[- Pj from the 
Casimir function. Thus c2(2K + P[ - Pj) = 2c1c21-l- c1Pf. Solving for P[, then 
(5.2.9) 
Substituting (5.2.8) and (5.2.9) into the extremal equation (5.2.4), then 
j>.2 = (cl + c2)2 p2 p,2 = (cl + c2)2 C2Cl (2K + 21-lc2 - p,2)(21-lcl + p2 - 2K) 
3 c~c~ 1 2 c~~ (cl + c2)2 3 3 
and we have the system of equations 
Pi = ( c1 ) (K + 21-lc2 - Pi) 
Cl + C2 
p2 
3 ( c
2 ) (21-lc1 + Pi - 2K) Cl + C2 
= (-1- ) (2K + 21-lc2- Pt)(21-lcl + Pt- 2K) 
C1C2 
where from (5.2.12) 
and thus 
( d~3) 2 = 
dt 
=> dP3 = 
( -
1
-) (21-lc2 + 2K - Pi)(21-lcl + Pi - 2K) C1C2 
yfr1C2 
J(21-lc2 + 2K - Pj}(21-lc1 + P}- 2K) 
= JCiC2 1P3 dP3 o J(21-lc2 + 2K - P})(21-lcl + P}- 2K) 
(5.2.10) 
(5.2.11) 
(5.2.12) 
(5.2.13) 
where a2 = (21lc2 + 2K) and b2 = (2K- 21-lcl). Using equations (5.2.8) and (5.2.9), then 
Pi = ( Cl ~ c2) (2K + 21lc2 - Pi) <=? 2K + 21-lc2 = Pf + ( cl ~ C2) Pi = a2 
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P'!_ = ( c
1 
: c
2
) (21icl + Pi - 2K) ¢:> 2K - 21ic1 = Pi - ( c1 : c2 ) p?_ = b2 
and thus 
a 2 > 0 ¢:> - ( c1 ~ c2 ) P:j < Pi and /} > 0 ¢:> ( c1 : c2 ) Pf < Pi. 
Note that since c1, c2 > 0, then the condition - ( q;;cz) Pi < Pi for a2 > 0 is always satisfied; 
thus we consider the two cases 
- ( c1 ~ c2) P:j < Pi , and ( Cl: c2) P12 < Pi (5.2.14) 
- ( Cl ~ c2 ) P:j <Pi, and ( Cl: c2) Pf > Pi (5.2.15) 
where correspondingly we express (5.2.13) as an elliptic integral 
{ 
t = JCiC2 ip3 J(a2 - ;~3(Pf - b2) 
{ P3 dP3 
t = JCiC2 Jo J(a2 - PJ}(b2 - Pi) 
(5.2.16) 
(5.2.17) 
where in the first case b2 = 2K - 21ic1, and in the second case b2 = 21ic1 - 2K. 
We have already stated that the Casimir function K may take positive or negative values or 
may be zero (corresponding to when the level surfaces of K take the form of hyperboloids of 
one sheet, hyperboloids of two sheets or the right cone, respectively). We consider each of 
the cases K > 0, K < 0 and K = 0 separately. However, since in case (5.2.14) condition 
b2 > 0 corresponds to requiring that 2K- 21icl > 0 and 1i and c1 are everywhere positive, this 
circumstance is possible only where K > 0. Thus for the cases K < 0 and K = 0 we use only 
the value b2 = 21icl- 2K and express (5.2.13) as elliptic integrals of the form (5.2.17). Note 
also that the requirement a > P3 > b (A.ll) for expressing the solutions in terms of the elliptic 
functions de and ns (A.ll) gives the condition 
which is always satisfied since c1 , c2 > 0 by definition. For the elliptic functions en and sn (A.ll), 
the requirements a> 0, b > 0 (A.ll) arc alway~ sath;fietl when we choo::;c a2 = 21ic2 + 2K, b2 = 
21ic1 - K and K :::; 0 , since 1i, c1 and c2 are always positive. Thus we have the full solutions 
Case 1 (K < 0 . _ (ct+cz) p,2 < p,2 (C! +cz) p2 > p,2) C! 2 3 ' C2 1 3 
t 
or 
t 
=> p3 
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where a2 = 2Hc2 + 2K, b2 = 2Hc1 - 2K, and we take the square roots a= AJ2Hc2 + 2K and 
b = AV27-lc1 - 2K where A= ± 1, since we require the modulus k = ~ to be positive. 
Case2 (K = 0., - (ct+C2 ) p,2 < p,2 (ct+C2) p2 > p,2) C1 2 3' C2 1 3 
t ~ rPa dP 
= Y "'l'':l JO ,j(aLPl)(bLP(f} 
_ .jc1c2 . -1 (& !!.) 
- a sn b 'a 
b ( u·t b) 
= . sn JCiC2' a 
or 
t - ~Jb dP. 
- V '"'1'"'2 Fa ,j(a2-Pl)(bLPl) 
= .jCiC2 . d-1 (& !?.) 
a C b 'a 
=} P3 = b · cd ( .j~;tcz , ~) 
where a2 = 2Hc2 + 2K, b2 = 21tc1 - 2K and we take the square roots a= AV2Hc2 + 2K and 
b = >..J2Hc1 - 2K where A = ±1, since we require the modulus k = ~ to be positive. 
Case 3a (K > 0, _ (q+cz) p,2 < p2 (q+cz) p,2 < p,2) C! 2 3 ' Cz 1 3 
t ~ rP3 dP 
= V'-'l'-':l Jb J(aLPl)(Pj - b2) 
_ ~ . d-1 (& JuLb2) 
- a n b' a 
= b . nd (_QJ_ Ja2- b2) 
.jCiC2, a 
or 
t 
where a2 = 2Hc2 + 2K, b2 = 2K - 2Hc1 and we take the square roots a = J2Hc2 + 2K and 
b = AJ2K - 2Hc1 where A= ±1, since we require the modulus k = v'a:-b
2 
to be positive. 
Case 3b (K > 0, _ (q+c2) p,2 < p,2 (c1+cz) p2 > p2) C! 2 3 ' C2 l 3 
t 
or 
t 
where a2 = 2Hc2 + 2K, b2 = 21-lq- 2K and we take the square roots a = AV2Hc2 + 2K and 
b = >..J2Hc1 - 2K where A = ±1, since we require the modulus k = ~ to be positive. 
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In order to solve for P1 and P2 , we subsitute back into equations (5.2.9) and (5.2.8). But then 
P1 = >.1C2)(2Hc1 + Pl- 2K). P2 = >.2C1 )(2K + 21lc2- Pl), where >.1 = ± 1, >.2 = ± 1. In 
order to find which solutions are valid, we make a simplifying assumption on a and b in the 
expressions of P1, P2 and P3, and subsitute these values for P1 and P2 back into the equation 
f(Pl, P2F3) = F3 - c~~~2 P1P2 in order to see which sign combinations (the values of >.1 and 
>.2) are valid, that is, for which combinations F3 - c~;~2 P1P2 = 0. Since the two alternative 
elliptic functions ( cd and dn, or sn and cd) for each case each represent the same solution and 
thus parametrize the same portions of the intersection of the level surfaces of K and H, we may 
consider only one of the two alternatives in order to find the combinations of >.1 and >.2 for that 
solution. 
Cases 1,2 and 3b: Let a-t 1, b -t 1. Then by (A.11.3), the modulus k = £ -t 1, and corre-
spondingly sn(t, k) -t tanh t. Thus at the limit, we have the functions pl = Al cl V1 + tanh2 t , 
P3 =tanh t, P2 = >.2C2V1- tanh2 t = >.2C2secht and thus F3 = sech2t. Then 
p3 + ( c~~2c2 ) plp2 = sech2t + ( CIC~2c2 ) ( Al cl J 1 + tanh2 t) (>.2C2secht) 
secht (secht + (c1c~2c2 ) (>.1C1V1 +tanh2t) (>.2C2)) . 
Since secht > 0 for all t E IR, this value may be zero if and only if >.1>.2 < 0 ¢:> >.1 = - >.2 = >., 
and the valid solutions are as stated. 
2 b2 Case 3a: Let a-t 1, b -t 0. Then by (A. l1.3), the modulus k = a : -t 1, and correspondingly 
dn(t, k) -t secht. Thus at the limit, we have the functions P1 = >.1C1 V1 + tanh2 t, P3 = secht, 
P2 = >.2C2 J 1 - sech2t = >.2C2 tanh t and thus F3 = secht tanh t. Then 
secht tanh t + ( c~~2c2 ) ( >.1C1 V 1 + tanh2 t) (>.2C2 tanh t) 
= tanht (secht + ( c~~;2 ) ( >.1C1 V1 + tanh2 t) (>.2C2)). 
Since secht > 0 for all t E IR, this value may be zero if and only if >.1>.2 < 0 ¢:> >.1 = - >.2 = >., 
and the valid solutions are as stated. 0 
In PROPOSITION 3.4.2 we proved that the two groups 50(1, 2) and Aut(.so(l. 2)) are Lie group 
isomorphic, and particularly, for each g E 50(1, 2) = Aut(IR~2), there exists a unique element 
¢9 E Aut(.so(1 , 2)) such that for each x E IR32, then g(x) =hat (¢9(x)). In the next lemma we 
apply this result to the automorphism Adexp(tEl); we require the image of this automorphism 
to determine the projection g(t) onto 50(1. 2)o of the extremal curves of THEOREMS 5.2.1 and 
5.2.2. 
5.2.3 LEMMA. For each X E .so(1, 2) the adjoint action exp(¢(t)E1)X exp(¢(t)EI)-1 maps to (cf>(t)EI)x 
under the hat map. 
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PROOF. In PROPOSITION 3.4.2 we defined the map Ill : 50{1, 2) -+ Aut(so{l. 2)), where further, 
from PROPOSITION 3.4.3 it follows that \It : 50{1, 2)o -+ lnn(so(1, 2)) is a bijection. Thus the 
image under the hat map of Adexp(t£1) is some g(t) E 50(1, 2)o for every t. But from (A.5.39) 
Ad: 50(1, 2)o -+ lnn(.so (1, 2)) , Ad : g 1---t Ad9 is a group isomorphism, and so Adexp(t£1) is a 
one-parameter subgroup of lnn{.so(1, 2)) . 
Since w is a group homomorphism, then the image hat ( { Adcxp(t£1) : tEIR = (t) : t E IR}) 
is a one-parameter subgroup of 50(1, 2)o. But from the Iwasawa decomposition 3.6.10, the 
one-parameter subgroups up to conjugacy of50(1 , 2)o are K, A and N. Thus (t) : t E IR} must 
coincide with a subgroup gKg- 1, gAg- 1 or gNg- 1 for some g E 50(1, 2)o. But we note particu-
larly that for every t E JR, then 
0 
cost 
sint 
- ~n tl [~ ~ ~11 [~ 
cost 0 1 0 0 
0 
cost 
- sint 
0] [00 0] sint = 0 0 - 1 . 
cost 0 1 0 
Thus under the hat map, Adexp(t£1) must correspond to an element in 50(1, 2)o which preserves 
e1. But from the decomposition 50(1, 2)o = BK, the only elements of 50(1, 2)0 which preserve 
e 1 are the Euclidean rotations k(t) = exp(tEI) themselves. 
Thus fort, t' E IR, W"(exp(tE1)) = Adexp(t'E1 )· But under the hat map, 
hat (Adexp(t'Et)E.i) = exp(tE1)e·i· i = 1. 2, 3. 
Thus 
[ 
0 -sin t' 
hat ( exp(t' E1)E2 exp(t' E1)- 1) = hat -sin t' 0 
cost' 0 
= exp( - t' E1 )e2 
[ 
0 cos t' sin t'] 
hat (exp(t'E1)E3exp(t'E1)- 1) = hat cost' 0 0 
sin t' 0 0 
= exp( - t' EI)e3. 
Since the linear map exp(tEI) is uniquely determined by its image on each element of an or-
thonormal basis, it follows that hat (Adexp(t'.t::t)X) = exp( -tEI)x = exp( - tEl) T x for each 
X E JR1•2 . 0 
5.2.4 THEOREM. The projection g(-) onto 50(1, 2)o of the extremal curve (g(-).p(-)) of the left-
invariant control problem of THEOREMS 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 can be expressed as the product 
g(t) = exp(<P3(t)N) · exp(¢2(t)E2) · exp(<h(t )E I) 
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where N = E 1 - Ea and <h. (h and <Pa solve the system of differential equations 
~1 = E:;,_ + P{ tan <Pt c 1 c2 Pa - c2 P2 tan (tJt 
~2 = PtPa sec<P1 c2Pa- c2P2 tan (h 
¢a = P1 tan 1!.1 c2(Pa - P2tan<jJl) 
PROOF. In SECTION 5.1, we expressed the projection g(t) of the extremal pair (g(·),p(-)) as the 
product g(t) = exp (<Pa(t)N) exp(</J2(t)E2) exp(¢1(t)E1). For ease of notation, we will supress 
the t 's in the expression of c/Ji(t). Since N is not linearly dependent on E2, then the derivative 
of g(t) is given by 
g(l) = ft(exp (<PaN)· exp(cP2.E2) · exp(¢1b'1)) 
= g(t) (g(t) - 1(rPaN)g(t) + exp( - ¢1 BI)(rP2E2) exp(¢1 R1) + cb1E1) 
where for a given t , g(t) - 1 (ci>aN)g(t) + exp( -<P1El)(¢2E2) exp(</J1E1) + ci>1E1 is an element of 
.so(l, 2). We may apply the hat map to t his element, where by PROPOSITION 3.4.1 for every 
t E JR. there exists an element g'(t) E 50(1, 2)o such that hat (g(t)- 1(cPaN)g(t)) = g(t)'(¢an ). 
Then, using PROPOSITION 5.2.3, it follows that 
where n is the arbitrary lightlike element n = P1 e1 + P2e2 + Paea. Then 
. T . . (</Jan)+ exp(</JtEl) (¢2e2) + ¢1e1 
. T . . 
= (<Pa(Plel + P2e2 + Paea) + exp(</J1E1) (¢2e2) + </J1e1 
. . . T. . 
= ((¢aPt+ <Pl)e1 + (<PaP2 + exp(</J1El) ¢2)e2 + ¢aPaea. 
Further, since 
exp ( </J1 EI) = l~ co~ <P1 - s~ </J1] 
0 sin ¢1 cos ¢1 
(5.2. 18) 
(5.2. 19) 
(5.2.20) 
then exp(c!>tEJ)e2 =cos ¢1e2+sin c/Jtea. Note that for this system, 3(1. u) = u1E2+u2E1. Thus 
taking u1 = i!P2 , u2 = -J;P1 so that g(t) corrresponds to the optimal trajectory of the control 
Problem of THEOREM 5.2.1, then .l.P2E1 + .l.p1E2 is an element of r , and correspondingly Cl C2 
(5.2.21) 
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is an element of r. Equating the two expressions (5.2.20) and (5.2.21) for this element of JR1·2 
and rearranging, then 
• 0 0 • 1 1 (¢aPl + ¢t)e1 + (¢3P2 + ¢2 cos¢1)e2 + (¢2 sin¢1 + ¢aPa)e3 = -P1e2 + - P2e1 
and thus by the linear independence of e1. e2 and e3, it follows that 
From (5.2.22), we find 
and from (5.2.23) , 
¢
1 
= P2- c1P1J>a 
C1 
¢
2 
= ( P1 - c2P2J>a) sec ¢1 
C2 
finally, substituting for J>2 from (5.2.26) in (5.2.24) and solving, gives 
~3 = _ P1 tan¢1 
c2(P3- P2 tan¢1) 
and substituting (5.2.27) back into (5.2.25) and (5.2.26) for ¢3 gives 
C2 C1 
and ¢2 = P1P3 sec ¢1 
c2Pa - c2P2 tan ¢1 
(5.2.22) 
(5.2.23) 
(5.2.24) 
(5.2.25) 
(5.2.26) 
(5.2.27) 
(5.2.28) 
respectively, and the result follows. Equations (5.2.25) to (5.2.28) were determined using Uath-
ematica (C.4) . o 
5.2.2 Equilibrium points and stability 
We find the equilibruim points for the system of rctlucet.l extremal equations (:>.2.3),(5.2.2) and 
(5.2.4). We then investigate the non-linear stability of each of the equilibrium points using the 
extended energy-Casimir (A.12.4) method as well as (A.12.6). 
5.2.5 THEOREM. Given the left-invariant control problem of THEOREM 5.2.1, then the equilibrium 
points of the system of the reduced extremal equations are 
Pe~ = (M, 0, 0), Pe!v[ = (0, M, 0) and Pe3 = (0, 0, 0) ME IR\ {0} 
where Pe3 and P!f are nonlinear stable and P:} is unstable. 
PROOF. The equilbrium points of the system of reduced extremal equations (5.2.3), (5.2.2) and 
(5.2.4) are the solutions of the system 
= 0 
0 
0 
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which are exactly the points 
(M, 0, 0), (0, M, 0), (0, 0, O) and (M. N , O)lq=-c2 
where M, N E IR\ {0}. Note that since we require that c1 > 0, c2 > 0, we do not consider the 
equilibrium points (M, N , O)lq=- c2 • The matrix corresponding to the linearized operator of the 
system of extremal equations is 
At the equilibrium points Pe~, then 
which has the real eigenvalues .>.1 = 0, .>.2 = ~, .>.3 = - ~. Since for M > 0, .>.2 > 0 , and for 
M < 0, then .>.3 > 0, the linearized system always has one positive eigenvalue and so the points 
PeAf are linearly unstable by ( A.l2.5). Thus by (A.l2.6), the equilibrium points PeAf are unstable. 
We use the extended energy-Casimir method (A.l2.4) to show that the equilibrium points Pe'1 
are nonlinear stable. Construct the function L = 2c21-l + 2K = (1 + ~) P:j + Pl. Then 
and so dL · P:'/ = 0. The Hessian of Lis given by 
where d1-l = [;
2
H c!iP2 o], and ker(d1-£) · P,/1 = (e2, e3). Also, dK = [-P1 P2 P3 ] , and 
ker(dK) · P!'; = (e2 , e3). Then W = ker(d1-l · Pe'1) n ker(dK · Pt/) = (e2, e3), and we consider 
the restriction of dL2 to W x W, which is given by 
[2 (1 + £2.) 0] d2Llwxw = 0 CI 2 = Q. 
T he quadratic form p T Q p i~ dearly positivc-c..lefinite since Q has two positive eigenvalues 
(A.l.lO). Thus there exist constants .>.o = 2c2, .>.1 = 2 such that L = .>.o1-l + .>.1K fulfils the 
requirements of the extended energy-Casimir method and the points P/1 are nonlinear stable. 
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Finally, we use the extended energy-Casirnir method to show that the equilibrium point Pe3 is 
nonlinear stable. Construct the function L = 2c2 H + K = ~ P[ + (! + ~) Pi + ! Pl. Then 
( 1 + ~) p. C! 2 
and so dL · Pe3 = 0. The Hessian of Lis given by 
where since dH = [ c~ P1 c11 P2 0], we see that ker( dH · Pe3 ) = IR3 . Similarly, dK = [-P1 P2 P3], 
and ker(dK · Pe3 ) = IR3 . T hen W = ker(dH · Pe3 ) n ker (dK · Pe3 ) = IR3 , and we consider the 
restriction of dL2 toW x W, which is given by 
[
1 0 0] 
d2 Liwxw = 0 ( 1 + ~) 0 = Q. 
0 0 1 0 
The quadratic form p T Q p is clearly positive-definite since Q has three positive eigenvalues 
(A. l.10). Thus there exist constants >.o = 2c2 , >.1 = 1 such that L = >.oH + >.1K fulfils the re-
quirements of the extended energy-Casimir method, and so the equilibrium point Pe3 is nonlinear 
stable. 
5.3.1 THEOREM. Given the left-invariant control problem (I:, £ , (go,9T, T)) 
.iJ = g(u1E3 + 11.2E2) , g E 50(1, 2)o, (v.1 , u2) E IR2 
g(O) = go , g(T) = 9T 
.J = ~ (T (c1u~(t) + c2u~(t)) dt--+ min, 2 lo 
then the optimal controls are 
and 
and the optimal Hamiltonian is 
H =~(Pi+ Pi) 
2 C1 C2 
where P1 and P2 ar-e solutions of the reduced extr-emal equations 
pl = ( C2- Cl ) p2p3 
C1C2 
p2 1 = - P3P1 
C1 
Pa 1 = --P2P1. 
C2 
(5.3.1) 
(5.3.2) 
(5.3.3) 
(5.3.4) 
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PROOF. By (A.10.1) , the control Hamiltonian is 
1 2 2 1l = - 2(c1u1 + c2u2) + p(u1E3 + u2E2). 
As we have stated, we may identify Pi= p(Ei) via the Killing form; then 
1 2 2 fi = - 2 (CtU1 + c2u2) + u1P3 + u2P2. 
By the PMP, the optimal Hamiltonian satisfies 
()1{ 
~ = -C1U1 + P3 = 0 ¢:? 
uU1 
81£ ~ = -czu2 + P2 = 0 ¢:? 
u'll.2 
1 
U ! = - P3 
Ct 
1 
u2 = - P2. 
c2 
Thus u1 and u2 are the optimal controls, and the optimal Hamiltonian is given by 
'H. = ~ ( Pj + P:j ) 
2 Ct C2 
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(5.3.5) 
(5.3.6) 
(5.3.7) 
by substitution of (5.3.6) and (5.3.7) into (5.3.5). From (A.10.9), the system of extremal equa-
tions is given by 
= ( .£2..=£1.) p. p. CtC2 2 3 
= :1 p3pl 
= _lp2pl· 
C2 0 
5.3.1 Explicit integration of the extremal curve (p(-), g(·)) 
5.3.2 THEOREM. Under the condition Ct = c2 = c, the reduced extremal equations (5. 3.2}, (5.3.3) and 
(5.3.4} can be solved in terms of trigenometric functions to give 
P1(0) 
P2(0) cos ( Jt-t) + P3(0) sin ( Jt t) 
- P2(0) sin ( Jt-t) + P3(0) cos ( Jt-t) . 
PROOF. Taking c1 = cz = c, then the system of reduced extremal equations (5.3.2) , (5.3.3) and 
(5.3.4) collapses to 
. . 1 
P1 = 0, P2 = - P3P1 and 
c 
These equations can be expressed in matrix form by 
[~2] = [-2 ~P1] [P2] P3 -cP1 0 P3 
where by (A.7.15) , the Cauchy problem P = AP, P(O) has the solution P(t) = exp(tA)P(O). 
Thus using Mathematica (C.3) to calculate the matrix exponential, 
[~] ~ exp [ -~! ~~ l [;:~~;] ~ [ ::~n(~~) :~: ~ ~:n [ ;:~~; l· 
Since P1 = 0, then P1 is the constant curve P1 (0), and the result follows. 0 
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We illustrate t his case in fig.C.34. 
Again using the intersection of the optimal Hamlitonian 'H and the Casimir function K to give 
the solution curves, the values of K may be positive, negative or zero. This separation of the 
level surfaces of the Casimir function [( appears naturally in the process of solving the reduced 
extremal equations, as we illustrate in figs. C.32 and C.33. 
5.3.3 T HEOREM. Under the condition c1 ":f c2, the reduced extremal equations {5.3.2), {5.3.3} and 
{5.3.4) can be solved in terms of Jacobi elliptic functions to give 
Case 1 (K < 0) 
Case 1a {c2 > c1, ( c1~c2 ) Pl < Pf , - ( q;c2 ) P1 < PfJ 
or 
or 
Case 1b (c1 > c2, 
or 
P1(t) 
P2 (t) 
P3(t) 
a· dn (ct Ju2 - b2 
' a 
.>.C1 a 2dn (Ct. ~) 2 - b2 
XC2J a2 - a2dn ( Ct , va:- b2) 2 
( C2-C) ) p2 < p 2 _ ( f2..::.£l. ) p 2 < p2) 
C2 3 1 > C) 2 1 
P1(t) = b · nd ( Ct, v'a:-b2) 
P2(t) .>.C2 J b2nd ( Ct, v'a: -b2) 2 - b2 
P3(t) .>.'C1 Ja2 - b2nd (Ct. v'a:- /;2f 
P1 (t) = a· dn ( Ct , va:-b2) 
P2(t) = .>.C2Ja2dn ( Ct, v'a:-b2f -b2 
P3(t) = .>.' Cl J a2 - a2dn ( C t , va:- 1;2 ) 2 
where a= ../21-lcl - 2K, b = .>...j2'Hc2- 2K, C1 = J ~), C2 = V ~. C = -b (C! - C2) (Ci -C2) VC!C2 
and .>. = ± 1, .>.' = - .>.. 
Case 2 (K = 0) 
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Case 2a (c2 > c1, ( CJ.;C2) Pl < P[ , - ( c1~c2 ) P:j < P[) 
or 
P1(t) = b·nd(ct.~) 
P 2 (t) = AC1 Jb2nd (Ct. ~f- b2 
P3(t) = A1C2J a2 - b2nd ( Ct, v'a:-b2 ) 
2 
P1(t) = a·dn(ct,~) 
P2(t) = AC1 J a2dn ( Ct, ~) 2 - b2 
P3(t) = A'c2Ja2 - a2dn(ct,v'a:-b2 ) 2 
where a = AV21lc2- 2K, b = AV27-lcl- 2K, C1 = J (c2~ci), C2 = J (c2~cJ), C = y'~c2 
and/\= ±1, A'= -A, 
or 
Case 2b (c1 > c2, ( c2~c1 ) Pj < P[, - ( c2,~c1 ) P:j < PfJ 
or 
P1(t) = b·nd(Ct,~) 
P2(t) = AC2Jb2nd ( Ct, ~) 2 - b2 
P3 = A'C1 J a 2 - b2nd ( Ct, v'u:- b2 ) 2 
P1(t) = a·dn(ct,~) 
P2(t) = Ac2Ja.2dn ( ct, ~r- b2 
P3(t) = A'C1 J a2 - a2dn ( Ct, v'a:-b2 r 
where a. = v'27-lcl- 2K,b = Av'27-lc2 - 2K,C1 = J( c1 ),C2 = Jt c2 )'C = ~ CJ -C2 CJ - C2 y CJC2 
and A = ± 1, A1 = -A . 
Case 3 (K > 0) 
Case 3a (c2 > c1, ( c1.;c2 ) Pj < P[, - ( c1~c2 ) P:f < P[) 
P1(t) = 
P2(t) = AC1 b2nd ( Ct, ~r- b2 
P3(t) xc2Ja2 - b2nd ( ct, vu:-b2r 
or 
P1 (t) = a · dn ( Ct, ~) 
P2(t) AC1Ja2ctn(ct ,~f - b2 
P3(t) = A'C2Ja2 - a2dn ( Ct, y'a:-b2r 
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where a= .j2'J-lc2- 2K, b = A..j2'J-lcl - 2K, C1 = J (c2~cJ), C2 = J (c2~cl), C = J~c:;2 
and>..= ± 1, >..' = - >.., 
or Case 3b {c1 > c2, ( c2;c1 ) Pi < P[, - ( cz~c1 ) P:j < P[) 
or 
= b · nd (ct ~ 
' a 
= A.C2 b2nd ( Ct, ~)2 - b2 
= xc1 Ja2 - b2nd (ct. v'u:-b2f 
where a = .j21Lc1 - 2K,b = >...j21lc2 - 2KC1 = J~), C2 = v~) . C = ~ l<:t -c2) (GI - C:2) yC!C2 
and>..= ±l , A.' = ->.., 
or 
Case 3c (c2 > c1, ( C! -C2 ) p2 < p2 _ ( Ci -c2 ) p2 > p2) C! 3 1 ' C2 2 1 
{ P1 (t) = b · sn (Ct , ~) P2(t) = ArC1 Vb2 - b2sn (Ct, ~)2 
P3(t) = A.2C2Va2 - b2sn (Ct,~) 2 
{ P1(t) = b · cd (Ct , ~) P2(t) = A.1C1 Vb2 - b2cd (Ct, ~) 2 
P3(t) = >..2c2Ja2 - b2cd (Ct,~) 2 
or 
where a= >..J21lc2- 2K,b = >.. J2K - 21lc1, Cl = V< C! )·c2 = v~).c = ~ c:;2-q (c:;2-q) yC!C2 
and>..= ± 1, >..' = -A, 
or 
Case 3d (c1 > c2 , ( C2-C!) p2 < p2 _ ( C2-CJ) p2 > p2) C2 3 1 ' C} 2 1 
1 
P1(t) = a · sn (Ct. ~) 
P2(t) = A.1C2Vb2 - a2sn (Ct , *)2 
P3(t) = >..2C1Va2 - a2sn(Ct, ~) 2 
or 
{ P1(t) = b · cd ( Ct, ~) P2(t) = >..1C2Vb2 -b2cd (Ct , ~) 2 
P3(t) = A.2C1Ja2 - b2cd(Ct,~ )2 
wherea = >..)21lc1 - 2K,b = A.J2K-21lc2,Cl = J~ccc ,C2=J( c2 ),C = ~. (C! -C2) Ci -C2 yCJC2 
>.. = ± 1, >..1 = ± 1 and >..2 = ± 1. 
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PROOF . From (A.l0.13) the extremal curves lie in the intersection of the level surfaces of the 
optimal Hamiltonian (5.3.1) with the level surfaces of the Casimir function of PROPOSITION 
5.1.2, which we express in so(1, 2) via the Killing form. We use this fact to express the variables 
P2 and P3 in terms of P 1. From (5.3.1), then c2Pt = 2c1c21-l - c1P:f. But Pl = 2K + Pi:- P:j 
from the Casimir function. Thus c2(2K + P{ - Pi)= 2c1c21-l - c1P:f. Solving for P:j , then 
(5.3.8) 
Also from (5.3.1), c1P:f = 2c1c21-l- c2Pf. But c1(2K + Pi:- P}) = c1P:f from the Casimir 
function. Thus c1(2K +Pi: - Pl) = 2c1c21-l - c2Pj. Solving for P], then 
(5.3.9) 
Substituting (5.3.8) and (5.3.9) into the reduced extremal equation (5.3.4), then 
p2 = (c2 - cl)2 p,2 p2 = (c2- cl)2 C2CJ (2K + p2- 21-lcl) (21-lc2- p2 - 2K) 
1 cfc~ 2 3 cic~ (c2 - cl)2 1 1 
and we have the system of equations 
P:} = ( c2 ) (2K + Pf- 21-lcl) 
C2 - C] 
PJ = ( c1 ) (21-lc2 - P[ - 2K) C2 - C1 
P12 = ( - 1- ) (2K + Pf - 21-lc1)(21-lc2- P[- 2K). C1C2 
From (5.3.12) 
dP[ 
= dt2 
dt 
=;. dP1 = 
and thus 
Using equations (5.3.8) and (5.3.9), we see that 
and thus 
<=> ( Cl - C2) p2 < p2 
CJ 3 1 
<=> 21-Lc2 - 2K = P[ + ( c2 ~ c1 ) Pl 
<=> 21-lcl - 2K = Pf - ( c2 ~ c1 ) P? 
and 
(5.3.10) 
(5.3.11) 
(5.3.12) 
(5.3.13) 
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Then we have the cases 
( C1 - C2) p,2 < p,2 and ( C2 - C1 ) p,2 < p2 (5.3.14) 3 1 l C2 2 1 Ct 
( c1 ~ c2 ) Pl > Pf , and ( C2 - C1 ) p,2 < p2 C2 2 1 (5.3.15) 
( C1 - C2 ) p,2 < p2 and ( c2 ~ c1 ) Pl > Pf (5.3.16) 3 1 l Cl 
( C1 ~ c2 ) Pl > Pf , and ( c2 : C1 ) Pi > Pf (5.3.17) 
where we consider the corresponding elliptic integrals 
(5.3.18) 
(5.3.19) 
(5 .3.20) 
(5.3.21) 
where in (5.3.18), a2 = )21-lc2- 2K, b2 = .j21-lc1- 2K, in (5.3.19), a2 = .j2K- 21-lc2, b2 = 
.j21-lc1 - 2K, in (5.3.20), a2 = )21-lc2 - 2K, b2 = .j2K- 21-lc1 and finally in (5.3.21), a2 = 
)2K- 21-lc2, l} = )2K - 21-lcl. 
Consider the condition of (A.ll) for these integrals, b < P1 < a.: 
Under this condition Ct < c2, we note that conditions (5.3.14) and (5.3.16) are satisfied, while 
(5.3.15) and (5.3.17) are invalid, since in this case c1 - c2 < 0. Thus we consider the cases 
(5.3.18) and (5.3.20) only. Note that if we swap c1 and c2, we interchange a and b, and so the 
cases (5.3.18) and (5.3.21) are swapped. Similarly so are the cases (5.3.19) and (5.3.20), and the 
condition b < a is preserved. Thus we may immediatly state the solutions in the case c2 < c1 
by swapping c1 and c2 in the solutions given for c1 < c2. 
We have already stated that the Casimir function K may take positive or negative values or 
may be zero (corresponding to when the level surfaces of K take the form of hyperboloids of one 
sheet, hyperboloids of two sheets or the right cone, respectively). We consider each of the cases 
K > 0, K < 0 and K = 0 separately. However, since a2 = 21-lc2- K and b2 = 21-lc1 - K, where 
1-l and c1 are everywhere positive, we note that where K < 0. K = 0, the conditions a2 > 0 and 
l} > 0 of (A.ll) for the elliptic integrals ns- 1, dc- 1 , dn- 1 and nd-1 are satisfied everywhere. 
Thus we require to consider the possibility (5.3.19) only where K > 0. Thus for the cases K < 0 
and K = 0 we use only the value b2 = 21-icl- 2K and express (A.l2.1) as an elliptic integral of 
the form (5.3.18). We then have the solutions 
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Case 1 a, Case 2a, Case 3a ( C > C (CJ-C2 ) p2 < p2 _ (Ci-C2 ) p2 < p2) 2 1 I C) 3 1 I C2 2 1 
t 
or 
t _ ~Ja dP 
- V '-1'-2 P1 .j((aL Pf)(Pt - b2) 
= y'clc2~. dn-1 ( !(;, y'a:-b2) 
=? p1 = a . dn ( J~~tc:2' Ja:-b2 ) 
where a2 = 27-lc2 - 2K, b2 = 27-lc1 - 2K and we t ake the square roots a = v27-lc2 - 2K and 
b = >...,j27-lc1 - 2K where >. = ±1, since we require the modulus k = v'a:-b2 to be positive. 
Case 3c (c > c (c1-c2) p2 < p2 _ (c1-c2) p 2 > p2) 2 1· Ci 3 1 I C2 2 1 
t 
or 
t 
where a2 = 27-lc2 - 2K. b2 = 2K - 27-lc1 and we take the square roots a = >...,J21-lc2 - 2K and 
b = >...,j2K- 27-lc1 where>.= ±1, since we require the modulus k = ~ to be positive. 
Cases lb, 2b and 3b" follow directly from la, 2a and 3a by swapping c1 and c2. Similarly, 
case 3d follows from case 3c by swapping c1 and c2. 
In order to solve for P2 and P3, we subsitute back into equations (5.3.8) and (5.3.9). But then 
where >.1 = ± 1, >.2 = ± 1. 
In order to find which solutions arc valid, we makt• a simplifying assumpt ion on a and b in 
the expression of P1 • P2 and P3 and subsitute these values of P1 and P2 back into the equation 
j(F1, P2,P3) = P1 - c~~~1 P2P3 in order to see which sign combinations (the values of >.1 and 
>.2) are valid: that is, for which combinations P1 - c~~~~ P2P3 = 0. Since the two alternative 
elliptic functions (nd or dn, and sn or cd) for each case each represent the same solution, and 
thus parametrize the same portions of the intersection of the level surfaces of K and 7-l, we may 
consider only one of t he two alternatives in order to find the combinations of >. 1 and >.2 for that 
solution. 
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Cases la, 2a and 3a: Let a -7 1, b -7 0. Then by (A.l1.3), the modulus k = ~ - > 1, and 
correspondingly dn -7 secht. Thus at the limit the functions P1 = secht, P3 = >.1C1 V1 + sech2t 
and P2 = A2C2 J 1 - sech2t = A2C2 tanh t and thus P1 = secht tanh t . Then 
secht tanh t - ( c2c~;1 ) ( A2C2 tanh t) ( A1 Ct .Jl+it) 
= tanht ( secht + ( c2c~2c1 ) (A2C2) ( >.1c1.J1+2t)). 
Since secht > 0 for all t E JR, this value may be zero if and only if At A2 > 0 {::} A1 = A2 = A, and 
the valid solutions are as stated. Cases lb, 2b and 3b follow directly from la, 2a and 3a by 
swapping q and c2. 
2 b2 Case 3c: Let a -7 1, b -7 0. Then by (A.11.3), the modulus k = a ~ -7 1, and correspondingly 
sn -7 tanh t. Thus at the limit we have the functions Pt = tanht, P3 = A1 C1 J 1 + sech2t and 
P2 = >.2C2V1- tanh2t = - >.2C2secht and thus P1 = - t 2. Then 
-secht2 + ( c:~2ct ) (>.2C2sech) (At cl V 1 + tanh2t) 
= -sech ( secht- ( c2c~2c1 ) (>.2C2) ( >-1C1 V1 + tanh2t)) . 
Since secht > 0 for all t E JR, this value may be zero if and only if >-1A2 > 0 {::} At = A2 = A, and 
the valid solutions are as stated. Case 3d follows from Case 3c by swapping c1 and c2. D 
5.3.4 THEOREM. The projection g(t) onto 50(1, 2)o of the extremal curve (g(-),p(-)) of the left-
invariant control problem of THEOREMS 5.3. 1 and 5.3.2 can be expressed as the product 
g(t) = exp(<h(t)N) · exp(<P2(t)E2) · exp(¢1(t)EI) 
where N = E1 - E3 and <1>1, <1>2 and 4>3 solve the system of diffe·rential equations 
= 
= 
PROOF. In the introduction, we expressed the projection g(·) of the extremal curve (g(-),p(-)) 
onto 50(1, 2)o as the product g(t) = exp (¢3(t)N) exp(¢2(t)E2) exp(¢1(t)E1). For ease of nota-
tion we supress the t in <Pi(t). Since N is not linearly dependent on E2, then the derivative of 
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g(t) is given by 
g(t) = /t(exp(¢3N) · exp(¢2E2) · exp(¢1E1))) 
= g(t) (g(t) - 1(rP3N)g(t) + exp( -¢1E1)(rP2E2) exp(<i>lEl) + rP1E1 ) 
where for a given t, then g(t) - 1(¢3N)g(t) + exp( - ¢1E1)(¢2E2) exp(¢1E1) + <P1E1 is an element 
of so (l , 2). We may apply the hat map to this element, where by PROPOSITION 3.4.1 for every 
t E lR there exists an element g'(t) E 50(1 , 2)0 such that hat (g(t) - 1 (¢3N)g(t) ) = g(t)'(¢3n), 
and by PROPOSITION 5.2.3, then hat ( exp ( -E1¢1) (rP2E2)) = exp (<hE!) ( rP2e2). Thus 
where ii is an arbitrary lightlike element, ii = P1e1 + P2e2 + P3e3. Then 
. T . . (if>Jn) + exp(¢1EJ) (¢>2e2) + ¢lel 
. T . . 
= (¢3( P1e1 + P2e2 + P3e3) + exp(¢1E1) (¢2e2) + ¢1e1 
. . . T. . 
= ((¢3?1 + if>1)e1 + (¢3P2 + exp(¢1EI) ¢2)e2 + ¢3P3e3. 
Further, since 
exp(¢1E{) = [~ co~¢1 - s:¢11 
0 sin ¢1 cos ¢1 
(5.3.22) 
(5.3.23) 
(5.3.24) 
then exp(¢1Ei)e2 = cos¢1e2 + sin¢1e3. Xote that for t his system, 3(1, u) = u1E3 + u2E2. 
Thus taking 'U1 = it P3, u2 = i2 P2 so that g( t) corrresponds to the optimal trajectory of the 
control problem, then tP3E3 + ~P2E2 i~ an element of r, anti corrc~pontlingly 
(5.3.25) 
is an element of r. Equating the two expressions (5.3.24) and (5.3.25) for this element of JR1·2 
and rearranging, then 
From the linear independence of e1 , e2 and e3 , it follows that 
¢3P1 + ¢1 = 0 
rP3P2 + rP2 cos ¢1 = 2_ P2 
C2 
rP2 sin ¢1 + rP3P3 = 2_p3· 
C1 
(5.3.26) 
(5.3.27) 
(5.3.28) 
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From (5.3.26), we find 
and from (5.3.27), 
· (Pz- czPz¢3) sec ¢1 ¢2 = ..:.__. ___ :....:...,_ _ 
cz 
finally, substituting for ¢1 from (5.3.29) in (5.3.28) and solving, gives 
¢
3 
= (czP3- c1P2 tan ¢1) 
c1c2(P3- Pz tan ¢1) 
and substituting (5.3.31) back into (5.3.29) and (5.3.30) gives 
,~ -c2P1P3+c1P1P2tan¢1 d,~ (c1 -c2)PzP3sec¢1 
~1= ~ ~= 
c1c2P3- c1c2P2 tan¢1 c1c2(P3- P2tan¢I) 
HCH 
(5.3.29) 
(5.3.30) 
(5.3.31) 
(5.3.32) 
respectively. The result follows. Equations (5.3.29) to (5.3.32) were determined using Mathe-
matica (C.3) . o 
5.3.2 Equilibrium points and stability 
We find the equilibruim points for the system of reduced extremal equations (5.3.2),(5.3.3) and 
(5.3.4). We then investigate the non-linear stability of each of the equilibrium points using the 
energy-Casimir ( A.l2.3) and extended energy-Casimir (A.12.4) methods as well as (A.12.6). 
5.3.5 THEOREM. Given the left-invariant control problem of THEOREM 5.3.1, then the equilibrium 
points of the reduced extremal equations are 
P:! (0, 0, M), Pe"'; = (0, M, 0), Pe3 = (0, 0, 0) and P~1·N (0, M, N)lc1=c2 M, N E IR\ {0} 
where Pe3 is nonlinear stable and Pe~ , P~1 and P:1·N are unstable. 
PROOF. The equilbrium points of the system of reduced extremal equations (5.3.2),(5.3.3) ~d 
(5.3.4) are the solutions of the system 
which are exactly the points 
{ 
_l_p2p3- _l_ p2p3 = 0 
ct C2 
i!P3P1 = 0 
_ _l_p2pl = 0 
C2 
where M, N E IR\ {0}. The matrix corresponding to the linearized operator of the system of 
reduced extremal equations is 
ttP3 - /JP2] 
0 0 0 
0 0 
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At the equilibrium point PeAf'N, then 
0 
0 
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which has eigenvalues AI = 0, .>..2 = -~, A3 y'M:+N2 Since M 2 + N 2 > 0 for all 
M , N E lR\ {0}, then all roots are real and A3 = v'M:+N2 > 0. Then the linearized system 
always has one positive real eigenvalue and so the points P~J,N are linearly unstable by (A.l2.5). 
Thus by ( A.l2.6) the points P:f·N are unstable. 
At the equilibrium points Pe"'/, then 
_l..p2] l 0 M 0] (2 q 
0 M 0 0 
CJ 
0 0 0 0 
which has eigenvalues AI = 0, A2 = - ~ and A3 = ~ Since all roots are real and .>..2 > 0 
for M < 0, while .>..2 > 0 for M > 0, then the linearized system always has one positive real 
eigenvalue and so the points (0, 0, M) are linearly unstable by (A.l2.5). Thus by ( A.l2.6) the 
points p~tJ are unstable. At the equilibrium points Pe": , then 
l..p3 _l..p.2] l 0 0 - Ml C!o '~ o o ; 2 
0 0 _ M 0 0 
C2 
which has eigenvalues AI = 0, A2 = - ~ and A3 = ~. Since all roots are real and A2 > 0 for 
M < 0, while A3 > 0 for M > 0, then the linearized system always has one positive eigenvalue 
and so the points Pe": are linearly unstable by (A. l2.5). Thus by (A.12.6) the points Pe": are 
unstable. Finally, we use the energy-Casimir method (A.l2.3) to show that the point Pe3 is 
nonlinear stable. Construct the energy-Casimir function 
for 1/J E C00 (1R, IR). T he first variation of H 'I/J is given by 
At the equilibrium point Pe3 , then c5H.r/ll(o,o,o) = 0 .1} (0) = 0. Thus the first variation is zero at 
the equlibrium point for any function 1/J, and we may take ·~ (0) = C for any C E JR. The second 
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variation 82 H..;; = o(8H.r~,) is then given by 
At the equlibrium point Pe3 , then 
2 1 2 12 2 2 2" 
o H~l<o.o,o) = - o1 + -82 + (-81 + 82 + o3 )1/J (O) 
C2 C1 
where additionally~ (0) is any real number C. Thus 
which can be written as the quadratic form 
0 
l..+C 
C2 
0 
HCH 
which by (A.1.8) is positive-definite if C < 0, IGI < "k and IGI < -J;. Choosing c2 > c 1, the 
negative real number - ( c2~1 ) fulfils this requirement; similarly, choosing c1 > c2 , then the 
negative real number - ( c
1 
~1 ) fulfils this requirement. Then in t he case c2 > c1 we choose 1/J 
to be the function 1/J(x) = Cx for C = - ( c2~1 ) , and the energy-Casimir function Hw satisfies 
the conditions of the energy-Casimir method, while in the case c1 > c2, we choose the function 
·tf;(x) = Cx for C = - ( Cl ~1 ) and t he energy-Casimir function Hw satisfies the conditions of the 
energy-Casimir method. Thus in each case we have found a function H -r:, which satisfies these 
conditions, and so the equilibrium point Pe3 is nonlinear stable. 0 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion 
In this thesis, we have used two distinct approaches to the problems of geometric control theory 
on a matrix Lie group. Firstly, we considered the group structure of the state space as a 
symmetry group of a model of hyperbolic plane geometry. Since in both cases we determined 
that the model was a homogeneous space of its symmetry group (the symmetry group's action 
was found to be transitive) this allowed us to access the control-theoretic results in a geometric 
way. Secondly, since by this transitive action of the symmetry group it is a matrix Lie group 
(Myers and Steenrod (1951)), we accessed these results via the structure of its Lie algebra. In 
both approaches, we began with a metric on a particular structured space - in the first the 
abstract surface 'H.£ or 1-lP, and in the second the Lie algebra, where the symmetric bilinear 
form 0 estabilished with® on its image under the hat map made it an inner product space. 
In the initial approach, we established two models of hyperbolic geometry as geometric 
surfaces lHilL and JHIIP', beginning with the space itself and a metric of constant negative Gaussian 
curvature K = -1. The spaces 1/.C and 'H.P we expressed as abstract surfaces. We then used the 
metric to construct the symmetry group, in the case of JHIIL explicitly, and in the case of IHIIP' by 
constructing its family of geodesics and then using the well-established theorems of projective 
geometry to construct the symmetry group, considering geodesics as paths invariant under the 
action of this group. We established in both cases a matrix representation of the symmetry 
group. 
We extended this metric approach by considering the Lie algebra of the symmetry group 
50(1, 2)o of the hyperboloid modellHIIL. We determined its topological and structural properties 
as well as properties of its action on lHIIL. Many of these properties, for example the simply-
connectedness result of THEOREM 3.6.3 were referred back to properties of the homogeneous 
space of the group and the isomorphism with PGL(2.IR.). This isomorphism itself was established 
as a result of the projections between the two homogeneous spaces of these groups. 
We went on to discuss an Iwasawa decomposition of the group 50(1, 2)0 . T he hat map 
between so(l , 2) and IR.~2 linked the partitioning of Minkowski spacetime into spacelike, lightlike 
and timelike vectors and the Iwasawa decomposition of the symmetry group's Lie algebra into 
elements conjugate to elements in Abelian, nilpotent and compact subalgebras. This result was 
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determined as a conseqence of the transitive action of the symmetry group on the given model. 
We used this decomposition extensively in the construction of the controlability criterion for 
control affine systems on this group. As in the seminal work of :Milnor [20], we chose to consider 
the Lie algebra as an inner product space. This was done indirectly via t he hat map between 
so(1, 2) and IR~2 , where ® is the Lie bracket on JRL2 . We chose to do this because of the 
rich and well-established terminology and theorems already in place for l\linkowski spacetime, 
which made expressing t he results more simple and direct, and gave a geometric intuition to the 
problems. 
Using the structures of Minkowski spacetime, the interpretation of Witt's theorem as ex-
pressed by Berger [4] and some results of projective geometry, we were able to develop a simple 
and intuit ive classification up to local detached feedback equivalence of all full-rank control affine 
systems on 50(1, 2)o. Here, the traces of the wntrol affine systems were considered a.-; corre-
sponding under the hat map to lines and planes in Minkowski spacetime. The restriction of the 
Minkowski metric to the affine subsets corresponding to hyperplanes r gave three distinct types 
of hyperplanes, depending on the signat ure of the restriction of 0 . We termed elliptic, hyper-
bolic and parabolic planes those for which the restriction Jr had signature (0, 2, 0), (1, 1, O) and 
(0, 1, 1), respectively. In correlation with projective geometry, these planes were seen respectively 
to correspond to the planes which intersect the light cone in elliptic, hyperbolic and parabolic 
conics. Using Witt's theorem on the orbits of vector subspaces under the action of the isome-
try group of an inner product space, we were able immediately to classify all full-rank 2-input 
systems (whose t races correspond to 2-dimensional vector subspaces under hat) into elliptic 
and hyperbolic classes represented by systems L;~2'0) and L;~2'0). Results drawn from projective 
geometry which determined a correlation between the elliptic, hyperbolic and parabolic hyper-
planes with the planes intersecting the light cone JCL in elliptic, hyperbolic and parabolic conics 
allowed for the classification of the 2-input inhomogeneous and 1-input inhomogeneous cases. 
For the 2-input inhomogeneous systems we determined a classification into 2 infinte families of 
(2 1) (2 1) 1 b l (2,1) dasses repre:;ented by L;2,; , E3.~ and a da.-;s represunh:'( · y t te systl'm E1 whose t races 
have images under hat which are parabolic, hyperbolic and elliptic hyperplanes, respectively. 
For the 1-input inhomogeneous systems we determined a classification into 3 infinte families of 
classes represented by the system E~~~1) , E~~;>, E~:~l) and a class represented by system Ei1·1>. 
The 3-input inhomogeneous and homogeneous systems were determined always to be equivalent 
to each other under l.cl.f.e., and we determined one class of t hese system::;, represented by r;(3.0). 
These results are recorded in table B.l. 
The metric approach was used to good effect in determining a controllability criterion on all 
control affine systems on 50(1, 2)o . Using a result of Jurdjevic and Sussman [30] requiring the 
periodicity of a trajectory of any controllable system, we were able to determine that it is both 
sufficient and nece:;sary for the controllability of any inhomogeneous system that t here exists in 
the image r of its trace r under the hat map a timelike element of IR1•2 . In the homogeneous 
case, this condition could be extended to the requirement that r admit two linearly independent 
vectors of any kind. This requirement is similarly necessary and sufficient for controllability. 
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Using the l.d.f.e. classification of all full-rank control affine systems, we then considered 
the optimal control problem with quadratic costs on the two representative systems I:~2·0) and 
L;~2·0) of the 2-input homogeneous systems. We used the Pontryagin Maximum Principle to 
determine the optimal cost-extended Hamiltonians. Following Jurdjevic [13], we then worked in 
the trivialization of the cotangent bundle TG* = G x g* to set up and solve reduced extremal 
equations to find the project ion onto .so(1, 2)* of the extremal pairs (g(t), p(t), u(t)) in both cases. 
These solutions were determined in terms of Jacobi elliptic functions. We consequently made 
use of the Iwasawa decomposition 50(1 , 2)o = KAN to determine the projection of the extremal 
curve onto 50(1, 2)o, which we expressed as the solution to a system of differential equations. 
In the course of proving t his result we made use of the homeomorphic group isomorphism w 
established between the groups Aut(.so(l , 2)) and Aut(.IR:1•2) in order to express these differential 
equations in a simple way. 
While the necessary condition of the Pontryagin Maximum Principle provides us with only a 
family of possible candidates for optimal controls and their corresponding optimal trajectories, 
in the case of both systems I:~2·0) and E~2'0) the principle gave rise to exactly one control 
candidate, which we assumed to be the optimal control. We note that in the inhomogeneous 
cases, the expressions obtained in terms of Jacobi elliptic functions proved to be very complex 
and obscured rather than clarified the underlying geometry, and so were not included in this 
thesis. Considering the separation of cases which naturally occured in correlation with the 
intersection of different level surfaces of the optimal Hamiltonian and the Casimir function as 
shown in figs. D. l -D.15, we suspect that this was due to the much more complex intersections 
resulting from the intersection of level surfaces of optimal Hamiltonians of these systems which 
were parabolic cylinders or parabolic sheets, with the level surfaces of the Casimir function. 
Finally, we established the nonlinear stability properties of the equilibrium points of the 
reduced extremal equations of each of the 10 l.d.f.e. classes of systems on t he Lorentz group. 
This was done using the energy-Casimir and extended energy-Casimir methods. In this thesis 
we providetl explidt calculations of these results for the 2-input homogeneous control affine sys-
tems, while the results for the other 8 systems are provided in tabular form in tables B.2-5. For 
the 2-input homogeneous systems we determined that the system of reduced extremal equations 
of E~2·0) has 2 infinite families of equilibrium points, where the infinite family on the t imelike 
axis of .IR:1•2 and the equilbrium point at the origin are stable and the infinite family covering the 
spacelike e2-a..'<is is unstable. The system of reduced extremal equations of E~2·0) has 3 infinite 
families of equilibrium points on the span of the spacelike axes of JR:1.2 , all three of which are 
unstable, and a stable equilibrium at the origin. The distribution of the unstable equilibrium 
points, in each case on or in the span of the e2, ea-axes, may also give insight into which of the 
choices of expression in terms of Jacobi elliptic functions is most suitable for use in computation; 
the function sn solves a differential equation involving elements on t he spacelike axes, which are 
unstable, while the functions en and dn solve differential equations involving variables on the 
spacelike axis e2, which is unstable, and the timelike axis e1, which is a stable axis. These 
considerations leave room for further research. 
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In this thesis we discussed the problems of controllability, equivalence classification and optimal-
ity of left-invariant control affine systems on 50(1. 2)o in the geometric context, establishing first 
the properties of 50(1, 2)o as a symmetry group of a model of hyperbolic plane geometry, and 
then expressing the Lie algebra as an inner product space via the hat map, an expression which 
we used to discuss the problems of controllability, equivalence classification and optimality. 
Topic Results 
Hyperbolic plane geometry Expression of IHilL and IHI!P' as geometric surfaces 
Equivalence classification L.d.f.e. classifi~:ation of control affine systems 
Controllability of affine systems Cont.rollability criterion for all cont.rol affine systems 
Optimal control of affine systems . (2 0) ;~2 0) Extremal curves for optimal control problem on E 1 ' and E1 ' 
Stability of equilbrium points of reduced extremal equations 
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Appendix A 
Review of Prerequisites 
A.l Quadratic forms 
References used include [1] and [4] . Let V be ann-dimensional (real) vector space, and Q = [%] 
be a symmetric matrix. Here, !Rnxn denotes the set of all real n x n matrices, and JR+ the set 
of all real numbers strictly greater than 0. 
A.l.l DEFINITION. A quadratic form associated to the symmetric matrix Q is a function q: V -+ lR 
defined by 
n 
q(p) = p T Qp = L %PiPj· 
i .j=l 
We define a basis {et, ... ,en} on V and express each element p E Vas p = (p1 , ... ,pn). We 
hencefo<th identify (p1 .... ,p.) with the column matdx [:J. 
A.l. 2 DEFINITION. The group of all invertible n x n real matrices is denoted by 
GL(n,IR) = {Q E !Rnxn : det Q -=f. 0}. 
A.l.3 DEFINITION. A quadratic form q is nondegenerate if q(p) = 0 implies that p = 0. 
If q is nondegenerate, then the matrix Q is an element of GL(n, IR) . 
A.l.4 D EFINITION. An inner product is a symmetric bilinear form ¢ : V x V -+ IR such that if 
¢(p,q) = 0 for all q E V, then p = 0. 
Particularly, we associate the nondegenerate quadratic form q with the inner product 
¢:Vx V-+ IR. 
where clearly ¢(p . p ) = q(p) for each p E V. 
A.l.5 DEFINITION. A vector space V equipped with a nondegenerate quadratic form q is called an 
inner product space, denoted by (V, q). 
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A.l.6 PROPOSITION. (SYLVESTER'S LAW OF INERTIA) GivenasymmetricsquarematrixQ, then there 
exists someS such that Q is similar to a diagonal matrix SQS- 1 = D having along the diagonal 
no entries which are 0, n+ entries which are + 1 and n- which are - 1 . The triple ( n _ , n+ , no) 
depends only on Q and not on the basis used to define it: that is, for any matrix Q' similar to 
Q there exists someS' such that S'Q'(S')-1 = D. 
A.l. 7 D EFINITION. In Sylvester's law, the triple (n_ , n+, no) is the signature of the quadrat ic form 
q associated to the symmetric matrix Q = [Qij]. 
A.l.8 PROPOSITION. The quadratic form q has signature (n,O, O) if and only if all the eigenvalues of 
Q are negative. The quadratic form q has signature (k, 0. m) if and only if all the eigenvalues of 
Q are non-positive. 
A.l.9 COROLLARY. IfQ has one positive eigenvalue, then the quadratic form q has signature (n1, n2 , n3 ) 
where ni EN, n2 =f 0. 
A.1.10 DEFINITION. A quadratic form q with signature (n, 0, 0) is said to be negative-definite (on 
V). The quadratic form q with signature (0. n, 0) is positive-definite. 
A.l.ll D EFINITION. A linear bijection ¢ : V -t V' such that ¢* ( q') = q is said to be isometric. 
A.l.l2 D EFINITION. The orthogonal group of (V, q) is the group 
O(V, q) = {g E GL(V) : g*(Q) = Q} 
A .l.l3 DEFINITION. Given an n-dimensional vector space V, and a subspace W of V, then for each 
v E V, we define the set g(W) = {gv : v E V}. Then the subset 
Ow = {gW : 9 E O(V.Q)} 
is the orbit of W under the action of O(V. Q). 
A.l.l4 D EFINITION. The restriction of the quadratic form q to a subspace W of V is the inner product 
space (W,qlw). 
A.1.15 DEFINITION. Two vector subspaces W, W' of (V.q) are isometric subspaces if qlw = qlw'· 
We will correspondingly call two planes r and r' isometric if their direction subspaces are 
isometric. 
A.1.16 THEOREM. (WITT'S THEOREM) The or·bits of the set of subspaces of V under the action of 
O(V, Q) are exactly the sets of (inner product space) isometric subspaces of (V, Q). 
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A.2 Abstract and geometric surfaces 
References used include [8], [29], [16], [18], [25] and [31]. 
A.2.1 DEFINITION. An abstract surface is a setS equipped with a countable collection of injective 
functions fa : U a -+ S indexed by a E A such that 
1. Ua is an open subset of JR2 
2. Uu fa(Ua) = S 
3. Given a and b in A and fa(Ua) n fb(Ub) = Vab ~ S =I 0, t hen the composition given by 
f;;1 o fb(-) : fb" 1 (Vab)-+ t:;;1(Vab) is a smooth map. 
The injective functions fa are the surface patches of S. The map f;1 o Eb(-) is the transition 
map between these open sets of JR2. 
A.2.2 DEFINITION. The function Xi : fu (Uu) -+ IR., x; = U i o f;;1 is the i- th coordinate function, 
and (x1,x2) is the system of local coordinates on S. 
A.2.3 DEFINITION. The differentiable map a:(-) = t::{u(-), v(-)) : (a, b) -+ S is a curve on the abstract 
surfaceS. 
We will refer to the image set a= {a(t) : t E (a, b)} as a path inS. 
A.2.4 DEFINITION. Given the curve o{) = f{'u(-) , v(-)) : (a, b)-+ S, let a(O) = p and f be a function 
on S differentiable at p. The tangent vector to the curve a(·) at p is the function 
A.2.5 D EFINITION. For each p E S , the tangent space to Sat pis the set of all tangent vectors to 
curves inS at p , denoted by T pS. 
A .2.6 DEFINITION. Two subsets S1 ~ JRm and S2 ~ IR.n are homeomorphic to one another if there 
exists a continuous bijective map <P : S1 -+ S2. Thc map <P which satsifies these propertie::; is a 
homeomorphism. If in addition <P and .p- l are smooth, t hen S 1 and S2 are diffeomorphic 
to one another and .P is a diffeomorphism. <P is a local diffeomorphism if there exists a 
neighbourhood of any point of S1, restricted to which <P is a diffeomorphism onto its image. <P 
is a local homeomorphism if there exists a neighbourhood of any point of S 1 , restricted to 
which <P is a homeomorphism onto its image. 
A.2.7 D EFINITION. The tangent bundle of t he abstract surface S is the disjoint union UpeS TpS. 
A.2.8 DEFINITION. A vector field X on an abstract surface S is a map X : S -+ TS such that 
X(p) E TpG. If the map X is smooth, then X is a smooth vector field. The real vector space 
of all smooth vector fields on S is denoted by X(S). 
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A.2. 9 DEFINITION. Suppose <P is a smooth mapping <P : G1 -t G2 between two abstract surfaces S1 
and 5 2. The tangent map of <I> is the linear mapping d<l> : TS1 -t TS2 such that for each 
p E 51 and any map a(-) : (a , b) -t S1 , a(O) = p , then the map d<P(g) : T pS1 -t T<I>(p)S2 is 
given by d<P(p) (a(O)) = ftlt=o <P(a(t)). 
A.2.10 DEFINITION. The pushforward of a vector field X by <Pis the map q>.X(<l>(m) = dq)(p)·X(p). 
The pullback of a vector field X by <I> is the map <P*X = (<e>-1),.(X) . 
A.2.1 1 DEFINITION. A covariant tensor field of degree ron the abstract surfaceS is a multilinear 
map x: X(S) x X(S) x ... x X(S) -t lR such that 
A.2.12 D EFINIT ION. A covariant tensor of degree rat pin the abstract surfaceS is a multilinear 
map x: TpM x TpS x ... x TpS -t lR such that 
A.2.13 D EFINITION. A covariant tensor field of degree 2 on Sis a symmeteric bilinear form xs if 
X8 (X, Y) = X's(Y, X) for each X . Y E X(S) , where the superscript s denotes symmetry. 
A.2.14 R EMARK. We may define using this covariant tensor field x" a tensor x~ on each tangent space 
TpS: for v , w E TpS, then x~(v , w) = X5 (X, Y)(p ), where X , Y E X are auy vector fiel<.ls on S 
chosen such that X (p ) = v and Y(p) = w. 
A.2.15 DEFINITION. A symmetric bilinear form X8 on Sis nondegenerate if x~ is nondegenerate on 
each tangent space TpS for each p ES: that is, if x~(v, w) = 0 for all w E TpS, then v = 0. 
A. 2.16 D EFINITION. A nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form is a pseudo-Riemannian metric. 
We may denote the Riemannian metric by (-,-),and x~ by (-, ·) IP· 
A.2.17 D EFINITION. A symmetric bilinear form is positive-definite on TpS if x~(v, v) > 0 for all 
v E T pS. Similarly, a symmetric bilinear form is negative-definite on TpS if x~(v, v) < 0 for 
all v E TpS. 
A .2.18 DEFINITION. A symmetric bilinear form is a Riemannian metric on S if x~ is positive-definite 
on TpS for each p ES. 
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A.2.19 DEFINITION. Let Ea: Ua -t S be a patch on S , c:;;-1 = (x1, x2) and p E S where p = Ea(uo. vo). 
Then the functions 8~ .~ : C00(S) -t lR such that for each f E C 00 (S), 
' (uo,vo) 
of I a f 0 ta I 
OXi P = OUi (uo.vo) 
are the elements of the local basis for the tangent space T pS, given by 
{ a:,l.- a:,u 
A.2.20 REMARK. Using the local basis { 17~1 , ;J~2 } for TS , denote % = \a~; , D~j ). The local basis 
{ dx1, dx2} ofT* S corresponds to the local basis { lxt, -cfh} of T S in the sense that dxi (-£;) = 
Dij· 
A.2.21 THEOREM. The metric (-, ·) can be expressed as ds2 = '£f.J=l9ijdXidXj. 
A. 2. 22 DEFINITION. The functions 9ij = \ ~, -£;) are the components of the metric ds2 in the local 
coordinate system {x1, x2}. 
A.2.23 DEFINITION. An abstract surfaceS equipped with a Riemannian metric ds2 = (·, ·) is a geo-
metric surface§= (S, ds2 ). 
A.2.24 DEFINITION. Given a diffeomorphism <!> : S1 -t S2 between two geometric surfaces §1 and §2 
with Riemmanian metrics (-, ·) 1 and (·, ·)2, respectively, then the pullback of (·, -)2 by <I> is 
the metric <I>* ( ·, · )2 on S 1 given by 
for each p E S1 and tangent vector v1 , v2 E T pS1. 
Note that in the ds2-notation we may write <I>*ds2(v 1. v2) = ds2(d<I>(p) ·(vi), d<I>(p). (v2)). 
A.2.25 THEOREM. Given a chart c:i : JR2 -t S of the geometric surface § = (S, (·, ·)) where (·, ·) has 
component functions 9iJ 1 then 911 o f.i = E 1 912 o f.i = F I 921 o Ei = F and 922 o c;i = G where 
E = (c:;, c:~) 1 F = (c:~,, c:!.) 1 G = (c:~, E!,) and u and v are the standard basis elements u = (1, 0) 
and v = (0, 1) of JR2 . The pullback of the Riemannian metric (·, ·) by the patch Ei(-) : JR2 -t S is 
given by c:i*(9ndxi + 912dx1dx2 + 921dx1dx2 + 922dx~) = Edu2 + 2Fdudv + Gdv. 
A.2.26 DEFINITION. A local isometry <I> between two geometric surfaces §1 and §2 with Riemannian 
metrics dsi = (-, · )t and ds~ = (-, · )2, respectively, is a map <I> : S1 -t S2 such that for all v , w in 
the tangent space TpS1, the pullback <I>* (v. w)2 = (d · <I>(p)(v),d · <I>(p)(w))2 = (v. wh: that 
is, the pullback <.f?*(ds2) = ds1. 
A.2.27 DEFINITION. An Riemann isometry <I> between two geometric surfaces §1 and §2 with Rie-
mannian metrics dsi and ds~, respectively, is a map <I> : s1 -t s2 that is simultaneously a local 
isometry and a local diffeomorphism. 
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A.2.28 DEFINITION. The group of all Riemann isometries between§ and itself is the isometry group 
of§, lsom(§). 
A.2.29 DEFINITION. Given a diffeomorphism <I>: S1 -t S2 such that 
then the Jacobian matrix of <I> is the matrix 
A.2.30 DEFINITION. In ann-dimensional abstract vector space V for which there is no canonical basis, 
two bases { e 1, e2, ... ,en} and {e1, 'th , ... ,en} are consistently oriented if the transition matrix 
[Bij] such that ei = [Bij]ej has a positive determinant. 
A.2.31 PROPOSITION. Orientation is an equivalence relation on the set of all ordered bases ofV; there 
are exactly two equivalence classes. 
A.2.32 DEFINITION. An orientation on V is the equivalence class of all positively-oriented bases on 
V. V equipped with this equivalence class is said to be an oriented vector space. 
A.2.33 DEFINITION. For a smooth abstract surfaceS, the pointwise orientation of S is the choice 
of orientation of each tangent space T pS at p. 
A.2.34 DEFINITION. A transformation <I> : V -t V of the vector space V is orientation-reversing if 
<Pis such that given a basis {e1 , e2} ofV, then {e1,e2} and {<I>(e1), <I> (e2)} are not consitently 
oriented. The transformation <P is orientation-preserving if <I> is such that { e1, e2} and 
{<I>(el),<I>(e2)} are consistently oriented for each basis {e1,e2} ofV. 
A.2.35 PROPOSITION. Given a. dijjeom01phism <I> : S -t S such that det Jcp > 0, then <P is orientation-
preserving. If det Jcp < 0, then it is orientation-reversing. 
A.2.36 DEFINITION. If a map <I>: S -t Sis both angle-preserving and orientation-preserving, then it is 
conformal. 
A.2.37 DEFINITION. Given a surface patch E; : Ui -t S of § = (S, ds2) where ds2 = g11dxr + 
2g12dx1dx2 + g22dx~ as in (A.2.22), the Christoffel symbols relative to the patch Ei are the 
functions 'Yt : S -t IR, 
A. 2.38 THEOREM. Given a surface patch Ei : Ui -t S of§, then 'Yt o Ei = rt. 
A.2.39 DEFINITION. Given a surface patch ~:: ·i : Ui -t S of§, then the geodesics on§ are the paths 
1 ~ S of the curves -y(-) = ~::(u(·), v(·)) which solve the geodesic equations 
(A.2.1) 
(A.2.2) 
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A.2.40 THEOREM. Given any point p E §and any tangent vector v E TpS, then there exists a unique 
geodesic 1(t) of § passing through p in the direction v. 
A .2.41 COROLLARY. Given any 2 points p , q E S , there exists a unique geodesic 1 such that p E / , q E 
'Y· 
A.2.42 PROPOSITION. The isometries of a geometric surface§ map geodesics of§ to geodesics of§. 
A . 2.43 DEFINITION. The subgroup of lsom(§) of all orientation-preserving Riemann isometries of§ is 
its symmetry group Sym(§). 
A.2.44 DEFINITION. The arc length of a curve a{) (a ,u) -+ S in§ 
fads= J: a*(ds). (S , ds
2 ) is the integral 
A.2.45 DEFINITION. A (topological) metric d(-, ·) : SxS -+ lR on§ is the integral d(p, q) = J; 'Y*(ds) 
where 'YO is a map parametrizing the unique geodesic of (A.2.41) which passes through p and 
q for all p , q E S. 
A.2.46 THEOREM. (THE EULER-LAGRANGE EQUATIONS) On the set X , given a functional F which 
tl 
acts on a function a of a real argument t , F (a) = J L(t, a(t), O:(t))dt where a: [to , tl] -t X is a 
to 
differentiable function such that a(to) = po, a(t1) = Pl , and L : [to, t1] x X x T X -+ IR, then F is 
minimised between Po and PI along the paths a whose curves a'(-) satisfy the Euler-Lagrange 
equations .Ca(t , a, 0:) -1t_.Ca(t, J, <'x ) = 0. 
A.2.47 DEFINITION. Given surface patches (~:i(u, v). Ui) on § = (S , ds2 ), the Riemannian problem 
for§ consists of finding the paths a= { Ei(u(t), v(t)) : t E (a, b)} such that given any two points 
Po= Ei(u(to) , v(to)) and Pl = ti(u(tt). v(tt)) inS, their curves a(t) have the minimal arc length 
(A.2.44) between Po and Pl . 
A.2.48 PROPOSITION. The Riemannian problem may be solved using the Euler-Lagrange equations, 
where the Lagrangian is given by .C(t,·u(t) ,v(t) ,u(t) ,v(t)) = E·u2 + 2Fu·u + Ou2 . 
A.2.49 DEFINITION. A curve a(-) of arc-length (A.2.44) 1, is an arc-length parametrized curve. 
The parametrization (t , U) of S such that a{) is an arc-length curve is said to be an arc-length 
parametrization for the curve a(-). 
A.2.50 DEFINITION. Given a surface patch Ei : Ui -t S of§, then f i is a v-Clairaut patch if t he 
coefficients E.u. = G.u. = F = 0. 
A .2.51 THEOREM. (CLAIRAUT'S THEOREM) Let E : U -t S be a v -Clairaut patch of§. Then a path ')' 
inS, 1 = { ti(u(v), v) v E (a, b)}, is a geodesic if and only if there exists a constant r E lR 
such that 
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A.2.52 PROPOSITION. The Gaussian curvature K of a geometric surface§ is the product 
-~Evv + Fuv- ~Gu~t ~Eu Fu - ~Ev 0 ~Ev ~Gu 
Fv- ~Gu E F - ~E.u E F 
~Gv F G ~Gu F G K= EG-F2 
A.2.53 PROPOSITION. Given a surface patch ti : Ui ---+ S of§ such that F = 0, then the equation for 
the Gaussian curvature of§ reduces to 
K -- 1 (i_ (_S_) + i_ (~)) 
- 2VEfJ au VEfJ av VEfJ · 
A.3 Mobius transformations 
References used include [5] , [11] and [32]. 
A.3.1 DEFINITION. Denote the value A by oo. The complex projective plane Clfl'1 is the union 
CUoo. 
A.3 .2 DEFINITION. Given cx,/3,w,v E C such that cxv - f3w =I= 0, a Mobius transformation is a 
function f..L : CJID1 ---+ CJID1 such that for each z E Clfl'1 , f.1. : z 1-t ~~!~ . 
A.3.3 DEFINITION. The transformations 
70(z) = z + /3 (translation), Ow(z) = wz (dilation) 
are the basic Mobius transformations. 
and 1 ao,1(z) = -= (inversion) 
z 
A.3.4 PROPOSITION. The Mobius transformation JJ.(z) = ~~!~ can be expressed as the composition 
ro5'oao,1 00wOTf300v of basic Mobius transformations, where T'(x) = ~+z and 5(z) = (f3w - QV)z. 
A.3.5 DEFINITION. Let ~a.r denote the composition Oro Ta for r E JR+. Then the composition of 
transformations ~~.~ o ao.1 o ~cx ,1· is a circle inversion O'o:,1· in the circle Co:,1• with centre ex and 
radius r . 
A.3.6 PROPOSITION. The circle inversions aa,r are involutions. 
A.3. 7 COROLLARY. A circle inversion a a,r maps the interior Ir:x,r of Ca,r to the exterior Ca,r of Ca,r , 
maps Ca,r to Ia,r, and preserves the circle Ca,r. 
A.3.8 PROPOSITION. (IMAGES OF EUCLIDEAN LINES UNDER CIRCLE INVERSIONS) Given a Euclidean 
line f. and a circle inversion aa,r in the circle Ca,r, then 
1. If£ does not pass through a, the image of e under aa,r is a Euclidean line which passes 
through ex 
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2. If e passes through a, it is mapped to itself under CTa,r· 
A.3.9 PROPOSITION. (IMAGES OF EUCLIDEAN CIRCLES UNDER CIRCLE INVERSIONS) Given a Euclidean 
circle C and a circle inversion cr a,r in the circle Ca,r, then 
1. If C does not pass through a, the image of C under CTa,r is a Euclidean circle which passes 
through a 
2. If C passes through a, it is mapped to a Euclidean line which does not pass through a. 
A.3.10 REMARK . By (A.3.8) and (A.3.9), the circle inversions can be seen to preserve the family of 
Euclidean lines and Euclidean circles, although they may map lines to circles or vice-versa. 
A.3.11 PROPOSITION. Circle inversions preserve intersections within the family of Euclidean lines and 
Euclidean circles. 
A.3.12 PROPOSITION. The composition J-L o 'ji(z) transformations J-L(z) = ~~!~ and 'ji(z) = g:!g gives 
the transformation 
J.L'(z) = z(aa + w/3) +(a~+ {3v) = Az + B 
z(wa + vw) + (wf3 + 11v) rlz + Y 
which is again a Mobius transformation. The coefficients of J.L'(z) = A:+B are expressed by the IL±Y 
matrix product 
[A Bl [a {3] [a fi'l n Y w v w :vJ 
A.3.13 THEOREM. The Mobius transformations form a group under composition. 
We denote this group by Mob. Note that the requirement av - {3w -::/= 0 corresponds to the 
condition on the determinant of the elements of the complex general linear group (??). Indeed, 
Mob can be identified with GL(2. q acting on ClP'1 , where the action (-, ·) : Mob -+ GL(2, q is 
given by (A, z) = ~~!~. 
A.3.14 THEOREM. All Mobius transformations are conformal transformations ofCIP1. 
A.3.15 DEFINITION. Given p,q E JR3, a (projective) cone is any surface of revolution in JR3 with 
generator a (Euclidean) line f.= (p) and axis of rotation the Euclidean line (q). 
A.3.16 DEFINITION. A conic in JR3 is the subset of JR3 which is the intersection of a projective cone 
with a hyperplane r = {ax+ by+ cz = k : (x, y, z) E IR3 }. 
A conic has an equation of the form ax2 + bxy + cy2 + dx + ky = h for a, b, c, d, k, hEIR, where 
a2 + b2 + c2 =f. 0. 
A.3.1 7 DEFINITION. The eccentricity of a conic {(u, v) E IR!u 2 +cv2 +kv = h} is given bye= /f'='C. 
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A.3.18 DEFINITION. A conic for which e > 1 is a hyperbola; a conic for which e < 1 is an ellipse and a 
conic for which e = 1 is a parabola. 
A.3.1 9 THEOREM. A conic is either an ellipse, a parabola or a hyperbola: that is, these classes of conics 
do not inteTsect. 
A.3.20 THEOREM. Given a cone lC with generator the Euclidean line t = (p) and axis of rotation the 
Euclidean line f.' = (q) such that Be is the angle between the gener-ator and the plane of rotation 
of the cone {the unique plane orthogonal to f.' and passing through the origin), the eccentricity of 
a conic that is the intersection of lC with a plane Bp degrees from the plane of rotation is given 
b sin~p y e = sin c. 
A.4 Models of hyperbolic geometry 
References used include [7] and [32] . We discussed the history and some of the major results of 
hyperbolic geometry in CHAPTER I. Here, we state the Riemann isometries (A.2.27 ) between 
the geometric surfaces representing three hyperbolic models IHIJL, IHIJP> and JP>][)l, where we discuss 
IHIJL and JHIJP> in CHAPTER 2. Since the reference [7] uses a different inner product for reduced 
Minkowski spacetime to the one used in this thesis (which is more widely used in applications 
in physics), we make 
A.4.1 DEFINITION. Alternate reduced Minkowski spacetime IR2•1 is the 3-dimensional real space 
JR3 equipped with the alternate Minkowski metric ds2 = dx2 + dy2 - dz2 . Particulaly, we may 
define a hyperboloid model lH!lL analagously to the hyperboloid model IHIJL discussed in section 
2.1 , which is the hyperboloid 1££ = {x2 +y2 - z2 = -1 : (x,y,z) E IR3 } equipped with the 
induced metric ds2 = dx2 + dy2 - dz2 of JR2.1. 
A.4.2 DEFINITION. The open subset PV = { (u, v) E IR2 : u2 + v2 < 1} of JR2 equipped with the 
Poincare metric tensor ds2 = t(du\+ dv:]2 is the Poincare disk model JP>][)l = (PV, ds2 ) 1-u -v 
A.4.3 PROPOSITION. The projection 1r1 : JR2 ---+ JR2•1 
(. 0 _ ( 2x 2y l+x
2
+y2 ) 
71'1 x, y, ) - 1- x2- y2 , 1 - x2 - y2' 1 - x2- y2 
is a Riemann isometry mapping JP>][)l to IHIJL, where. The inverse of this map is the projection 
71'11 : JR2,1 ---+ JR2 
- 1 ( X Y ) 
7!'1 (x,y,l)= z+ 1'z +1 .z 
which is a Riemann isometry mapping IHIJL to JPID>. 
A.4.4 PROPOSITION. The projection 1r2 : C---+ C 
z+l 
7r2(z) = -. -. 
'/,Z- '/, 
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is a Riemann isometry mapping JP'D to IHIIP. The inverse of this map is the projection 1r21 : C --t C 
1 z-i 71"2 (z) = --. 
z+'t 
which is a Riemann isometry mapping JP'!Dl to JHIJP>. 
A.5 Matrix Lie groups 
References used include [33], [13], [9], [3], [16] and [28] . Let IRnxn denote the set of all real n x n 
matrices. IRnxn is a normed vector space equipped with the (matrix) norm 11911 = Jtr(g T g). 
GL(n, JR) is an open subset of !Rnxn. We denote then x n identity matrix by 1. 
A.5.1 D EFINITION. A Lie group is a smooth manifold G which is also a group such that the mappings 
G x G, (g1 , 92) 1---t g192 and G x G, 9 1---t g- 1 are smooth. 
A.5.2 PROPOSITION. The real general linear group GL(n, !R) is a Lie group. 
A.5.3 DEFINITION. A matrix Lie group is a closed subgroup of GL(n, IR) . 
It can be shown that any matrix Lie group is a Lie subgroup of GL(n,!R) . Let G denote a 
(matrix) Lie group. 
A.5.4 EXAMPLES. The following (matrix) Lie groups are used in this thesis: 
(i) The complex general linear group GL(n,C) ={A E cnxn : det A-::/= 0}. 
(ii) The projective general linear group PGL(n, IR) = GL(n, IR)/ {k1 : k E IR}. 
(iii) The orthogonal group O(n) = {g E !Rnxn : g T g = 1}. 
(iv) The special orthogonal group SO(n) = {g E !Rnxn : g T g = 1. det g = 1}. 
A.5.5 REMARK. The property g T g = 1 for each gin O(n) is equivalent to stating that for each element 
g = [9ii ] in 0 ( n), then L-~=l9ki9ki = Oij: that is, the orthogonal group 0 ( n) may equivalently 
be considered as the group of all n x n real matrices whose columns [9·i,l]· [9i,2] .... , [g1,n] are 
orthonormal vectors. 
The matrices g E O(n) are referred to as orthogonal matrices. 
A.5.6 DEFINITION. The matrices g E GL(n. IR) are positive-definite if their eigenvalues A1. A2 , ... , An E 
JR+. The matrices 9 E GL(n. IR) are positive semi-definite if their eigenvalues A1 . A2 , ... , A71 are 
all real and either positive or zero. 
A.5. 7 DEFINITION. Given A E GL(n,IR), a polar decomposition of A expresses A as the product 
A = UP, where U is orthogonal and P is symmetric positive (semi)-defi.nite. 
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A.5.8 THEOREM. (THE FIRST ISOMORPHISM THEOREM) Given any two groups G. H and an n-to-1 
group homomorphism <P : G -+ H, then H ~ G / kcr( <P), and <P is a group isomorphism between 
H and G/ker(cl>). 
A.5.9 DEFINITION. Given any two Lie groups G, H, a map <P: G-+ His a Lie group homomorphism 
if it is simultaneously a group homomorphism and a differentiable map. A map <P : G -+ H is a 
Lie group isomorphism if it is simultaneously a group isomorphism and a differentiable map. 
A.5.10 PROPOSITION. If A E IR.2 x 2 , then its characteristic equation charA(.A) = det(A - .AI) has the 
form 
charA(A) = ,>..2 - (tr A ))..+ det A. 
A.5.11 DEFINITION. Let I <;;;; JR. be an interval. A curve in a matrix Lie group G is a map a(·) : I-+ 
IR.nxn such that for every t E I, a(t) E G. 
We use the term path to refer to the image set a = {a(t) : t E I}. 
A.5.12 DEFINITION. G is connected if for any g E G, there exists a continuous curve a(-): [0, 1] -+ G 
such that a(O) = g and a(l) = 1. 
A.5.13 DEFINITION. Given a smooth curve a in G, then a(O) =lim a(t+h~-a(t) E IR.nxn is the tangent 
h~O 
vector to G at a(O). 
A.5.14 DEFINITION. For each g an element of G, the tangent space toG at g is the set of all tangent 
vectors toG at g: T 9 G = {a(O) : a a smooth curve in G, a(O) = g}. 
A.5.15 PROPOSITION. The tangent space T 9 G of G is a vector subspace of!R.nxn. 
A.5.16 DEFINITION. The dimension of G is the dimension of its tangent space T 1 G. 
A.5.17 DEFINITION. A (real) Lie algebra g is a real vector space equipped with a product[·,·] : g x g-+ 
g, (X, Y) f-t [X, Y], such that for >.1, >.2 E JR. and X, Y, Z E g, then 
1. [X,Y]= -[Y,X] 
3. [X, [Y, Z]] + [Y [Z, X]]+ [Z, [X, Y]] = 0 
The product [·, ·] is the Lie bracket on g. 
A.5.18 EXAMPLES. The following Lie algebras are referred to in this thesis: 
(i) The vector space IR.nxn equipped with the matrix commutator [X, Y] = XY - Y X for 
all X, y E IR.nxn. 
(ii) The vector space JR.3 equipped with the cross product p 1\ q = [p, q] = (p2q3 - p3q2,p1q3 -
P1q3,P1q2 - P2q1) for all P = (PI· p2, PJ). q = (ql , q2. q3) in IR.3. 
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A.5.19 PROPOSITION. The tangent space at identity T1 G equipped with the matrix commutator, is a 
Lie algebra. 
A .5.20 DEFINITION. The Lie algebra of the Lie group G is its tangent space at identity T1G 
equipped with t he matrix commutator. 
We will denote the Lie algebra of G by g. 
A.5.21 DEFINITION. The map £ 9 : G --+ G, g : x t-t gx denotes the action of left translation on G 
by g E G. The map R9 : G --+ G, g : x t-t gx denotes the action of right translation on G by 
g E G. 
A.5.22 PROPOSITION. The tangent map of a left translation £ 9 is invertible: in particular, the map 
d£9 : g --+ T 9 G, X t-t dL9X is a linear isomorphism. 
A.5.23 DEFINITION. For any vector space V, the dual space of V, denoted V*, is the space of all 
linear functionals on V. 
Particularly, for any g E G, (T9 G)* is the dual space of T9 G. 
A.5.24 DEFINITION. For a linear mapping F: V --+ W between vector spaces, the dual mapping ofF 
is given by F* : W* --+ V* such that F*(w)v = w o F(v) for each v , wE V. 
A.5.25 DEFINITION. The dual of the left translation is the map L; : G* --+ G* such that for each 
y* E G* and x E G, then (L;(y*))(x) = y*(L9 (x)) = y*(gx) . 
A.5.26 DEFINITION. The cotangent bundle of G is the disjoint union U9Ec(T9 G)*. 
A.5.27 PROPOSITION. The tangent map of the dual of the left translation £ 9 is invertible: in particular, 
given dL;: T;xG--+ T;G, then d£~_ 1 : g*--+ T;G, where (dL;_1 (Y)) (Xy) = Y (dL_g 1(X9 )) is 
a linear isomorphism. 
A.5.28 REMARK. (THE TRIVIALIZATION OF THE COTANGENT BUNDLE) 
Since the tangent map of the dual of the left translation d£~- ~ maps Ti_ G to T;G bijectively, 
then every fibre of TG* is the image under d£;- 1 of some Y E g, and so we can make the 
identification of every dL ; - 1 (Y) E T; G ~ T* G with (g , Y) for g E G, Y E Ti_ G and so express 
T*G=Gxg*. 
A.5.29 D EFINITION. The matrix exponential of X E ~nxn is the (invertible) matrix exp(X) = 
00 2: ihXk'. The exponential mapping is the map exp: ~nx ·'1 --+ GL(n,~) defined by exp : X t-t 
k=O 
exp(X). 
A.5.30 PROPOSITION. For each X. Y E ~nxn and t E ~~ 
1. ftexp(tX) = X exp(tX) = exp(tX)X. 
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2. If X andY commute, then exp(X + Y) = exp(X) exp(Y) . 
3. det exp(tX) = exp(tr(X)). 
4- Yexp(X)Y- 1 = exp(Y XY-1 ). 
A.5.31 DEFINITION. For two Lie algebras 91 and 92, the linear mapping ¢ : 91 -t 92 such that 
¢([X, Y]) = [¢(X), ¢(Y)] for each X, Y E 91 is a Lie algebra homomorphism. If in ad-
dition <P is a bijection, then <P is a Lie algebra isomorphism. If 91 = 92 = g, then the Lie 
algebra isomorphism ¢ : g -t 9 is a Lie algebra automorphism. 
A.5.32 PROPOSITION. Let <I> be a smooth group homomorphism <I> : G1 -t G2 between G1 and G2 which 
have Lie algebras g1 and 92, respectively. Then the tangent map d<l> : g1 -t g2 is a Lie algebra 
homomorphism. 
If <I> : G1 -t G2 is a linear map, then d<I> =<I>. Note that from (A.5.32) , smoothly isomorphic Lie 
groups have isomorphic Lie algebras. 
A.5.33 PROPOSITION. The conjugation map L9 o R-g 1 : G --1 G, L 9 o R-g 1(h) = ghg- 1 is a smooth 
group isomorphism. 
A.5.34 DEFINITION. For any gin G, the t angent map of the conjugation map Ly o R-g1 is the adjoint 
action of g on 9, Ad9 : g -t g, where Ad9 X = gX g-
1 for all X E g. 
A.5.35 DEFINITION. For any X E 9, the derivative of the adjoint map is given by adx g -t 9, 
adx Y = [X, Y] for all X , Y E g. adx is the adjoint operator of X. 
A.5.36 PROPOSITION. For each g E G, Ad9 : g -t 9 is a Lie algebra automorphism. 
A.5.37 DEFINITION. The group of all isomorphisms <I> : G -t G of G is its the automorphism group 
Aut( G). The subgroup { L 9 o Ry-1 : g E G} of Aut(g) is the group of inner automorphisms 
lnn (G). 
A.5.38 D EFINITION. The group of all Lie algebra isomorphisms¢ : g -t 9 of g is its automorphism 
group Aut(g). The subgroup {Ad9 : g E G} of Aut(g) is the group of inner automorphisms 
lnn(9). 
A.5.39 PROPOSITION. The mapping Ad G -t Aut(g) such that Aut(g) = Ad9 , is a smooth group 
homomorphism. 
A.5.40 PROPOSITION. If 9 is semisimple, then lnn (g) = Aut(g)o, the connected component of Aut(9) . 
A.5.41 DEFINITION. For each g E G, the co-adjoint action of gong* is the map Ad;- 1 : g -t g such 
that (Ad;- 1p)(X) = p(Ad9 (X)) for all X E g. 
A .5.42 DEFINITION. The set Ox = {Ad9 X : g E G} is the adjoint orbit of G through X E g. 
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A.5.43 DEFINITION. The set Op = { Ad;- 1P : g E G} is the co-adjoint orbit of G through pEg*. 
A.5.44 DEFINITION. A subspace i of a Lie algebra g is a ideal of g if for each X E g, Y E i, then 
[X, Yj E i. 
A.5.45 DEFINITION. An ideal i of g is Abelian if for each X, Y E i, then XY = Y X. 
A.5.46 DEFINITION. A semisimple Lie algebra is a Lie algebra for which there are no nonzero Abelian 
ideals. 
A .5.47 DEFINITION. A semisimple Lie group is a Lie group G with a semisimple Lie algebra. 
A.5.48 DEFINITION. A simple Lie algebra is a non-Abelian Lie algebra with no non-trivial ideals. 
A.5.49 DEFINITION. A (connected) simple Lie group is a connected non-Abelian Lie group for which 
there are no non-trivial normal subgroups. 
A .5.50 PROPOSITION. A connected matrix Lie group is simple if its Lie algebra is simple. 
A.5.51 PROPOSITION. A simple Lie group G is semisimple. 
A.5.52 D EFINITION. The centre of a Lie algebra g is the set 3(9) = {A E g : [A, X]= 0 for all X E g}. 
A.5.53 D EFINITION. A homotopy of a path a to a path /3 in a group G is a continuous function 
d: [0.1] x [0, 1] -t G such that for each t E [0.1], d(O, t) = a(t) and d(l. t) = f3(t). 
A.5.54 DEFINITION. G is simply-connected if it is connected, and for any two paths a and /3 where 
a(O) = g,a(1) = hand /3(0) = g,/3(1) = h there is a homotopy d of the path a to the path f3 
such that d(s, 0) = g and d(s, 1) = h: that is, the endpoints are preserved. 
A.5.55 DEFINITION. A cover of a group G by a group G is a local homeomorphism <J? G -t G 
which is also a group homomorphism. Particularly, if the local homeomorphism <I> is an n-to-1 
- -homomorphism, then <I> is an n-fold cover of G by G. The preimages g E G of g E G under 
<I> are !>aiu to bu over g E G. Particularly, a 2-to-1 local homeomorphism between matrix Lie 
- -groups G and G is a double cover of G by G. 
- -A.5.56 THEOREM. Given <I> : G -t G ann-fold cover of G by G, suppose that a is a path in G with initial 
point g, and g is a point in G over g. Then there is a unique path ii in G such that a(O) = g 
and <I> o ii = a. 
A.5.57 DEFINITION. In (A.5.56) , the unique path a in then-fold cover G of G such that Ci(O) = g and 
<I> o a = a is the lift of the path a. 
A.5.58 D EFINITION. A vector field X on G is left-invariant if dL9(X) = gX for each X E g and each 
g E G. 
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A.5.59 DEFINITION. The integral curve of a. smooth vector field X on G with initial condition g0 E G 
is a curve g(-) : (a, b) --t G such that g(O) =go and g(t) = X (g(t)) for all t E (a, b). 
The integral curve of X is often referred to as the flow of X. 
A.5.60 DEFINITION. The Killing form of g is the symmetric bilinear mapping K. : g x g such that 
K.(X, Y) = tr(adx o ady) for each X , Y E g. 
A.5.61 DEFINITION. Let g be equipped with a Killing form. Then for any subset 8 ~ g, the orthogonal 
complement to the subset S is 5 1. = E g : K-(X, Y) = 0. \fY E S} ~ g. 
A .5.62 DEFINITION. If gl. = {0}, then the Killing form K-ong is nondegenerate. 
A .5.63 PROPOSITION. If g is semisimple, then the Killing form K- is nondegenerate. 
A.6 Iwasawa decomposition 
References used include [15]. Let G be a semisimple matrix Lie group and g its Lie algebra. 
A.6.1 DEFINITION. A subalgebra e of g is a compact subalgebra if the Killing form K. of g is negative-
definite on e. 
A.6.2 DEFINITION. A subalgebra a of g is an Abelian subalgebra if [At , A2] = 0 for any A1, A2 E a. 
A.6.3 D EFINITION. A subalgebra n of g is a nilpotent subalgebra if the series 
n 2 [n, n] 2 [[n. n], n] 2 [[[n. n], n], n] ... 
terminates in zero. 
A.6.4 DEFINITION. A direct sum decomposition g = e$ a$ n where e is a compact subalgebra of g, a is 
an Abelian subalgebra of g and n is a nilpotent subalgebra of g is an Iwasawa decomposition 
of the (semisimple) Lie algebra g. 
A.6.5 THEOREM. An Iwasawa decomposition of the Lie algebra g is unique up to conjugacy: that is, 
the subalgebras e, a and n are unique up to an inner automorphism of g. 
A.6.6 THEOREM. Given an Iwasawa decomposition of the Lie algebra g = e ED a 6) n of G, let K be a 
subgroup of G with Lie algebra e, A be a subgroup of G with Lie algebra a and N be a subgroup 
of G with Lie algebra n. Then the multiplication map K x A x N --t G given by (k , a , n) H kan 
is a diffeomorphism onto. 
A.6. 7 D EFINITION. A decomposition G = KAN of (A.6.6) is an Iwasawa d ecomposition of the 
(semisimple ) Lie group G. 
A.6.8 PROPOSITION. In any Iwasawa decomposition G = KAN, the product AN is a subgroup of G. 
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A.7 Left-invariant control systems 
References used include [30],[29], [2], [13] and [14] . Let G be a (matrix) Lie group, and g its Lie 
algebra. 
A.7.1 DEFINITION. An admissible control is a piecewise-constant mapping u(-) : [O,Tu]-t JR.e . 
The components u1(-) , u2(-) , ... , ue(-) of u(-) will be referred to as input functions. 
A.7.2 DEFINITION. A control system L; (on G) is a pair I:= (G,3), where 3: G x JR.i -t TG is a 
smooth mapping. 
We refer to 3 as t he dynamics of the system I:. 
A.7.3 DEFINITION. The control system I: is left-invariant if the dynamics is invariant under left 
translation: that is, for allg E G, 3(g,u) = 9 3(1,u). 
We refer to the map 3(1, ·) : IRe -t g as the parametrization map. Where convienient, we 
denote the image 3(1, u) by 3 ·u· 
A. 7.4 DEFINITION. A control affine left-invariant system I: is a left-invariant control system 
such that for each u E IRe t he parametrization map has the form 3(1, u) = A + L;~ 1uiBi (the 
elements B1 , B2 , ... , Be are assumed to be linearly independent). 
In the classical notation, we express such a system I: as 
9 = g (A + t ·u,Bi), 9 E G. u = (u1,u2 , ... ,·ue) EIRe. 
t=l 
A.7.5 DEFINITION. The trace of L; is the image set f = {311 : ·u E IR} ~ g. 
Let E = (G, S) be a control affine left-invariant system. We express t he trace as r = A + 
(B1, ... , Be) = A + f 0. 
A. 7.6 DEFINITION. The system I: is homogeneous if A is linearly dependent on B1 , ... , Be; otherwise, 
E is inhomogeneous. 
Let Lie(r) denote the Lie algebra generated by the trace r. 
A.7.7 DEFINITION. A full-rank system is a system I: such that. Lie(f ) = g. 
A. 7.8 DEFINITION. A trajectory of a left-invariant control system Eon G is the absolutely-continuous 
cmve 9(·) : [0, T] -+ G such that g(-) satisfies g(t) = 3 ((9(t), u(t))) almost everywhere for some 
admissible control u(-) : [0, T] -tIRe. 
A.7.9 DEFINITION. The attainable set for I: from g E Gis the set A (g) of all points reachable along 
trajectories of I: from g for positive time: A(g) = {g(T) : g(-) a trajectory of I:, g(O) = g, T ~ 0} . 
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A.7.10 PROPOSITION. For any left-invariant control system E = (G ,3), A(g) = gA(1) 
For the left-invariant control systems E = (G, 3) we denote A(1) by A and refer to it as the 
attainable set of E. 
A.7.11 PROPOSITION. For any left-invariant control system E = (G,3) , A is a subsemigroup of G. 
A.7.12 DEFINITION. A left-invariant control system E is controllable if given any go,91 E G, there 
exists t ~ 0 such that 91 E A (go) . 
A. 7.13 PROPOSITION. A left-invariant control system E is controllable if given any g E G, then the 
attainable set A(g) = G. 
A.7.14 DEFINITION. The set O(g) = {g(t) g(t) a trajectory of E, t E R g(t) E G, g(O) = g} is the 
orbit of E through g E G. 
A.7.15 PROPOSITION. The Cauchy problem g = gA, g(O) = 1 has the solution g(t) = exp(tA). 
A.7.16 PROPOSITION. Given a left-invariant control affine system E with piecewise-constant controls 
expressed in the classical notation as g = g (A+ E1=1ukBk), u E lRe, with trajectory g(·) : 
[0, T] ---* G, g(O) =go, then there exist N EN, real numbers T1, T2, ... ,TN > 0 and A1, A2 , ... ,An E 
r such that for each t E [0, T], g(t) is the product of matrix exponentials 
where T1 + r2 + ... + TN = T . 
A.7.17 DEFINITION. The system E is called symmetric iff= -f. 
Let G be a connected matrix Lie group. 
A.7.18 THEOREM. A symmetric system E = (G,3) is controllable if and only if it is full rank. 
A . 7.19 DEFINITION. A map a{) : I ---* G is periodic (in t) if there exists some p E ~ such that for any 
to E ~,a( to) =go, then a( to+ p) = 90· 
A. 7.20 THEOREM. The full-rank system E = (G, 3) is controllable if there exists some u0 E ~e such 
that the map t t-t exp(t 3(1, u0 )) is periodic. 
A.8 Equivalences of control systems 
The reference used is [5]. Let E = (G, 3) and ~ = (G, 3) be two control systems, where 
dim(G) = dim(G). 
A.8.1 DEFINITION. E and I; are local state-space equivalent (l.s.s.e.) if for every g E G, g E G 
there exists a local diffeomorphism {!) : N ---* fi (where N and fi are neighbourhoods of g and 
g, respectively) such that the tangent map d{l)(1) · 3(g. u) = S(g, u) for all u EIRe. 
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A.8.2 THEOREM. ~ and ~ are l.s.s.e. if and only if there exists a Lie algebra isomorphism¢ such 
that for each u EIRe, ¢(3(1, -u)) = §(l,u). 
A.8.3 DEFINITION. ~ and E are local feedback equivalent (l.f.e.) at points g and g if there exists 
a local diffeomorphism q, : N x JRi --7 N x IRe (where N and N are neighbourhoods of g and g, 
respectively) such that q,(g, u) = (¢(g), 1/;(g, u)) =(g. u) and dq,(g) · 3(g. u) = §(¢(g), 1/J(g, u)). 
A.8.4 DEFINITION. I; and E are local detached feedback equivalent (l.d.f.e.) at points g and g 
if there exists a local diffeomorphism ci> : N x IRe --7 N x IRe (where N and N are neighbour-
hoods of g and g, respectively) such that q,(g, u) = (¢(g), 1/;(u)) = (g, u) and dci>(g) · 3(g, u) = 
3(¢(g), 1/;(u)). 
A.8.5 PROPOSITION. Two control systems~= (G,3) and E = (G,§) are l.d.j.e. at g1,92 E G if and 
only if they are l. d.f. e at 1 E G. 
A.9 Hamiltonian formalism 
References used include [26] and [17]. 
A.9.1 DEFINITION. A Poisson bracket on a vector space Vis a bilinear operator{· ,· } on C00(V) 
such that for all F, G, H E C00 (V), {FG, H} - {F, H} G- F {G, H} = 0. The vector space V 
equipped with the Poisson bracket{·,·} is a Poisson space, denoted by (V, {·,·}) . 
Let H be a function in coo (V) and (V, { ·, ·}) be a Poisson space. 
A.9.2 DEFINITION. The vector field E defined by E[F] = {H, F} for all FE C00 (V) is a Hamilto-
nian vector field associated to H. 
We will refer to H as the Hamiltonian function of the vector field E associated to it. 
A .9.3 DEFINITION. A Hamilton-Poisson system is a triple (V, H, {-, ·} ). 
A.9.4 PROPOSITION. Let (V,H, {· , ·})be a Hamilton-Poisson system with flow <Pt = exp(tE). Then 
1. H o </Jt = H 
3. The Lie bracket of two Hamiltonian vector fields P, G is a Hamiltonian vecto?' field, and 
[P. G] = {F,G} 
4. If Hx and Hy are Hamiltonian functions on T*G which correspond to smooth vector fields 
X andY, then {Hx,Hy} = H[x,Y] · 
We will denote -dt,(F o cPt) by F. Let G be a (matrix) Lie group and g its Lie algebra. 
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A.9.5 EXAMPLE. The dual space g* equipped with the Lie-Poisson bracket {F, G} (p) = -p[dF(p) , dG(p)] 
for all pEg*, F , G E C00 (V) is a Hamilton-Poisson system. 
A.9.6 REMARK. Given a basis {E1, ... , En} for g, the dual basis {Ei, E2, .... E;} is the set of elements 
Ei E g* such that Ei(Ej) = Oij· We may thus express any pEg* as the sum p1Ei + p2E2 + 
... +PnE~. 
A.9. 7 DEFINITION. For each left-invariant vector field X on a matrix Lie group G, we define the 
corresponding Hamiltonian function Hx by Hx(P) = p(X(g)) for each g E G, pEg*. Hx is the 
reduced Hamiltonian of X. 
A.lO Optimal control 
References used include [13] and [17]. Let G be a matrix Lie group with Lie algebra g and g0 , 9T 
arbitrary fixed points in G, and E = (G, 3 ) a left-invariant control affine system. 
A.10.1 DEFINITION. If u(·) is an admissible control and g(-) is the corresponding trajectory, then 
(g(·), u(-)) is a trajectory-control pair of E. 
Given go, 9T E G, a trajectory-control pair transfers the point 90 to 9T if there exists an interval 
[0, T] contained in the domain of (g , u) such that g(O) = go, g(T) = 91'· 
A.10.2 DEFINITION. The cost of t he transfer of go to gr by a trajectory-control pair (g(-),u.(-)) is the 
functional :J = J[ .C(g(t) , u(t))dt. 
A.10.3 DEFINITION. A trajectory-control pair (g(-), u(-) ) is optimal with respect to the given points 
90 and 9T if g(O) = go and g(T) = 9T and if for any other trajectory-control pair (g'(·), u'(-)) 
1' T 
which transfers go to gr, it follows that .7' = f0 .C(g'(t) , u'(t))dt > f0 .C(g(t) , u(t))dt = :J . 
.C is the Lagrangian of this optimization. 
A.l0.4 DEFINITION. A Lagrangian .C E C 00 (G x JR1) is left-invariant if L(9291, u) = .C(g1 , u) for all 
91, 92 in G. 
Note that a left-invariant Lagrangian .C is constant over G and depends only on the controls. 
·T A.l0.5 DEFINITION. If the Lagrangian has the form .C = Ef=1 ciu~, then :J = J0 .C(g(t),u(t))dt is a 
quadratic cost. 
In this thesis we will always use quadratic costs. 
A.lO. 6 DEFINITION. In this thesis an optimal control problem on G associated with the control 
system E = (G, 3) is the problem of finding the trajectory-control pair (g(-) , u(-)) relative to the 
given points go, gr such that 
g = g3(1,u), g E S0(1, 2)o, (u1,u2, ... ,uf) EIRe 
g(O) = go. g(T) = 9T 
:J = ~ f T (c1uf(t) + c2u~(t) + ... + ceuF(t)) dt-+ min c1 , c2, .. . , ce > 0. 
2 lo 
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We denote this control problem by (I:, £, (go, 9T· T)). 
A.10. 7 DEFINITION. A left-invariant control problem is an optimal control problem for which both 
the Lagrangian£ and the control ~y~tem I: = (G, 2) are left-invariant. 
Note that the optimal control problem of (A.10.6) is left-invariant. 
A.10.8 REMARK. (LIFTING THE CONTROL PROBLEM TO T*G) Given the particular control problem of 
(A.10.6), we may determine the Hamiltonian for this problem as in (A.9.7) : for each u E IR£, 
the reduced Hamiltonian H of the left-invariant vector field 2 u = A + Ef=1 uiBi is given by 
the function H(p9 ) = p9 (g(A + I:f=1uiBi)). By the trivialization (A.5.28), we express each 
p9 E T;G ~ T*G by p9 = dL;- 1P = (g,p) : then 
H(g, p) = dL;-~ (p) (g (A+ Ef=luiB.i.)) = p (g-1g (A + I:f=luiBi)) 
p (A+ Ef=1uiBi) 
where then H is a linear function on g* only. 
The Hamiltonian of the left-invariant optimal control problem (A.10.6) is the function 
where p E g* , u E IR£ and >. = 0, 1. 
From (A.9.6), the component functions Pi satisfy Pi = {pi, 1-c>·} . 
(A.10.1) 
A.10.9 DEFINITION. The reduced extremal equations for the optimal control problem (A.10.6) with 
Hamiltonian '}{A is the system of differential equations Pi = {Pi, '}{A}. 
A.10.10 PROPOSITION. Suppose that (g(·),p(·)) is a.n integral cur·ve of the Hamiltonian vecto1· field 
JlA(p,u(-)) for some control function u(·), with 'HA(p,u) = ->.L(u) + p (A+ I:f=1uiBi)· Then 
g = g ('flip>. (p, u)) and p(t) = Ad;(t)P(O), for some p(O) E g*. Consequently, for each t E (a, b), 
p(t) is contained in the co-adjoint orbit of G through p(O). 
A.10.11 COROLLARY. For each integral curve (g(-),p(·)) of'H(p,u(t)), AdZ(t)-lp(t) is constant. 
A.10.12 DEFINITION. A function K is Ad(;-invariant if K(p) = K(AdZ(p)) for all g E G and pEg*. 
A.10 .13 DEFINITION. A Casimir function is any Ad(;-invariant smooth function Kong*. 
A.10.14 PROPOSITION. A Casimir function is a constant of motion for any Hamiltonian function H on 
g*: that is, {H, K(p)} = 0 for all pEg* . 
A.10.15 REMARK . Since from (A.10.10) the integral curves p(-) of the reduced extremal equations de-
velop on the co-adjoint orbits OTJ(O} (which are the level surfaces of the Casimir function K) and 
from (A.9.4) (1) it follows that 1/tH(p(t)) = 0, then the extremal curves lie on the intersections 
of the level surfaces Hu(O} n Ku(O}. 
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We now give a statement of the Pontryagin Maximum principle (PMP ), which gives a set of 
necessary conditions for a trajectory to be optimal. 
A.l0.16 THEOREM. (PMP) If (g(·), u(-)) is an optimal trajectory-control pair of the left-invariant opti-
mal control problem associated to system L; on an interval [0, T], then g(-) is the projection of 
..,.-t 
the integral curve (g(-), p(-)) of the Hamiltonian vector field 11. >., A = 0, 1, such that 
1. If A = 0, then (g (-), p(-)) is not identically zero on [ 0, T] . 
2. 11.-'(g(·),p(-),u(·) );::: 1i((g(·),p(·),u)) f or any u EIRe and a.e. t E (O,T] 
3. 1iA(g(-),p(-),u(·)) is constant f or· allt E (O,T]. 
A.l0.17 DEFINITION. A pair of curves (g(· ),p(-), u(-)) ~ G x g* x IRe on an interval [0, T] is an extremal 
-+ pair if (g(-), p(-)) is an integral curve of 1i A for either A = 0 or 1 such that the first two statements 
of the PMP hold. A projection (g(-) ,p(·)) of the extremal pair is called an extremal curve. 
The extremal curves corresponding to A= 1 are normal extrema ls, while those corresponding 
to A = 0 are abnormal extremals. 
Note that in this thesis we will always restrict to normal extremals, and so refer to the normal 
extremals as extremal curves. Thus we denote the Hamiltonian vector field H A by H and its 
Hamiltonian function by 11.. 
A .ll Elliptic functions 
References used include [34] and [19] . 
A.l1.1 DEFINITION. For a real k E (0, 1), the Jacobi elliptic functions sn(-, k), en(-, k) and dn(-, k) 
are defined as t he solutions to the system of differential equations 
x = yz. iJ = -zx and i = -k2xy 
satisfying initial condtions sn(O, k) = x(O) = 0, cn(O, k) = y(O) = 1 and dn(O, k) = z(O) = 1. 
The real parameter k E (0, 1) is the modulus of the elliptic function. Nine other elliptic 
functions are defined by taking reciprocals and quotients: 
ns(-, k) = 1 nc(-, k) = 1 nd(-, k) = 1 sn(·,k); cn{t,k}; dn(·,k) 
sc(-, k) cd(-, k) = ~ ( ' ) ) ds(·, k) ~ k 
cs(-, k) = Cn{t,k}. dc(-.k) = ~- sd(-. k) = sn(-,k)' ~-) ( ' ) 
Of the given elliptic functions, only 6 (sn, cd, de, ns, nd and dn) are used in this thesis. 
A .11.2 PROPOSITION. The derivatives of the Jacobi elliptic functions sn, en and dn are given by 
d dtsn(t,k) = cn(d,k)dn(d,k), d dt cn(t, k) = - dn(d, k)sn(d, k), d 2 dtdn(t,k) = k cn(d,k)sn(d,k). 
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The derivatives of the other 9 elliptic functions may be obtained from these via the product and 
quotient rules. 
A.11.3 PROPOSITION . Ask approaches 0 from the right, correspondingly 
sn(t , k) --+ sin(t), cn(t, k) --+ cos(t ) and dn(t, k) --+ 1. 
As k approaches 1 from the left, correspondingly 
sn(t, k)--+ tanh(t) , cn(t, k)--+ (t) and dn(t , k)--+ (t). 
The convergence is uniform on compact sets. 
A.11.4 DEFINITION. An elliptic integral is an integral of the form J R(t, P(t))dt where R is a rational 
function, P is the square root of a polynomial of degree three or four with no repeated roots, 
and c E lR is a constant. 
In this thesis, we make use of the elliptic integrals 
l x dt 
sn-
1 (~. ~) o s;xs;b<a = 0 J(a.2 - t2)(b2 - t2) 
1b dt ~cd-1 ( ~~~) o s;xs;b<a = x J(a2- t2)(b2 - t2) a b a 
I X dt ~dc- 1 ( ~. ~) b<as;x = 
a J(t2 - a2)(t2 - b2) a a a 100 dt 1 -1 (X b ) b<as;x = - ns -, -
x J(t2 - a2)(t2 - b2) a b a 
l x dt b J(a2 - t2)(t2 - b2) = ~nd-1 ( :10, v'a
2
- b' ) 
a b a bs;xs;a 
1u dt 
a: J(a2 - t2)(t2 - b2) 
~dn-1 ( :' , v'a' - b') 
a a a 
bs;xs;a 
A .12 Stability 
References used include [17], [26] and [23]. Let V be a real vector space and W ~ V open. Given 
a smooth map X : W --+ V, consider the differential equation 
P = X(p). (A.l2.1) 
Here, p denotes t · 
A.12.1 D EFINITION. A equilibrium point of the differential equation (A.12.1) is a point P e such that 
X(pe) = 0. 
A.l2.2 DEFINITION. An equilibrium point P e is nonlinearly stable if for every neighbourhood N1 of 
Pe, there exists a neighbourhood N2 of Pe such that the trajectories p (-) passing through Pe and 
intially in N2 never leave N1. If the point Pe is not nonlinearly stable, then it is (nonlinearly) 
unstable. 
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The energy-Casimir method gives sufficient conditions for the nonlinear stability of equilib-
rium points of a differential equation of the form (A.l2.1): 
A.12.3 THEOREM. (THE ENERGY-CASIMIR METHOD) Let (V, {-,·},H) be a Hamilton-Poisson system, 
and Pe be an equilibrium point of the system p = {p, H}. Then 
1. Find a family of constants of motion for the Hamiltonian system. These are generally 
CasimiT functions. 
2. Select a constant of motion K from the family deteTmined in step 1 such that the eneTgy-
Casimir function H + K has a critical point at Pe· 
3. DeteTmine the second derivative of the energy-CasimiT function at Pe. 
If the second derivative of the energy-Casimir function is positive-definite or negative-definite at 
Pe, then Pe is nonlinearly stable. If not, the test is inconclusive. 
An extention of this method by Ortega, Ratiu and Planas-Bielsa [23] also gives sufficient condi-
tions for nonlinear stability for a differential equation of the form (A. l2.1): 
A.12.4 THEOREM. (EXTENDED ENERGY-CASIMIR METHOD) Let (M, {-,·} ,H) be a Hamilton-Poisson 
system, Pe be an equilibrium point of the system p = H(p) and CI, c2, ... , ck conserved quan-
tities, that is, {Ci, H} = 0 fori= 1, 2 .... , k. If there exist constants Ao. AI, ... , Ak such that for 
the function L = AoH +AI C1 + A2C2+, ... , AkCk, then 
and the quadratic foTm 
is positive-definite, where 
W = ker(dH(Pe)) n ker(dCI(Pe)) n ... n ker(dCk(Pe)) 
then Pe is non-linear stable. 
A.12.5 DEFINITION. An equilibrium point Pe of the system p = X(p) is linearly stable at Pe if 
the eigenvalues of dX(pe) have no positive real parts. If p., is not linearly stable, then it is 
(linearly) unstable. 
A.l2.6 PROPOSITION. Nonlinear stability implies linear stability. However, linear stability does not 
necessarily imply nonlinear stability. 
By the contrapositive, (A.l2.6) will provide our method for showing that equilibrium points are 
unstable, since if a point is linearly unstable, then it is nonlinearly unstable. We will refer to 
linearly unstable points as unstable. 
Appendix B 
Tables 
Type Representative controllability 
1-input (inhomogeneous) o:(E2) + uE1 controllable 
o:E2 + uE3 not controllable 
o:E1 + ·uE3 controllable 
E3 + u(E1 + E3) controllable 
2-input homogeneous u1E2 +u2E1 controllable 
u1E3 + u2E2 controllable 
2-inpu t inhomogeneous aE3 + u1E2 + u2E1 controllable 
o:E1 + u1E3 + u2E2 controllable 
El + U1E3 + U2(El + E2) controllable 
3-input (homogeneous) ·u1E1 + u2E2 + ·u3E3 controllable 
Table B.1: Classificat ion of left-invariant control affine systems under l.d.f.e. and controllability of the 
representative elements. 
(Results used: CHAPTER 4, THEOREMS 4.1.10, 4.1.27, 4.1.34 and 4.1.35, the controllability 
criterion THEOREM 4.2.9.) 
Representative Equilibrium points Stability value 
u1E2 + u2E1 (0 ,0, 0) stable 
(M,O.O) stable 
(0, M, 0) unstable 
u1E3 + u2E2 (0, 0,0) stable 
(O,O,M) unstable 
(0, M , 0) unstable 
(0, M , N)lc1=c2 unstable 
Table B.2: Stability of equilibrium points: 2-input homogenous systems. In each case M E lR\ {0}. 
(Results used:THEOREMS 5.2.5 and 5.3.5.) 
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Representative Equilibrium points Stability value 
cxE2 + uE1 (0, 111, O)IM <0 stable 
(0, M , O) IM>O unstable 
(M, -CYCt , O)hM!<CJO stable 
(M, -ac1, O)i!MJ>c1 o unstable 
(0,0,0) stable 
cxE1 + uE3 (0, 111, O)IM>O unstable 
(0. M , O)IM<O stable 
( -aq , 0, M)I JMJ>qa stable 
( -QCl , 0, M) i!MJ<qa unstable 
(0,0,0) unstable 
cx~+uE3 (0, M , O)IM>O unstable 
(0, M , O)IM<O stable 
(0, CXCt, M)hM!>CJik stable 
(0, CXCt , M)i!MJ<c1a unstable 
(0, 0,0) unstable 
- E2 + u(E1 + E2) ( M, - JCJiil - M ,O) unstable 
(M,VdJ- M.o ) IM>~ unstable 
( M , JCM - M , 0) l o<M<~ stable 
(c,O, O) stable 
(0,0, 0) unstable 
Table B.3: Stability of equilibrium points: 1-input (inhornogenous) systems. In each case ME IR\ {0}. 
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Representative Equilibrium points Stability value 
aE3 + u1E2 + u2E1 (0, 0,0) unstable 
(0, 0. M)IM>O stable 
(0,0. M )iM<O unstable 
(M, 0. -ac2)IIMI>ac2 stable 
(M, 0. -o:c2)i!MI<oc1 unstable 
(0, M, ocl)IIMI<oq unstable 
aE1 + u1E3 + u2E2 (0, 0,0) stable 
(M,O,O) stable 
( - ac1 , 0, M)i!Mi>aq stable 
( -ac1, 0, M) i!Mi<aq unstable 
(- O'C2, 0 , M) i!Mi>ac2 stable 
( -ac2, 0, M)I IMI<ac2 unstable 
(ac1, M, N) jq=c2 unstable 
-E2 + u1E3 + u2(E1 + E2) (0, 0, 0) unstable 
(0, C2, 0) unstable 
(M, - VciJV! - M ,O) unstable 
(M, VC2M - M, 0) unstable 
Table B.4: Stability of equilibrium points: 2-input inhomogenous systems. In each case M, N E IR\ {0}. 
Representative Equilibrium points Stability value 
u1E1 + u2E2 + u3E3 (0, 0, 0) stable 
(A, 0. 0) stable 
(0. 0, C) unstable 
(0. B , 0) unstable 
(0, B. C)c2=c3 unstable 
Table B.5: Stability of equilibrium points: 3-input systems. In each case A, B, C E IR\ {0}. 
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Mathematica codes 
C.l 
The codes used in Chapter 2 
Code used to find the eigenvalues in THEOREM 
2.1.11 
Eigenvalues[{{!- (bA2jaA2), (-bc)jaA2}, 
{( -bc)jaA2, 1- (cA2/aA2)} }]% 
Eigenvalues[{ {(aA2jbA2)- 1, (ac)jbA2}, 
{(ac)/bA2, (cA2/bA2) + 1}}]% 
Eigenvalues[{ {(aA2/cA2) - 1, (ab)/d"2}, 
{(ab)/d"2, (bA2jcA2) + 1}}]% 
0 
-2Cosh[v]Sinh[v] 
e = 1/vA2 
sl = 8ug 
s2 =8ve 
Sqrt[eg] 
1/ (Sqrt[eg]) 
k = (1/(2Sqrt[eg])) (8u(sl/Sqrt[eg]) 
-8v(s2/Sqrt[eg])) 
1 
V7 
Codes used to find the Gaussian curvatures in 0 
THEOREMS 2.1.15 and 2.3.3 
e = -(Sinh[v])A2 
f=O 
g =l 
sl = 8ug 
s2 = 8ve 
k = (1/(2Sqrt[eg])) (8u(sl/Sqrt[eg]) 
-8v(s2/Sqrt[eg])) 
- Sinh[vf 
0 
1 
C.2 
The codes used in Chapter 3 
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Code used to find the matrix exponentials in 
REMARK 3.6.11 
E1 = {{0,0, 0}, {0,0, -1}, {0, 1, 0}} 
E2 = { {0, 0, 1}, {0, 0, 0}, {1, 0, 0}} 
E3= {{0,1,0},{1,0,0},{0,0,0}} 
FullSimplify[MatrixExp[tE1]] 
FullSimplify[MatrixExp[tE2]] 
FullSimplify[MatrixExp[tE3]] 
{{0,0, 0} , {0.0,-1},{0, 1, 0}} 
{{0,0,1},{0,0,0}, {1 , 0,0}} 
{ 9 4 -ArcCos - , {
- [ .,2Cot(Q)2 - 2<>11Cot(O)Coc(0)+112Csc(OJ2 ] } 
n2 + o 2 Cot(oJ2 -2o~CotWJCsc(OJ+I12CscjOJ2 
0 -+ ArcCos - , {
- [ 1,.2cot[OJ2 -2oi'Cot [U)Csc(OJ+IJ2 Coc(U(2 ] } 
n2 +"2Cot(HJ2- 2nt1Cot(N)Cs~[N}+f.12 c~cjHJ2 
{
- [ ,.2Cot(OJ2 .. 2 .. 11Cot(O)Csc(O)+IJ2Csc(U(2 ] } 6 -+ - ArcCos , 
a 2 +a2Cot(oJ2 -2<>i1Cot(Q)Coc(8J+f12Csc(OJ2 
{
- [ o2Cot(8J 2 -2a/1Cot{U)Csc(U)+I12C,c(UJ2 ] } 0 -t ArcCos } 
o 2+o 2Cot[UJ2 - 2<>{1Cot[o)Csc (O)+i12Csc(0)2 
Code used to determine the line f. in Case 2 of 
PROPOSITION 4.1.30 
"Case 2" 
{ {0, 1• 0} , {1, O, O}, {O, 0: O}} . Solve[,BCosh[OverTilde[O]} + (-a:+ ,BCos[O]) 
{ {1, 0, 0}, {0, Cos[t], -Sm[t]}, {O, Sm[t], Cos[t]}} Csc[O]Sinh[OverTilde[O]} == 0, OverTilde[O]} 
{ { Cosh[t]' 0, Sinh[t]}' { O, 1' O} ' {Sinh[t], O, Cosh[t] }Jolve[( - a:+ ,BCos[O])Cosh[OverTilde[O]]Csc[O] 
{ {Cosh[t], Sinh[t], O} , {Sinh[t], Cosh[t], O} , {O. O, 1}J,BSinh[OverTilde(O]} == 0, OverTilde[O]J 
C.3 
The codes used in Chapter 4 
Code used to find the expression of t he unique 
hyperboloids in PROPOSITION 4.1.20 
Solve (a.J(t"2a"2)/(a"2 - b"2) 
+bJ(t"2a"2)f(a"2- b"2) - t 112 == h,t]% 
Solve (a.J(t"2a"2)/(b"2- a"2) 
+bJ(t"2a"2)/(b112- a112) + t"2 == h,t]% 
{{o _, - ArcCosh [ ~2Cot[uJ2 2a~Cot(U)Csc[OJ+a2c8c[Of ] } 
. -112+.1.f2Cot[•J2 - 2,.11Cot[9)Csc(u)+<>2Csc(UJ2 ' 
0 -t ArcCosh - , {
- [ .J2Cot (uJ2 -2a/JCotWJCsc(OJ+o2Csc[OJ' ] } 
-IJ2 +IJ2Cot(u)2-2oi'Cot(O)Csc(•J+•• 2cs c(o)2 
0 --> - Arr.C<>sh , {
- [ f12Cot(UJ2 - 2••f1Cot (H)Coc(HJ+n2Csc(IIJ2 ] } 
[12 + f1 2Cot(UJ2 2u/1Cot(O)Csc(OJ+o2 Csc(UJ2 
{ O -t ArcCosh [ ~2Cot (Q)2 -2uJ1Cot(O)Csc(•J+u2Csc(UJ2 ] } } 
-112 +fi2Cot(o)2- 2n /JCot(O)Csc(O)+'-' 2csc(u)2 
{ { 0 -t - ArcCosh [ - 112 -112 Cot(Q)2 +2<>11Cot(O)Coc(OJ - o 2c,c(o)2 ] } ' 
{e -t Arr.Cosh [ )1<2-f12Cot[uf+2nfl~ot(O)C•ci"J -o2Csc(OJ2]} ' 
{ 0 __, -ArcCosh [ )112-s2Cot[o]2+2nl'~ot[O)Csc(OJ-o2Csc[OJ2]}' 
{ 0 -t ArcCosh [ /12- 112Cot(uJ2 +2<>11Cot(O)Csc(U)- ,, 2Csc(o]2] } } 
In this code we note immediately that in the 
denominator 
J -,82 + ,B2Cot[B]2 - 2o:,BCot[O]Csc[B] + o:2Csc[BJ2 
Code used to determine the line f. in Case 1 of common to a.ll the first set of solutions, the in-
PROPOSITION 4.1.30 
Case 1 
Solve[Cos[OverTilde[B]]( - ,8 + a:Cos(B])Csc[O] 
- a:Sin[OverTilde[O]] == O,OverTilde[O]] 
Solve[a:Cos[OverTilde[O]] + ( - ,8 + a:Cos[O]) 
Csc[O]Sin[OverTilde[O]] == O,OverTilde[O]] 
{{ 0 --+ - ArcCos [- J.-.2+"2Co<[f1J2 - 2n/l~ot[II)Cso(11)+112Csc(11)2 ]}' 
{ 0 --+ ArcCos[- Jo2+o2Cot(o[2 - 2o/1~ot(Y)Coc[Q)+I12Cso(o)2 ] }' 
{ 0 -t - ArcCos [ Jo2+02cot(HJ2-2al1~ot(Y)Csc [OJ+i12C•c(9)2 ]}' 
terior of the square root is exactly the negative 
of the interior of the square root in the denom-
inator 
J ,B2 - ,B2Cot[BJ2 + 2o:,BCot[B]Csc[B] - o:2Csc[B]2 
common to all the second set of solutions. Thus 
if the solutions in the first set are real, the so-
lutions in the second set must be the image 
under ArcCosh of an imaginary number, which 
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is not real. Thus there is no real e which solves 
both the first and t he second equation simulta-
neously. 
Code used to find the unique transformation b1 
in THEOREM 4.1.30 
= Solve(Cosh(OverTilde(8]]Sec(</>](a - ,BSin(</>]) 
<{e _, - ArcCosh [ - ' ] } , 
" 2 - ,..2sec(~)2 +2u(1Sec(~)Tan ( U)-~2TM(U)2 
{ 9 -> ArcCosh [ ] } , 
,.2 a2Sec (u)2 + 2 oi1Sec(O)T•n (U) . 82T•n(u)2 
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Solve(aCosh(OverTilde(8]] + (1 +a) 
Sinh(OverTilde(B]] == 0, OverTilde(8]] 
Solve((1 + a)Cosh(OverTilde(8]]+ 
aSinh(OverTilde(O]] == 0, OverTilde(O]] 
{{OverTilde[O] --+ - ArcCosh [- v'1t2a+a2]} 
v'f+2(i ' 
{ OverTilde[B] --+ ArcCosh [- v'\Jt:~a-2 ] } , 
{ OverTilde[O] --+ -ArcCosh [ v'Ji2:~a2 ] } , 
{ OverTilde[O] --+ ArcCosh [ v'Ji~~a-2 ] } } 
{ 0-> - ArcCosh [ ] } , { 
,.2 _ ,.2sec !•!2+2nf1Soc(•!Tan(•l-f12 Tan(u)2 { OverTilde[8] --+ - ArcCosh [- a ] } , 
{ 0 _, ArcCosh [ " ] } } v'-1-2ct Ja2-a 2se~I•J2 +2<>tjSoc(u )Tan[u)-112Tan (u)2 {OverTilde[O] ---+ ArcCosh [- a ] } 
{{
"9->-ArcCosh[- n 2 Scc[H)2 -2n/1Soc(II)Tnn (H)+ f12 Tan[H)2 ] } J - l-2ct l 
a2 +a2sec(u)2 - 2adSec(u)Tan[u)+t12Tan[u)2 ' {OverTilde[Oj --+ - ArcCosh [ a ] } 
{
- C [ u 2 Sec(u )2 -2<>11Sec[U)TM(U)+II2 Tan[U)2 ] } J-1-2ct ' 0 -+ A rc osh , 
-a2+0 2 scc[8)2 -2all5ec[U)Tan(9)+112 Ta n (8)2 { • [ ] [ (.!< ] } 
{
0 .... - Arc Cosh [ ,2sec(U)2-2ajj5ec(U)Tan (8)+112T• n (u)2 ] } ' OverTllde 8 ---+ ArcCosh v'- l - 2a } 
-n 2+,.2 Sec(PJ2- 2"'J;'Ser.(t~J jTan fH)+r1'2Tan(8)'2 
{ O _, ArcCos h [ a
2 Sec[U)2 · 2adSec[U)T a n (U)+d2 T•n(0)2 ] } } 
- c.2 +o2 Scc (u)2 -2u11Sec(U)Tan(U)+tj2T an[0)2 
In this code we note immediately that in the 
denominator Code used to determine t he line e in C ase 4b 
J a 2 - a2Sec[0]2 + 2a,BSec[O]Tan[&] - ,tJ2Tan[&J2 of PROPOSITION 4.1.30 
common to all t he first set of solutions, the in- Matri.x.Exp({ {0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, -OverTilde[O]}, 
terior of the square root is exactly the negative 
of the interior of the square root in the denom-
inator 
J - a 2 + a 2Sec[t':.lj2 - 2a,BSec[O]Tan[l1] + ,B2Tan[0]2 
common to all the second set of solutions. Thus 
if t he solutions in the first set are real, t he solu-
tions in the second set must be the image under 
ArcCosh of an imaginary number, which is not 
real. Vice versa, if the solutions in the second 
set are real, t hen t he solutions in the first. set 
are not real. Thus there is no real B which 
solves both t he first and the second equation 
simultaneously. 
{0, OverTilde[/1) , 0} }-{ {0, 0, OverTilde[O]}, 
{0, 0, 0}, {OverTilde[O), 0, 0} }) 
{ { ~ ( 2 + 82 ) • - ~. -8} . { ~ . ~ ( 2 _ ff2) , -8} , { - ff. 8, 1}} 
FullSimplify( 
{{1( ,) p -} {p 1( ,) -} 2 2 + 8 , - 2 , - 8 , 2 , 2 2 - 8 , -8 , 
{ -0, 0, 1 }.{1, 1, 0}] 
{1, 1,0} 
{ ~ ( 2 + e2) - aOCos[O]. ~ - aOCos[O], - 0 + aCos[O]} 
Solve[- 0 + aCos[B] == 0, OJ 
{ {B --+ a Cos[O]}} 
0 = aCos[8] 
{! ( 2 + 02) - a0Cos[8], ~ - aBCos[8], 
- B + aCos[8]} 
Code used to determine the line € in C ase 4 a aCos[B] 
of PROPOSIT ION 4.1.30 { -a2Cos[0]2 + ~ (2 + a 2Cos[B]2) , - ~a2Cos[Bj 2 , 0} 
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{ -a2Cos[Bj2 +! (2 + a 2Cos[Bj2) , - !a2Cos[Bj2 , G}rcCosh of an imaginary number, which is not 
real. Vice versa, if the solutions in the second 
set are real, t hen the solutions in the first set 
FullSimplify [ - a 2 Cos[Bj2 + ! (2 + a 2Cos[B]2) - are not real. Thus there is no real B which 
(- !a2Cos[B]2)] solves both the first and the second equation 
1 simultaneously. 
Code used to det ermine the line f. in Case 5 of Code used to determine the line f in C a se 6 of 
P ROPOSIT IO N 4.1.30 PROPOSITION 4.1.30 
Note- in this code, tlO and t ll denote B. 
Solve[ 
Sinh[OverTilde[O]]( -1 + Sech[O](n- Sinh[B]))+ { - Sin[B], - Sin[tlO] + Sin [tlO + B], 
Cosh[OverTilde[B]]Sech[B](n - Sinh[B]) == C [t1o] _ C [t10 + B]} 0, OverTilde[B]] os os 
Solve[Cosh[OverTilde[B]]( - 1 + Sech[O](n- Sinh[B])) Solve[Cos[tlO} - Cos[tlO + B] == 0 tlO} +Sech[B]~inh[OverTilde[B]](n - Sinh[B]) == [ s in • ] }, 
0, OverTilde[O]] { t!O-+ -ArcCos - l-2Cos(9J+Cos[OJ2+Sin)UJ2 
{
- [ ,; t+2aSech [OJ+2aScch[8}Tanh(O} TMh[o)2 ] } { [ ] } 
( 9 -+ -ArcCosh - .J- 1+2aScch{o)-2Tanh(8J tlO-+ ArcCos - Sin ° 
1 - 2Cos[8)+Cos(9J2+Sin(9)2 
{
- [ ,; - 1+2oSech[9)+2aSoch[8)Tanh(8)-Tanh(8J2) ] } { [ . ] } 
0-+ ArcCo~h - v'-1+2oSech(e)-2Tanh(U] ' tlO ~ - ArcCos Sm IJ 
I 2Cos [O) + Cos[0)2+Sin(OJ2 
{
- [ ,; - 1+2oScch(8}+2aSe<h[9)Tan h[8}-T•n h [IIJ2 ] } { [ ] 
(J--> - ArcCosh .J - 1 + 2nScchf"J - 2Tsn h{IIJ • tlO--> ArcCos Sin 8 }} 
1 - 2Cos(8}+Cos(OJ2 +Sin (UJ2 
{ 0-+ ArcCosh [ ,; - 1+2aSeeh(o)+2oSech(Q)Tan h[9}-Tanh(8)2 ] } } FullSim lify[{{Cosh(tll} Sinh[tll] 0} ( ../ 1+2<>Sech{9J 2Tanh[9) p I ' ' 
denominator 
J - 1 + 2aSech[B]- 2Tanh[B] 
common to all t he first set of solutions, the in-
terior of t he square root is exactly t he negative 
of the interior of the square root in t he denom-
inator 
JI - 2aSech[B] + 2Tanh[B] 
common to all t he second set of solutions. Thus 
if t he solutions in t he first set are real, the solu-
tions in the second set must be the image under 
{Sinh[tll], Cosh[tll], 0}, {0, 0, 1} }. 
{ -Sin[B], - Sin[tlO} + Sin[tlO + OJ, 0}] 
{ -Cosh[t ll]Sin[BJ + ( -Sin[t10]+ 
Sin[tlO+B])Sinh[tll], Cosh[tll]( - Sin[tlO]+Sin[tlO+ 
B]) - Sin[B]Sinh[tll], 0} 
Solve[- Cosh[tll}Sin[B] + ( -Sin(tlO] 
+ Sin[tlO + B])Sinh(tll] = = 0, 
tll] 
{ {tll __, -ArcCosh [ - -Sin(t i0}2 +2Sin(t10}Sin(ti0+9}-Sin[t10+6J2 ] 
-Sin (t 1 0)2 +Sin (IIJ2 +2Sin [t IO}Sin[t 10+HJ - Sin (t 10+HJ2 
{
tll -+ ArcCosh [- - Sin (tlOJ2 +2Sin(t1 0)Sin[tiO+•J - Sin[t10+0J2 ] } 
-Sin )t 10)2 +Sin[e)2 + 2Sin [t I O)Sin[ttO+BJ - Sin[tiO+oJ2 
{
til-+ -ArcCosh [ f -Sin[tiOJ2 +2Sin[tiO)Sin[t10+9}-Sin(tlO+OJ2 ] } 
-Sin [t I 0)2 +Sin(9)2 + 2Sin [t 10}Sin )ttO+UJ-Sin [tl0+6)2 
{ C [ 
-Sin)tto)2+2Sin[t10)Sin[t10+11)-Sin[t10+8J2 ] tll -t Arr. osh 
- Sin(t 10)2 +Sin[oj2 +2Sin [t 10)Sin[t !O+ Oj - Sin[t IO+o)2 
Solve[Cosh[tll]( - Sin[tlO} + Sin[tlO + B]) 
- Sin[B]Sinh[tll] == 0, 
tll] 
((ti l --> - ArcCosh [- Sin • ] 
- Sin(t 10)2 +Sin (H J2 +2Si n[t IO)Sin[t 1 O+H)- Sin (t I O+H)2 
{ t ll -+ Arc Cosh [ - Sin • ] } 
-Sin )t 10)2 +Sin[OJ2 + 2Sin (t IO)Sin(t 1 O+ 9)- Sln[t 10+9)2 
{ tll-+ - ArcCosh [ Sin 9 ] } 
- Sin(tl0)2 +Sin[oj2 + 2Sin(t!O)!;in (t 10+0) - Sin[t 10+6)2 
HCH C.3. 
{ til -+ ArcCosh [ Sin~ FnllSimplify[ 
- Sln)t 10]2 +Sin)~J2 +2Sin)t IO)Sin)t IO+UJ- Sin )tlO+ UJ2] ,...-. 
Sqrt[ 
But immediately we note that the numerator 'fr[ 
of t ll in the first set of solutions is always neg- { {! (2 +¢>52),-~, -¢>5}, 
ative or zero, since in the function {!f.,! (2 _ ¢>52) , -¢>5}, 
f(B) = 2 sin 1r sin(27r+B)- sin(27r+B)2-sin(27r)2 , { -¢>5, ¢>5, 1 }}. 
max9 - sin(27r + 8) 2 - sin(21r)2 = - 2 and Transpose[ 
maxe2sin 1rsin(21r + B) = - 2, and since these { {! (2 +¢>52), -!f., -¢>5}, 
two maxima occur at the same value B, then {P§.': 1 ( 2) } 2 , 2 2 - ¢>5 , -¢>5 , 
maxef(O) = 0. Since arccosh is not defined at { - ¢>5, ¢>5, 1 }}]]]] 
0, then t ll in the first set of solutions is never J3 + 4¢>52 + ¢>s4 
a real number. Thus only the second set of 
solutions is valid. 
FullSimplify[{ {Cosh[tll], Sinh[tll], 0}, 
{Sinh[tll], Cosh[tll], 0}, {0, 0, 1} }. 
{..\,0, 0}] 
{>.Cosh[tll], >.Sinh[tll], 0} 
FullSimplify[ { { Cosh[tlO], 0, Sinh[t10]}, 
{0, 1, 0}, {Sinh(tlO], 0, Cosh[tlO]} }. 
{ -Sin[B], Sin[O], 1 - Cos[O]}] { -Cosh[tlO]Sin[B]+ 
Sinh[tl O] - Cos[B]Sinh[tlO]. 
Sin[B], Cosh[tlO] - Cos[B]Cosh[tlO]- Sin[B]Sinh[tlO]} 
Solve[-Cosh[tlO]Sin[B] + Sinh[tlO] 
- Cos(O]Sinh[tlO] == 0, tlO] 
{ { 
tlO -+ - ArcCosh [ - ~1+2-:-::cCo--:•1•-:;--1 -=-co-,-s )u=J2 ] } 
- 1+ 2Co•I•J - Co•I•J2+SinWI2 
{ [ 
- 1+2Co•I•J -Co•t•J2 ] } 
t!O-+ ArcCosh -,_-,~.-+2-Co-•I-•J -...:..C :...o•l~u]2::-'+...:..Sh-,I•~J2 
{ [~~---' +.;...2.;.,Co..:.•I" :...I-..;.Co~•l".;..l2~] } t!O -+ -ArcCo•h --, I +2Co•JU) Coo(uJ2 +Sin (U(2 
{ [ 
- 1+2Cos(U)-Cos)UJ2 ] } 
t!O-+ ArcCosh r-_,~.-+2-Co-s)-u] ...:..C..;...o•-I•I::-'2+...:..Si~n (u J2 
FullSimplify[{ {1, 0, 0}, {0, Cos[tll], -Sin[tll]}, 
{0, Sin[tll], Cos[tll]} }.{0, Sin( OJ, 
Cosb[tlO] - Cos[O]Cosh[tlO] - Sin[O]Sinh[tlO]}]% 
Solve[ ( -1 + Cos[O])Cosh[tlO]Sin[tll] + Sin[O] 
(Cos[tll] + Sin[tll]Sinh[tlO]) == 0, tll]% 
FullSimplify[{ {1, 0, 0}, {0, Cos[tll], - Sin[tll]}, 
{0, Sin[t11], Cos[tll]} }.{0, >., 0}] 
{0. >.Cos[tll], >.Sin[tll]} 
Code used to express the product an and find 
the limit of llaniiF as t -+ oo in LEMMA 4.2.6 
MatrixForm[ 
FullSimplify[ 
{ {Cosh[tlO], Sinh[tlO], 0}, 
{Sinh[tlO], Cosh[tlO], 0}, 
{0, 0,1}}. 
{ {! (2 +¢>52). -~. -¢>5}' 
{!f.,! (2 - ¢>52) ,-¢>5} 1 
{ -¢>5, ¢>5,1} }]]% 
FUllSimplify[ 
Sqrt[ 
'fr[ 
{ { ~ ( (2 +¢>52) Cosh[tlO]+ 
¢>52Sinh(t10l) I 
-!et1°¢>52 + Sinh[tlO], 
-euo¢>5}, 
{ 
.,uo,~,_o;:2 ~ + Sinh[tlO], 
Cosh[t10]-
!<P52Cosh[t10]-
~</J52Sinh[t10] I 
- etlO ¢>5} , { - ¢>5, ¢>5, 1}} . 
Transpose[ 
{ {! ( (2 +¢>52) Cosh[tlO)+ 
¢>52Sinh[t101) I 
-!et10¢>52 + Sinh[tlO) , 
-etlo¢>5}, 
{ ett~¢52 + Sinh[t10), 
Cosh[tlO) -
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!¢52Cosh[t10]-
!¢52Sinh[t10], 
-etlO,p5} , 
{ -¢5, ¢>5, 1} }]]]] 
..; ( 1 + e-2tlO + 2¢52 + e2tlO ( 1 + ¢52) 2) 
Limit[ 
.j (1 + e-2t1° + 2¢52+ 
e2t10 (1 + ¢52)2) , 
tlO -t Infinity] 
V(1+¢52)2co 
Limit [ J (1 + ¢52) 2co, 
¢>5 -t Infinity] 
co 
C.4 
The codes used in Chapter 5 
Code used to express the trajectories in THE-
OREM 5.2.4 
Solve[¢3Pl + ¢1==(1/cl)P2, ¢1] 
Solve[¢3P2 + ¢2Cos[¢1]==(1/c2)Pl, ¢2] 
{ { ¢ 1 ~ P2-~ltl¢3 }} 
{ { ¢2 ~ (Pl-c2P~~3)Sec[¢1] }} 
Solve [ ( (Pl-c2P~;3)Sec(¢1]) Sin[¢1] + ¢3P3==0, ¢3] 
{{ A-3 P lTan(cf> l ] }} 'f' ~ - c2(P3-P2Tan(¢1]) 
FuJ.lSimplify [ p 2 clPl( (Pl::2P!!3)Soc(tll) ] 
P2 + Pl( -Pl+c2P2¢3)Scc[c/>l] 
cl c2 
FullSimplify [ ( P l-c2P2( a(P~~r:JC\~1n) )secJ4>IJ J 
PIP3Scc ¢ 1 
c2P3-c2P2Tan cf>l 
Code used to express the matrix exponential in 
THEOREM 5.3.4 
MatrixExp[{ {(1/cl)Pl, 0}, {0, ( -1/c2)Pl} }] 
{ { e ~f, 0} , { 0, e- ~~ } } 
Code used to express the trajectories in THE-
OREM 5.2.4 
Solve[¢>3Pl + ¢1==0, ¢1] 
Solve[¢3P2 + ¢2Cos[¢1]==(1/c2)P2, ¢>2] 
{{¢1 ~ - P1¢3}} 
{ { ¢2 -t _ (-P2+c2~;¢3)Sec(q'Jl ] }} 
Solve[¢>2Sin[¢>1] + ¢>3P3== (1/ cl)P3,¢>3] 
{ { ¢>3 -t P3-c~f~~in(¢1]} } 
FullSimplify [-PI ( Pa-c~f~~in(¢l])] 
F\illSimplify [- ( -P2+<2P2(••-~t:!""'i))s..i"''] 
_ Pl + P l¢2Sin(¢1) 
c1 P3 
P2 ( (- c\ + ~) Sec[¢>1] + ¢2T~~(¢l) ) 
C.5 
A sample of the codes used to generate figures 
D1 to D15 
Code used to generate Figure D 1 
c1 = 0.5; 
c2 = 6; 
h= 1; 
k = 1; 
Cap= ParametricPlot3D[ 
{ J Abs[k]Sinh[u], 
J Abs[k]Cosh[u]Cos [O], 
J Abs[k]Cosh[u]Sin[O]} , 
{0, -?r, 1r}, {u, -2, 2}, 
HCH 
Mesh -t 10]; 
HHa = ParametricPlot3D[ 
{ z, v'iiclCos[O], v'hc2Sin[O]} , 
{0, 0, 1r}, {z, -2.5,2.5}, 
Mesh -t 8); 
H = ParametricPlot3D[ 
{ v'hciCos(O], v'hc2Sin[O), z}, 
{0, -7r1 7r}, {z, -2.5,2.5}, 
Mesh -t 8); 
VView = {2Pi,Pi/4, 0}; 
VViewv = {1, 1, 1}; 
Opts= {ViewVertical-t VViewv, 
ViewPoint -t VView,Axes -t True, 
BoxRa.tios -t {1, 1, 1}, 
PlotRange -t 
{ { -3, 3}, { - 3, 3}, { - 3, 3} }, 
Boxed -t False, 
Im.ageSize -t Medium, 
AxesLabel-t {"E1*", "Eh*", "E3*"}, 
LabelStyle -t 
Directive (Medium]}; 
Show[ Cap, H) 
"Case 1 - K < 0 11 
"BA2u Plot(2t-2,{t,-10,10}] 
11 AA2 11Plot(2t + 2, 
{t,-10,10}] 
Plot[{2 -t,2t + 2}, 
{t,-10,10}) 
c1 = 2 
c2 = 5 
H= 1 
K=-1 
a = Sqrt(2 H c2 + 2 K] 
b = Sqrt[2H cl - 2K] 
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Appendix D 
Figures 
Here we include Mathematica plots of the Hamiltonian and Casimir functions of the cases 1-3b of 
THEOREM 5.2.2 and 1-3d of THEOREMS 5.3.2-5.3.3. For each case, we also plot the solution using 
Mathematica's functions JacobiSN [], JacobiND [] and JacobiDC [], and then use the function 
NDSolve [] to give the numerical solution of the appropriate reduced extremal equations. A 
sample of the codes used to produce the plots is given in (C.5). 
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Figure D.l: Case 1 (K < 0) of THEOREM 5.2.2. The Hamiltonian 1-l is shown over half its 
period of revolution. 
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Figure D.2: Case 2 (K = 0) of THEOREM 5.2.2. The Hamiltonian 1-l is shown over half its 
period of revolution. 
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Figure D.3: Case 3a (K > 0, ( q~c2 P[) < Pj) of THEOREM 5.2.2. The Hamiltonian 'H.. is shown 
over half its period of revolution. 
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Figure D.4: Case 3b (K > 0, ( q~c2 Pf) > Pi ) of THEOREM 5.2.2. The Hamiltonian 'H.. is shown 
over half its period of revolution. 
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Figure D.5: Case l a (K < 0, c2 > c1 (q~c:2 Pj) < P'f ( c:2~c:'P'f) < Pf) of THEOREM 5.3.3. 
The Hamiltonian 1-l is shown over half its period of revolution. 
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Figure D.6: Case lb (K < 0, c1 > c2 ( c2~c, Pl) < P[ ( c,~c2 P'f) < P[ ) of THEOREM 5.3.3. 
The Hamiltonian 1-l is shown over half its period of revolution. 
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Figure D.7: Case 2a (K = 0, c2 > c1 (q~c2 Pl) < P'f (c2~t:tp'f) < P'f) of THEOREM 5.3.3. 
The Hamiltonian 1-l is shown over half its period of revolution. 
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Figure D.8: Case 2b (K = 0, Ct > c2 ( "2,~ct Pl) < P'f ( '\~(;2 P'f) < P'f) of THEOREM 5.3.3. 
The Hamiltonian 1-l is shown over half its period of revolution. 
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Figure D.9: Case 3a (K > 0, c2 > Ct ( c1;czpi) < P[ ( cz;C! Pf) < Pf) of THEOREM 5.3.3. 
The Hamiltonian 1-l is shown over half its period of revolution. 
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Figure D.lO: Case 3b (K > 0, c1 > c2 ( (·2;"1 P:f) < P[ ( c1; ('2 Pf) < P[) of THEOREM 5.3.3. 
The Hamiltonian 1-l is shown over half its period of revolution. 
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Figure D.ll: Case 3c (K > 0, c1 > c2 (c2~C!P:f) > Pf (c1~cz pl) < Pl) of THEOREM 5.3.3. 
The Hamiltonian 1-l is shown over half its period of revolution. 
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Figure D.l2: Case 3d (K > 0, c1 > c2 ( t·2~C! Pi) > Pf ( GJ~C2 Pl) < P{) of THEOREM 5.3.3. 
The Hamiltonian 1-l is shown over half its period of revolution. 
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Figure D.13: Case 1 (K < 0) of THEOREM 5.3.2. The Hamiltonian 1l is shown over half its 
period of revolution. 
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Figure D.14: Case 2 (K = 0) of THEOREM 5.3.2. The Hamiltonian 1l is shown over half its 
period of revolution. 
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Figure D.l5: Case 3 (K > 0) of THEOREM 5.3.2. The Hamiltonian 1-l is shown over half its 
period of revolution. 
